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Abstract: 
Broad-scale surface mining of minerals and quarrying for construction material is usually 
associated with significant alteration of topography and substantial disturbance to ecological 
systems. Post-mining ecological rehabilitation typically starts with reconstruction of 
topography. A fairly common industry practice has been to use landform elements such as 
plateaus, terraces, and gentle slopes to assist with stabilizing unconsolidated mine waste 
material. However, this approach often leads to the generation of uniform landform features 
that do not typically reflect those in natural landscapes. Previous research in undisturbed and 
agricultural landscapes shows that ecological attributes and diversity is positively correlated 
with landform heterogeneity. The objective of this thesis was to investigate if those findings 
were still valid in post-mining rehabilitated landscapes using information and knowledge 
captured from a history of sites mined for heavy mineral sands on North Stradbroke Island 
(NSI), in Southeast Queensland, Australia, as an example. Nine rehabilitation blocks varying 
in age, location and management practices were selected for study. Landform heterogeneity 
indices (LHIs) were identified and new indices were developed to quantify landform 
heterogeneity. LHIs were derived through analysis of three landform characteristics (relief, 
slope, aspect) using remote sensing data. The ecological indicators like native species 
richness, vegetation density, vegetation and soil cover represented the ecological patterns in 
rehabilitating landscapes and were measured through field surveys. The research hypothesis 
stated that greater heterogeneity in landform characteristics (relief, slope and aspect) 
positively influences ecological patterns across the post-mine rehabilitating landscapes. The 
underlying assumption is that greater landform heterogeneity may lead to qualitative and 
quantitative diversity of environmental parameters essential for the occurrence, 
establishment, sustenance and survival of different species, thereby improving the ecological 
recovery on post-mine lands. The results indicated that the LHIs proved to be very effective 
in quantifying even subtle differences in landform profiles. The analysis showed correlations 
between some combinations of landform heterogeneity indices and ecological variables with 
sensitivity to the spatial scale of investigation. These correlations varied both in direction and 
strength among the different rehabilitation blocks. In some blocks landform heterogeneity 
contributed up to 77% of the variance in particular ecological measures. When some of other 
dominant drivers of ecological patterns in rehabilitation, such as rehabilitation practices, soil 
characteristics and seed mix, were included in the analysis, landform heterogeneity stood out 
as a major significant contributor in explaining the variance case of all ecological variables.  
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Thus, while some of the primary drivers of post-mining ecological development and success 
(for example, climate, substrate and rehabilitation practices) are difficult to control over 
extensive areas and extended time periods, landform heterogeneity may provide a tool to 
indirectly control the micro-environmental parameters that may encourage an improved 
ecological outcome. This theory can be further tested by conducting similar studies in 
different bio-geographic environments and post-mine landscapes to ascertain the degree to 
which these relationships between landform heterogeneity and ecological indicators 
identified in this study are generic, and the level to which relationships are sensitive to local 
bio-geographic conditions and substrates. The measurement and potential opportunity for 
manipulation of landform heterogeneity in post-mine landscapes may provide a simple and 
effective tool for improving ecological rehabilitation that will be of benefit to the industry, 
Government and local communities. Apart from the value that the insights from this study 
could bring to post-mining landscapes, this approach could also be applicable for other broad-
scale ecological restoration projects where the capacity to influence landform shape and 
dynamics and hence micro-environments and micro-climates may exist.  
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1 Introduction 
Broad-scale mining typically involves major disturbances to the ecology of a region, both 
through direct impacts as a result of clearing practices, but also though indirect effects in the 
broader landscape. With declining ore grades and hence increased volumes of waste, 
increasing demand for minerals and hence increased areas of clearing and degradation of 
land, and increasing population growth and the need for diversification of land uses, the scale 
and nature of the problem and hence pressure to rehabilitate these mined lands in increasing 
all across the globe. Successful rehabilitation of such disturbed landscapes can be a very 
slow, expensive and challenging process. Rehabilitation typically starts with the 
reconstruction of topography. The past and present approaches towards post-mine landform 
reconstruction focus on geomorphic stability, drainage management, erosion control, 
minimizing maintenance and encouraging revegetation. These factors set the limits for 
landform reconstruction. To attain these objectives a common industry practice is to use 
landform elements such as plateaus, terraces, and gentle slopes. However, this brings a high 
degree of uniformity to the rehabilitating landscapes and, as a consequence, ecological 
recovery can be slow and of sub-standard quality. In contrast, natural or less disturbed 
landscapes exhibit more variety in slopes, aspects and landform shapes and overall greater 
heterogeneity. Landform features act as boundaries exerting a degree of spatial control over 
disturbance impacts, controlling microsite condition development and influencing ecosystem 
flow-paths and distribution of resources. As a result, landforms affect distribution, growth 
and diversity of biota. The relationships between landform attributes and ecological patterns 
are well demonstrated in published literature (Swanson et al., 1988, Larkin et al., 2006, Solon 
et al., 2007, Ott and van Aarde, 2014). In light of this, this research aims to investigate if the 
post-mine rehabilitation landscape exhibits relationships between landform heterogeneity and 
ecological patterns similar to those observed in natural landscapes.  
If the research outcomes suggest negative or unpredictable relationships between the 
landform heterogeneity and ecological patterns, it will encourage further research on the 
driving forces behind those relationships that are dissimilar to those in natural landscapes. An 
improved understanding of these drivers will thus potentially enable improvements in the 
ecological outcomes of post-mine landscapes through landform structural changes. If the 
outcome of the research indicates positive relationships, it will suggest that introducing 
greater landform heterogeneity in post-mine landscapes may further improve the ecological 
rehabilitation. If the relationship between landform heterogeneity and ecological recovery is 
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sufficiently understood, then landform heterogeneity can be used as an efficient tool to 
improve ecological recovery in these landscapes. This approach will have potential to lead to 
new post-mining landform reconstruction strategies which, in turn, given the flow-on 
ecological benefits, may also bring economic and sustained benefits to the mining companies, 
local communities and the custodian Governments. With a focus and case study on broad-
scale mining, the research outcomes may equally find applicability with non-mining projects 
where extensive ecological rehabilitation activities are required following other forms of 
anthropogenic-linked disturbance or landscape impact. 
1.1 Research objectives and Thesis outline 
1.1.1 Research Objectives  
The overall aim of the research was to investigate the relationship between landform 
heterogeneity and ecological recovery in a rehabilitating broad-scale post-mine landscape  
Research objectives for the thesis are: 
1. Develop methodology and indices to quantify landform heterogeneity. 
2. Examine the direction, strength and extent of relationships between landform 
heterogeneity and ecological patterns at each site.  
3. Investigate to what degree the landform heterogeneity correlates with the ecological 
patterns in the presence of other dominant drivers (e.g. age of rehabilitation, 
rehabilitation practices, climate).  
1.1.2 Thesis outline 
Chapter 1: Introduction  
This chapter opens up with the background on the past and present approaches to landform 
reconstruction in post-mine landscapes. The literature review continues to discuss 
relationships between landforms and ecology in natural and agricultural landscapes, 
progressing to the known interactions between landform heterogeneity and ecological 
patterns. This leads to the question if application of this knowledge can benefit post-mine 
ecological rehabilitation, and thus, stating the research objectives for this thesis. It also 
introduces the approach for quantifying landform heterogeneity and ecological patterns. 
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Chapter 2: Research Methodology 
This chapter begins with a broad discussion on the methodological framework for this study 
and description of the study site. This is followed by a short reflection on past and present 
approaches for quantification of landform heterogeneity, leading to identification and 
development of landform heterogeneity indices that were used in this study, with detailed 
description of each of the indices. Information about data sources, description and processing 
are followed by details on ecological indicators used for this study and how they were 
measured. Sources of errors are discussed next, followed by detailed discussion on statistical 
approaches adopted in each respective chapter in this thesis.   
Chapter 3: Quantification of landform heterogeneity using landform heterogeneity indices 
(LHI) metrics and landform heterogeneity on North Stradbroke Island (NSI) 
This chapter focuses on effectiveness of the LHIs in quantifying landform heterogeneity and 
discusses the landform heterogeneity profiles of rehabilitation blocks on NSI. The first 
section discusses the working of each landform heterogeneity index demonstrating how 
different indices capture a different type of heterogeneity in landforms. The second section 
compares the landform heterogeneity within each of the nine blocks against the landform 
heterogeneity on NSI. The last section compares and contrasts the landform heterogeneity 
profiles of all rehabilitation blocks together.  
Chapter 4: Relationships between landform heterogeneity and ecological patterns 
This chapter evaluates the relationships between individual LHIs and individual ecological 
variables in each of nine rehabilitation blocks on NSI independently using simple bilinear 
regressions. It discusses the direction, strength and extent of these relationships in the context 
of the type of heterogeneity and landform characteristic represented by each LHI.  
Chapter 5: Contribution of landform heterogeneity to ecological patterns in presence of other 
drivers 
In this chapter, other drivers of ecological patterns in post-mine rehabilitation are included in 
the analysis in parallel with landform heterogeneity in order to evaluate how much of the 
variance in the ecological patterns is explained by that in landform heterogeneity in the 
presence of other dominant drivers that influence the NSI post-mine rehabilitation using step-
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wise multiple regression analysis. Principle component analysis is used to reduce the 
dimensions of ecological data and landform heterogeneity data 
Chapter 6: Synthesis 
This is the final discussion chapter that synthesises the insights obtained and knowledge 
generated based on the analysis of NSI rehabilitation, discussed in the previous chapters, 
against the background of a larger broader picture. It discusses the main findings from this 
thesis, providing conclusions and recommendations for future direction of research on 
relationships between landform heterogeneity and ecological patterns in post-mine 
rehabilitation landscapes.   
1.2 The canvas 
1.2.1 Role of humans in altering ecosystems and as geomorphic agent 
Human influence altering the shape of surface features of the Earth was recognized long ago 
(Marsh, 1874), and subsequent technological advances in the extractive industries among 
others have been intensifying this change (Brown, 1956). Anthropogenic activities are 
surpassing the natural processes in earth material removal and transfer (Hooke, 1994, Hooke, 
1999, Hooke, 2000, Wilkinson and McElroy, 2007), and qualitatively they work very 
differently (Rivas et al., 2006) as compared to the natural processes in regulating the surface 
of Earth. It is not a surprise that mining and quarrying activities remain the largest of the 
contributors to such change (Hooke, 1994), with deforestation, changes in land use, direct 
and indirect effects of urbanization and agriculture, also being major drivers of landscape and 
associated ecosystem change. With humanity using ecosystem services (Boyd and Banzhaf, 
2007) at a rate double that of nature’s capacity to sustain and regenerate (Global Footprint 
Network, 2010), the potential of restoring such degraded landscapes is gathering attention 
(Nellemann and Corcoran, 2010, Bringezu et al., 2014). Restoration of these landscapes is 
proposed as a vehicle to bridge the divides between demand and scarcity of natural resources 
in humanity’s progress towards sustainability (Gole, 2007, Aronson et al., 2010). In the 
context of the mining industry’s footprint on the environment, the rehabilitation of post-mine 
landscapes is generally directed by local and national Government regulations and guidelines, 
as well as initiatives from mining companies. Examples of the latter are common in 
environmental reporting by mining companies with proclamations such as ‘no net loss of’ or 
‘net positive impact on’ biodiversity (Rainey et al., 2014). While the first step in 
rehabilitation, of re-establishing post-mine topography, is often guided by Government 
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guidelines and company financial, technological, and human resource capacities, there is 
typically a disconnect between any such guiding principles and practical considerations and 
the actual and relevant requirements of  native ecosystems in such new environments. One of 
the reasons behind this lack of connection is because there is a paucity of knowledge about 
the types and characteristics of interactions between the components of rehabilitating 
ecosystems and the components of reconstructed landforms. In this thesis, these relationships 
are analysed and interpreted using an example of broad-scale mine rehabilitation. The 
approach and findings seek to highlight the opportunities that understanding the relationships 
between ecology and landform provide, but at a more direct and applied level. They also aim 
to provide the company and industry with management implications and options to 
potentially improve rehabilitation outcomes. 
1.2.2 Context of rehabilitation of broad-scale mined lands 
Broad-scale mining of iron ore, bauxite, coal, mineral and glass sands, along with quarrying 
of rocks for building and construction purposes, typically extend over very large areas. 
However, because of the more benign nature of mined materials and extraction processes do 
not always lead to severe problems such as acid mine drainage requiring compensatory 
contamination remediation measures. The broad-scale mines nonetheless lead to disturbing 
the ecological fabric across their extensive spatial scales, stretching sometimes to hundreds of 
square kilometres dictated by the spread of mineral resources (e.g. Gondwana coal deposits, 
India, Pilbara iron ore deposits, Australia). Such mining activities can cause drastic changes 
in the geomorphological, hydrological and ecological balance, leading to ecological 
degradation of these landscapes. With increasing demand for mineral resources and declining 
ore grades, the expanding size and distribution of mining operations are posing a great 
challenge for the conservation of existing ecosystems across the planet. The legal and 
regulatory structures around rehabilitation of post-mine landscapes are being refined and 
getting stricter. Responding to global pressures and stakeholder concerns (Giurco and 
Cooper, 2012), the industry is aiming for transition from improving sustainable practices to 
developing positive post-mining legacies (Worrall et al., 2009). For science, rehabilitation of 
extensive broad-scale mines can serve as laboratories for rehabilitation and restoration 
research by providing opportunities to witness the entire journey of rehabilitation, from 
initiation of simple primary ecological processes on bare rocks to the establishment of 
complex inter-linkages in ecosystems in those cases where the rehabilitation objective is to 
re-establish the pre-mining, or create a new and novel (Doley et al., 2012) ecosystem. 
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Arguably, the most important point that must be addressed to meet these future challenges is 
the architectural restructure and remediation of surface characteristics such as roughness, 
topography and connectivity with the surrounding landscape.    
1.3 Reconstruction of post-mine landforms 
1.3.1 Landform reconstruction in post-mine rehabilitation  
In broad-scale mining the near surface mineral resources are excavated in layers from the 
surface downwards, based on the richness of the ores and thickness and nature of 
overburdens. The overburden and waste rock material produced is sometimes used to fill 
back the mined depressions and reshape the post-mine landforms. The manner in which the 
new landscape is created as stabilized landforms depends on the nature of the waste material, 
hydrology, available resources (economic, human and technological), industry’s policies, 
Government guidelines and the rehabilitation goals. Such resultant post-mine topographies 
bear a very different character than the natural landscapes (Bugosh, 2006) unless the pre-
mining topography is imitated in the reconstructed rehabilitating landscape. The 
reconstructed landforms may take a very long time to naturalise and develop characteristics 
similar to the regional landscape and merge into it. Like mined lands where landforms are 
permanently destroyed, attaining the geomorphological stability and establishing equilibrium 
between climatic pattern, drainage and rate of erosion can be very difficult because of the 
changed geomorphology, altered hydrological flows and sub-surface conditions (Nicolau and 
Asensio, 2000, Toy and Chuse, 2005). The ecological rehabilitation can receive major 
setbacks through the irregularities and disturbances generated from the comparatively quicker 
events like mass wasting, rapid erosion or deposition, which all are influenced by landforms. 
Landforms or geomorphological processes are important parts of the setting where matter and 
energy flows develop in the form of ecosystems (Swanson et al., 1988). Hence landform 
reconstruction is a critical starting phase of post-mine rehabilitation that may carry its 
signature on the events that follow in that rehabilitation journey. 
Disturbance to ecosystems from mining of minerals beneath is one prime example where any 
degree of recovery of ecosystems on mined lands may require far greater time intervals than 
the time taken for extracting those mineral resources. Mined land rehabilitation involves 
generating favourable conditions to facilitate the entry of natural communities of flora and 
fauna (Gole, 2007). Thus, if recovery of ecological systems is the goal, the aim of post-mine 
landform reconstruction needs to be creating suitable physical environments to encourage 
occupation of the landscape by ecosystem elements. In cases where the ecological 
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degradation of the landscape has extended to complete removal of vegetation and other life 
forms, disturbing the hydrological systems and severely altering the soil characteristics (Gole, 
2007), or, where it is located in the region of very old, climatically buffered, infertile 
landscapes (OCBIL) where the prospects of rehabilitation are bleak due to very limited 
dispersal capacity of organisms (Hopper, 2009), rehabilitation of functional ecosystems may 
demand excessive human interventions. From the experience of many examples of post-mine 
rehabilitation across the world, such interventions are typically expensive and offer no 
guarantees they will have a significant impact on the rate of successful rehabilitation or on 
the risk of rehabilitation not progressing in an unintended direction (Audet et al., 2013).  
In various restoration projects dealing with extremely degraded ecosystems, the induced 
heterogeneity introduced through the construction of local surface depressions and mounds or 
the placement of logs, for example, is known to accelerate the restoration process in 
rangelands (Whisenant et al., 1995, Whisenant, 1999), woodlands (Ludwig and Tongway, 
1996), deserts (Boeken and Shachak, 1994) and in some examples of mine rehabilitation 
(Sharma et al., 2001). In these instances, the induced heterogeneity positively influenced the 
runoff and infiltration, soil nutrients and temperatures, improved patch dynamics, encouraged 
germination and establishment of vegetation and led to increases in species richness, density 
and biomass. 
Identification of the forces responsible for derailing the progress, or identifying the correct 
mechanisms and forces that may have the potential to lead to the targeted progress, is the key 
to success of post-mine rehabilitation. The rehabilitation of degraded landscapes after mining 
needs to imitate a natural, self-regulating system which ecologically integrates with the 
surrounding landscape (Gole, 2007). While uncertainties in regards to species and community 
compositions as well as physico-chemical characteristics of substrates, receive a warranted 
level of attention in post-mine rehabilitation projects, the inter-linkages between landforms 
and rehabilitation progress remain less explored. In post-mine rehabilitation where there 
exists an opportunity to reconstruct landforms, rehabilitation research needs to focus more on  
landform reconstruction strategies, the resultant landform profiles and their linkages with the 
rehabilitating ecosystems and organisms. 
1.3.2 Past and current approaches 
In broad-scale post-mine rehabilitation, the rehabilitation practices including landform 
reconstruction remain site specific but, depending on jurisdiction, are guided to varying 
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degree by Government regulations, company policies and practices, commodity type, 
geographic location, and bio-climatic and ecological aspects, all of which lead to the 
determination of rehabilitation objectives (Hobbs, 2007). In the case of the first step of 
rehabilitation, landform reconstruction, the main considerations in general are geomorphic 
stability, management of drainage, erosion control, minimization of maintenance costs and 
encouraging revegetation (Toy and Black, 2000, Nicolau, 2003). This major stage of 
rehabilitation is also important as it often is the most expensive phase (Zipper et al., 1989). 
Depending on the above mentioned factors and economic, technological and environmental 
constraints, the landform reconstruction strategies lead to construction of landforms that may 
or may not look similar to the pre-mining or natural landscapes in the region. Reconstruction 
of pre-mining topography is possible when the volume of ore material removed is very small 
in comparison to the total material excavated, as is the case in mineral sands mines. In such 
cases, if the goal is to reconstruct pre-mining topography, then carefully recording pre-mine 
landform characteristics and their interrelationships through intense geomorphic mapping is 
essential (Walton and Allington, 1994). In some cases, additional material is procured from 
synergic alternatives such as desilting of the reservoirs in the neighbouring landscapes 
(Pandey, 2005) for volume addition or mine waste amelioration. The bauxite mine 
rehabilitation at Panchapatmali mines in Odisha (India) display an example of the use of 
altered geomorphology for management of surface flows and vegetation management, to 
rehabilitate the quarried landscape and arrest the erosion and prevent pollution from 
impacting downstream (Mohanty, 1997). If the post-mine landform reconstruction does not 
have such objectives, the traditional approach towards constructing new reliefs on 
rehabilitated mined landscapes has commonly been to create geometric topography exhibiting 
terraces, benches, graded banks and linear slopes (Martín-Duque et al., 2010). These designs 
focus on attaining geotechnical stability, arresting mass movements (Martín-Duque et al., 
2010) and draining slow run off volumes using erosion control covers, gabions, rip-rap and 
concrete structures (Nicolau, 2002, Nicolau, 2003, Bugosh, 2006). Historically, rehabilitated 
landforms have exhibited uniform slopes guided by neat lines and grades (Ayres et al., 2006). 
This allows great degree of uniformity of design and construction. However, it does not 
guarantee minimum erosion and long-term sustainability, hence failing to meet the mine 
closure objectives. Thus, many considerable benefits of the past and present landform 
reconstruction approaches cannot justify the risks if ecological rehabilitation of the landscape 
is a failure. 
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Different approaches are adopted in the industry to reconstruct landforms based on the site 
conditions and rehabilitation objectives. Some of the approaches are based on modelling of 
erosion and surface runoff as drivers of landform evolution. These models are claimed to be 
close predictors and are commonly used in the industry (Willgoose and Riley, 1998, Boggs et 
al., 2000, Tiwari et al., 2000, Hancock, 2004, Hancock and Turley, 2006). The design 
approach (Howard et al., 2011) is based on selecting one or more of the soil erosion models 
(Siberia, WEPP and RUSLE) based on properties of topsoil or material and failure 
mechanisms with consideration of their interaction with the climate (Howard et al., 2011). 
Recognizing the strengths and weaknesses of each of the models and using a combination of 
a range of models may provide flexibility to suit site-specific conditions and materials. The 
reliability of this approach, however, entirely depends on accuracy of the interpreted 
parameter inputs and calibration (Hancock et al., 2008) as well as expertise of operators for 
appropriate selection of combinations of respective models or their components. In addition, 
integration of topographic stability to transition into ecological rehabilitation is necessary in 
post-mine rehabilitation (Toy and Black, 2000) and design approaches are not known to be 
sensitive to the requirements of rehabilitating ecosystems (Nicolau, 2003). Another 
consideration is that these approaches remain very complex designing processes that involve 
high costs of software, trial experiments and expert human resources to identify, select and 
apply different models to match the respective site parameters. Hence, particularly in 
developing countries, this approach may not attain popularity, in the absence of strict 
regulations or incentives.    
Use of generic guidelines for reconstructing rehabilitation landforms has been a common 
practice in the past and continues to be so even today (Howard et al., 2011). This generally 
results from a partial ignorance of the importance of climatic context, nature of materials 
‘stored’ in landforms awaiting rehabilitation and the erosion processes that would influence 
those materials, and relies on conventional shapes like terraces and steep battered slopes to 
reduce the erosion potential using channelled drainage systems. In the case of highly erosive 
materials, these designs are susceptible to rill and gully erosion and intense laminar erosion 
(Sanchez and Karl Wood, 1989), and rock drain failures are common with highly erosive 
materials. For materials with low erosivity the benches can prove to be unnecessary (Howard 
et al., 2011). Observing the low stability and/or high costs relative to benefits of past 
outcomes from an overly prescriptive approach, the regulators are shifting the focus from 
stipulating specific landform characteristics to making the requirements outcome driven and 
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linked to rehabilitation objectives that focus on stability per se (Howard et al., 2011). A more 
geometric model, also known as the ‘Platform-bench model’, aims to achieve geotechnical 
stability by reducing mass movement related risks (Nicolau, 2003). Where surface materials 
in a recently rehabilitated site have an inherent inability to retain water and/or are prone to the 
forces of erosion, these immature unconsolidated surfaces are unlikely to be sufficiently 
stable to support the establishment of any type of functional ecosystem. They may also be 
high risks to adversely impact downstream environments through erosion and sediment 
flows. Hence, while a design may attain geotechnical stability (Nicolau, 2003), it may well 
fail to be ecologically stable.  
The increasing trend towards the use of concave profile designs still results in slopes that can 
remain susceptible to erosion problems unless the material specifics and climatic context are 
well understood through erodibility measurements and erosion modelling. Wherever unstable 
landforms result in extensive rill and gully erosion, the costs of re-treatments and repair are 
significant. The 13 year records of ‘La Revilla’ landform rehabilitation in Spain provides an 
example of a successful design wherein a high wall-trench design overlain with placement of 
surficial deposits set a stage for the landscape to mature into a stable sigmoid shape naturally 
over time (Martín-Duque et al., 2010). This has been reported as a cost effective geomorphic 
approach where the design focussed on managing the dynamic disequilibrium and considered 
that the geomorphic dynamics of the slopes were of higher priority than the stability per se 
(Martín-Duque et al., 2010). A study by Hancock et al. (2003) showed that concave slopes 
reduced the sediment loss by half as compared to linear slopes but this experiment was 
carried on fresh spoils and effects of weathering and other factors that may control the shape 
of the slope, such as establishment of vegetation and its effect on the erosional patterns, were 
yet to be factored in. Although effective, natural attainment of equilibrium would be a slow 
process and take a much longer time than the time frames set to attain the rehabilitation 
objectives. The benefits of this design could multiply if combined with Geo-Fluvial models to 
give the 3D design for reconstruction of larger landscapes. However, the concave or sigmoid 
designs of reconstructed reliefs with same/similar stable slope angle or gradient may result in 
uniform landscapes, and although these shapes would be more resistant to erosion, they may 
still fail to fully encourage successful ecological rehabilitation if they fail to provide 
sufficient diversity in gradients. The modelling approaches discussed focus mainly on 
stability and erosion control and typically do not factor in the requirements of rehabilitating 
ecosystems and organisms.  
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Designs based on natural landscapes (or drainage networks) are increasingly gaining 
popularity amongst researchers and mining companies. This approach utilizes fluvial geo-
morphic processes through a combination of software (Siberia, WEPP, Carlson Natural 
Regrade with GeoFluv) to reconstruct the topography based on existing landforms. This 
attempts to empirically integrate channels and hill slopes into functional, cohesive landforms 
according to fluvial geomorphic principles (Howard et al., 2011) in order to generate a 
topography similar to natural surfaces. It proposes to produce stable landforms for that 
particular climatic zone, provided it is adequately vegetated. However, the assumption is that 
the reconstructed landforms will behave exactly the same way as the closely-matching natural 
landforms with respect to drainage and erosion characteristics. The properties of the surface 
and sub-surface waste materials in the post-mine environments are often problematic and 
generating realistic input parameters for the model can become a major challenge, limiting its 
application in this context. To add to this, the methodology requires high accuracy in 
designing landforms which demands greater technological and economic inputs. Nicolau 
(2003) believed that slopes resulting from attempts to copy the original topography are often 
excessively long and compacted by the movement of machinery, which makes revegetation 
more difficult. At the same time, the stability of the non-consolidated materials is not the 
same as the original (Toy and Black, 2000). Lack of equilibrium between relief forms and the 
consistency of the materials used can lead to instability through intense erosion, hence 
making the design unsuitable for steeper slopes (Bell et al., 1989). According to Schor and 
Gray (2007), multiple objectives of being more functional, cost-effective and still being 
aesthetically attractive can be achieved by designing slopes and landforms based on natural 
relief. Bugosh proposes that the goal of surface mining reclamation should be to produce 
landform designs upon which the geomorphic processes will act to erode until the landform 
reaches equilibrium with existing environmental conditions (2004, 2007). On post-mine 
landforms, the forces of erosion tend to re-establish the dynamic equilibrium between 
processes and landforms but ‘fine-tuning’ by natural processes can bring stability only if the 
initial reconstructed landform design is correct (Schumm and Rea, 1995, Toy and Black, 
2000, Toy and Chuse, 2005).  
Another approach that has been presented in the literature is the design of landforms using 
slope profiles reflecting those similar to the regional landform features by simulating natural 
landscapes. This design approach is based on both geomorphic and hydrological principles 
and considers the hydrological basin as the unit for new relief design (Nicolau, 2003). 
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Individual hydrological basins with slopes, combined with structural measures to control 
sediments and runoff, comprise the design. The surface of the basin, drainage density and 
pattern, morphology of slopes and watercourses and safety structures form its management 
components. In places where the soil can be restored and the revegetation is rapid in response 
to local climatic conditions, such designs can be useful. However, if the erosivity of material 
is high and revegetation is slow, an alternative approach of designing a new stable relief that 
may not mimic surrounding natural landscape, but rather maintain a drainage-oriented 
approach to manage sediments and runoff can be planned. Walton and Allington (1994) 
suggest that the similarity in original and recreated landforms should facilitate the 
reestablishment of previous land uses. Natural landforms are influenced by geological 
characteristics like rock type, structural complexities, fracturing, jointing or faults and these 
are reflected in a diversity of slope gradients, landform characteristics and geomorphological 
characteristics (Walton and Allington, 1994). Mature and relatively stable natural systems 
may moderate the risk of erosion through self-healing erosion control systems providing 
greater stability. There are examples (e.g. Cullen et al. 1998) where vegetation communities 
showed greater similarity to local natural systems on a replicated landform than those in 
naturally recolonised quarries. Interestingly, Wheater et al. (2000) affirmed that the spider 
communities showed greater correlation to the landform character than the vegetation 
structure developed from seed dispersal and plantation of desired species, pointing towards 
possible linkages between the animal species and landform features that should be considered 
in planning landform reconstruction. In a simplified version of the GeoFluv approach, the 
known limitation is failure to adequately characterise the materials that may result in unstable 
landforms. This can then incur high costs to reshape the landforms, especially in cases where 
final rehabilitation landform designs were not considered as part of the overall mine plan and 
mine planning processes at the outset. Landforms, even though shaped like the regional 
topography, can differ in their response and behaviour in relation to hydrological surface and 
sub-surface flows because of the differences in the inherent structure of the mine waste rock 
piles as compared to the natural lithology.  
Blasting is used as a tool to soften the edges of sharp landform boundaries that are commonly 
found in quarries and broad-scale mining (Gole, 2007). This approach is a modification of the 
natural analogue approach. Blasting moderates the landform shapes as well as produces loose 
material that can assist the process of soil formation. In an example from a limestone quarry 
in Britain (Gunn and Bailey, 1993), the use of restoration blasting and habitat reconstruction 
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as a landform replication technique was very effective in converting the limestone quarry 
slopes to landforms closely resembling natural limestone valley sides. Walton and Allington 
(1994) discuss the use of the ‘restoration blasting’ technique for landform replication after 
mining or quarrying, stressing the need for rigorous geomorphological analysis of the locality 
and neighbouring natural landforms based on mapping and surveying. It needs to be 
acknowledged that in cases of landforms replicated by piling overburden or blasted rocks, 
satisfactory revegetation and acceptable slope stability outcomes cannot be taken for granted 
(Walton and Allington, 1994). 
In post-mine rehabilitation, landscape evolution models can be useful tools as, when 
calibrated for the erodible material, they can predict sediment loss over entire landscapes 
(Hancock, 2004). While they can produce detailed predictions about hill slope erosion, they 
cannot, however, measure and predict the complex interactions between the landforms and 
the emerging biota. The development of specific erosion models resulted from more solid 
criteria for relief design. Improved understanding of hydrological and geomorphic responses 
of reconstructed topographic features has fuelled their development.  They essentially focus 
on engineered, more geometric landforms that are designed to minimize erosion and not 
necessarily merging with the natural topography in the neighbouring natural landscapes or the 
biotic inter-relationships within them.  The other broader approach considers relief as a 
component of the ecosystem that contributes to the processes of development of functional 
ecological attributes in the rehabilitating landscape. The knowledge of natural relief also 
allows conceptual models based on hydrological basins to be used to inform the design of 
new constructed patterns of relief (Nicolau, 2003). The more advanced methodologies 
increasingly use computer modelling as the practical tool for relief design. However, these 
models remain limited in their capacity to integrate the ecological components of 
rehabilitation into the relief design and have little resilience against extreme climatic events. 
Taking clues from pre-mining topographic characteristics, hill-slope like topography created 
with upper convex and lower concave units has been recorded to reduce sediment loss many-
fold as compared to linear slopes (Hancock et al., 2003). Although the pre-existing 
topography may provide hints about what shape a new reconstructed topography may best 
blend in with the undisturbed natural surroundings, it is clear that the newly constructed 
landforms may react differently to the externalities of the environment over time, even if they 
are reshaped similar to the pre-mining landforms at the outset.  
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The conventional post-mine landscapes with uniform and geometric shapes often contain 
rigid non-erodible drainage systems that are designed for specific extreme weather events. 
These designs have greater uniformity in design and construction. Inherently there is also a 
greater threat of erosion with immature topography as their long-term stability and capacity 
to fulfil closure criteria can be questionable. In reconstructed landscapes, it is near impossible 
to reconstruct the hydro-geological attributes similar to the pre-mining conditions and hence 
the reconstruction of pre-mining topography after mining has been referred to as ‘superficial’ 
or ‘cosmetic’ (Walton and Allington, 1994). Sawatsky and Beckstead (1996) recommended a 
geomorphic approach to reconstruction of landscape through development of landforms and 
drainage systems with armouring processes that replicate natural slopes and surfaces. It 
claims to enable self-healing erosion control systems that reduce risks of accelerated erosion. 
The sustainability of natural drainage systems comes from the resilience and the self-healing-
capacity that they possess through minor adjustments in the dimensions. Martin-Moreno et al. 
(2008) propose construction of flow control and sediment storage systems in the form of 
decanting pools and small ecologically-functional wetlands at the base of concave slopes to 
accelerate the rehabilitation of mine slopes. The fluvial geomorphic approach may lead to 
runoff patterns similar to the neighbouring natural landscapes (Bugosh, 2009). In the 
landscape, the differences enforced by the landforms may influence the spatial and temporal 
availability of water and resultant differences in water chemistry can ultimately affect the 
vegetation growth (Burns et al., 1998). Sawatsky and Beckstead (1996) stress that many 
features of the natural drainage systems with more erodible material, such as breadths of 
floodplains or depths of swales and valleys, significantly exceed what would be required to 
accommodate volumes during larger flood events, thus providing the system resilience. 
Similarly, the man-made landform designs may require drainage systems that have a capacity 
to modify the morphology to build a stable regime. Features like having the scope for lateral 
and vertical movement of channels as in natural landscapes might not be easily replicable in 
the rehabilitation landscapes given the limitations enforced by scales and resources. 
However, there exist examples such as the oil sands rehabilitation where features such as 
stream length and density, gradient, and the armouring surface material on channel beds and 
margins are included in the reconstructed drainage design (Sawatsky and Beckstead, 1996). 
The self-healing and sustainable rehabilitation landform designs will be cost-effective, 
aesthetically pleasing and beneficial to the natural ecosystems if they have reasonable 
semblance of analogy to the pre-mining natural environment (Sawatsky and Beckstead, 
1996).  
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1.3.3 Geophysical and ecological limitations  
The past and current post-mine landform reconstruction practices indicated that the physical 
properties of available material, rehabilitation objectives and the local weather and climatic 
conditions are the factors that set limits on the geometry and lay-out of the reconstructed 
landforms. The material volumes, available technology and scale of landforms also play an 
important role. In eastern Australian mineral sands rehabilitation, the rehabilitated systems 
were in the past believed to incorporate dune slopes no steeper than 15 degrees in order to 
allow the machinery to safely operate on these surfaces while steeper slopes up to 25 degrees 
were built only to short lengths that could allow machinery to work in the downslope 
direction (Coaldrake, 1979). The natural systems in the eastern Australian sand dune 
landscapes on the other hand exhibit slopes up to 34 degrees. Some techniques like advanced 
mulching application (Coaldrake, 1979, Haigh and Gentcheva-Kostadinova, 2007) or use of 
sand-binding bituminous material (Smith and Nichols, 2011) are used in some cases to 
achieve stable steeper slopes in mineral sands rehabilitations. Thus, although the 
rehabilitation projects following extraction of commodities like mineral sands aim to 
reconstruct the pre-mining topography (Coaldrake, 1979, Lubke and Avis, 1999, Smith and 
Nichols, 2011), they can be limited by the geo-stability constraints. For some other mine 
spoils or mine waste materials, it is common to construct landforms that have maximum 
slopes nearing the angle of repose (30 to 35 degrees) for stability purposes (Gilbert, 2000). 
The topographies and shapes of landforms re-constructed from waste rock, overburden and 
other process wastes will often be initially guided by their physico-chemical characteristics as 
well as the physical volumes. For some iron ore or bauxite mines where the ores constitute 
more than half of the extracted rock material, there would commonly be much less material 
left to build the landforms, thus imposing an immediate limitation on the kind and shapes and 
sizes of the landforms that can be generated. In the case of mineral sands mining, up to 95%  
of the total excavated material may return back as waste (Smith and Nichols, 2011), thereby 
making reconstructing of pre-mining landforms a real possibility. At the same time, de-
compaction of material in ore-extraction can in fact return greater volumes than those 
excavated and again pose a challenge to reshape to the pre-mining landform scenario. 
For achieving greater stability of the reconstructed landforms the geometry of the recreated 
landform features needs to respect the characteristics and composition of the material used 
(Ghose, 2004). Based on the physical properties and local environmental conditions, different 
substrate materials impose different limits on reconstruction of the post-mine landforms. For 
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example, the reconstruction of post-mine landforms following sand-mining often needs to 
consider the risk of wind-blown drift of the sand (Coaldrake, 1979). The properties of soils - 
infiltration and composition and thus their response to the environmental forces - may change 
with time (Ghose, 2001) and this needs to be factored into the design. On unstable landforms 
the development of new soils and the establishment of vegetation is difficult and expensive 
wherever there is an inability to control erosion (Riley, 1995, Toy and Black, 2000, Kapolka 
and Dollhopf, 2001). In such cases where vegetation itself cannot be used as an erosion 
control measure, mechanical controls such as contour wattles (Haigh and Gentcheva-
Kostadinova, 2007), back-sloping terraces and micro-surface modifications (Sharma et al., 
2001) have been used to  successfully reduce the rapid erosion of materials and improve 
hydrological conditions.  
Apart from the stability issues, the rehabilitation programs also need to take into account the 
capacity of the substrate to facilitate the regeneration and use appropriate remediation 
strategies in the landform reconstruction process. For example, the performance of vegetation 
on stockpiled topsoil is known to vary with the duration and geometry of stockpiles 
(Coaldrake, 1979, Kundu and Ghose, 1997, Ghose, 2001, Ghose, 2004). Strategies such as 
progressive rehabilitation as is generally adopted by sand mining operations (Smith and 
Nichols, 2011) can help avoid the necessity for stockpiling topsoils in huge quantities for 
long durations. The moisture-holding capacity of soils in rehabilitating mined landscapes is 
reported to be significantly improved by trapping the surface water using modifications in 
micro-topography (Sharma et al., 2000, Sharma et al., 2001, Sharma et al., 2004, Bugosh, 
2004), and approach with significant advantages in arid systems especially. In addition to 
engineering miro-topography, soil working methods (pit sizes, trenches, terracing etc.) 
(Chauhan and Silori, 2010) and the geometry and size of the reconstructed landforms (Ghose, 
2004) are known to influence establishment of vegetation and ecosystem processes 
significantly (Sharma et al., 2000, Sharma et al., 2001, Sharma et al., 2004, Bugosh, 2004). 
Practices such as leaf litter mulching of the surface have been successfully used to markedly 
reduce soil loss even at relatively low levels of application (Haigh and Gentcheva-
Kostadinova, 2007). The disturbed hydrological profile, disturbed and depleted soil profile, 
disturbed soil texture, structure and composition, in combination with other physico-chemical 
characteristics and challenges of post-mine substrates often creates a very hostile 
environment for vegetation establishment and growth. Thus,  without adequate attention and 
understanding lead to erosion and sediment flows affecting downstream ecosystems (Evans, 
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2000, Nicolau and Asensio, 2000), but they can commonly fail to support the fundamentals 
of a functional ecosystem per se.  
1.3.4 Stability and ecological rehabilitation issues 
Historically, rehabilitated landforms have tended to be dominated by uniform slopes defined 
by geometric lines and grades (Ayres et al., 2006). Although stability for a long period of 
time is one of the main goals of the traditional post-mine landforms that have been built with 
uniform slopes and terraces, many exhibit instability in extreme weather events (Martín-
Duque et al., 2010). Bugosh (2004) critiques that these landforms ‘give little consideration 
for proper hydrologic function for balanced conveyance of water and sediment from the land 
surface’ (p.241). Gully erosion can be a useful performance and stability indicator for post-
mine rehabilitation (Sawatsky and Tuttle, 1996). The reconstructed geometric shapes in 
response to extreme weather events succumb to gullying as the benches fill up with sediment 
and water gets channelled into concentrated flow paths (Hancock et al., 2003, Sanz et al., 
2008) resulting in accelerated erosion and gully development (Haig, 1979, Haigh, 1980). 
Many graded banks are also known to fail because of water erosion over the long term if not 
supported by on-going maintenance (Loch, 1997). This increases liability costs, creates high 
maintenance requirements (and costs) that potentially impact on mine operation schedules 
(Martín-Duque et al., 2010) and can leave the site at the risk of becoming a major legacy if 
the company has (and/or has been allowed to through lack of regulatory jurisdictional 
control) avoided long-term maintenance and repair responsibilities (Haigh, 2002). Rill 
erosion is known to be influenced by slope characteristics and the geometry of the landforms 
(Haigh and Gentcheva-Kostadinova, 2002), but designing in a solution is not necessarily 
straight forward as controlling the erosion and arresting mass movements may require 
different landform designs (McPhail, 2006).  
As previously discussed, the re-instatement of successful ecosystems in the post-mine 
environment may require landform designs that differ from the traditional approach of feature 
uniformity (Haigh, 2002). The linear slopes and benches, a common feature in such 
reconstructed post-mine landscapes, are rare in natural landscapes (Hancock et al., 2003).The 
conventional reclamation landforms show a very different visual character and behave very 
differently to stable natural landforms (Bugosh, 2006) and hence may not be set-up to result 
in an ecology that will be similar. Successful reestablishment of ecosystems is governed 
primarily by topographic reconstruction of the rehabilitation landscapes (Toy and Hadley, 
1987, Mouw and Dixson, 2008) and a reconstructed uniform terraced landform will 
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invariably lack the diversity in landform characteristics to achieve the level of diversity in 
ecological characteristics that may be sought. In contrast, geographical diversity brought 
about by low-cost soft-engineering techniques in the rehabilitated landscape may result in 
differences in physico-chemical conditions of the land surfaces at micro and macro scales. 
This may generate a range of different micro-environments, which can potentially influence 
the establishment of native as well as exotic vegetation (Raizada and Juyal, 2010) depending 
on the objective. In summary, use of geometric uniform landform elements lends itself to 
uniformity of design and construction, but these landforms may not be necessarily free from 
stability issues and may not achieve the mine closure objectives of harbouring sustainable 
ecosystems. When seeking to achieve several objectives, some of those objectives may 
demand different design approaches, and hence fabricating a single design sensitive to all 
requirements can be very difficult. This may require borrowing elements from all different 
relevant approaches and looking at the regional landforms to obtain some insights for 
stability and ecological compatibility issues. The resultant approach may require a marriage 
of requirements for both physical stability and for meeting the needs and requirements of the 
rehabilitating ecosystems and progression towards ecological stability.  
1.4 Need for an interdisciplinary approach 
1.4.1 Interface of geomorphology and ecology  
For  conservation strategies in Australia, the concept of maintaining processes has not often 
translated into goals and actions on plans, except for processes associated with large-scale 
connectivity (Bennett et al., 2009). This is partially also the case with mined land 
rehabilitation as, like in conservation, the assessment of success is conventionally based on 
static ‘snapshots’ of distribution and status of species, communities and ecosystems, possibly 
ignoring the temporally and spatially dynamic nature of ecosystems and rehabilitation 
progress. As expressed by Bennett et al. (2009), strategies for conservation of ecosystems 
cannot be effective in the long term unless the ecological processes that sustain such assets 
are also maintained and there is an appreciation of the importance of ecological processes on 
larger scales – an appreciation clearly required and relevant to post-mining rehabilitation. 
A holistic blend of analytical approaches from both geomorphic and ecological science is 
prescribed by (Reinhardt et al., 2010) in order to quantify and predict changes in surface 
attributes resulting from climate change and human disturbance. Operation and continuation 
of the flows of matter and energy at different levels of organisation on the Earth’s surface has 
been a long standing challenge in geomorphology (Corenblit et al., 2011). Post-mine 
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rehabilitation provides an interesting opportunity to study this, where the interaction of 
abiotic and biotic components starts at fixed abstract (and mostly known) levels. Biodiversity 
contributes to, and is sustained by, complex and diverse interactions of components of 
ecosystems. If rehabilitation of mined land to functional self-sustaining ecosystems is the 
goal, it is imperative to focus on the ecological processes and their linkages to the offered 
shapes of surface features. For rehabilitation where structural and functional attributes of 
ecosystems and species composition are measures of success, a broader large-scale ecosystem 
approach is required to be taken (Hobbs and Norton, 1996, Naveh, 2007). Haigh (2002) 
proposed that given the complexity of interactions between different ecosystem components 
and the poor understanding of those interactions by science to date, a mine reclamation 
program needs to take a system approach by focussing on providing physical geographical 
attributes to the geo-ecological rehabilitating system.  
Geomorphological processes shape landforms and landforms guide geomorphological 
processes (Shary et al., 2002). In the relationship between ecological processes and 
landforms, often one of these explanatory frameworks had been believed to drive the other, 
with respective assumptions and favoured methods in each case (Stallins, 2006). Reinhardt et 
al. (2010) argue that life and landscape exert a simultaneous influence on each other over a 
wide range of temporal and spatial scales, and there is no single direction between them in 
terms of cause and effect. However, McIntosh (1985) proposes that by their nature and 
characteristics, landforms do set boundary conditions to processes from geographic to 
ecological and this is particularly important in post-mining rehabilitation.  
1.4.2 Co-evolution of landforms and ecosystems 
In a review of the evidence from short-and long-term studies addressing the complex 
interdependent linkages between geomorphic (i.e. landforms) and biotic (i.e. organisms), 
Corenblit et al. (2008) debate that the factual theoretical understanding of linkages between 
ecological succession and geomorphology is far from being developed, and prescribe for fine 
resolution investigation of geomorphic attributes and associated ecological linkages and 
organisms. They further added that it is important to study the associated feedback 
mechanisms as geomorphic evolution and ecosystem functioning both cannot be considered 
to be completely determined by any of the ecosystem components (biotic and abiotic) alone 
(Corenblit et al., 2008). The landform evolution may often progress in association with 
evolution and engineering of biological traits (Corenblit and Steiger, 2009). Greater 
understanding of the feedback mechanisms between life and landforms can improve our 
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ability of predicting the behaviour of geomorphic-ecological systems which is a crucial 
aspect of the rehabilitation of mined landscapes. 
The science of ‘evolutionary biogeography’ proposes the co-evolution of landform(s) with 
establishment and continuation of ecosystems where organisms constantly modify the 
landforms either for convenience of their own species or because modifications are being 
useful for certain other species - although not created by the ‘engineer species’ for that 
purpose (Jones et al., 1996, Gilad et al., 2004, Corenblit et al., 2010). Components of 
landforms can be classified on this basis (Corenblit et al., 2010) into abiotic (strictly 
controlled by physical processes), residual (created by geomorphic engineer species during 
the niche-construction activity with no particular benefit for the species itself), and functional 
(created by geomorphic engineer species where the niche-construction activity results into 
landform components either useful for the engineer species itself or for certain other species 
that use the environmental and habitat parameters).  
The scale of geomorphic landform evolution resulting from biotic contributions is claimed to 
be even higher than those attributable to tectonic uplift or erosion (Phillips, 2009). Corenblit 
et al. (2010) suggest that as much attention needs to be given to the geomorphic work of 
organisms as is given to the geological and geophysical mechanisms of landscape evolution. 
However, the complexity generated by the difference of scale of time and space both in the 
geomorphological and the respective intersecting and overlapping ecological processes will 
always remain very challenging, and post-mine rehabilitations may provide an ideal 
opportunity to study this with known starting points for the both.   
Biogeomorphic interactions are believed to be at the roots of ecosystem state transitions 
(Francis et al., 2009) and hence it may have great potential in assessment of rehabilitation of 
mined lands. The relief features and ecological processes interact with each other in such a 
way that the entire system appears to work through a self-regulating. According to Francis et 
al. (2009), the concept of ‘self-organisation’ is potentially relevant to biological systems from 
molecular to ecological level. This could be because the feedbacks between different biotic-
abiotic and process components of ecosystems often induce a hierarchy of self-reinforcing 
states (Phillips, 2009). The complex reciprocal interactions and adjustments in the system of 
inter-linkages of abiotic and biotic components (landforms and associated communities) is 
encapsulated in the notion of biogeomorphic inheritance (Corenblit et al., 2007). According 
to Corenblit et al. (2008) the characteristic modulated patterns of surface features are induced 
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by the abiotic-biotic feedbacks and they adjust in the long term according to biological 
evolution and in the short term to ecological succession. When it comes to the rehabilitation 
of barren mined lands, firstly the landforms need to support the energy and matter flows 
through initial establishment of ecosystems, before these feedbacks can have an effect on 
landforms. The adjustments and modifications resulting from feedback mechanisms are tied 
to the scale of respective organisms. To initiate these ecosystems, the physico-chemical 
environment is required to be capable of supporting life through creation and maintenance of 
‘habitat parameters’ and the overall physico-chemical conditions need to be favourable to 
those organisms first occupying the landforms. The feedback mechanisms between biota and 
abiota shape the matter and energy flows that on smaller scales define the earth surface 
landforms and ecosystems (Corenblit et al., 2008). An example of the above controls would 
be pioneering vegetation on barren land that traps the sediments and moisture to generate 
more fertile conditions for the establishment and growth of further vegetation (Gole, 2007). 
Here, the pioneer vegetation may modulate the physical conditions leading to creation of 
microhabitat suitable for establishment of other vegetation. 
In rehabilitating mined land, the drastic change in physical conditions brought about by 
mining operations may result in erasing all ecological linkages and ecological history of that 
landscape, presenting a new fresh raw geomorphic landscape ready for colonization by 
competent ecosystems. At the stage immediately after landform reconstruction, there may not 
be many continual reciprocal feedback mechanisms between ecological and 
geomorphological processes. However, the inputs may arrive in the form of introduced 
species (as individuals or propagules), proximity and connectivity to neighbouring  
ecosystems, the weather and climate effects and the hydrological inputs, as well as the 
landform designs, to form the base foundation for initiation of geomorphic and ecological 
processes both independently and interactively. This background warrants the need for 
research focussing on quantification of geomorphic attributes and identifying and evaluating 
their associations and feedback mechanisms with ecological components (Corenblit et al., 
2008), as well as the extent to which the relationships between geomorphic and ecological 
spatial patterns and processes operate (Stallins, 2006). The following section discusses 
relationships between landforms and ecological patterns from natural landscapes to obtain 
insights that can be relevant for evaluating these relationships in post-mining rehabilitation. 
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1.5 Landforms as drivers of ecological patterns 
1.5.1 Effect of landforms on ecosystems in natural landscapes 
Control of topographic attributes and landforms over the geographic distribution of 
vegetation has been recognized for a long time (Watson, 1835). Mouw and Dixson (2008) 
stressed the need to incorporate analysis of the characteristics of underlying landforms which 
may help explain the complex ecological patterns that are influenced by many confounding 
factors. Swanson et al. (1988) classified the effects of landforms on ecosystem patterns and 
processes into four categories. These categories broadly included the effect of landform 
characteristics (relief, slope, aspect) on environmental parameters (moisture, temperature, 
nutrients) and their distribution across the landscape, the control of landforms on flows of 
material (nutrients, water, organisms) and energy (nutrients, organisms and their distribution, 
movement and propagation) across the landscape, the influence of landforms on frequency 
and spatial patterns of disturbances (fire, grazing), and effects of landforms on the spatial 
pattern and frequency of geomorphic processes with their direct or indirect effects on the 
biological and ecological patterns and processes.  
The individual landform effects as expressed by Swanson et al. (1988) may be near-
impossible to identify. This is because the observable ecological patterns that may reflect 
these interactions are extremely complex and entwined in the history of the landscape. 
Nevertheless, the classification by Swanson et al. (1988) provides a valuable framework for 
discussing the effect of landforms in the context of rehabilitating mined landscapes. Effects 
of landforms on environmental gradients, however simple or complex, cannot be separated 
from the effects of landforms on the movement of matter and energy (Swanson et al., 1988). 
Landforms with their characteristics such as scale, slope angle, slope length, and aspects, can 
influence many micro-environmental parameters such as the duration and intensity of 
incident light, surface and soil temperatures, soil moisture, and movement and distribution of 
biotic and abiotic material as seen in Figure 1.1. Elevation, slope and aspect can influence the 
quantity and quality of solar energy and water regimes on different scales. 
Landforms define gravitational gradients, influence flow paths of wind, surface and sub-
surface waters, and form barriers and corridors for movement of material, organisms, 
propagules and energy across a landscape (Swanson et al., 1988, Gole, 2007). Landforms are 
uniquely structured by the geomorphic processes of weathering, erosion and deposition over 
time. The landforms provide the boundaries for geomorphic conditions and then they 
themselves create boundaries for those geomorphic processes (Swanson et al., 1988) along 
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with their structural (hydro-geologic) character, further leading to differences in functional 
character as well (Mouw and Dixson, 2008). Erosion and deposition continue to shape 
landforms and impart environmental heterogeneity to the landscape aided by disturbances 
such as wind, fire and floods (Montgomery, 1999, Naiman et al., 2000).  
 
 
Figure 1-1Landform characteristics such as slope angle, length, position, aspect and scale affect the micro 
environmental parameters such as amount and intensity of incident solar radiation (grey area is in shade), surface 
and sub-surface temperatures, soil moisture (in blue bands) and movement of material 
Landforms on a broader scale control the distribution and movement of plants and animals 
through influences on environmental gradients and pathways of movement (corridors and 
landscape mosaics) (Swanson et al., 1988, Parker and Bendix, 1996, Smith and Lundholm, 
2012). As a result, landforms directly and indirectly may also control other patterns of 
material flux that are caused by components of the ecosystem. For example, movement of 
animals following landform profiles may lead to a redistribution of nutrients in the landscape 
(Schwartz and Ellis, 1981, Senft et al., 1985). Landform features like gullies, streams or 
ridges may provide conduits or may act as barriers for the movement of animals or spread of 
vegetation depending on the scale and they may also define the home ranges for fauna as well 
as creating special habitats meeting their requirements. Landforms thus can start a chain of 
events that can influence the landscape in multiple ways at multiple scales, generating 
complexity that can be favourable for the ecosystem establishment. Landforms can have a 
significant influence on distribution of matter and energy throughout the landscape by 
controlling the surface and sub-surface flows of sediment, soil particles and organic matter, 
along with moisture and water, providing the pathways and barriers. This makes them 
instrumental in the initiation and continuation of ecosystem processes, especially in 
reconstructed post-mine landscapes. 
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1.5.2 Effect of disturbances 
The structure of the abiotic environment can also control non-resource parameters such as the 
spatial pattern, frequency and intensity of biotic and abiotic disturbances (Swanson et al., 
1988). Topography directs the pattern of various disturbances on different scales (Kilgore and 
Taylor, 1979, Foster, 1988), for example, the valley shapes and structure may dictate the 
depth and spread of flood waters and hence thereby the influence of floods on local ecology. 
At the same time, the disturbances can influence the relationship between landforms and 
ecological patterns. In response to a hurricane-like disturbance, the micro-topographic 
variability generated by the uprooting of trees facilitated germination and growth of 
vegetation (Carlton and Bazzaz, 1998) and species richness (Elliott et al., 2002) similar to 
restoration experiments that used pit-and-mound design as a tool to facilitate restoration, 
discussed previously in this chapter. These disturbances change the nutritional conditions of 
soils and direct the plant community structure (Canals and Sebastià, 2000) thereby increasing 
the diversity of plant species as well as that of microsite conditions (Gigon and Leutert, 
1996). 
1.5.3 Influence of landforms on abiotic conditions  
The geomorphic processes operate at different rates on different landform features and also 
differently in different relative locations in a landscape. As a result, particular landforms or 
particular parts of landforms may develop unique micro-environmental conditions and attract 
organisms that prefer those conditions. Relationships between landforms and micro-climatic 
parameters can be very complex. For example, the northern slopes in the southern 
hemisphere may receive more solar radiation as compared to the southern slopes, but at the 
same time the northern slopes may conserve less moisture than the southern slopes for the 
same reason if they are barren. The influence of some of the major drivers of soil nutrient 
conditions, like geology or substrate (Laurance et al., 2010), can be masked by slower 
weathering rates and redistribution of soil particles which can be controlled by landform 
profiles (Takyu et al., 2003) to further increase the complexity. Takyu et al. (2003) indicated 
that on nutrient-rich substrates, the magnitude of the effect of topographical changes on forest 
structure and functions was greater than on nutrient-poor substrates. The post-mine 
landscapes may represent a nutrient-poor condition, and may exhibit patterns similar to the 
very old, climatically buffered, infertile landscapes (Hopper, 2009). At the same time, since 
beginning of rehabilitation is initiation of both ecological and geomorphic processes in 
rehabilitation landscape, the landforms still may play a major role right from the beginning of 
rehabilitation. 
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The geometry of the landforms and different parts of the landforms have been shown to 
influence abiotic factors as well as the distribution of organisms based on the scale, aspect, 
elevation, shape and other properties of landforms or their parts. For example, in a study in 
India by Raizada and Juyal (2010), the lower slopes, which had more ambient conditions, 
showed profuse regeneration of exotic and opportunistic species, while the native species 
occupied the harsher higher and middle slopes and reached a natural stable climax. In a 
rehabilitated dune system following mineral sands mining, a higher density of woody tree 
species was found on the steeper slopes (Ott and van Aarde, 2014). An assessment of the 
distribution of canopy trees against the topographic characteristics (slope steepness and 
configuration) by Enoki (2003), revealed a few insights useful for rehabilitation planning. 
The study found that greater basal area was recorded on more stable ridges and upper slopes, 
while rare species were found on concave slopes, areas also supporting low tree density and 
small basal area. Species distributed on steep and concave slopes showed an aggregated 
distribution, with valley bottoms and steep slopes were more often inhabited by early 
succession species. Klinkenberg (2002) in South-Western Ontario (Canada) deduced that the 
distribution of rare vascular plants showed distinct correlation with landform diversity. In 
Amazonian forests, topographic gradient emerged as the best predictor of species diversity 
and rare species richness, which also correlated with soil nutrient conditions, and where the 
flatter terrains harboured richest soil nutrient conditions (Laurance et al., 2010). Information 
such as differences in growth performance of specific species on particular landform profiles 
or slope angles (Singh and Singh, 2006) can be very useful inputs for the design and 
rehabilitation of post-mine landforms.  
Landforms and substrate characteristics play a key role in soil development and distribution,  
particularly in regards to the soil moisture conditions (Odeh et al., 1991) and availability of 
moisture and nutrients for vegetation (Swanson et al., 1988). Slope, aspect and micro-
topography are known to influence soil moisture and plant evapotranspiration along with 
movement of nutrients and soil particles (Sebastiá, 2004). Soil nutrient conditions and light 
conditions change with aspect and slope gradients (Oliveira-Filho et al., 1998, Tateno and 
Takeda, 2003, Bennie et al., 2008). Features like wooden logs in landscapes can have effects 
similar to micro-landforms in the landscapes. Coarse woody debris and logs provide unique 
micro-site conditions by obstructing surface flows (Tongway and Ludwig, 1996, Ludwig et 
al., 2005) and retaining more soil moisture (Grove and Meggs, 2003). They also protect the 
mycorrhizal fungi and associated flora from disturbances (Perry et al., 1989).  
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Patterns of micro-climatic parameters like moisture and temperature may be associated with 
relative topographic positions in landscape. For example, depressions are known to show 
higher nutrient availability and moisture, harbouring more litter and microorganisms (Dwyer 
and Merriam, 1981) and yielding a higher productivity in what otherwise was a nutrient-poor 
soil (Roy and Singh, 1994). Hook and Burke (2000) found that the upper slopes had less silt, 
clay, organic matter and nutrients in their soil because of redistribution of soil particles. The 
pool size of soluble phosphorus and inorganic nitrogen in topsoils, along with forest 
structural and functional attributes, were shown by Takyu et al. (2003) to decrease upslope 
consistently. Greve et al. (2012) also demonstrated that soil texture can change with the 
elevation and slope and this was likely due to the effects of these features on the distribution 
of clay, fine sand and coarse sand. The comparative geochemical analysis of soils, and also 
the surface and ground water can help to assess the alternative mechanisms of water and 
nutrient availability as explanation of differences in vegetation growth on different landforms 
(Mouw and Dixson, 2008).  
The topographic relief of a landscape strongly influences flora and fauna through abiotic 
microsite conditions (Swanson et al., 1988, Franklin, 1995). At landscape scale, the spatial 
distribution of dominant species can be related to abiotic factors that in turn link to their 
differences in resource use and tolerance mechanisms (Sebastiá, 2004). The relative role of 
different abiotic structuring agents (topography and soils) can vary for different plant 
communities, and that variation will be sensitive to the scale being considered (Sebastiá, 
2004). Microtopography is known to show correlation even with gas fluxes, and there are 
examples with methane (Bubier et al., 1993), carbon dioxide (Kim and Verma, 1992) and 
nitrous oxide (Ball et al., 1997). Superficial hydrological dynamics and soil characteristics 
explain the complexity in relationships of relief and vegetation (Chen et al., 1997, Tanner et 
al., 1998). Variable influences of hill-slope processes differ amongst spatially-arrayed 
process domains expressed on the longitudinal watershed dimension as discussed by 
Montgomery (1999) and Naiman et al. (2000) in the context of riparian landforms and their 
effects on ecological processes. Mouw and Dixson (2008) have also shown that structural 
differences in landforms may strongly influence the vegetation ecology in the riparian 
systems. Topography and geological substrate interactively are known to affect the forest 
structure and processes (Takyu et al., 2003). As pointed out by Klinkenberg (2002), 
significant natural areas in many instances also coincidently represent unique or significant 
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landforms and that these may occur naturally randomly or it may reflect a biophysical 
concordance. 
1.5.4 Micro-sites and vegetation establishment 
A set of environmental parameters describing micro-site conditions are defined as a 
recruitment niche (Young et al., 2005). The availability of micro-sites or safe sites (Fowler, 
1988, Eriksson and Ehrlén, 1992) containing the set of microclimatic parameters favouring 
seed germination and seedling establishment determines recruitment and long-term survival 
(Collins and Good, 1987). However, as plants grow from seeds to maturity, they require 
different micro-site conditions and a broader niche space as they age (Collins and Good, 
1987, Battaglia and Reid, 1993, Young et al., 2005, Bailey et al., 2012). The differences in 
those requirements may have its origins in various factors like soil depth or slope gradients, 
both of which in turn may influence soil moisture conditions (Battaglia and Reid, 1993, 
Sanger et al., 2011). Microhabitats created by topographic features influence the spatial 
pattern and heterogeneity of soil seed banks (Zuo et al., 2012). Thus, a rehabilitating 
landscape that provides a wide range of environmental gradients can offer the range of niche 
conditions to plants that require specific micro-environmental parameters throughout their 
journey from seed, to seedling, to mature plant.  
Smith and Capelle (1992) demonstrated that a higher heterogeneity in micro-topographic 
relief encourages seed germination and growth. In natural systems, micro-topographic 
features like hollows resulting from bison wallowing, prairie dog mounds (Collins and 
Barber, 1986), crab-burrow mounds (Minchinton, 2001), anthills and hillocks (Vestergaard, 
1998) have been shown to facilitate seed germination, sapling establishment and plant species 
richness, respectively. Vivian-Smith (1997a) found micro-topographic variability to be the 
main decider of wetland species richness and density in a controlled experiment. 
Marteinsdóttir et al. (2013) claimed that the seedling establishment was only weekly 
associated with surface heterogeneity. However, this experiment included only a couple of 
topographic features and thus the conclusions may be overgeneralized. At the same time, a 
positive influence of topographic configurations on recruitment rates through topographic 
niche differentiation was recorded by Suzuki (2011). In conclusion, greater landform 
heterogeneity leading to greater diversity of micro-sites may potentially influence 
germination and establishment and growth of seeds and seedlings. This can be particularly 
important in post-mine rehabilitation where germination and survival of seeds and seedlings 
introduced to the rehabilitating landscape greatly influence the rehabilitation success.     
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1.6 Landform heterogeneity and ecological patterns 
1.6.1 Topographic gradients and ecological patterns 
There exist multi-scale and multi-aspect relationships between topographic differentiation, 
soil properties and vegetation (Solon et al., 2007). The complexity of topographical gradients 
imparted by many factors such as soil properties, hydrology, wind and disturbance, is one 
reason why little is known yet about the exact influence of topographic gradients on 
ecosystem processes. The localized nature of topographic effects makes it even more difficult 
to derive any common conclusions (Takyu et al., 2003). Variance in altitude influences soil 
properties and hence the nutrient conditions and root biomass (Gibson, 1988). Topography 
creates a gradient of water and nutrient availability in the soil (Zak et al., 1991, Hirobe et al., 
Goro et al., 1997) and species composition is known to change with topographic gradient (Ott 
and van Aarde, 2014). Variation in abiotic factors with topographic gradients may reflect in 
changes in species composition and species distribution (Chen et al., 1997, Oliveira-Filho et 
al., 1998). Enoki (2003) concluded that topographic heterogeneity on a small spatial scale 
contributed to high species diversity in a subtropical evergreen broad-leaved forest. In a 
South African example of rehabilitation after sand mining through a dune system Ott and van 
Aarde (2014) found that in those rehabilitated sites less than 10 years old, canopy species 
richness, but not their abundance, was explained by variance in topographic characteristics. 
In older sites (11 to 25 years) it was the abundances of canopy and understorey species that 
correlated with topographic gradients, while in the oldest rehabilitation areas, such 
relationships existed only with elevation (Ott and van Aarde, 2014). Takyu et al. (2003) 
reported that initial substrate conditions may often be the stronger primary  influence 
differentiating forest ecosystems, and while Silva et al. (2008) found species richness in 
secondary forest fragments in Brazil was not a function of slope location, average aspect or 
slope, topography still played an indirect role as altitude was shown to influence species 
richness. The topographic gradients quantify the variance in landform characteristics, but 
research up to now has mostly associated those effects with the absolute values of elevations 
and slopes, for example, ignoring the influence of landform heterogeneity per se.   
1.6.2 Variance in landform characteristics and ecological patterns 
The literature of more recent times suggests a surge in research on linkages between 
environmental heterogeneity and ecological patterns (Larkin et al., 2006), but the notion of 
heterogeneous environments harbouring more species than homogenous ones has been well-
accepted in ecology circles for a long time (McIntosh, 1985). The concept of topographic 
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heterogeneity and its linkages with ecological patterns, however, is perhaps relatively more 
recent and may have its origins in a number of studies showing the positive relationships of 
habitat heterogeneity with ecological attributes (Loucks, 1995, Jeltsch et al., 1998, Brose, 
2001, Tessier et al., 2002). Larkin et al. (2006) proposed the ‘topographic heterogeneity 
theory’: that more heterogeneous topography leads to environmental variability and larger 
surface area, thereby positively influencing the niche space and species diversity and, as a 
result, advocating that topographic heterogeneity be a central component of restoration 
planning. They discussed how topographic heterogeneity relates to fractal theory 
(Mandelbrot, 1983) and predicted that greater diversity of organisms may find space in 
landscapes with fractal topographic heterogeneity (Larkin et al., 2006), although the fractals 
in this case may not be self-similar at all scales.  
Topographic heterogeneity is known to influence many ecological variables, both abiotic and 
biotic, including the interactions between the abiotic and biotic (Ott and van Aarde, 2014). In 
different environments, topographic heterogeneity alters and directs sediment and 
hydrological flows in landscapes as drivers of abiotic habitat conditions that facilitate the 
establishment of particular biota (Sharitz and McCormick, 1973, Netto et al., 1999, 
Whisenant, 1999). While site-specific factors and age (Wassenaar et al., 2005, Grainger and 
Van Aarde, 2012) may play a significant role, topography is a known major contributing 
factor to the ecological patterns in a rehabilitated landscape (Ott and van Aarde, 2014). Many 
studies have evaluated the effects of topography on vegetation patterns in natural 
environments (Sakai and Ohsawa, 1993, Sakai and Ohsawa, 1994, Ozaki and Ohsawa, 1995, 
Iii et al., 1997, Takyu et al., 2003, Solon et al., 2007, Xu et al., 2008). Landform 
heterogeneity that provides variety of habitat or micro-climatic conditions is known to 
facilitate the germination and establishment and hence the species richness and density of 
vegetation. Landform heterogeneity may also play a key role in occupation of the landscape 
by animals that have specific micro-climatic requirements. This effect can be a direct 
influence where the occurrence of suitable landform characteristics are providing the required 
designs of physical attributes or it can be an indirect influence as a result of vegetation 
growing on rehabilitation contributing to the generation of those habitat conditions (Scheu 
and Schaefer, 1998, Greyling et al., 2001, Berg and Hemerik, 2004, Ott and van Aarde, 
2014). Animals are recorded to show preferences for more complex topographies for various 
reasons such as predator avoidance (Aronson and Harms, 1985) and habitat selection 
(Haering and Fox, 1995). The species richness of millipedes correlating with topographic 
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characteristics in South African rehabilitating sand dunes (Ott and van Aarde, 2014) provides 
an example of an association of specialist species that have specific and narrow micro-
climatic condition tolerances with heterogeneity in landform characteristics. In summary, 
landform heterogeneity can influence the structural and compositional aspects of the 
ecosystems as well (Palmer and Dixon, 1990, Plotkin and Muller-Landau, 2002).  
Although positive relationships are recognised between landform heterogeneity and 
ecological patterns, which ecological attributes are influenced by what aspects of 
heterogeneity in landform attributes has not been well investigated to date. Heterogeneity in 
elevation is well known to correlate with plant species richness (Costanza et al., 2011). It is a 
common belief that environmental heterogeneity on broad and fine scales controls diversity 
of niches and species richness (Palmer and Dixon, 1990, Plotkin and Muller-Landau, 2002). 
Micro-topographic variability has proven to be the main decider of wetland species richness 
and density (Vivian-Smith, 1997a). Hence, topography is amongst the key factors that 
influence both soil and vegetation covers (Iggy Litaor et al., 2002, Solon et al., 2007). 
In landscape ecology the various attributes of patches such as size, shape, distribution, 
connectivity and edge characteristics, are proven to influence the landscape level processes, 
movement and interactions between species (Turner, 1989) and the same concept can be 
applied to characteristics of landforms to investigate the effect of landform heterogeneity at 
large scale. While the correlations between landform heterogeneity and ecological patterns 
are well established in the literature, the examples of applications of landform heterogeneity 
are relatively rare (Larkin et al., 2006). Human approaches towards landscape management 
incline towards homogeneity, as is demonstrated through the examples of agriculture (Paz-
González et al., 2000), forestry (Mladenoff et al., 1993), and post-mining landforms (Bugosh, 
2006).  Topographic variability strongly influences niche or microsite diversity and 
topographic variability can be an appropriate estimate of species richness (Hofer et al., 2008). 
The variance brought about by topographic heterogeneity - for example, light incidence 
characteristics, micro-gradients controlling flows and distribution of resources on finer scale, 
and on broader scale, change in total surface area, effect of altitudinal characteristics and 
variance in habitat characteristics - may strongly influence the rate of establishment of 
ecological flows. This constructs the conceptual research idea in this thesis; that is, 
investigation of the relationship between landform heterogeneity and ecological patterns in 
post-mine rehabilitated landscapes. While positive relationships between spatial 
heterogeneity and species diversity are common, they are not universal (Lundholm, 2009). 
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This may be true in the case of relationships between landform heterogeneity and ecological 
patterns as well, depending on the magnitude of landform heterogeneity and the 
characteristics of the local ecosystems. 
Heterogeneity facilitates co-existence of species (Pacala and Tilman, 1994) in natural 
landscapes with species having specific relations with habitat and landscape parameters. This 
could assist limiting the spread of invasive species which might find it difficult to dominate a 
heterogeneous landscape as compared to a homogeneous one (Hanski, 1995, Tessier et al., 
2002). However, in some cases, such heterogeneity can also work in favour of dominating 
species if the native vegetation shows a poor establishment or growth. The species that are 
observed to be dominant in the rehabilitating landscapes (Audet et al., 2013, Grainger and 
Aarde, 2013) may have greater tolerance to variability in micro-climatic parameters such as 
temperature and moisture (Ritter et al., 2005) and thus their distribution may not be 
influenced by heterogeneity in landform characteristics. Hence, greater heterogeneity in 
landscapes may provide the necessary diversity of micro-climates and additionally it may 
also carry a potential risk of invasions, if not managed well, which can derail rehabilitation. 
Apart from variance in landform characteristics, the environmental heterogeneity related to 
the micro-environmental parameters can come also from variations in soil characteristics, 
vegetation communities and other biotic components. Variances in soil resource availability 
and vegetation structure are the most common parameters that are used to measure 
heterogeneity on local scale (Davies et al., 2005). However, both these parameters are not of 
much significance in post-mine rehabilitation as most rehabilitation projects start with very 
little soil and almost no vegetation. Thus, the heterogeneity in landform characteristics may 
become a more important contributor in such landscapes.  
1.6.3 Examples of landform heterogeneity-ecology relationship from sand dune systems 
The regional landform heterogeneity and variation in the same may depend on the geology or 
basic structure and composition of lithology, as well as on the climatic and other forces of 
weathering and erosion. As a result, the relationship between landform heterogeneity and 
local ecological patterns may vary from place to place depending on the extent of landform 
heterogeneity present and the characteristics of the ecosystems. To consider an example, the 
dune systems are characterised by uniformly sloping dune surfaces and characteristic dune 
geo-morphology that offers smoother and repetitive landform patterns. However, dune 
morphology can change the habitat parameters in different ways (Larkin et al., 2006). In sand 
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dune systems the patterns of movement of sand on different topographic units (crest, slopes 
or arms of sand dunes) influences vegetation species richness, diversity and distribution 
(Martínez et al., 2001). The effect of wind exposure on soil nutrients, pH and evaporation 
(Furley and Newey, 1979, Chen et al., 1997, Acosta et al., 2007) is also controlled by the 
geometry and morphology of the dunes. Looking at some examples of dune rehabilitation, 
soil nutrients were surprisingly not found to be correlated with the topographic characteristics 
(Ott and van Aarde, 2014), but in that particular case it was believed that the disturbance 
caused during extraction, processing and rehabilitation of the sand could have reshuffled the 
soil nutrients distribution developed by natural processes. Tateno and Takeda (2003) 
demonstrated that in mountainous terrain the species distribution and forest structure changed 
with topographic gradient that controlled the light and soil nitrogen. Acosta et al. (2007) also 
indicated in their study of dune vegetation that herb and woodlands communities showed 
correlation with dune morphological characteristics. In post-mine sand rehabilitation in South 
Africa, the woody plant and millipede community structure did not show any relationship 
with the topographic characteristics although the species richness, density and species-
specific abundances of canopy trees and understory vegetation, and the species richness of 
millipedes, did vary with topographic characteristics (Ott and van Aarde, 2014). The findings 
from this latter study supported the comments by Larkin et al. (2006) that it is the species 
richness and density that may correlate well with topographic variability more so than the 
community structure. The same study also highlighted that the topographic heterogeneity 
provides possibilities for the occurrence of specific narrow micro-climatic conditions for 
establishment and survival of specialist species (Ott and van Aarde, 2014), which in the long 
term may play a significant role in the developing community structure and composition. The 
age of rehabilitation has also been identified as a major contributing factor (van Aarde et al., 
1996, Van Aarde and Claassens, 1998, Ott and van Aarde, 2014) to the ecological patterns in 
rehabilitating post-mine landscapes and thus, along with landform heterogeneity (Grainger et 
al., 2011), can significantly contribute to the final configuration of landscape composition 
and the ecological endpoints.  
1.7 Advancing research on landform heterogeneity - ecological patterns 
relationships in post-mine rehabilitation  
The published literature suggests a positive correlation between heterogeneity in landform 
characteristics (slope, relief, aspect), and ecological attributes, in natural landscapes. 
However; the degree to which heterogeneity in landforms is responsible for existing 
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ecosystem character in a landscape is not yet fully investigated (Stallins, 2006). The effect of 
landforms on components of ecosystem – vegetation and ecosystem flows is significantly 
highlighted in the literature. With the relationship between the geomorphic and ecological 
processes being axiomatic, understanding the complex feedback mechanisms between the 
two would require monitoring of various ecosystem attributes against variance in landform 
characteristics. The process of rehabilitation on a post-mine landscape starts with a blank 
scoreboard both in terms of the physical parameters and ecological parameters. This, in fact, 
provides a significant opportunity to study the interactions between landforms and 
ecosystems as they develop and modify together. The history of the rehabilitating landscape 
is often known in terms of controls on a) inputs to the rehabilitating landscape in the form of 
reconstruction of landform features and physical parameters, and b) introduction of species 
and communities (vegetation) to the landscape or restriction of the same. This provides a 
unique opportunity to study the development of geo-ecological systems that develop over 
time in rehabilitating landscapes. To study the rehabilitation progress with respect to structure 
and function of rehabilitating ecosystems, and diversity and distribution of species, and the 
effect of landforms and landform diversity on them, demands a broader large-scale process 
approach.  
Studies that integrate ecological and geomorphological principles and use the approaches and 
philosophies from both the fields are known to be rare (Haussmann, 2011). One reason 
behind this, according to Haussmann (2011), is the very different languages used by the two 
fields, creating difficulties in communication and possibly slowing down the much-needed 
integrated research. This can be resolved to some extent by using techniques and methods 
that are familiar to the respective fields and analysing which parts of the research agenda 
would be best suited for which approach. Haussmann (2011) distinguished the primary 
differences in conducting research in the two branches of science - ecology and 
geomorphology. Their view was that geomorphology studies intensive detailed multi-
parameter analysis to increase understanding of patterns and processes through theoretical 
knowledge and reasoning, whereas ecological studies involve intensive replication for 
general understanding of patterns statistically and intensive small replications to identify the 
mechanisms behind those patterns (Cox, 2007, Haussmann, 2011). It needs to be 
acknowledged that some ecological studies do not conduct experiments and are descriptive, 
quantitative correlational studies; and some of the geomorphic studies do conduct 
experiments to test principles in controlled environments. To study the ecological patterns in 
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artificially-constructed rehabilitation landforms the research skills of both ecology and 
geomorphology need to be blended together. While the measurement of landform attributes 
may be guided by the multi-parameter measurements and theoretical reasoning from 
geomorphology, the aspects of replication and a statistics-based approach with significance 
testing may flow in for the ecological studies. In summary, the geomorphologists use 
uncontrolled field observations to great detail whereas the ecologists use control on 
conditions in the experiments, aiming at a set of components designed according to pre-
decided statistical procedures. Taking this into consideration, this current research thesis 
considered an appropriate combination of the two research approaches to investigate the 
interrelationships between geomorphic heterogeneity and ecological patterns. 
Geomorphic attributes of rehabilitating systems play a key role in restoration of ecosystems 
(Weiss and Murphy, 1990, Palik et al., 2000) affected by anthropogenic activities. Swanson 
et al. (1988) proposed that field studies exploring the full range of interactions between 
landforms and ecosystem processes are required as landform-ecosystem interactions can take 
multiple forms, and patterns created by one set of interactions can be overridden by another. 
Understanding how landforms affect processes provides a highly valuable tool for 
understanding ecosystem development and behaviour. This is because patterns in landscape 
and landforms are easier to observe and document than measurement of the associated and 
consequential ecosystem processes they facilitate (Swanson et al., 1988) or the effect of 
micro-environmental parameters they influence. Thus, it was decided to investigate if the 
strong relationships observed between landform heterogeneity and ecological patterns in 
natural landscapes are also observed in the post-mine rehabilitation landscapes that have a 
very different character owing to a definite and known starting point for both biotic and 
abiotic conditions. 
The heterogeneity of geomorphic and ecological processes provides resilience to systems 
from smaller disturbances through system adjustments (Simon, 1998). Higher biotic and 
abiotic heterogeneity reduces vulnerability of ecosystems against allogenic disturbances 
(Francis et al., 2009). At the same time, the biodiversity that has evolved in response to the 
bio-physical conditions at any given locality develops morphological changes, life-cycle 
changes and associations with other ecosystem components. The naturally existing biological 
diversity in ecosystems can be assumed to represent the possible variety and complexity in 
biological forms within the given set of climatic-physical constituents at a given geographic 
location. In other words, the biodiversity in a given location is only an outward expression of 
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the processes and characteristics of its physical environment (Gole, 2006). Ecosystem flows 
are interactions between the biotic and abiotic elements that involve exchanges of matter and 
energy. The greater the biodiversity, the greater would be the availability of the options 
among these interactions. A positive correlation of heterogeneity in landforms with some 
ecological patterns in natural landscapes has been well recognized. However, to what degree 
the heterogeneity in landforms is responsible for the existing biota and its relationship with 
the landforms, is not yet well investigated (Stallins, 2006). The first objective of this thesis 
was to identify and develop indices to quantify landform heterogeneity. This research then 
investigated the direction, strength and extent of relationship between landform heterogeneity 
in reconstructed post-mine topography and ecological patterns at each of the sites. In the end, 
this work assessed to what extent landform heterogeneity contributes to the ecological 
patterns relative to other dominant drivers of ecological rehabilitation. 
1.8 Quantification of landform heterogeneity 
To study the relationships between topographic variability, soil characteristics and vegetation 
patterns, different approaches are required based on the aims of the study as well as the 
complexity of the topography (Solon et al., 2007). The topographic heterogeneity of a given 
piece of land can be expressed through the variations in the relative relief, slope angle and 
aspect. Many approaches have been used for classification of landforms in the past 
(Hammond, 1964, Dikau, 1989, Dikau et al., 1991, Weibel and Heller, 1993, Walsh et al., 
1998, Ventura and Irvin, 2000, Barka et al., 2011, Drăguţ and Eisank, 2012). For deriving 
topographic derivatives such as elevation, slope, and aspect (and their descriptive statistics) 
using digital terrain models is a common practice (Florinsky, 1998). Often the simple 
topographic derivatives (e.g. elevation) are used in mathematical models to obtain estimates 
of topographic-environmental parameters such as soil moisture and solar radiation considered 
as surrogates of influence of landform attributes on micro-environments (Franklin, 1995, 
Hofer et al., 2008, Ott and van Aarde, 2014). However, use of any such variable typically 
excludes the rest of the influences the same landform features may have on ecological 
patterns (such as surface and sub-surface hydrology, movement and distribution of inorganic 
matter – nutrients and sediments, occupation and use of landscape by organisms, colonization 
and movement of organisms through the landscape, as well as influence on other micro-
environmental parameters like soil moisture, soil temperature, nutrient conditions or wind 
velocity; Table 1.1). The use of simple landform attributes such as relief, slope and aspect 
may capture the above-mentioned effects in a holistic manner, along with the influence they 
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have on micro-environmental parameters. This is particularly important in the case of 
rehabilitating post-mine lands where the ecological systems are recovering from a bare 
ground stage as the simple topographic parameters (e.g. aspect, slope) may influence the 
geomorphic and ecological processes in more than one way. Some approaches have used 
topographic indices derived from landform characteristics (McNab, 1993, Enoki, 2003). 
These indices, however, fail to capture the multiple types of interactions the landforms may 
have with the ecological patterns and, at the same time, such indices again cannot capture the 
heterogeneity, per se, in the landforms. Thus, it was determined that simple and direct 
topographic attributes such as relief, slope and aspect will be used to develop the indices that 
can measure the heterogeneity within these attributes. These landform characteristics are easy 
to measure and provide a sufficient and appropriate approximation of landform heterogeneity, 
together or alone, using the landform heterogeneity indices. There are methodologies readily 
available that can be useful in classifying the landforms or their sub-units as well as 
identifying characteristics of those units. The application of this knowledge to quantify the 
topographic heterogeneity in a landscape has been comparatively rare. 
Table 1.1: Potential influence of landform characteristics (columns) on environmental attributes (rows); Y = possible 
influence 
Influence of landform characteristics 
on environmental attributes 
Relative 
relief 
Slope Aspect Interaction between 
different landform 
characteristics  
Nutrient conditions - Y Y Y 
Incident light intensity - Y Y Y 
Incident light duration - Y Y Y 
Soil temperature Y Y Y Y 
Soil moisture holding capacity Y Y Y Y 
Soil texture Y Y - Y 
Wind effect/Air currents Y Y Y Y 
There is a plethora of research that discusses the linkages between landform attributes like 
elevation, slope or aspect and ecological indicators such as vegetation density or species 
richness (Table 1.2). These assessments measured ecological indicators at different absolute 
measurements or position of respective landform attributes such as elevation. Shary et al. 
(2002) have discussed several morphometric variables that are commonly used to quantify 
land surface attributes to study their relationships with soil variables. These morphometric 
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variables also focus on the absolute values, but are not useful to measure the heterogeneity in 
landform characteristics regardless of the particular (or range of) values for any given 
landscape.  
Table 1.2: Examples of landform indices used in past research, the indices in bold can measure the heterogeneity in 
landform characteristics 
Landform parameter/index Study 
Elevation (Chen et al., 1997, Oliveira-Filho et al., 1998, Bennie 
et al., 2008, Xu et al., 2008, Ott and van Aarde, 2014) 
Altitude (Sebastiá, 2004) 
Relative elevation (Solon et al., 2007) 
Relative height (Gibson, 1988) 
Elevation mean (Silva et al., 2008, Costanza et al., 2011) 
Altitude standard deviation (Richerson and Lum, 1980, Luoto et al., 2002, Moser 
et al., 2002, Pausas et al., 2003, Coblentz and Riitters, 
2004, Hofer et al., 2008, Hofer et al., 2011) 
Elevation standard deviation (Costanza et al., 2011) 
Elevation Range (Silva et al., 2008, Costanza et al., 2011) 
Elevation variance (Costanza et al., 2011) 
Elevation coefficient of variance (Costanza et al., 2011) 
Slope (Chen et al., 1997, Oliveira-Filho et al., 1998, Sebastiá, 
2004, Acosta et al., 2007, Xu et al., 2008, Ott and van 
Aarde, 2014) 
Slope mean (Silva et al., 2008) 
Slope standard deviation (Coblentz and Riitters, 2004, Hofer et al., 2008, Hofer 
et al., 2011) 
Slope variance (Silva et al., 2008) 
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Slope inclination (Suzuki, 2011) 
Length slope factor (Xu et al., 2008) 
Distance from base of slope (Tateno and Takeda, 2003) 
Aspect (Chen et al., 1997, Sebastiá, 2004, Acosta et al., 2007, 
Xu et al., 2008, Ott and van Aarde, 2014) 
Aspect mean (Silva et al., 2008) 
Aspect variance (Silva et al., 2008) 
Landform type (Mouw and Dixson, 2008) 
Topographic units  (Sakai and Ohsawa, 1993, Sakai and Ohsawa, 1994, 
Ozaki and Ohsawa, 1995) 
Landscape units / landform types (Aguiar et al., 2006) 
Geographic units - ridge & lower 
slope and three geological units 
(Takyu et al., 2003) 
Micro-sites (based on elevation, 
slope characteristics and position) 
(Goro et al., 1997) 
Simpson's index for land cover 
classes 
(Costanza et al., 2011) 
Landform categories (types of 
major and minor landforms) 
(Klinkenberg, 2002) 
Qualitative (based on terrain 
shape, landform and 
physiographic unit) 
(Palik et al., 2000) 
Microtopographic treatments as 
homogeneous / heterogeneous 
(Vivian-Smith, 1997b) 
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Index of topographic 
configuration 
(Suzuki, 2011) 
Topographic wetness index (Xu et al., 2008) 
Curvature standard deviation (Wrbka et al., 2004) 
Micro and macro topography (Sebastiá, 2004) 
Model developed using 
topographic parameters 
(Bennie et al., 2008) 
 
To investigate the relationship between landform heterogeneity and ecological patterns, the 
primary requirement is to explicitly quantify the heterogeneity in the landform attributes 
rather than measuring the absolute values alone. There is a paucity of research that discusses 
such relationships between small-scale (within-plots) heterogeneity in landform 
characteristics and the ecological patterns (e.g. difference in species richness). Some of the 
indices that were used in past studies (Table 1.2) do quantify the heterogeneity in landform 
characteristics, such as standard deviation, mean or coefficient of variance of elevation, slope 
or aspect. Of the indices that measure heterogeneity, indices like mean and coefficient of 
variance remain sensitive to the absolute value of mean and thus cannot provide a clear 
quantification of heterogeneity alone. An index such as standard deviation or range, however, 
does measure just the heterogeneity and are not sensitive to the absolute value (See Appendix 
A for an illustration). Standard deviation and range have commonly been used as a landform 
index (Table 1.2) and hence were adopted for this study as a measure of landform 
heterogeneity. Apart from those mentioned above, several other indices were developed and 
used in this study so as to quantify the heterogeneity in landforms in as many different ways 
as possible.  
Larkin et al. (2006) recommended that both vertical (e.g. elevation maxima and minima, 
means, variance) and horizontal (e.g. frequency and distribution of elevation changes, 
clustering, density, etc.) characteristics of topographic heterogeneity should be considered in 
quantification of topographic heterogeneity. Standard deviation and range do capture 
different kinds of variance for vertical components irrespective of absolute values. A few 
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additional indices had to be developed to incorporate the horizontal heterogeneity characters 
of landform attributes, and these are described in the methodology Chapter. 
As given in Table 1.2, the studies that used variation in elevation or altitude were potentially 
focussed on the effect of absolute elevation values at respective locations rather than mere 
changes or variation in that elevation. The aim of this research, however, was to identify or 
develop indices that will be applicable to all terrains, irrespective of their ‘altitude’ or 
‘elevation’ from mean sea level. Hence, the term ‘relief’ is used in this study to indicate that 
although elevation measurements are used for calculation, the aim is only to capture the 
relative elevation with respect to the surrounding landscape. Thus, the indices that were 
adopted from the literature review (Table 1.2) were used in this research with a slightly 
different approach, by shifting the focus away from the absolute values and attempting to 
capture the ‘heterogeneity’ rather than just the changes in the absolute values. Chapter 2 
provides detailed descriptions of all landform heterogeneity indices used in this research.  
1.9 Selection of ecological indicators 
For ecological rehabilitation of a disturbed landscape, the focus needs to be on the recovery 
of ecosystem function and biodiversity (Walker et al., 2009). The most common practice in 
evaluation of rehabilitation success is the use of vegetation indicators such as species 
richness, density and vegetation cover. In post-mine rehabilitation, a site with an ecologically 
younger status, more primary level indicators assess the initiation of primary ecological 
processes (e.g. appearance of pioneering plants, formation of humus and development of soil) 
can be suitable. For example, moisture holding capacity of soil, soil organic matter or soil-
nutrient availability are often used as indicators to assess the initiation of ecological processes 
(Swanson et al., 1988, Odeh et al., 1991, Zak et al., 1991, Canals and Sebastià, 2000, Hook 
and Burke, 2000, Sharma et al., 2000, Takyu et al., 2003, Sebastiá, 2004, Barka et al., 2011, 
Ott and van Aarde, 2014).  Different indices that have capacity to inform about the recovery 
of complex ecological processes have been used in the past to indicate more advanced 
rehabilitation status. For sites representing more advanced ecological status, indicators such 
as vegetation structure, regeneration of native species, biogeomorphic signatures and 
distribution of native and rare species (Canals and Sebastià, 2000, Enoki, 2003, Raizada and 
Juyal, 2010, Reinhardt et al., 2010) can be very useful. The vegetation patterns are more 
likely to reflect the effect of topographic differentiation than the soil characteristics (Solon et 
al., 2007) and, hence, are important to be considered as indicators. 
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Selection of ecological indicators also needs to take into account the mining methods used, 
rehabilitation strategy and practices adopted, age of rehabilitation, geographic location, 
bioclimatic zone, connectivity with neighbouring ecosystems and ecological status of the 
particular site itself, as all these factors can play a crucial role in rehabilitation progress. 
Indicators such as above ground biomass, basal area, species richness and diversity, species 
distribution and ground cover have been successfully used to investigate the relationships 
between landforms and ecosystems (Gigon and Leutert, 1996, Klinkenberg, 2002, Enoki, 
2003, Takyu et al., 2003, Sebastiá, 2004, Hofer et al., 2008, Silva et al., 2008, Raizada and 
Juyal, 2010). While the reviewed literature suggested that heterogeneity in landform 
characteristics may influence many ecological patterns, Larkin et al. (2006) discuss that even 
intense monitoring may fail to record the effect of topographic heterogeneity on community 
structure and instead of structural attributes, indicators measuring species richness and 
productivity may serve as appropriate indicators to record their effect.  
Rehabilitation seeks to transfer post-mine landscapes into ecologically or biologically 
productive landforms that provide the foundation for ecological processes to develop 
complex ecosystems. For the rehabilitation of any mined landscape to be successful, it is a 
requisite that the reconstructed topography provides the framework for integration of soil, 
vegetation and other biogenic components of ecosystems in order to initiate, establish and 
stabilize the ecological flows both within and across the landscape, intimately linked with 
neighbouring ecosystems. The underlying conceptual idea in this research is that 
heterogeneity in landforms within the landscape may generate a variety of environmental 
gradients or micro-environmental conditions across the landscape. The ecological processes 
may get triggered by the action of climatic and gravitational forces, with weathering, erosion 
and deposition further adding to the complexity by creating resource (source) and deposit 
regions. This may be reflected in the ecological patterns and the greater variety of micro-
climatic conditions may suit the establishment and survival needs of organisms inhabiting the 
rehabilitating landscape. Hence, the research hypothesis is that greater heterogeneity in 
landform characteristics (relief, slope and aspect) positively influences ecological patterns 
across the post-mine rehabilitating landscapes. The underlying assumption is that greater 
landform heterogeneity may lead to qualitative and quantitative diversity of environmental 
parameters essential for the occurrence, establishment, sustenance and survival of different 
species, thereby improving the ecological recovery on post-mine lands. The next chapter 
focusses on the methodology adopted for this research.  
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2 Research Methodology 
2.1 Methodology Framework 
The research hypothesis stated that greater heterogeneity in landform characteristics (relief, 
slope and aspect) positively influences ecological patterns across the post-mine rehabilitating 
landscapes. The underlying assumption is that greater landform heterogeneity may lead to 
qualitative and quantitative diversity of environmental parameters essential for the 
occurrence, establishment, sustenance and survival of different species, thereby improving 
the ecological recovery on post-mine lands. The aim of this research was to investigate the 
relationship between landform heterogeneity and ecological patterns in a reconstructed 
rehabilitating post-mine landscape. In order to test this hypothesis, appropriate tools for 
quantitative measurement of landform heterogeneity and ecological patterns in the form of 
landform indices and ecological indicators were required. This chapter describes the landform 
heterogeneity indices and the ecological indicators used in this study. The literature review 
revealed that apart from examples where standard deviation and range were employed, there 
were very few standard approaches or methods that have been used effectively to quantify 
landform heterogeneity. In comparison, by contrast, it is common practice to use vegetation 
patterns as ecological indicators.  
Previous studies examining landforms for this purpose have focussed mainly on the absolute 
values of elevation, slope and aspect rather than the ‘variation’ in those landform features 
(Table 1.2). Therefore, the first step in this project was to identify which of the currently used 
landform indices are applicable for this study and then, secondly, to develop indices that 
would enable quantitative measurement of landform heterogeneity in different ways. Since 
landforms are spatial features, an attempt was also made to develop a better understanding of 
issues related to scale and grid cell size, as well as the different types of heterogeneity that 
can be expressed by the landform characteristics both individually and in combination. 
Section 2.3 details the development of the landform heterogeneity indices and Section 2.4 
describes how ecological recovery was measured.  
2.2 Study site 
The decades old minerals sand mining site ‘North Stradbroke Island’ (NSI) located 15 km off 
the south-east coast of Queensland (Figure 5.2) in Australia was selected as the study site. 
The rehabilitation practices at the study site that include reconstruction of post-mine 
topography similar to pre-mining topography have resulted in undulating dune topography in 
the post-mine landscape. Such topography will inherently have areas of varying degrees of 
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heterogeneity in landform profile and thus provided a useful setting for the study. The NSI 
sand mining operations are known as one of the better examples of rehabilitation in Australia 
and are regarded to have achieved good rehabilitation success (Smith and Nichols, 2011).  
2.2.1 Geography and Geology 
NSI is a large roughly triangular sand island (27º23’/27º45’S, 153º23’/153º33’E) with an area 
of about 285 square km, a length of 32 km and a width of 11km at its widest point (Laycock, 
1978). The dunes are fringed by wetlands and low swampy plains (Laycock, 1978, Cox et al., 
2011). The island is dominated by a system of transgressive sand dunes reaching commonly 
above 75m (Cox et al., 2011) with north-westerly trending ridges with the orientation 
influenced by prevailing wind forces (Laycock, 1978). Geologically, the unconsolidated 
Cainozoic sediments as lapping transgressive parabolic dunes cover 99% of the island 
overlying Mesozoic sedimentary and volcanic deposits (Triassic Woogaroo Sandstone and 
Rhyolite) and older Palaeozoic greenstones (Carboniferous Rocksburg Greenstone) 
(Laycock, 1975, Laycock, 1978, Ward, 1978, Cox et al., 2011, Leach, 2011, Willmott et al., 
2012). The dunes are composed of well sorted and sub-rounded siliceous sand (with up to 90-
99 per cent quartz grains) with minor concentrations of heavy minerals such as rutile, zircon, 
ilmenite, monazite, magnetite and garnets (Laycock, 1978). Four generations of dune 
building (Ward, 1978, Kelley and Baker, 1984, Stock, 1990) with the central main dune 
system consisting of stabilized, intensely eroded, leached and podsolised, support dense 
vegetation cover (Laycock, 1978, Ward, 1978).  The relatively young age (<2.6Ma) of the 
NSI dunes points towards there being a limitation on development of a mature soil profile 
(Cox et al., 2011). NSI Siliceous sand, podsols, acid peat, saline mud, red earth and lithosol 
are the six dominant soil types that occur on the island (Thompson and Ward, 1975). In 
general, the NSI soils have very low fertility and good drainage (Rogers, 1975).  
2.2.2 Climate and Ecological systems 
The sub-tropical climate of NSI receives around 1505mm mean annual rainfall, while the 
monthly mean temperatures range between 13oC and 30oC (Data from Bureau of 
Meteorology, Point Lookout Station, 1997-2014). The vegetation on NSI is characterised by 
open eucalypt forest and woodland with an understory of heath or grass species, and swamp 
and marsh vegetation types om the fringing wetlands (Elsol and Dowling, 1978, Clifford et 
al., 1979). NSI vegetation can thus be broadly classified into vegetation on ancient dunes, 
vegetation on recent dunes and the fringe wetland vegetation (Westman, 1975). The flora 
diversity decreases with dune-age while the swamps display highest flora diversity 
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(Westman, 1975). Apart from dune-leaching, the topography and ground-water table, climate 
and rainfall, wind intensity and gradients in salt spray are some of the influences on 
vegetation on the island (Westman, 1975). NSI has total 760 species recorded with high 
proportion (up to 30%) of weedy species (Stephens, 2011). The flora associations on the 
island have been classified into main regional ecosystems (Queensland Herbarium, 2013). 
Eucalyptus racemosa woodland and Eucalyptus mallee, spreading across more than half of 
the island on deeply leached soils of central dunes and sand plains while Eucalyptus pilularis 
open forest and Banksia aemula woodland covering the rest of the area of dune systems. The 
lower parts of the island include Corymbia spp. open to close forest, Melaleuca 
quinquenervia open forest to woodland, swamps of Baumea spp., Juncus spp. and Lepironia 
articulate and mangroves .    
2.2.3 Mining and rehabilitation on NSI 
The longest continuously operating mineral sand mining operation in Queensland has seen 
more than six decades of mining of industrial minerals ilmenite, rutile, zircon and monazite at 
NSI (Moore, 2011). The topographic reconstruction following mineral extraction 
approximates the pre-mining topographic patterns (Smith and Nichols, 2011) - a series of 
parabolic sand dune systems up to 150m in height and at varying orientations. The post-
mining progressive rehabilitation of the sand dune systems has produced a mosaic of 
rehabilitation areas established in different years and across a number of different former 
operational areas that include the Amity, Bayside, Ibis and Gordon mine sites (Figure. 2.1).  
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Figure 2.1: Location of four of the mine rehabilitation areas on North Stradbroke Island off east coast of Australia 
Brisbane 
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Each rehabilitation region would typically contain multiple rehabilitation blocks that were 
established in different years through ‘progressive rehabilitation’ wherein the rehabilitation is 
carried out as soon as practically possible after mining is completed (Smith and Nichols, 
2011). In this study, each single unit of land rehabilitated in the same year following very 
similar rehabilitation practices and located at the same geographic location is referred to as a 
‘rehabilitation block’. In a given rehabilitation block, the rehabilitation/revegetation 
procedures were completed following the then present rehabilitation procedures, which were 
constant for the respective rehabilitation block. Ecological development was assessed through 
a standardised monitoring program (Smith and Nichols, 2011), and progress was assessed 
against pre-determined criteria. The vegetation data collected through these assessments 
constituted the ecological information used for the analyses in this study. 
2.2.4 Rehabilitation blocks and ecological survey design 
Table 2.1: Details on the nine rehabilitation blocks used in this study (Figure. 2.3) 
Rehabilitation 
block 
Rehabilitation 
region 
Rehabilitation 
practices class 
Rehabilitation 
Establishment 
year 
Data 
collection 
year 
Age at the 
time of data 
collection 
(in years) 
G1988 Gordon II 1988 2008 20 
G1990 Gordon II 1990 2010 20 
A1992 Amity II 1992 2010 18 
B1996 Bayside III 1996 2011 15 
G1999 Gordon IV 1999 2009 10 
I2000 Ibis IV 2000 2007 7 
I2001 Ibis IV 2001 2008 7 
I2003 Ibis IV 2003 2007 4 
I2004 Ibis IV 2004 2008 4 
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Figure 2.2: Rehabilitation areas represented by different rehabilitation practice classes 
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The individual rehabilitation blocks are treated as separate study sites and the analysis is 
carried out separately for each. Since different rehabilitation blocks were rehabilitated in 
different years, they would have been subjected to climatic and weather events at different 
stages or ages of rehabilitation and hence would respond to these events differently from each 
other (Table 2.1). Furthermore, the rehabilitation procedures and practices have changed over 
time, and hence were not always identical for all the blocks (Smith and Nichols, 2011). The 
‘Rehabilitation Practices Class’ (Table 2.1, Figure 2.2) represent the broader groups of 
rehabilitation procedures that were prevalent at the time of rehabilitation of respective blocks. 
The management practices also changed over time as a result of the need to incorporate the 
feedback from rehabilitation results over the years and hence this would also be an influence 
on the rehabilitation outcomes observed in each of the blocks. Therefore, all these factors 
contributed to the reasoning behind treating the individual rehabilitation blocks as separate 
entities. There are many general factors that can affect the ecological recovery in the 
rehabilitation, including the substrate properties, climate and hydrology, rehabilitation 
practices, and the inflows and outflows of resources from and to the surrounding landscape. 
However, by restricting the analysis to block level, most of the aforementioned factors will 
act either as random occurrences (e.g. effect of weather events on micro-scale) or as a 
constant (soil, substrate and hydrology, ecological interactions with surrounding systems). 
Given that the rehabilitation of a block in any given year is undertaken by the same practices, 
the factor ‘rehabilitation practices’ could also be considered as a constant at block level. This 
recognition that there were a number of fixed variables at block scale allowed for the effect of 
landform heterogeneity on ecological indicators to be isolated as a factor for comparison 
despite the presence of  the other more likely dominating factors mentioned above. Nine 
rehabilitation blocks were considered for this study (Figure 2.3) based on the number of 
ecological survey plots located in each rehabilitation block. In this thesis the rehabilitation 
blocks are referred to with the code comprised of a letter followed by four digits with the 
letter representing the rehabilitation region the block is located in and the digits representing 
the year of establishment (e.g. A1992 is a block located in ‘Amity’ and was established in 
1992). 
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Figure 2.3: The location of nine rehabilitation blocks used for this study  
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2.3 Measurement of Landform Heterogeneity 
Landform heterogeneity at a rehabilitation site would be a result of the landform 
reconstruction design and practices before rehabilitation and the effect of exogenic processes 
since landform reconstruction. This puts emphasis on understanding the post-mine landform 
reconstruction approach and methodology used at the selected site. The progressive 
rehabilitation on NSI involved the reconstruction of landforms that were similar to the pre-
mining topography, resulting in a series of parabolic sand dune systems up to 150m in height 
and at varying orientations, following the Government regulations (Smith and Nichols, 2011). 
Raw remote sensing data used to derive the landform heterogeneity data were provided by the 
operating mining company. This was used to develop the Landform Heterogeneity Indices 
(LHIs) and the development methods used are outlined further in this section. 
2.3.1 Landform heterogeneity data 
Measurements of topographic variables have been done using a variety of both simple and 
highly advanced technological tools, with each approach having its advantages and 
disadvantages. Similar tools and methods, ranging from topographic maps to 
photogrammetry and remote sensing, have been widely used to model the movement of 
sediments or water across landscapes (Vrieling, 2006, Molina et al., 2014). Molina et al. 
(2014) highlighted several advantages of LIDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) for 
hydrological modelling over and above other approaches such as photogrammetry, Terrestrial 
Laser Scanner (TLS) and Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS). The most important 
advantages are that it provides significantly high resolution and greater accuracy, it can 
penetrate vegetation and water (and is thus capable of mapping the ground surface), and is 
without time constraints since it is not satellite dependent (Molina et al., 2014). This 
technique is cost-effective for larger areas and is most suitable for topographic mapping. 
Hence it was decided to use the LIDAR data of the study site (LIDAR survey date: 10th July 
2008) which were available from the mining company. The digital elevation models (DEMs) 
were constructed from these data using ESRI ArcGIS software (ESRI, 2011) and the 
topographic variables relative relief, slope and aspect were derived.   
2.3.1.1  Scale, resolution and grid cell size (GCS) 
The expression of topographic signatures of life are very subtle in the form of frequency of 
occurrence (of certain landform properties) and in the form of scale (rather than being a 
distinct diagnostic unique landforms) (Dietrich and Perron, 2006). The geomorphic processes 
and landforms interact with biota over various temporal and spatial scales (Swanson et al., 
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1988). Molau (2008) used the term ‘biogeocomplexity’ to discuss the interface of ecology 
and geography to incorporate the complex interactions between the patterns and processes. 
To delimit the boundaries for such studies focussing on interactions between ecological and 
geomorphological elements Molau (2008) suggested landscape to act as a unit, that may 
represent the geomorphic unit of catchment, as well as habitats or top predator ranges, all 
arriving at similar scale. It is near impossible to identify a unique and characteristic 
topographic signature of life although the fluxes of matter and energy are profoundly 
influenced by organisms in the evolution of landscapes through the history of the landscapes 
(Dietrich and Perron, 2006). Parker and Bendix (1996) state that finding the underlying cause 
of any affinity shown by a type of vegetation to a landform may originate in physical 
characteristics of the landform as much as active geomorphic processes associated with it, 
which may vary in scale relative to the vegetation patterns. Against this background, an 
investigation of the relationships between landform heterogeneity and ecological patterns 
sanctions careful consideration of the scale of investigation, as well as the need to fully 
capture heterogeneity in different attributes of landform characteristics. 
Larkin et al. (2006) reviewed research focussed on topographic heterogeneity and ecological 
patterns and classified the scales for such interactions into micro (<1m), meso (few cm to 
several metres) and macro (tens to hundreds of metres). They propose micro to meso to be an 
appropriate scale for consideration that is relevant to restoration and rehabilitation practices. 
Some microclimatic parameters such as temperature and humidity that are controlled by land 
cover and surface moisture may change over a shorter distance than others that may remain 
constant over larger areas, such as wind velocity (Cleugh and Hughes, 2002). The movement 
of water through the landscape would require assessment at a range of scales and a similar 
approach is applicable to studying the ecological patterns. Most of the past studies that 
observed correlations between topographic variance and ecological characteristics such as 
productivity, species richness and diversity, have collected the topographic data at the larger 
scales of landscapes and catchments. Such studies have also commonly used coarse 
resolution remote sensing data (30 m and coarser) to measure topographic attributes. The 
ecological data are collected across large areas as well (from 0.25sq km to 1 sq km), through 
small sampling plots ranging from a few metres across. A common approach in past studies 
has been to investigate the effect of geomorphic and associated ecological processes at the 
landscape scale. The current research, however, aims to capture the finest possible details in 
landform heterogeneity. Shary et al. (2002) explained that selecting a resolution smaller than 
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the features for which details are required to be captured is the best approach in selecting a 
scale. Therefore, the data of finest available resolution (5m) were selected for this study in 
order to investigate the topographic variability at the scale of micro-sites associated with 
micro-climates. This resolution does not eliminate the risk of missing out some of the micro-
topographic details, but at least it is more efficient in capturing details than would occur if 
coarser data were used. For the purpose of this research, the landform features that by 
themselves would not define a landform, but would exist as small parts of a given landform, 
were referred to as micro features of topography or landforms.  
To investigate the effect of a change in grid cell size (the unit for data processing) on the 
relationship between landform heterogeneity and ecological indicators, the raw data were 
processed at six different GCSs to generate landform heterogeneity data for each GCS, 
starting at 5m. The minimum possible GCS with least possible ‘no data’ cells was found to be 
6m. In addition to this, GCSs of 7.5m, 10m, 15m and 20m were used to generate separate 
data sets. Given the 20m X 50m dimension of the ecological survey plot, a GCS larger than 
20m could not be used as it would result an insufficient number of cells per plot to perform 
the analysis. It was investigated if the capacity of different indices to measure the landform 
heterogeneity varies with different grid cell sizes. Data processing and analysis during 
preliminary investigations and testing revealed that the values of LHIs remained fairly 
constant at all grid cell sizes examined. Combined with the knowledge that the accuracy of 
DEMs is known to decrease with increasing GCS (Li, 1992), only the data from the finest 
grid cell size (6m) were used for analysis from hereon.  
2.3.1.2 Plot-extents 
The area surrounding the ecological survey plot area, across which landform heterogeneity 
was measured, is referred to as ‘plot-extent’ here onwards in this document. Schmidt and 
Andrew (2005) argue that spatial scale characteristics of landforms are often ignored in 
applications of surface analysis. Though observing the influence of landform characteristics 
on micro-climatic parameters, the community structure of woody plants, and millipede 
assemblages Ott and van Aarde (2014) also proposed that micro-climatic conditions at a 
given location on the sand dune surface may be determined by the topography in the 
surrounding area. In landscapes, the topographic elements exist as continuous connected 
features and, thus, landform features in a surrounding area may control the inflows and 
outflows of water, wind, propagation of vegetation, transport of seeds and nutrients, and 
movement of animals to, from and within any unit area of consideration. An area of study 
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that is located very close to a drainage element will be likely to be benefited by a sub-surface 
supply of moisture as compared to an area of study on top of a ridge. For example, for three 
plots that are exactly the same in a particular landform characteristics (e.g. all sloping at same 
angle) but occur in different geomorphic locations such as a source region (upper slope), 
valley region (in the basin) and along a pathway of nutrient flows (in a secondary stream), the 
vegetation growing in three plots may show a distinctly different pattern, likely in response to 
the differences in availability of moisture and nutrients. Thus, in addition to the within-plot 
topography, the larger surrounding topography may also influence the ecological patterns. 
Ecology within a geographic area can be influenced by geomorphic and ecological processes 
over a much larger immediate surrounding area. To investigate this effect of the relationship 
between the ecological pattern in a fixed area and landform heterogeneity in a larger 
surrounding area, the landform heterogeneity was measured at a number of different plot-
extents. 
 
Figure 2.4: Five plot-extents used in this study, starting from 20m X 50m ecological survey plot at centre, and 
successive larger plot-extents with increments of 10m on all sides 
To investigate the effect of the plot-extent on the relationship between landform 
heterogeneity and ecological indicators, five different plot-extents were used (Figure 2.4, 
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Table 2.2). The smallest plot-extent was equal to the size of the ecological survey plot and the 
largest plot-extent used was 100m X 130m (with 40m area on all sides of the ecological 
survey plot). Plot-extents larger than this could not be used due to the potential of overlap 
with neighbouring plots.    
Table 2.2: Plot-extents used for this study 
Sr. No. Distance by which area outside the ecological survey 
plot (20m X 50m) is included in plot-extent, in metres 
Total Plot-extent 
1 0 20m X 50m  
2 10 40m X 70m 
3 20 60m X 90m 
4 30 80m X 110m 
5 40 100m X 130m  
Use of multiple plot-extents, although analysed separately, arguably raises a problem due to 
differences in the areal units assessed (Openshaw, 1983, Lechner et al., 2012) and a 
statistically challenging problem since one of the area variables changes while the other 
remains constant – this may have the potential to lead to spurious correlations. However, in 
this case, the change in the magnitude of landform heterogeneity, while changing from one 
plot-extent to a larger one, takes into account the spatial information from the additional area 
included, which an arithmetic statistical analysis would fail to acknowledge. Thus, this 
experimental design and approach best suit the purpose of understanding the relationship 
between landform heterogeneity within the larger surrounding area and the ecological 
patterns within the fixed study area.  
2.3.2 Development of landform heterogeneity indices 
To quantify the heterogeneity in landform attributes of relief, slope and aspect, the literature 
identified standard deviation and range as indices that could be adopted. The standard 
deviation quantifies the distribution of data points away from the mean, thus informing about 
the departure away from the mean and hence the roughness of the surface. Range measures 
the amplitude or difference between maximum and minimum, thus providing a measure of 
the extremes. The standard deviation and range were also used in this study as indices 
although they were more appropriately used for the purpose of capturing the ‘heterogeneity’ 
rather than as a measurement focusing on the absolute values themselves. These two 
‘measures’ alone, however, do not provide a complete quantification of topographic 
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heterogeneity. Information such as ‘how many different values (of relief, slope or aspect) are 
present within a given landscape’ will most effectively measure the ‘heterogeneity’ in the 
landform attributes, and potentially heterogeneity in micro-environmental conditions in a 
landscape. This is crucial to test the basic conceptual idea of this thesis. Hence, to quantify 
this virtue of heterogeneity, a few new LHIs were required to be developed.  
The process of developing landform heterogeneity indices involved an innovative approach 
that explored modifications of indices used elsewhere in the fields of ecological sciences and, 
in particular, landscape ecology. Amongst the landscape ecology indices that are commonly 
used, many deal with the interrelationships and connectivity between patches and their 
geometry in two dimensions. The landscape ecology indices that were considered to have 
potential value for studying three-dimensional characteristics were described by Haines- 
Haines-Young and Chopping (1996) in a review of landscape indices. With some 
modifications to fit the context, the parameters/indices used in the landscape ecology world 
were taken as the basis from which appropriate indices to study the three-dimensional 
relationships between landform characteristics and ecological parameters could be built and 
tested. The primary landscape ecology versions referred to by Haines-Young and Chopping 
(1996)  were: 
1. Patch richness (%) number of patches in the landscape; 
2. Patch richness density (n/100 ha): number of patches in the landscape per hectare; 
3. Relative Patch richness (%) patch richness as % of maximum potential patch richness 
(user defined – or from natural landscapes); and 
4. Simpson’s diversity index (Simpson, 1949): sum of the proportional abundance of a 
patch type; probability that two randomly picked patches are similar  
For the current research, both the metrics of richness (how many different types are present in 
the plot) and diversity (how many different types or unique values are present within the plot 
and the area occupied by each of the types or unique values) were seen as being able to be 
applied to landform characteristics. The richness and diversity of landform shapes and 
profiles, for example, would indirectly equate to a spectrum of different ‘induced’ and local 
environmental conditions that are consequential to the different landform properties and 
patterns that exist.  
A ‘landform element’ is defined as a part of the land surface that has unique attribute values 
for relief, slope angle and aspect (or a small range of them). Demarcation of landform 
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elements is based on the concept of classification of surface into features that are 
homogeneous with respect to the landform characteristics such as elevations, slopes, aspects 
and curvatures (Dikau, 1989, MacMillan et al., 2000). Figure 2.5 shows an example of how a 
land surface can be broken down into five landform elements, with each possessing a unique 
combination of relief, slope and aspect. Based on the unique values for each of these 
landform characteristics, any land surface can be classified into a number of landform 
elements with unique values, and thus the diversity of such landform elements will represent 
the degree of landform heterogeneity in the landscape.  
 
 
Figure 2.5: Five landform elements defined by difference in one or more landform characteristics (relief, slope and 
aspect) 
The first three of the landscape ecology indices (patch richness, patch richness density and 
relative patch richness) previously discussed were adapted and modified into the following 
indices used in this research. 
1. Landform element richness: Number of landform classes in the landscape 
2. Landform element density: Number of landform classes per unit area 
3. Relative richness: Richness (number of ‘different’ units) as a percentage of the 
maximum possible variety 
However, in the case of large landscapes, using unique values can generate a very large 
number of landform elements, making use of classification ineffective and losing the 
information on similarities between the landform elements. Thus, instead of using unique 
values (e.g. 50m), unique ranges of values (40m to 50m) were used to classify the landscape 
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into ‘landform element classes’. This way, the variation in landform characteristics was 
quantifiable into a finite number of landform element classes, capturing similarities as well as 
differences in the landform elements. Each class thus included the landform elements that had 
the values of landform characteristics within the respective range as defined for the particular 
class (Table 2.3). The number of classes into which the landform elements would be grouped 
indicated the depth of classification and the higher the number of classes, the greater was the 
depth of investigation of landform heterogeneity, providing a greater capacity to differentiate 
between similar looking landform elements. 
Table 2.3: Example of a landform element classification system with three landform classes 
The hypothetical landscape has the range of relief from 0m to 150m. ‘LEC’ represents ‘Landform 
Element Class’. Relief, Slope and Aspect are classified into three classes of respective ranges of 
values. Any landform element from the landscape would thus fall into one of the 27 landform classes 
described below.   
Relief ↓ Aspect → 
Slope angle ↓ 
I 
(0O to 120O) 
II 
(121O to 240O) 
III 
(241O to 360O) 
I (0m to 50m) I (0O to 30O) LEC 1 LEC2 LEC3 
II (51m to 100m) II (31O to 60O) LEC4 LEC5 LEC6 
III (101m to 150m) III (61O to 90O) LEC7 LEC8 LEC9 
I (0m to 50m) II (31O to 60O) LEC10 LEC11 LEC12 
II (51m to 100m) III (61O to 90O) LEC13 LEC14 LEC15 
III (101m to 150m) I (0O to 30O) LEC16 LEC17 LEC18 
I (0m to 50m) III (61O to 90O) LEC19 LEC20 LEC21 
II (51m to 100m) I (0O to 30O) LEC22 LEC23 LEC24 
III (101m to 150m) II (31O to 60O) LEC25 LEC26 LEC27 
The modification of the fourth landscape ecology index listed earlier (Simpson’s diversity 
index) is also demonstrated in some of the past studies, and was considered able to be 
adaptable for the purpose of quantifying landform heterogeneity. Wrbka et al. (2004) 
replaced species in Simpson’s index by land-cover classes to measure probability of the 
occurrence of a land cover category within the spatial reference unit. ‘The Western Ghats 
Ecology Expert Panel’ of the Ministry of Environment and Forests, Government of India, 
measured ‘habitat diversity’ to identify the ecologically significant areas in the Western 
Ghats region in India (Gadgil et al., 2011). A similar modification of Simpson’s index was 
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thus used to develop a landform heterogeneity index to quantify diversity of landform 
elements. The ‘Landform Element Diversity’ (LED) index replaced the species in Simpson’s 
index by landform element classes, and the frequency of species by proportional area 
occupied by each landform element class. LED was calculated using the equation below. 
LED = ∑ (𝑃𝑖)2𝑁𝑖=1 , 
where Pi is the proportion of area of the ith landform element class and N is the number of 
landform element classes within the area under consideration.  
The landform heterogeneity indices used and developed in this study can be classified in two 
different ways; either based on the landform characteristic that they measure the 
heterogeneity in, or based on the type of heterogeneity that they measure (Table 2.4).  
Table 2.4: Landform characteristics and types of heterogeneity represented by LHIs  
Classification of developed 
indices 
Type of heterogeneity 
Standard 
Deviation 
(Variance) 
Range  
(Total range  =   
max. – min.) 
Richness (How 
many different 
unique values 
occur) 
Diversity 
(Proportion of area 
occupied by 
different unique 
individual values) 
Landform 
characteristics 
→ 
Relief LHI1 LHI2 LHI3 NA 
Slope LHI7 LHI8 LHI4 NA 
Aspect NA NA LHI5 NA 
All 
together 
NA NA LHI6, LER LED 
The geometry and relationship of the three landform characteristics - relief, slope and aspect - 
can effectively encompass the entire topographic profile of the landscape and hence, the 
landform heterogeneity indices were developed focussing on these three landform 
characteristics. Different extents and kinds of heterogeneity can be potentially displayed by 
the three landform characteristics. The first type of heterogeneity used ‘standard deviation’, 
which measures the distribution of the data around the mean. Here, the distribution or spread 
of relief or slope angles around the mean gave a measure of how ‘rough’ or ‘smooth’ the 
terrain is in the given plot. The larger the standard deviation, the larger the number of points 
away from the mean, and this also incorporates their magnitude. Hence a higher standard 
deviation represents topography with the greater degree of roughness spread throughout that 
landscape. A lower standard deviation, however, indicates that the values are tightly bound 
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around the mean, thus suggesting a more uniform topography. The advantage of standard 
deviation over variance is that it is measured in the same units as the data which makes it 
easier to understand and apply and does not remain bound to the absolute value of the mean. 
Unlike the coefficient of variance, it is not tied to the mean (Appendix A), and hence is 
universally applicable.  
The next type of heterogeneity is the total range of the magnitude of the values present within 
the landscape. It is measured by calculating the difference between the highest and lowest 
magnitude (in relief or slope angle). Neither standard deviation nor range can be applied to 
aspect, as aspect is measured over a circular angular scale with 0 degrees aspect coinciding 
with 360 degrees. Standard deviation requires the values to be on a linear scale while aspect 
is measured on an angular scale in a complete circle. Range of aspect as well cannot be 
calculated for the same reason, as for example, the 5 degrees and 355 degrees may have an 
arithmetical difference of 350 degrees, but on a circular scale, are positioned at only ten 
angular divisions from each other. The third type of heterogeneity measured is based on the 
concept of richness (c.f. species richness in ecology). Richness is the number of different 
values (e.g. in relief) or entities (e.g. species or landform elements) present in a given 
ecological or geographic unit. In regards to landform characteristics, the number of different 
relief values, different slope angles or different aspects within a landscape provides the 
measure of richness.  
The landform heterogeneity data were collected from a plot by dividing the plot into a grid of 
cells or their parts, with the relief, slope angle and aspect calculated for each cell. The total 
number of cells present within a given plot was always fixed based on the plot-extent and 
GCS. Thus, to measure the richness, the total number of different values present within the 
plot would never exceed the total number of cells present within the plot. To overcome this 
limitation the percentage of the total number of different values measured, to the total number 
of cells present in that plot, was calculated as a landform heterogeneity index. This provided 
a measure of richness and was used as a percentage value. Unlike the standard deviation and 
range, richness could be calculated for relief, slope as well as aspect. Since it was measured 
as a percentage of the number of different values to total number of cells in the plot, the 
absolute values (of relief or slope or aspect) did not carry any significance for this index 
either. Another limitation to this method was that slope angles are measured only between 0 
and 90 degrees and the aspects between 0 and 359 degrees. For plots (particularly at large 
plot-extents) where total number of cells exceeded 90 and 360, respectively, it put an upper 
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limit on measuring maximum possible variance. A solution was adopted by using 90 as the 
maximum possible slope richness (100%) when the numbers of cells were equal to and more 
than 90. For richness in aspect, 360 was determined as the maximum possible richness 
(100%) when the number of cells were equal to and more than 360. The index Landform 
Element Richness measured the number of different landform elements that are present in the 
given plot or landscape and belonged to the group of richness indices.  
The fourth type of heterogeneity measured incorporates the concept of ‘diversity’ as 
discussed earlier in the section. Simpson’s diversity index in ecology measures the species 
richness and abundance to evaluate the evenness of distribution across species within an 
ecological or geographic unit (Simpson, 1949). As described earlier, Simpson’s index was 
modified by substituting species richness with landform element richness (i.e., the number of 
different landform elements present within the plot) and by substituting abundance with the 
area covered by each respective landform element.  
2.3.3 Landform heterogeneity Indices 
Ten LHIs (Table 2.5) were used to measure different types of heterogeneity in landform 
characteristics as described in previous sections. These indices included indices used in the 
published literature as well as a few newly developed LHIs. The LHIs were measured for 
chosen GCS and all plot-extents. All the landform heterogeneity indices can be grouped into 
four types based on the landform characteristic (relief, slope, aspect and integration of all 
three characteristics) that they measure the heterogeneity in. The following section describes 
each landform heterogeneity index in detail. More discussion on what each landform 
heterogeneity index measures follows in the next chapter with examples from the study site. 
In addition, Appendix B describes how each LHI is measured with an example of a 
hypothetical study plot. 
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Table 2.5 List of LHIs used in this study 
Landform Index  Description 
LER Landform Element Richness 
LED Landform Element Diversity 
LHI1 Standard Deviation of Relief 
LHI2 Range of Relief 
LHI3 Relief Richness (how many different relief values are present 
as percentage of total number of cells in each plot) 
LHI4 Slope Richness (same as above) 
LHI5 Aspect Richness (same as above) 
LHI6 Integrated Landform Heterogeneity Richness  
LHI7 Standard Deviation of Slope 
LHI8  Range of Slope  
 
Landform heterogeneity contributed to by Relief  
a. Standard Deviation of Relief (LHI1): 
Standard deviation (SD) in relief is the first relief heterogeneity index. It was measured in 
ArcGIS software and has the unit metres. Standard deviation in relief assesses how 
heterogeneous the land surface is, with respect to the variation in relief values away from the 
mean. Thus it provides a measure of surface roughness informing about the unevenness in the 
topography. A low standard deviation would mean there was greater uniformity and evenness 
across the landscape, and it could be flat or even, or it may also have a large number of 
uniform undulations (like wave structures) that have similar magnitude. A higher value in this 
index would indicate a higher number of relief values that are away from the mean and thus a 
more rough or heterogeneous surface. For example, if LHI1 for a plot is 2m with a mean of 
50m, most (about 68%) cells within the plot have relief between 48m and 52m and almost all 
(about 99%) cells have relief between 46m and 54m (less heterogeneity). If the LHI1 
measures 10, however, about 68% cells within the plots would have relief between 40m and 
60m while about 99% will have relief between 30m and 70m, thus indicating more 
heterogeneity. Theoretically, the minimum value for LHI1 can be 0m for an absolutely flat 
terrain and the maximum value can be equal to the total range of relief across the plot.  
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b. Range of Relief (LHI2): 
This index measures the range of relief values (in metres), the difference between the 
maximum relief in the plot and the minimum relief in the plot. The range of the relief 
measured across the land surface is the magnitude of relief difference present within the plot. 
A plot with a low LHI2 value such as 5 would have all the cells placed between a total 5m 
range (e.g. 45m and 50m). A plot with high LHI2 of about 40 would have all the cells with 
relief ranging within 40m (e.g. 30m to 70m), thus with greater heterogeneity. The theoretical 
minimum for LHI2 is 0m for an absolute flat land surface while the theoretical maximum will 
be bound by the number of cells present within the plot.  
c. Relief Richness(LHI3): 
LHI3 quantifies richness as the number of different relief values present within the plot as a 
percentage of total number of cells present within the plot. Relief richness measures the 
percentage of relief variance present within a plot to the maximum possible variance in that 
plot. For example, if a plot with 500 cells has a relief richness of 2%, it would have 10 
different relief values spread across the plot (e.g. the least heterogeneous of such plots would 
have relief values between 41m to 50m). In contrast, a LHI3 value of 10% would mean there 
are 50 different relief values spread across the plot, (the least heterogeneous of such plots 
would have the relief ranging between 30m and 80m, while for most plots it could be higher). 
Theoretically, the value for LHI3 can range between 0% and 100%. 
Landform heterogeneity induced by Slope 
d. Standard Deviation of Slope (LHI7): 
Like LHI1, past studies have used the standard deviation of slope as a topographic variable. It 
measures the standard deviation of slope angle within each respective plot, measured in 
degrees of slope. Standard deviation in slope assesses how heterogeneous the land surface is 
with respect to the variation in slope angles. Like LHI1, a small value for LHI7, such as 2o 
indicates that most (about 68%) slopes within a plot with a mean slope of 25o would range 
between 23o and 27o and almost all slopes (about 99%) would range between 21o and 29o. 
However, for a plot with LHI7 measuring 10o there would be a much greater slope 
heterogeneity with most cells having slopes between 15o and 35o while almost all (about 
90%) cells would have slopes between 5o and 45o.  Theoretically, the minimum value for 
LHI7 would be 0o for an entire plot with a single uniform slope and the maximum value will 
remain lesser than 90o, which is the maximum possible slope angle. However as the 
reconstructed sand dune landforms on NSI have few steep slopes and hence the LHI7 values 
are likely to remain much lower.  
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e. Range of Slope (LHI8):  
This index measures the range of slope angle values, the difference between the maximum 
slope angle in the plot and the minimum slope angle in the plot, measured in degrees. A plot 
with lower range such as 5o would indicate that the cells within that plot have slopes within 
range of 5o (e.g. 15o to 20o). A plot with a larger LHI8, for example 30o would have cells 
ranging in slope over a 30o spread (e.g. 5o to 35o), and hence the slope heterogeneity would 
be greater. The range of slope measures the difference in the magnitude of slope angles 
within the plot. Theoretically the lowest LHI8 can be 0o for a plot with a single continuous 
uniform slope, while the maximum LHI8 would be limited to 90o, which is the highest slope 
angle possible. However, as a vertical slope cannot cover the entire cell, the maximum 
possible range can only be 89o. Dune topography at NSI with few very steep slopes, LHI8 is 
expected to remain between 0o to 45o. 
f. Slope Richness (LHI4):  
Slope richness measures how many different slope angles are present amongst all the cells in 
the given plot as a percentage of the maximum possible number of cells within the plot. 
However, as the slope can range only from 0o to 90o, the maximum possible variance in slope 
(100%) will be 90 different slope values, even in cases where total number of cells within the 
plot exceeds 90. It is not possible to have a cell with 90o slope, as a vertical slope cannot 
spread over entire cell and hence the possible range could be from 0o to 89o. A plot with a 
low LHI4 such as 10% would have 9 different slope angles present within the plot while a 
plot with a higher LHI4 of 30% would have 27 different slope angles present within the plot, 
thus having greater slope heterogeneity. Theoretically the values of LHI4 can range between 
0% and 100%, though such plots with 90 different slope angles will be rare and given the 
dune topography of NSI, the LHI4, like LHI8 may tend towards the first half of the spectrum 
(0% to 50%). 
Landform heterogeneity induced by Aspect 
g. Aspect Richness (LHI5) 
Aspect is measured on angular scale similar to slope. Aspect is measured across a circular 
scale with a 0o aspect being same as a 360o aspect. Aspect richness is calculated as number of 
different aspect values present in the plot as a percentage of maximum possible number of 
different aspect values. This is the only LHI that measures the heterogeneity in aspect alone. 
The total number of cells within a plot depends on the plot-extent. However, as the aspect can 
range only between 0o to 360o, the maximum possible variance (100%) in aspect will be 360, 
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even if the total number of cells exceeds 360. Thus, a low aspect richness of about 10% 
would have 36 different aspects in the plot while a LHI5 of 30% would have 81 different 
aspects within the plot, and hence a greater aspect heterogeneity. 
Landform heterogeneity induced by all landform characteristics (Relief, Slope and 
Aspect - Integrated landform heterogeneity indices) 
h. Integrated landform heterogeneity richness (LHI6) 
This index measures the average relief richness (LHI3), slope richness (LHI4) and aspect 
richness (LHI5) for each individual plot. This index integrates the heterogeneity present in all 
three landform characteristics and its value directly depends on the three richness indices 
measured within a given plot. The values are measured in percentage. LHI6 is equally 
sensitive to all the three other richness indices and a much higher or much lesser 
heterogeneity in either of the three can affect this index. Theoretically, the LHI6 may range 
between 0% and 100%, although given the dune topography at NSI, LHI6 is likely to range in 
the lower to middle ranges (10% to 50%).  
i. Landform Element Richness (LER): 
Landform element richness, is defined here as the number of different landform elements 
(Figure 2.5) that have unique combinations of relief, slope and aspect. Theoretically, the most 
accurate ‘LER’ for a given plot can be calculated by counting the number of unique 
combinations of values for relief, slope and aspect measured for each unit cell present in the 
plot. If we assume that each unique combination of relief, slope angle and aspect represent 
unique micro-environmental conditions, the number of such combinations (or here, landform 
element classes) may reflect the variety of micro-environmental conditions present within the 
plot.  
Use of classification systems to calculate LER:  
For the two indices LER and LED, the unique values of relief, slope and aspect determine the 
corresponding landform element and the heterogeneity is measured based on how many such 
different landform elements are present within the plot (for LER) and how much area they 
occupy (for LED). Using the measured relief, slope and aspect values for identification of 
unique landform elements runs a risk of every landform element being unique as even slight 
variance in any of the three components would result into a new landform element. However, 
a slight change in relief (e.g. by one metre, for example) may not generate a landform 
element that is significantly different in terms of the role it plays in the landscape. In addition, 
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such measurements may lead to very high LER values for all the plots, making it difficult to 
quantify landform heterogeneity using LER. This issue can be dealt with by defining ranges 
for landform element classes and then classifying the landform elements with respect to the 
classes to which its relief, slope and aspect values belong to. This will greatly reduce the risk 
of slightly different landform elements being identified and treated as significantly different 
landform elements. However, the risk does not get eliminated near the arbitrary boundaries of 
the classes and will be proportional to the number of classes. For the purpose of this study, 
this effect is assumed to be negligible. 
To determine LER and LED for the NSI study site, the ranges of relief, slope and aspect were 
chosen as 0-144m, 0-36 degrees, and 0-360 degrees, respectively, based on the ranges 
observed for relief, slope and aspect within the rehabilitation blocks on North Stradbroke 
Island. This achieved maximum efficiency by allowing the capture of the finest possible 
details in the landform heterogeneity measured by these indices. If any larger ranges were 
used, the actual LHI data would have only occupied a small section, corresponding to the 
variation found in NSI data. A greater depth of classification would mean a greater capacity 
of the classification system to read the finer landform heterogeneity differences between 
landform elements and capacity to classify them in to different classes. The following is an 
example of hypothetical plots that explains this further. Consider an example of hypothetical 
plots A and B, with plot A containing the slope angles 10, 15, 20, and 35 degrees and plot B 
containing slope angles 10 and 15 degrees. The number of classes for slope that the 
respective plots will have will change from a 3 class classification to a 6 class classification 
as given in Table 2.6. Here, the 6 class classification identifies that plot A has greater 
heterogeneity in slope while the 3 class classification fails to identify the difference between 
the two plots.  
Table 2.6: Number of classes for different classification ranges using equal interval classification system 
Plot name 6 class Classification (0-36) 3 class Classification (0-90)   
Plot A 3 (0-15, 16-30, 31-45 degrees) 2 (1-30, 31-60 degrees) 
Plot B 1 (0-15) 2(1-30, 31-60 degrees) 
Hence, selecting the ranges for landform characteristics that closely match to the real data 
from NSI lead to a more efficient and finer detection of landform heterogeneity. The 
following example explains further, how LER is calculated. Consider a hypothetical plot with 
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the relief, slope and aspect values for each of its 40 cells (10X4 cells with 5m X 5m 
dimension) as given in Table 2.7. 
Table 2.7: Relief, slope and aspect values for each of the cells within a hypothetical plot 
Cell number Relief in m Slope angle in degrees Aspect in degrees 
1 31 1 294 
2 31 2 276 
3 32 2 290 
4 33 2 295 
5 33 1 280 
6 34 23 175 
7 35 21 190 
8 37 18 245 
9 37 5 265 
10 40 6 280 
11 31 3 276 
12 31 3 290 
13 32 1 320 
14 33 15 350 
15 39 12 335 
16 42 16 179 
17 41 22 200 
18 37 12 210 
19 38 3 280 
20 41 8 275 
21 32 4 330 
22 32 3 320 
23 32 1 310 
24 38 8 290 
25 40 10 3 
26 42 12 179 
27 40 15 160 
28 37 8 146 
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29 42 19 295 
30 43 23 265 
31 33 3 280 
32 33 3 270 
33 32 2 60 
34 33 5 75 
35 33 8 95 
36 34 8 105 
37 37 6 135 
38 37 19 3 
39 42 24 20 
40 44 27 10 
 
Here, each of the 40 cells has a unique combination of relief, slope and aspect values or 40 
unique landform elements. Hence the ‘LER’ for this plot will theoretically be 40. However, if 
we take the example of cell number 1 and 3, which have a difference of one metre of relief, 
one degree of slope and four degrees of aspect, there are surfaces that, in the real world, are 
unlikely to be drastically and functionally very different from one another. Hence it is 
appropriate to group them into ranges, the intervals for which can be determined by the 
resolution of the original data. In the case of NSI data, since the resolution of the original data 
set is 5m (and thus the least count and possible error is also 5m), the landform elements can 
only be identified for a range of 5m or more with respect to relief. 
To identify which classification system (depth of classification system or number of classes) 
is the most suitable for this data set as well as meet the aims of the research, different 
classification systems were tested starting from a simple three class classification system. For 
ranges for relief, slope and aspect equal to the true ranges in the NSI data set (i.e., Relief = 0 
to 144m, Slope = 0 to 90 degrees, Aspect = 0 to 359 degrees) the classes were defined using 
classification systems with 3, 6, 9 and 12 classes as given in Tables 2.8, 2.9, 2.10, and 2.11 
respectively.  
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Table 2.8: 3 Class classification system 
Class 
Relief Slope Aspect 
Min Max Min Max Min Max 
A 0 48 0 12 0 120 
B 49 96 13 24 121 240 
C 97 144 25 36 241 360 
 
Table 2.9: 6 Class classification system 
Class 
Relief Slope Aspect 
Min Max Min Max Min Max 
A 0 24 0 6 0 60 
B 25 48 7 12 61 120 
C 49 72 13 18 121 180 
D 73 96 19 24 181 240 
E 97 120 25 30 241 300 
F 121 144 31 36 301 360 
 
Table 2.10: 9 Class classification system  
Class Relief Slope Aspect 
Min Max Min Max Min Max 
A 0 16 0 4 0 40 
B 17 32 5 8 41 80 
C 33 48 9 12 81 120 
D 49 64 13 16 121 160 
E 65 80 17 20 161 200 
F 81 96 21 24 201 240 
G 97 112 25 28 241 280 
H 113 128 29 32 281 320 
I 129 144 33 36 321 360 
 
Table 2.11: 12 Class classification system 
Class Relief Slope Aspect 
Min Max Min Max Min Max 
A 0 12 0 3 0 30 
B 13 24 4 6 31 60 
C 25 36 7 9 61 90 
D 37 48 10 12 91 120 
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E 49 60 13 15 121 150 
F 61 72 16 18 151 180 
G 73 84 19 21 181 210 
H 85 96 22 24 211 240 
I 97 108 25 27 241 270 
J 109 120 28 30 271 300 
K 121 132 31 33 301 330 
L 133 144 34 36 331 360 
 
The hypothetical plot considered earlier (Table 2.7) shows the following different ‘Landform 
Element Richness’ under the above four classification systems. 
Table 2.12: Values for LER for different classification systems for the hypothetical plot data 
Classification System LER 
3 Class 7 
6 Class 20 
9 Class 26 
12 Class 30 
As seen in Table 2.12, LER increases with the number of classes of the classification system 
in use. This means that the more the number of classes the classification system uses, the 
greater is its ability to read more heterogeneity in landform elements from the same landscape 
or the plot. This leads to the conclusion that the most appropriate classification system would 
be the one that is most sensitive to the landform heterogeneity. However, as mentioned 
above, the resolution of the original data limits the minimum interval (range) for each class to 
being greater than 5 metres. With this information, a classification system was developed that 
could most effectively classify the landscape into landform classes (a classification system 
with the highest possible number of classes) with the minimum range for each class being 
more than 5 metres (for Relief).  Classifying the total range of elevations (relative relief) on 
NSI – 0m to 144m into ranges of 6 metres of relief generated a 24 class classification system 
and thus this classification system was chosen for this study. Using the entire NSI relief range 
for classification ensured its applicability to all the rehabilitation blocks and it also provided a 
common platform to compare the landform heterogeneity between different rehabilitation 
blocks. For slope and aspect, thus, 24 classes were defined with equal ranges of 1.5 degree 
slope and 15 degrees aspect for each class accordingly. Table 2.13 lists the ranges for 
different classes of relief, slope and aspect.  
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Table 2.13: 24 Class classification system 
Class Relief Slope Aspect 
Min Max Min Max Min Max 
A 0 6 0 1.5 0 15 
B 7 12 1.6 3 16 30 
C 13 18 3.1 4.5 31 45 
D 19 24 4.6 6 46 60 
E 25 30 6.1 7.5 61 75 
F 31 36 7.6 9 76 90 
G 37 42 9.1 10.5 91 105 
H 43 48 10.6 12 106 120 
I 49 54 12.1 13.5 121 135 
J 55 60 13.6 15 136 150 
K 61 66 15.1 16.5 151 165 
L 67 72 16.6 18 166 180 
M 73 78 18.1 19.5 181 195 
N 79 84 19.6 21 196 210 
O 85 90 21.1 22.5 211 225 
P 91 96 22.6 24 226 240 
Q 97 102 24.1 25.5 241 255 
R 103 108 25.6 27 256 270 
S 109 114 27.1 28.5 271 285 
T 115 120 28.6 30 286 300 
U 121 126 30.1 31.5 301 315 
V 127 132 31.6 33 316 330 
W 133 138 33.1 34.5 331 345 
X 139 144 34.6 36 346 360 
 
The LER for the hypothetical plot is calculated to be 35 using the 24 class classification 
system. Thus, the increase in LER with an increase in the number of classes of classification 
system (Table 2.12) goes on decreasing from 3 class to 6 class (of 13), to 9 class (of 6) and to 
a 12 class (4) classification system, but stabilizing at the 24 class classification system (5). 
Hence it is clear that the increase in LER for each higher classification system goes on 
decreasing as we go to the higher number of classification system. Thus, neither the use of a 
finer resolution nor a higher classification system (say 36 or 48 classes) may have a 
significant effect on LER. Thus, a 24 class classification system was identified to be the most 
suitable classification system for effective quantification of landform heterogeneity in the 
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NSI landscape. The values for LER are given as number of landform element classes present 
within respective plots. 
j. Landform Element Diversity (LED) 
Landform element diversity is a diversity index. As described in section 2.3.2, a modification 
of Simpson’s diversity index (Simpson, 1949) is used to calculate LED from LER taking into 
account the area occupied by each landform element class present in respective plots. Thus, 
the LED measures not only the variety of landform element classes but also the dominance of 
particular landform element classes that occupy a larger area within the plot.  The values for 
LED are given as the Simpson’s Diversity Index measured for landform heterogeneity (as a 
measure of landform element classes present within the plot (see Appendix B for an example 
of the calculation of various landform heterogeneity indices for a hypothetical plot). 
The three different LHIs (for example LHI1, LHI2 and LHI3) based for the same landform 
characteristic (e.g., relief) provide a capability to quantify three different types of 
heterogeneity and this is illustrated by the following example. Figure 2.6 represents six 
imaginary hypothetical plots or land surfaces (plots 1 to 6) that have different landform 
profiles as indicated by the values for relief (in metres) for each cell as shown in the figure. 
Each plot has 40 cells of 5m X 5m dimension. Figure 2.7 displays a graphical representation 
of relief in shades ranging from darker (higher elevation) to lighter (lower elevation) to help 
visual interpretation. The three relief heterogeneity LHIs are calculated for each plot (Table 
2.14), which indicates how the LHIs are capable of quantifying different types of 
heterogeneity and slight differences in the same. This is further demonstrated in the next 
chapter using examples from the study site. 
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Figure 2.6: Six hypothetical plots (Plot 1 to 6) displaying the relief (elevation) values for the respective cells. The 40 
cells are assumed to each have 5m X 5m in dimension with entire plot measuring 20m X 50m.  
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Figure 2.7: Graphical representation of the relief profile in the 6 hypothetical plots with the elevation indicated by 
darker to lighter shades of red for higher to lower elevation 
Table 2.14: The measured LHI1, LHI2 and LHI3 for the six hypothetical plots 
Plot ID/Landform Heterogeneity Index Plot 1 Plot 2 Plot 3 Plot 4 Plot 5 Plot 6 
Standard Deviation in Relief (LHI1) 37.74 29.09 14.54 27.08 37.73 11.69 
Range of Relief in metres (LHI2) 90 90 55 90 118 39 
Relief Richness (LHI3) 7.5 25 25 47.5 100 100 
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2.4 Measurement of Ecological Recovery 
The ecological data used in this study were collected during the rehabilitation monitoring 
campaigns for the mining company, which set limits for selection of ecological indicators. An 
effort was made to include as much of the available data as possible, in order to explore if 
there existed any relationships between various ecological indicators and landform 
heterogeneity. The data on ecological indicators such as native vegetation species richness, 
vegetation density, vegetation cover and soil surface cover were thus used for the analyses as 
a measure of ecological patterns in the NSI rehabilitation blocks. The original data structure 
was transformed to suit the requirements of this study. 
The ecological survey design for monitoring includes a number of 20m X 50m plots at the 
density of three plots per 20 ha of rehabilitated mined area. The plot locations were randomly 
selected although a care was taken so that plots represent the dune topographic characteristics 
and were oriented to avoid coinciding with any pattern in rehabilitation, as well as potential 
influence of prevailing wind direction, wind strength and hydrology. The locations of plots 
were based on random stratification of the rehabilitation site, and spaced to facilitate 
sampling of a variety of dune orientations and landscape positions on dune crests and slopes. 
Distances between plots ranged from 140 to 210 m.  For this study, 9 particular rehabilitation 
blocks were selected that had at least 6 plots within the block, to provide sufficient data for 
statistical analysis. The plots were oriented approximately perpendicular to the general slope 
direction of the dune surface. The locations of the plots were identified in the field using the 
Geographic Positioning System (GPS). The survey design provided by the operating mining 
company aimed at monitoring the rehabilitation success based on indicators such as native 
species richness and community structures (Smith and Nichols, 2011) following regulatory 
requirements and sizes of the rehabilitation blocks. Various ecological parameters were 
measured in each plot with the prescribed survey methods as described below. This data 
collection was carried out on various scales following the monitoring survey guidelines.  
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Figure 2.8: Ecological survey plot layout  
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The ecological indicators and corresponding ecological variables used in the study 
1. Species Richness: This indicator is measured through five different variables, each 
measuring species richness for each plot, but as different vegetation types, character or 
at different scales as described in the Table 2.15. 
Table 2.15: Ecological variables for species richness 
Ecological Variable Vegetation type and character Scale of data collection 
SR1 Tree and Understorey species 50m X 20m +10m peripheral area 
SR2 Tree and Understorey species 2m X 2m (X 10 quadrats) 
SR3 Tree species 50m X 20m (primary plot) 
SR4 Tree species 50m X 20m +10m peripheral area 
SR5 Tree species (<2m) 10m X 10m (X 5 subplots) 
2. Density: This indicator is measured through five different variables, each measuring the 
number of individuals in total for each plot, for either different vegetation type, 
character, including and excluding Allocasurina littoralis, or on a different scale as 
described in Table 2.16. Since  Allocasurina littoralis is a species of concern for the 
rehabilitation managers due to its dominating nature, these variables are included in 
order to be able to map the dominance of the species in the survey design, even though 
this may not be significant for this particular study.  
Table 2.16: Ecological variables for Density 
Ecological 
Variable 
Vegetation type and character Scale of data collection 
D1 Tree species (>2m, including Allocasurina 
littoralis) 
50m X 20m (primary plot) 
D2 Tree species (>2m, excluding Allocasurina 
littoralis) 
50m X 20m (primary plot) 
D3 Tree species (<2m) 10m X 10m (X 5 subplots) 
D4 Tree and Understorey species individuals 2m X 2m (X 10 quadrats) 
 
3. Vegetation cover: The vegetation cover of upper, middle and ground vegetation is 
separately measured along the 50 m transect that was established along the centrelines 
of each plot (Figure 2.8) at one metre intervals. These are converted into a single value 
for each plot as a percentage (Table 2.17).  
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Table 2.17: Ecological variables for Vegetation Cover 
Ecological Variable What is measured Scale of data collection 
VC1 Upper At 1 m interval along 50 m Transect 
VC2 Understorey At 1 m interval along 50 m Transect 
VC3 Ground  At 1 m interval along 50 m Transect 
4. Soil surface cover:  The soil surface cover is measured along the same 50 m transact as 
for vegetation cover (see Figure 2.8), at one metre intervals. The measurements for the 
entire transact for bare, basal vegetation, cryptogam cover, Terrolas (sand-binding 
material) and litter are then converted into percentage values, of the total soil cover that 
equals a hundred (Table 2.18).  
Table 2.18: Ecological variables for Soil Cover 
Ecological Variable What is measured Scale of data collection 
SC1 Basal Vegetation At 1 m interval along 50 m Transect 
SC2 Litter At 1 m interval along 50 m Transect 
SC3 Cryptogams At 1 m interval along 50 m Transect 
SC4 Bare At 1 m interval along 50 m Transect 
SC5 Terrolas (sand-binding material) At 1 m interval along 50 m Transect 
Hereafter in this thesis the codes given in Tables 2.15, 2.16, 2.17, and 2.18 will be used to 
refer to the respective variables and, unless specified, the scale of measurement of these 
variables will be 20m X 50m, which was the size of ecological survey plot for this study. 
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3 Quantification of landform heterogeneity using LHI metrics and 
landform heterogeneity on NSI 
This chapter evaluates the results of quantification of landform heterogeneity in all selected 
NSI rehabilitation blocks and tests performance LHIs in plots with different terrain features. 
The primary aims of this chapter are to illustrate how each LHI summarizes information from a 
range of plots with different topographic features and to quantify landform heterogeneity and 
describe the landform heterogeneity profile of NSI rehabilitation blocks. It starts with a 
discussion on how each LHI works and how different LHIs measure different dimensions or 
types of heterogeneity in the plots using one of the rehabilitation blocks as an example. 
These examples demonstrate how the LHIs effectively capture and quantify different kinds of 
heterogeneity in the landform profiles, verifying the findings by referring to contour maps. 
The next section describes landform heterogeneity profiles and topography of each 
rehabilitation block based on the LHIs measured within the plots in the block. The landform 
heterogeneity profiles exhibited by different rehabilitation blocks are then compared and the 
last section of this chapter discusses the effect of scale of measurement on the landform 
heterogeneity using the different plot-extents that are used in this study. The overall landform 
heterogeneity profiles of rehabilitation blocks are observed to be comparable to the combined 
all-blocks data. However, the individual LHIs reveal the heterogeneity with respect to 
particular landform characteristics and particular types of heterogeneity that demonstrates the 
finer differences in the landform heterogeneity profiles of different blocks.  
3.1 Statistical approach 
In this chapter, the LHI data of each single rehabilitation block were compared and contrasted 
against the other rehabilitation blocks, as well as the pooled data of all blocks combined (to 
represent NSI landform heterogeneity). Two sample two-tailed Student’s t-tests with 95% 
confidence were used for this and the p-values (probability of a significant difference 
between two data-sets; null hypothesis being there is no difference in distribution between the 
two data-sets) are as provided with the results. Box and whisker plots were generated to 
visualize the results of each landform heterogeneity index. For any given LHI, if the 
distribution for the given block was significantly higher than the all-blocks data, it would 
indicate that the block would have a more dynamic landform profile than the average 
landform heterogeneity of all blocks together on NSI. If the distribution was lower for the 
block against the all-blocks data, it would suggest that the particular block has a more 
uniform landform profile than the average of all. These results aim to discuss and describe the 
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landform heterogeneity as measured by different LHIs in the respective blocks in comparison 
to the overall landform heterogeneity in all blocks together (representing landform 
heterogeneity of NSI for the purpose of this study). They will also identify if any of the 
blocks have distinctly lower or higher landform heterogeneity with respect to particular LHIs 
than the all blocks data. The data for only the largest plot-extent that covered the maximum 
area were used for this study and all but one of the 90 data-sets met the normality assumption 
necessary for the t-test (Figure 4.3, more details on normality testing of the data are in the 
next chapter). A decision was taken to assume the distribution of this single data-set was 
normally distributed rather than opt for non-parametric tests of lower power for the entire 
data-set. Where this assumption was not substantiated in particular cases, this was indicated 
in the results. 
3.2 Quantification of landform heterogeneity using LHIs 
In the Methodology chapter (Section 2.3.3) an example of six hypothetical plots with 
different topographic profiles illustrated how three relief heterogeneity indices measured 
different types of landform heterogeneity for the same landform characteristic. This section 
further demonstrates how the ten LHIs effectively quantify the heterogeneity in all the three 
landform characteristics using the example of plots from block G1999. For the theoretical 
purposes the errors of measurement are assumed to be negligible for this data-set for this 
section. The G1999 block exhibited the most diverse range of landform heterogeneity. This 
block also had the highest number of survey plots (17 plots). Hence, this block is selected in 
this section to illustrate how different LHIs provide the capacity to read the landform 
heterogeneity within any landscape. The different plots with different degrees of landform 
heterogeneity from G1999 are used as examples to explain how any two landscapes can be 
differentiated from each other on the basis of the profiles of LHIs shown by them. This would 
also show how the LHI profiles can help to demarcate even the subtle differences between 
the landform profiles of two landscapes. Figure 3.1 shows the position of different plots with 
respect to each other in the G1999 rehabilitation block. It also represents the relief 
heterogeneity within the block. Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3 respectively reflect the slope and 
aspect heterogeneity within the G1999 block.  
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Figure 3.1: The contour map (5m interval) of the G1999 rehabilitation block. The blue rectangles with numbers 
represent location of survey plots at 40m plot-extent and the gradation in colours represents the elevation range as 
shown in the legend. 
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Figure 3.2: The slope heterogeneity displayed by G1999 rehabilitation block. The slope values grade from 0 degrees 
(green) to 48 degrees (red). The blue rectangles with numbers represent location of survey plots at 40m plot-extent. 
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Figure 3.3: The aspect heterogeneity displayed by G1999 rehabilitation block. The aspect values range from 0 (green) 
to 360 (red). The blue rectangles with numbers represent location of survey plots at 40m plot-extent. 
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In G1999, plots 4 to 9 were on south-western or north-eastern relatively uniform slopes of the 
ridge that ran towards the north-west from the south east corner of the map (Figure 3.1). Plots 
1 to 3 and 10 to 14 lay across more discontinuous slopes near the ends of the ridge, while 
plots 15 to 17 lay in the western valley and along its slopes. The landform heterogeneity data 
for all the plots is provided in Table 3.1 for all LHIs.    
Table 3.1: The LHIs recorded for all 17 plots from G1999. The numbers in red are the two lowest values for each 
LHI (each column) and the values in green are the two highest values for each LHI (each column).   
Plot 
number 
LHI1 LHI2 LHI3 LHI4 LHI5 LHI6 LHI7 LHI8 LER LED 
1 9.46 39 9.73 28.89 42.5 27.04 6.43 25 236 0.996 
2 7.48 33 8.4 26.67 34.72 23.26 5.38 23 194 0.994 
3 4.12 19 5.01 26.67 35.28 22.32 6.37 23 120 0.993 
4 10.01 38 9.61 25.56 22.78 19.31 4.94 22 171 0.997 
5 11.11 42 10.7 31.11 18.33 20.05 6.31 28 157 0.995 
6 6.86 25 6.4 21.11 14.44 13.99 4.11 18 104 0.989 
7 8.02 28 7.23 17.78 12.22 12.41 2.94 15 81 0.982 
8 9.90 35 9.02 16.67 11.11 12.27 2.65 14 99 0.989 
9 7.25 27 6.86 30 29.44 22.1 6.31 27 167 0.997 
10 4.78 18 4.74 23.33 36.39 21.49 4.42 20 163 0.996 
11 5.50 25 6.23 22.22 38.06 22.17 4.53 19 173 0.994 
12 5.45 21 5.46 31.11 23.89 20.15 5.47 28 110 0.995 
13 3.23 13 3.5 14.44 48.33 22.09 2.40 12 119 0.996 
14 6.97 30 7.71 16.67 18.06 14.14 3.06 14 96 0.991 
15 4.14 19 4.96 20 36.39 20.45 3.46 18 130 0.997 
16 4.94 21 5.57 20 23.33 16.3 4.17 17 90 0.985 
17 2.26 9 2.49 13.33 50.56 22.13 2.45 11 122 0.992 
 
This section discusses how the LHIs effectively help to describe the landform heterogeneity 
profiles of different plots based on the measurements of different LHIs across the plots. 
Different LHIs measure different types of heterogeneity in the three landform characteristics 
relief, slope and aspect and also when all these characteristics are combined.  
3.2.1 What does each individual LHI measure? 
LHI1 (SD Relief): This LHI measures the standard deviation (SD) in relief across the plot. 
The SD describes the distribution of relief values within the plot around the mean in a 
histogram of frequencies. Thus, a low value for LHI1, a small standard deviation, would 
mean that most relief points within the plot lie very close to the mean relief of the plot 
exhibiting a very narrow distribution. This would indicate that the plot does not have much 
diversity in relief values, or the relief within the plot remains close to the mean relief. For 
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example, plot 17 in G1999 showed the smallest value for LHI1 within this block. The contour 
diagram showed that the relief values across the plot remained close to 35m and did not vary 
a lot. Thus the plot exhibited flat terrain and was situated in the valley bottom (Figure 3.1 and 
Figure 3.4). In contrast, high standard deviation (LHI1) indicates that the plot contains many 
different relief points that are farther away from the mean value, which would show a wide 
histogram. Hence, larger values for SD indicate that the relief within the plot changes over a 
wider range. Plot 5 showed the highest LHI1 within G1999 and the contour diagram showed 
that this plot with its highest part at 110m, sloped down to as low as 68m at the other end of 
the plot (Figure 1.4). That showed that it was a steeply sloping plot, and hence with higher 
heterogeneity with respect to relief as indicated by LHI1. 
 
Figure 3.4: Contour diagrams for Plot 17 (left) and Plot 5 (right) 
LHI2 (Range Relief): This index measures difference between the maximum and minimum 
relief value within the plot. It measures the total elevation (or relief) descending from highest 
to the lowest point within the plot, irrespective of the nature of the topography (continuous 
slope, series of terraces or a rugged topography). A low LHI2 would indicate a small 
difference between minimum and maximum elevation and hence a lesser heterogeneity. High 
LHI2 would indicate the presence of high as well as low elevations within the plot, although 
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it does not describe their spatial distribution. Plot 5 in G1999 showed highest LHI2 with a 
decrease of 42m within the plot. The block contour diagram (Figure 3.1) showed that it was 
located along the south western side of the ridge and the closely spaced contours indicated a 
steep slope. Plot 17 exhibited the lowest LHI2 of 9m and the contour diagram (Figure 1.5) 
suggested it being situated in the valley bottom with a less relief heterogeneity, matching the 
low LHI2 value.  
 
Figure 3.5: Contour diagrams for Plot 17 (left) and Plot 5 (right) 
LHI3 (Relief Richness): This index measures the number of different relief points as a 
percentage of the total possible heterogeneity. Having a low value for this index would mean 
a more uniform topography with the same relief values repeating over and a low variety of 
‘different’ relief values within the plot. If the plot shows a very large value for LHI3 that 
indicates that the terrain is rugged or uneven with large number of different relief points. Plot 
5 in G1999 (Figure 3.6) showed the highest LHI3 (10.7%). The contour diagram with curved 
contours suggested that this is a steeply sloping plot with a minor spur-like feature. This 
would explain the large number of different relief values within the plot, additional to the 
heterogeneity brought about by the steeper slope. Plot 13 had a low LHI3 (3.5%) (Figure 3.6) 
and had very little relief heterogeneity as suggested by widely spaced contours indicating a 
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more flat terrain with a possible very gentle slope towards the northeast. Thus, high LHI3 
indicates more unevenness in terrain, and a low LHI3 is mostly associated with flatter, 
smoother terrain. A terrain with numerous troughs and depressions reaching exactly the same 
or similar heights and depths can also generate a low LHI3.  
 
Figure 3.6: Contour diagrams for Plot 13 (left) and Plot 5 (right) 
LHI4 (Slope richness): This richness index measures the number of different slope angles 
within the plot as a percentage of the maximum possible heterogeneity. Landscapes that have 
more uniform inclined surfaces, all dipping at the same angle, would typically show a low 
value for this index. Such landscapes may have a series of continuous slopes that span over 
larger areas. If they are steep slopes, the relief may significantly descend and if they are 
gentler slopes, it may remain as a flatter terrain. Irrespective of that, the degree of uniformity 
brought by similar slope angles spanning a higher proportion of the landscape would generate 
low values of LHI4. In contrast, when a landscape shows a high value for this index, it 
indicates that it has a larger spectrum of different slopes. This would mean less uniformity 
with the slopes possibly being discontinuous or the landscape being divided into smaller 
fragments that are sloping all at different angles. Again, a highly rough and uneven landscape 
with slopes ranging from gentle to very steep may have larger breadth of this spectrum, and a 
landscape that exhibits a narrower breadth of the slope angle spectrum may have slopes each 
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different from the other by as little as just a degree or so, creating a more continuous profile 
with minute changes in the slope angle. Regardless of that, both such landscapes will still 
show a high value for LHI4. In simple words, this index essentially measures the uniformity 
(or lack thereof) with respect to slope profiles. More uniform terrains with uniform slopes 
continuing for longer distances would typically show low values for this index. In contrast, 
more frequently changing slopes across the landscape would yield a high LHI4. In G1999, 
plot 5 and plot 12 showed the highest LHI4 while plot 17 showed the lowest. Plot 5 exhibited 
high density of contours (Figure 3.7) that were running in almost the same direction, 
approximately parallel to each other. However, a closer inspection reveals the irregularities in 
the distance between successive contours indicating that it was not a uniform continuous 
slope profile, and has high slope richness. The profile for plot 12, however, showed that 
while the contour density was lower they were even less parallel to each other and at the 
northern corner of the plot, even changed direction with respect to each other (Figure 3.7). 
Thus, plot 12 generated a similar degree of slope heterogeneity in spite of not having as much 
difference in relief as in plot 5. Plot 17, in contrast, showed only a few and widely spaced 
contours (Figure 3.7). Again, the contours were not exactly parallel to each other but the fact 
that very few contours were present indicated that the plot was divided into larger sections of 
land that had very similar slopes, thus bringing the uniformity and hence low LHI4 scores.  
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Figure 3.7: Contour diagrams for Plot 17 (upper left), Plot 5 (upper right) and Plot 12 (lower) 
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LHI5 (Aspect richness): This is the only index that measures just the heterogeneity in 
aspect. LHI5 is a richness index, measuring number of different aspects present in the 
landscape as a percentage of the maximum heterogeneity that is possible. In G1999, plot 17 
showed the highest heterogeneity in aspect while plot 8 showed the least. The landform 
profile of plot 17 displayed a shallow basin-like feature in its northern part (Figure 3.8). Thus, 
this feature led to converging slopes with a wide range of different aspects in the process. The 
surrounding contours followed the same pattern, thereby generating a high value for LHI5. 
Plot 8, in contrast, lay on the north-eastern slope of the ridge (Figure 3.8). As indicated by a 
series of numerous almost parallel contours that ran parallel to the length of the plot, almost 
the entire the surface of the plot uniformly faced the north-east, thus showing a low value for 
LHI5. Plot 7, facing south-west, showed a similar low value, and the other plots on the ridge 
slopes showed slightly higher values for LHI5 given that they contained either a part of the 
ridge top (plot 9) or secondary spur and valley-like features (plots 4, 5, 6) (Figure 3.1). The 
aspect richness thus could indicate if there are any depressions or mounds within the 
landscape (e.g. plot 17) or a combination of multiple landform features (e.g. plot 13 - part of 
a depression in the northern section and a valley in the southern section) as such profiles 
generate a very wide range of aspects. 
 
Figure 3.8: Contour diagrams for Plot 17 (left) and Plot 8 (right) 
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LHI6 (Integrated landform heterogeneity richness): This index is the mean of LHI3, LHI4 
and LHI5. Being an 'integrated heterogeneity' index, it attempts to capture the heterogeneity 
within the landscape in all the three landform characteristics. Hence, typically the landscapes 
that exhibit heterogeneity in all three landform characteristics would display a very high 
value for this index. Higher heterogeneity in either one or two of the constituent indices can 
also increase the value for this index to an intermediate level but since it is a mean of the 
three richness indices it remains limited. A high LHI6 is possible only if the heterogeneity in 
all landform characteristics is high. Low values for LHI6 thus indicate surfaces that do not 
exhibit any heterogeneity in relief, slope or aspect. This index is derived from the three 
richness indices that measure the occurrence or number of 'different units' as a percentage of 
the maximum possible heterogeneity. When LHI6 is high because all the three base indices 
are high, this means that the landscape has a very wide spectrum of different relief points, 
slope angles as well as aspects. While the occurrences of such landscapes could be rare, the 
intermediate values imparted by greater heterogeneity in one or two of the landform 
characteristics can effectively detail landform heterogeneity profile of that landscape. 
Inclusion of all landform characteristics is the biggest advantage of this index. The highest 
LHI6 from the block G1999, plot 1, exhibited a LHI6 of 27.04%, which is low with respect to 
the highest possible value for LHI6 (100%). This plot sat on the southern end of the ridge and 
the contour diagram of the plot revealed why it had a high LHI6 (compared to the other plots) 
(Figure 3.9). The north-western corner of the plot sat on the ridge top, the north-eastern 
corner sloped down to the north-eastern slope of the ridge, the south-eastern corner sloped 
along the southern tip of the ridge, while the south-western corner was located at much lower 
elevation down on the southern slope of the ridge. Thus the plot blanketed the tip of the ridge 
with sections of it being located on the ridge top, both side slopes of the ridge and along the 
sloping tip of the ridge, reaching from the top of the ridge to a very low elevation. This 
explains very well why this plot showed a high LHI6. The lowest value for LHI6 was 
displayed by plot 8. Despite fair heterogeneity in relief (LHI1, LHI2 and LHI3), this very 
steeply sloping plot on the north-eastern slope of the ridge had a more uniform slope profile 
and the aspect heterogeneity also remained low given its location along the north-eastern 
slope of the ridge. The plot contained no secondary spurs or valleys (Plot 8). In cases when 
LHI6 shows intermediate values, identifying the landform characteristic(s) responsible for the 
LHI6 value could be guided by the heterogeneity observed in the separate indices. 
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Figure 3.9: Contour diagrams for Plot 1 (left) and Plot 8 (right) 
LHI7 (SD slope): Similar to LHI1, this is a 'standard deviation’ index, in this case, of slope 
angles. It measures the distribution of slope angles around the mean slope within the 
landscape. If the terrain has a smoother slope profile, that is with slope angles that are closer 
to each other and hence also to the mean, or, if it has same slope angles repeating across the 
terrain, the landscape will show a low value for LHI7, being more uniform with respect to 
slope angles. In contrast, if the plot has slope angles that are varied and very different to each 
other and the distribution is very wide, away from the mean, then the SD will be higher. For 
example, plot 1 in G1999 showed the highest LHI7 within this block and the complex 
topography of this plot, containing sections that cover part of the top of the ridge, slopes 
towards the ridge base and slopes along both sides of the ridge, creating a wider range of 
different slopes across the plot (Figure 3.10). However, at the same time, other plots like plot 
3, 5 and 9 also showed high LHI7 because of the secondary spurs or parts of ridge tops they 
contained, which generated a wider distribution of the slope angles across the plot (Figure 
3.1). Plot 17, on the other hand, showed the lowest value for LHI7 and the contour diagram 
helps explain this with very few contours traversing through the plot with the slope angles 
narrowly grouped around the mean and not showing much deviation away from the mean 
(Figure 3.10). This index does not inform about how steep or gentle the terrain is and does 
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not describe spatial distribution of different slopes, but it does indicate whether the slopes are 
uniform over the plot or are highly variable.  
 
Figure 3.10: Contour diagrams for Plot 1 (left) and Plot 17 (right) 
LHI8 (Range slope): This index measures the range of slope angles as the difference 
between the highest and lowest slope angle present within the landscape. A high value for 
LHI8 would indicate that the landscape contains a wider variety of slopes. This could either 
be a landscape that exhibits the entire range between and including the maximum and 
minimum slope recorded, or it may harbour very uniform slope (e.g. very steep slope) for the 
most part of the landscape but with the remaining part having an opposite (that is, gentle 
slope for this example) slope, thus yielding a high range. Plot 5 displayed the maximum LHI8 
(28O) in G1999. Located on the south-western slope of the ridge, it displayed steeper slopes 
along the ridge as indicated by the closely-spaced contours in the contour diagram while the 
eastern corner of the plot displayed gentle slope lying on the ridge top, thus providing a large 
range. Similarly, plot 9 also showed a high LHI8 (27O), and plot 1, with an even greater 
distribution of slopes between the maximum and minimum (25O). Plot 17, with widely-
spaced contours across almost the entire plot and thus suggesting gentle slopes, showed the 
smallest LHI8 (11O) in block G1999. In contrast, plot 7, which also has a low LHI8 (15), 
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showed steeper slopes as indicated by closely-spaced contours on the ridge slope. In short, a 
landscape with more uniform slopes (with similar slope angles) would always have a low 
LHI8. At the same time, a higher range indicates occurrence of at least one element (slope) 
from both higher and lower ends of the spectrum though it does not inform about the overall 
distribution. 
 
Figure 3.11: Contour diagrams for Plot 1 (left) and Plot 17 (right) 
LER (Landform Element Richness): This is the most complete single index of landform 
heterogeneity. It measures the number of differently oriented surfaces, each of which has a 
distinct and unique range of relief, slope and aspect. As a result, LER remains sensitive to the 
chosen classification system (section 2.3.2). However, as explained in the Methodology 
Chapter, a classification system that most effectively captures the maximum heterogeneity 
present within a landscape can easily be chosen in order to have the LER revealing the 
maximum possible details. LER incorporates the heterogeneity in all landform characteristics, 
both individually and combined together, as it counts the number of resultant unique surfaces. 
High values for LER indicates that the landscape has high numbers of unique surfaces (with 
respect to relief, slope and aspect) present within the plot, indicating a very high degree of 
landform heterogeneity. Low LER would result if surfaces with similar relief, slope and 
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aspect extended over a large area within the landscape. The G1999 plot 1 exhibited the 
highest LER (236) with parts of the plot extending across the ridge top and ridge slopes as 
seen in the contour diagram (Figure 3.12).   
 
Figure 3.12: Contour diagrams for Plot 1 (left) and Plot 7 (right) 
Plot 7, with the least LER (81), was located along the south-western slope of the ridge and 
although the elevation across the plot descended by about 28m, the plot exhibited little 
heterogeneity in slope and aspect (Figure 3.12). This is the only index that, as a stand-alone, 
is capable of quantifying the landform heterogeneity considering all the landform 
characteristics, although like all other indices it does not describe the spatial distribution of 
the landform elements. 
LED (Landform Element Diversity): The number of landform elements measured within a 
landscape (LER) and the area occupied by each of the landform elements is used to calculate 
LED. As with the finer level of classification, as the capacity to detect heterogeneity 
increases, the system of classification selected gains importance. If the plot size is large and a 
fine system of classification is used (as is the case here), the potential LER (in a landscape 
with a considerably large landform heterogeneity, e.g. plot 1 in G1999) becomes a large 
number. When the larger plot size is divided into a high number of different landform 
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elements, the area occupied by each landform element tends to get smaller, and hence, 
possibly similar to that of other landform elements. This results in a high 'diversity' index, as 
the area occupied by all landform elements becomes more equal. Hence, almost all plots in 
G1999 show more than 0.98 as the LED (in a total possible range of 0 as least diverse and 1 
as most diverse), making it less effective in differentiating between the landform 
heterogeneity profiles of any two plots. If the capacity to read the landform heterogeneity can 
be compromised, a coarser classification system or smaller plot size may help make LED a 
more effective LHI in differentiating between landform heterogeneity across two plots. A 
lower LED means that the landform elements have an unequal distribution of area that they 
occupy, while high LED means that the landform elements occupy comparable areas and hence 
there are fewer dominating landform elements. Higher LED indicates more uniformity in terms 
of area occupied by different LERs and also that the distribution of all different landform 
elements is even within that plot, which in itself leads to more overall heterogeneity. 
3.2.2 Different LHIs of the same landform characteristic 
The previous section demonstrated that in some cases a single LHI fails to provide sufficient 
information to assess the overall landform heterogeneity within a given landscape. This is 
bound to happen as each individual LHI is designed to measure a particular type of 
heterogeneity in one or more of the particular landform characteristics. However, different 
LHIs together can provide significant information about the landform heterogeneity of the 
given landscape. Table 2.4 shows classification of LHIs based on the landform 
characteristic. For the landform characteristics relief and slope, different LHIs contributed 
to by each characteristic (LHI1, LHI2 and LHI3 for relief, and LHI4, LHI7 and LHI8 for 
slope) measure various facets of heterogeneity (SD, range, richness) associated with that 
landform characteristic. For example, plot 11 and plot 12 from G1999 are similar to each 
other with respect to LHI1 (see Table 3.1). However plot 11 has higher a LHI2 and also a 
slightly higher LHI3. This indicates that plot 11 covers a larger range of relief and has a 
more diverse topography than plot 12. The contour diagrams of plots 11 and plot 12 (Figure 
3.13 ) exhibit the more heterogeneous topography in plot 11 with a spur like feature in its 
south-eastern corner, while there is a continuous slope with parallel contours (except for 
change in slope steepness in the northern part) in plot 12.  
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Figure 3.13: Contour diagrams for Plot 11 (left) and Plot 12 (right) 
Plots 6 and 14 showed a very similar low LHI1 indicating the relief in the plot is closely 
distributed around the mean. However, the two plots showed different values for LHI2 and 
LHI3, with plot 14 showing a slightly larger range (by 5m) and higher relief richness (of 7.71 
compared to 6.4) than plot 6 (Table 3.1). The contour diagrams show that these two plots 
appear similar with almost parallel uniformly placed contours, with slightly greater 
heterogeneity brought into plot 14 by the slightly curved shape of contours towards its 
northern and southern border and with contours changing directions from east-west to north-
south (Figure 3.14).     
In another example, plot 9 showed a higher LHI1 but shows a lower range (LHI2) and 
richness (LHI3) than plot 14 (Table 3.1). The contour diagrams (Figure 3.14 & Figure 3.15) 
showed very similar profiles for the two plots. The ridge towards the eastern boundary of plot 
9 (Figure 3.15) resulted in a wider distribution of relief around the mean (as the contours do 
not keep increasing in value towards the eastern ridge). At the same time, since the parallel 
contours dispersed towards the top of the ridge to the east in plot 9, there was a lowering in 
the range for this plot. The presence of the ridge also reduced the plot’s LHI3 with the 
elevation not reaching very high value (Figure 3.15).   
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Figure 3.14: Contour diagrams for Plot 6 (left) and Plot 14 (right) 
 
Figure 3.15: Contour diagram for Plot 9 
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Though the different relief indices effectively demarcate the minor differences in the 
landform profiles in the plots successfully, all three relief indices are observed to maintain 
trends similar to each other from one plot to another. If LHI1 in a plot shows a high value, 
LHI2 and LHI3 generally show high values as well. Similar relationships are also exhibited 
by the three slope heterogeneity indices (LHI4, LHI7, LHI8). However, the slope 
heterogeneity indices are also effective in demarcating differences between the topographies 
with slight differences in values for any of the three indices. For example, plot 8 and plot 14 
showed exactly the same value for the slope richness (LHI4) and slope range (LHI8) (Table 
3.1). Plot 8 showed a lower SD Slope (LHI7) than plot 14 indicating that the slope angles 
have a narrower distribution around the mean slope angle. The contour diagrams of the two 
plots showed that plot 8 had almost uniformly distributed parallel contours in contrast to the 
slight change in contour direction and slight variance in spacing between the contours in plot 
14, showing greater heterogeneity in the slope profile of the plot (Figure 3.16). 
 
Figure 3.16: Contour diagrams for Plot 8 (left) and Plot 14 (right) 
Plot 15 and plot 16 showed exactly the same LHI4 (number of different slope angles present). 
Plot 15 showed less SD slope (LHI7) but with a greater range in slope (LHI8) than plot 16 
(Table 3.1). Less standard deviation in slope would mean that slopes are more likely to be 
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close to or similar to the average slope angle within plot 15 than that in plot 16. This is 
reflected by the contour diagram with plot 16 exhibiting almost uniformly parallel contours in 
contrast to plot 15 where contours were rarely parallel to each other, especially in the south-
eastern and north-western corner of the plot (Figure 3.17). The changing spacing between 
contours from plot 15 indicated a wider variety in slope angles than the almost equidistant 
contours in plot 16 and this is exactly what a higher LHI8 in plot 15 than in plot 16 
suggested. 
 
Figure 3.17: Contour diagrams for Plot 15 (left) and Plot 16 (right) 
The integrated heterogeneity indices, LHI6, LER and LED, incorporate the heterogeneity in 
relief, slope and aspect together. Each of these indices helps to demarcate the differences in 
the landform heterogeneity profiles within different plots. For example, plot 9, 11, 13 and 17 
showed similar LHI6 (Integrated landform heterogeneity richness) (Table 3.1). This means 
that by combining the relief, slope and aspect richness, these plots showed the same degree of 
heterogeneity. However, plots 9 and 11 showed a much higher LER than plots 13 and 17 
(Table 3.1). The contour diagrams of plots 9 and 11 showed greater density of contours and 
the contours were closely spaced (Figure 3.18).  
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Figure 3.18: Contour diagrams for plots 9 (upper left), 11 (upper right), 13 (lower left) and 17 (lower right) 
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These plots were located along the slopes of the ridge while plot 13 and plot 17 showed 
contours that were widely spaced and are less parallel (Figure 3.18). What this suggests is 
that plots 9 and 11 harboured a greater variety of landform elements as compared to plot 13 
and 17. At the same time, each of these four plots showed a different LED (Table 3.1). This 
suggested that even though the number of landform elements in plot 9 and plot 11 or plot 13 
and plot 17 were similar, their area-wise distribution was different. Plot 11 contained a higher 
number of dominant landform elements than plot 9, and plot 17 had more dominant landform 
elements than plot 13 (and also than plot 9 and 11). The contour diagrams of these four plots 
showed very different topographic profiles to each other (Figure 3.18). The closely spaced 
contours indicated greater relief richness leading to higher LHI6 and LER in plots 9 and 11, 
while the non-parallel contours and change in direction might be responsible for the lower 
LED in plots 17 and 11. In plot 17, the gentle sloping elements indicated by widely spaced 
contours appear dominant whereas in plot 11 the steeply sloping elements that run for longer 
lengths were dominant (Figure 3.18). 
In summary, commonalities and differences observed between the values for different LHIs 
for individual plots can help differentiate the landform heterogeneity profiles within the plots. 
In general, the relief heterogeneity indices closely follow each other in trend. That is, if one 
of the three relief heterogeneity index is showing a low value, then the other two indices in 
such instances are also found to show higher values. The slope heterogeneity indices as well 
show parallel patterns. The potential reason behind this could be the profile of the landform 
characteristic across that plot, which controls the respective indices. However, depending on 
the spatial distribution and frequency of the landform characteristics, which can be unique to 
a geographic region (or plot), the amount of change in one index with respect to the other 
from plot to plot may vary.  
Any single given index provides a fair picture of the landform heterogeneity within the plot 
with respect to the respective landform characteristic(s) and type of heterogeneity. However; 
it cannot present any information about the complete three dimensional profiles of the plots. 
No single LHI by itself can entirely describe the landform heterogeneity profile of the plot. 
The integrated heterogeneity indices (LHI6, LER and LED) incorporate all landform 
characteristics and hence have much greater capacity to quantify the landform heterogeneity 
within the plot. In spite of that, even these indices alone are not sufficient to sketch the 
complete picture. More than one index when considered together can lead to a better 
understanding of landform heterogeneity profile than a single index alone, as demonstrated 
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by the above examples where the indices contributed to by the same landform characteristic 
together explain the landform profiles more effectively. The next section focuses on how 
different indices that are contributed to by different landform characteristics together help 
reveal the landform heterogeneity profiles of the plots, again with the help of some plots from 
the G1999 rehabilitation block.  
3.2.3 Use of multiple LHIs to describe landform heterogeneity  
The previous section illustrated how different LHIs that focus on different types of 
heterogeneity together reveal more information about the heterogeneity associated with that 
respective landform characteristic. The relief, slope, aspect and integrated landform 
heterogeneity by themselves are capable of detailing the profiles with respect to those 
respective landform characteristics. In reality, however, the landscapes exhibit landform 
profiles where these three landform characteristics interact in a very complex manner to lead 
to the respective landform profiles. This is the reason why the heterogeneity in relief, slope 
and aspect is required to be measured separately. Depending on the frequency, magnitude and 
pattern of different topographic features on macro- as well as micro-scales, two landscapes 
may show similar heterogeneity profiles with respect to one or more landform characteristics 
but functionally may appear as very dissimilar landscapes, owing to a very different character 
with respect to the heterogeneity indices associated with the remaining landform 
characteristics. In order to gauge the landform profile of a landscape in totality, the 
heterogeneity in different landform characteristics needs to be considered together given the 
multi-faceted contribution of the landform profiles to the geomorphic and ecological 
processes. This section discusses how relief, slope, aspect and integrated heterogeneity, 
together have potential to reveal a more complete picture of the three-dimensional profile of a 
landscape, using examples from G1999 plots.  
In the first example, plot 2 and plot 3 from G1999 showed very similar slope heterogeneity 
(same LHI4, very similar LHI7 and LHI8, Table 3.1). However, the relief heterogeneity 
indices for the two plots showed very different values (Table 3.1). Against the background of 
the overall range for the plots in G1999, the 'Range relief' (LHI2), SD Relief (LHI1) and 
Relief richness (LHI3) showed much higher values for plot 2 as compared to plot 3. The 
contour diagrams for the two plots (Figure 3.19) showed the location of the two plots on the 
opposite slopes of the ridge. With gentle slopes provided by the spur and valley section for 
plot 2 and the ridge top section for plot 3, and the ridge slopes providing for the steeper slopes 
in both plots, overall heterogeneity reflecting the respective geographic features for the two 
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plots meant they showed similar values for the slope heterogeneity indices. However, the 
difference between the two plots was very obvious from the relief heterogeneity indices. The 
valley and spur combination in plot 2 created a wider distribution of relief away from the 
mean (LHI1), and the plot also covered a larger difference of relief (LHI2), because the valley 
and the complex profile also led to greater relief richness (LHI3) in plot 2 (Figure 3.19). The 
relatively simpler profile of plot 3 starting on the ridge top and then sloping along the ridge 
slope did not display as much relief heterogeneity. Interestingly, aspect heterogeneity (LHI5), 
and two of the integrated LHIs (LHI6 and LED) showed similar values for the two plots (Table 
3.1). However, the more complex topography in plot 2 as compared to plot 3 led to a much 
higher number of different landform elements (LER), acting as another indicator delineating 
the difference in landform profiles of the two plots (Table 3.1). 
 
Figure 3.19: Contour diagrams for Plot 2 (left) and Plot 3 (right) 
Landscapes with similar values for relief heterogeneity indices may exhibit landform profiles 
very different to each other, as demonstrated by plot 12 and plot 16 in G1999. They both 
displayed very similar values for the relief heterogeneity indices (LHI1, LHI2, LHI3) and for 
the aspect richness (LHI5), but distinctly different values for slope heterogeneity indices 
(LHI4, LHI7, LHI8) (Table 3.1). The contour diagrams for plot 12 (Figure 3.20), located 
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along the south-western slope of the ridge, featured a small valley-like feature and non-
equidistant diverging contours in the northern section of the plot indicating changing slopes. 
This small degree of complexity was captured by the higher values for slope heterogeneity 
indices for the plot. In contrast, plot 16 displayed parallel contours for most of the area 
except for the south-western edge where the plot approached more flat terrain and this less 
heterogeneous profile was indicated by the low values for slope heterogeneity indices 
(Figure 3.20). 
 
Figure 3.20: Contour diagrams for Plot 12 (left) and Plot 16 (right) 
Plot 1 and plot 8 presented another interesting example or where the relief heterogeneity 
indices were very similar for the two plots (Table 3.1) but where the slope, aspect and 
integrated heterogeneity indices (much higher for plot 1 as compared to those for plot 8) 
were very different. This portrays plot 1 as being far more heterogeneous than plot 8 with 
respect to the landform profiles. The contour diagrams for the two plots (Figure 3.21) clearly 
supported this finding with plot 1 spanning sections of ridge top, slopes on both sides of the 
ridge and a descending limb of the ridge showing greater landform heterogeneity as 
compared to the relatively continuous (parallel equidistant contours) sloping surface of plot 8 
on the north-eastern slope of the ridge (Figure 3.21). Thus, although relief is the primary 
landform characteristic, two landscapes with a similar degree of heterogeneity in relief may 
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still show a great degree of difference in the slope, aspect or integrated landform 
heterogeneity. 
 
 
Figure 3.21: Contour diagrams for Plot 1 (left) and Plot 8 (right) 
The above examples illustrated how multiple LHIs together can describe the landform 
heterogeneity in any given landscape. While remaining inert to the absolute values of aspect, 
slope and elevation, they provide a very effective tool to measure how much the surface 
profile changes within a given landscape, the magnitude and kind of variation in respective 
landform characteristics.  
3.3 Landform heterogeneity profiles of rehabilitation blocks on NSI 
Different rehabilitation blocks are located in various geographical sections of NSI (Table 2.1 
and Figure 2.2). Section 2.3 detailed how the landform heterogeneity data were collected 
from a varying number of survey plots from these rehabilitation blocks using the LHIs. Each 
LHI measures a different type of heterogeneity in landform profile of each of the plots and all 
the LHIs together help to construct a picture of landform heterogeneity across the respective 
plot. Collectively, such landform heterogeneity profiles of the plots within any rehabilitation 
block provide a representative account of the landform heterogeneity within that 
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rehabilitation block on NSI. This section describes the landform heterogeneity within 
individual rehabilitation blocks based on the LHIs measured across different plots within 
respective blocks. The largest plot-extent of 40m covers the greatest area within the 
rehabilitation block. For each of the blocks, at this plot-extent all plots together cover about 
20% of the total area of the rehabilitation block. Hence, the landform heterogeneity data at 
the 40m plot-extent is used to discuss the landform heterogeneity within the respective 
rehabilitation blocks.  
The LHIs from all the plots within a block together are assumed to represent the landform 
heterogeneity profile of the entire rehabilitation block. The different LHIs from the same 
landscape, along with the manner in which they change from one plot to another provide a 
good summary of the degree of heterogeneity in that landscape. In the absence of any 
previous application of these indices together to quantify landform heterogeneity, the LHI 
data from all the rehabilitation blocks put together (referred to as all-blocks data hereon) 
provides a context for the landform heterogeneity profile measured within the individual 
rehabilitation blocks. While the LHIs provide detailed information about the type and degree 
of heterogeneity within a given rehabilitation block, their comparison with the LHI ranges for 
all rehabilitation blocks together gives an idea about what the values for respective LHIs 
mean in the context of the landform heterogeneity on NSI. It also illustrates which of the 
blocks display lesser or greater heterogeneity in landform profiles and at the same time 
provides a comparable account of within-block landform heterogeneity against the landform 
heterogeneity across NSI (as represented by all-blocks data).  
The block-wise descriptions detail the landform heterogeneity profile of each rehabilitation 
block which is compared with the landform heterogeneity profile of the all-blocks data to 
identify which mine sites had higher or lower LHI scores on average. Student’s t-tests were 
used for comparison and whisker plots were used to visualise the results. All data met the 
assumptions of normality and all tests were performed on raw data. As an example of how 
the landform heterogeneity profile of a rehabilitation block (or any landscape) can be 
described using LHIs, the oldest rehabilitation block G1988 is discussed in detail followed by 
short summaries for the rest of the blocks.   
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3.3.1 Block G1988 
This rehabilitation block had 6 plots and is located in the Gordon mine region in the southern 
part of NSI.  The following figure presents a summary of the ranges of LHIs measured from 
the plots in this rehabilitation block, in comparison with the all-blocks data. 
 
Figure 3.22: Each of the ten box plots represents distribution for LHI for G1988 and all-blocks data. The colours 
represent LHIs contributed to by different type of landform characteristics Relief (Green), Slope (Orange), Aspect 
(Blue) and Integrated (Magenta). The p-value for two sample two tailed t-test is given within respective box. 
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The distributions of the LHIs in G1988 compared to the all-blocks data provide a relative 
idea of landform heterogeneity profile of G1988 against the total landform heterogeneity 
exhibited by all-blocks together on NSI. To begin with, the ranges for all LHIs were smaller 
in G1988 than in the all-blocks data (Figure 3.22). That is, the difference in landform 
heterogeneity between the most heterogeneous and least heterogeneous plot within G1988 
was very low as compared to that from the all-blocks data. The relief heterogeneity LHIs 
indicated that there is little variation in relief within this block. In G1988, the SD in relief 
(LHI1) from all plots is very low (Figure 3.22) indicating that most of the elevations within 
the plot are very close to each other and to the mean in the respective plots.  
Only 2 of the 10 LHIs showed significantly higher values than all-blocks data. The two 
indices that were significant included aspect richness (LHI5, p=0.0003) and integrated 
landform heterogeneity richness (LHI6, p=0.0078). The LHI1 for G1988 (5.81m) is almost 
half of the all-blocks data (11.11m), and there are very few points within respective plots that 
exhibit a relief that is distant from the mean value for the plot (in either direction). The 
smaller inter-quartile range suggests that even the different plots within the block show 
similar, low standard deviation. The upper quartile being smaller than the lower quartile 
further suggests more plots have a smaller LHI1 than a higher LHI1. However, the means of 
the distributions for LHI1 and all-blocks data were not statistically different (p=0.0684). 
LHI2 showed a smaller range for G1988 than the all-blocks data although the means again 
were not statistically different (p=0.1035). Similar to LHI1, the block G1988 showed lower 
values of LHI2 (within 16m range) as compared to the all-blocks data (within 48m range). 
Hence, G1988 had a small difference in relief within the plots and the ranges remained 
similar for the entire block. LHI3 (relief richness) was also low (range 3.96%) as compared to 
the range of all-blocks data (10.11%), indicating that the number of different relief values 
within each of the plots was smaller across this block. For all the relief indices, the minimum 
values for the block were closer to those for all-blocks, but the maximum values for G1988 
were much smaller than those for all-blocks data, suggesting an overall lesser relief 
heterogeneity in G1988 as compared to all-blocks data.  
The slope heterogeneity (LHI4, LHI7 and LHI8) in G1988 (Figure 3.22) showed a slightly 
different pattern. The ranges of slope heterogeneity indices were closer to those of all-blocks 
data as compared to the relief heterogeneity indices. Interestingly, unlike the relief LHIs, the 
slope LHIs exhibited means higher (LHI4-23.33, LHI7-5.7, LHI8-22) than the all-blocks data 
(LHI4-20.31, LHI7-4.02, LHI8-17.62) although the differences were not statistically 
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significant. Thus, while having lower relief heterogeneity, the G1988 block exhibited higher 
slope heterogeneity in comparison with the all-blocks data. What this means is that across the 
plots within G1988 the slope heterogeneity ranged from some plots with low heterogeneity to 
some plots with high heterogeneity and this variation was comparable to the all-blocks data. 
It needs to be noted that in these distributions the spread across the lower values of slope 
LHIs was broader, possibly explaining the higher means and a smaller range of slope 
heterogeneity for the plots that had heterogeneity higher than the median. Unlike the all-
blocks data, a larger inter-quartile range with small whiskers meant that, as compared to all-
blocks data, the G1988 plots dispersion was closer to the median though it needs to be 
acknowledged that the sample number is very small for the block (6 plots).  
Aspect richness (LHI5), like relief heterogeneity, showed a very small range (16.95%) as 
compared to all-blocks data (56.11%). This meant that most plots within the block had a 
similar degree of heterogeneity in aspect unlike the all-blocks data which portray varied 
aspects as the norm. However, the G1988 block has a higher mean (56.75) than the all-blocks 
data (36.44) that is statistically significantly different (p=0.0003). Thus, G1988, although it 
had plots with higher heterogeneity on average than the all-blocks data, little variation was 
present in aspect heterogeneity across the block and most plots had high aspect heterogeneity. 
Like aspect richness, all three integrated LHIs LHI6, LER and LED showed very small 
ranges (11.6%, 126 and 0.0053, respectively) as compared to the all-blocks data (21.23%, 
177 and 0.0254, respectively). Furthermore, the means were higher (27.6%, 160.67 and 
0.9942 respectively) than the all-blocks data (20.72%, 122.88 and 0.9923 respectively) 
exhibited more distinctly by LHI6 and LED.  
The mean of LHI6 for G1988 being significantly higher (p=0.0078) than that of the all-blocks 
data, and the low range for LHI6 indicated that most plots within the block had high 
integrated landform heterogeneity richness. A similar pattern was suggested by LED, while 
LER from plots in G1988 showed a wider range (126) closer to the all-blocks data, as some 
of the plots contained 235 landform elements while some others contained only 109. The 
LED, which measured the diversity of landform elements (using the area occupied) also 
suggested that with a very small range but slightly higher mean, the plots in G1988 were of 
fairly uniform heterogeneity. The integrated LHIs suggested that, although most plots in 
G1988 showed high heterogeneity, the landform heterogeneity did not change across the 
different plots within the block.  
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Thus, in summary, G1988 is a block that has low relief heterogeneity and relief not changing 
much across the block. This suggests the plots in this block were at comparable elevations. 
However, the higher slope and aspect heterogeneity profile suggests that it still could be an 
undulating terrain with possible minor changes in slope and aspects. Integrated LHIs together 
hinted that, while some of the plots may have fewer landform elements and hence less 
heterogeneity, overall terrain could still be heterogeneous. Minor roughness within the plots 
might be leading to slope and aspect heterogeneity while the overall elevations remain in a 
close range. Figure 3.23 that shows the contour diagram for block G1988 clearly supports the 
information provided by LHIs, as the block sits at higher elevation around the dune crests 
(thus explaining higher heterogeneity in slope, aspect and integrated heterogeneity but less 
heterogeneity in relief or elevation). 
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Figure 3.23: The contour map (5m interval) of the G1988 rehabilitation block.  
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3.3.2 Block G1990 
Located in the Gordon mine region in the southern part of NSI, this block has 9 plots. 
 
Figure 3.24: Each of the ten box plots represents distribution for LHI for G1990 and all-blocks data. The colours 
represent LHIs contributed to by different type of landform characteristics relief (Green), slope (Orange), aspect 
(Blue) and integrated (Magenta). The p-value for two sample two tailed t-test is given within respective box. 
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This block displayed a slightly less heterogeneous topography than all-blocks data and none 
of the LHIs showed means significantly different (Figure 3.24) to all-blocks data. For relief 
and slope heterogeneity LHIs, the inter-quartile ranges are greater for G1990 as compared to 
the all-blocks data suggesting a wider range of values for population around the median. 
Relief LHIs showed smaller ranges (LHI1- 6.80m, LHI2-26.00m, LHI3-6.54%) with smaller 
whiskers as compared to all-blocks data (LHI1- 9.69m, LHI2-42.00m, LHI3-10.11%) 
suggesting a smaller spread away from the medians as compared to all-blocks data (Figure 
3.24) and thus less heterogeneity across the block. In contrast, the slope heterogeneity indices 
showed larger interquartile ranges than all-blocks data and slightly lower total ranges 
(G1990: LHI7-6.95O, LHI8-29O, LHI4-25.56%; all-blocks data: LHI7-7.38O, LHI8-31O, 
LHI4-28.89%). This indicated that in regards to heterogeneity in slope, plots within this block 
presented the entire range that is found across all blocks, with plots with very high and very 
low slope heterogeneity. Like relief, the aspect richness (LHI5) is also less in G1990 (LHI5-
47.22%) than in the all-blocks data (LHI5-56.11%). Having a higher heterogeneity in slope 
with moderate heterogeneity in relief indicates that the block has rough terrain within the 
moderate range of elevation but has possibly fewer undulations and hence fewer changes in 
aspect. This was also reflected by smaller ranges for integrated heterogeneity indices LHI6, 
LER and LED (11.23%, 83 and 0.016, respectively) than all-blocks data (LHI6-21.23%, 
LER-177, LED-0.03). In viewing the 3 dimensional profile of this block in a contour diagram 
and the location of respective plots (Figure 3.25), the plots range from the crest of the ridge 
and upper ridge slopes, through middle undulating steeper and heterogeneous as well as 
lower undulating less heterogeneous plots on the spur, and then to the plot in the valley, 
which appears very uniform. This is in agreement with conclusions from LHIs that suggested 
moderate to high landform heterogeneity across the block. The moderate heterogeneity in 
relief LHIs in the block is explained by a larger range in elevation from ridge top to the 
valley. The most striking observation from LHIs was the high heterogeneity in slopes which 
is explained by the diversity of geographic features within the block from ridge tops, steep 
ridge slopes, spurs and landings and gentler slopes merging into a valley. The range of aspect 
heterogeneity across the block is explained by plots being located on either side of the ridge 
and across the spurs but not on the saddles or valley bottoms. The wide range of geomorphic 
profiles exhibited across the block explains why most LHIs show similar interquartile ranges 
to those of the all-blocks data (Figure 3.25).   
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Figure 3.25: The contour map (5m interval) of the G1990 rehabilitation block.  
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3.3.3 Block A1992 
This block contains 12 plots and it is located in the Amity region towards north-west corner 
of NSI.  
 
Figure 3.26: Each of the ten box plots represents distribution for LHI for A1992 and all-blocks data. The colours 
represent LHIs contributed to by different type of landform characteristics Relief (Green), Slope (Orange), Aspect 
(Blue) and Integrated (Magenta). The p-value for two sample two tailed t-test is given within respective box. 
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Overall, A1992 displayed a high degree of variance for all the LHIs, similar to that displayed 
by the all-blocks data (Figure 3.26) with similar ranges and similar inter-quartile ranges, and 
with the means of LHIs not showing any statistically significant difference between the two 
data-sets. As suggested by the wide range for LHI1 (SD-8.83m), LHI2 (range-40m), as well 
as that of LHI3 (richness-9.63%), the block contained a wide variance in absolute elevation 
within some plots and much flatter profiles in others. High ranges for LHI1 and LHI7 (SD 
slope-5.99O) suggested the presence of very uneven as well as comparatively flatter regions. 
In comparison with all-blocks data, the ranges for LHI8 (Range slope) and LHI5 (Aspect 
richness) were slightly lower and sat towards the bottom of the all-blocks data dispersion, 
indicating that the landscape possibly exhibited repetitive slope and aspects, thus generating 
some uniformity. Most plots in the block showed high heterogeneity in LHI6 (Integrated 
landform heterogeneity richness) as suggested by its smaller range (8.27%) towards the 
higher end of all-blocks data (21.23%) dispersion. This block displays a wide range of LER 
and a smaller range of LED that is located towards the higher end of the all-block data 
spectrum. Thus, block A1992 contains some very uneven and heterogeneous plots as well as 
some very uniform plots distributed across the block with a high degree of heterogeneity as a 
result of the variance in relief and a small degree of uniformity associated with similar 
aspects and slope angles within the block. The plots from A1992 lie around the dune crests 
and from high to medium elevations. They are spread across the dune crests, slopes and 
base/valley sections (Figure 3.27). 
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Figure 3.27: The contour map (5m interval) of the A1992 rehabilitation block.  
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3.3.4 Block B1996 
B1996 lies in the Bayside mine region towards the west on NSI and contains 8 survey plots. 
 
Figure 3.28: Each of the ten box plots represents distribution for LHI for B1996 and all-blocks data. The colours 
represent LHIs contributed to by different type of landform characteristics Relief (Green), Slope (Orange), Aspect 
(Blue) and Integrated (Magenta). The p-value for two sample two tailed t-test is given within respective box. 
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B1996 presented an example of a block that has lower relief heterogeneity than the all-blocks 
data with the ranges for relief LHIs (LHI1-4.81m, LHI2-20m, LHI3-4.88%) being less than 
half of those for the all-blocks data (LHI1-9.69m, LHI2-42m, LHI3-10.11%) while 
occupying the lower ranges of dispersion for all-blocks data (Figure 3.28). The B1996 plots 
showed very small ranges for slope heterogeneity indices (LHI7-1.66 O LHI8- 10O, LHI4-
11.11%) and all were significantly different from the all-blocks data (LHI7-7.38O, LHI8-31O, 
LHI4-28.89%). These ranges lie towards the lower end of all-blocks data dispersion, further 
indicating a higher degree of uniformity in slope profiles and low variance across the block. 
However, the range for Aspect richness (LHI5) was very high (49.16%), comparable to the 
all-blocks data (56.11%). This suggested that across the block the relief did not change much 
and similar slopes repeat throughout the block with a very low slope heterogeneity profile. 
However, at the same time, some plots have roughness or undulations generating 
considerable heterogeneity in aspects whereas some other plots had uniform slopes running in 
similar directions. This is supported particularly by the smaller and low distribution for SD 
relief (LHI1) and very small and very low distribution for SD slope (LHI7). The plots with 
higher heterogeneity in aspect also lead to high values for integrated landform heterogeneity 
(LHI6) and again the wider range in LHI6 points towards the uniformity brought about by 
low relief and slope heterogeneity. Overall, the landform heterogeneity of the entire block 
was low, as the smaller range of LER suggested the profile being consistent for most plots. 
LED means for B1996 were significantly higher (p=0.0288) than all blocks data indicating 
more uniform distribution of the landform elements in most plots with a few plots exhibiting 
low LED and uneven distribution with some landform elements occupying larger areas. The 
contour diagram for this block (Figure 3.29) shows the plots spread around the ridge, the 
ridge slopes and spur-like features within a limited elevation range. This explains the lower 
relief and slope heterogeneity, the plots being located on similar slopes and elevations. 
However, the presence of small saddles (e.g. plot 3), and the location of plots on either side 
of the ridge, and spur slopes and crests explain the greater heterogeneity shown by aspect 
LHI.    
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Figure 3.29: The contour map (5m interval) of the B1996 rehabilitation block.  
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3.3.5 Block G1999 
G1999, a rehabilitation block located towards the south of NSI in the Gordon mine region has 
the most number of plots (17 plots) among the rehabilitation blocks selected for this study.  
 
Figure 3.30: Each of the ten box plots represents distribution for LHI for G1999 and all-blocks data. The colours 
represent LHIs contributed to by different type of landform characteristics Relief (Green), Slope (Orange), Aspect 
(Blue) and Integrated (Magenta). The p-value for two sample two tailed t-test is given within respective box. 
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G1999 showed the highest heterogeneity in landform profile among the blocks selected for 
this study. This was evident from very high ranges for all the relief, slope and aspect LHIs in 
comparison to the all-blocks data, indicating that the block contained plots with very less 
heterogeneity and plots that contain very high heterogeneity and also fairly even distribution 
of the plots in between with intermediate heterogeneity (Figure 3.30). This was explained by 
the richness LHIs (LHI3-8.21%, LHI4-17.78% and LHI5-39.45%) that again have ranges 
comparable to the all-blocks data (10.11%, 28.89% and 56.11%, respectively). The moderate 
to high ranges for LHI2 (33m) and LHI8 (17O) that were comparable to the all-blocks data 
(42m and 31O respectively) indicated that there exist highly heterogeneous plots with drastic 
changes in elevations and a variety in slope angles and elevations ranging within a narrow 
range with similar slopes. Thus, while the elevation varied a lot across the block, there also 
existed some plots that have flatter terrain. G1999 was a very uneven landscape that may 
have a few flatter uniform patches. The relief heterogeneity indices indicated that the block 
had a moderate level of heterogeneity with respect to relief, with a fairly high range for SD 
relief (LHI1-8.85), suggesting it had some plots with very rough topography but also a few 
with much flatter topography. LHI3 measuring relief richness supported this with a wider 
range occurring (LHI3-8.21). Relief LHIs inter-quartile ranges were slightly higher than 
those in the all-blocks data, which indicated that G1999 possibly had higher relief 
heterogeneity on average than the all-blocks data although the means are not statistically 
significant. While SD relief (LHI1) showed as wide a range as the all-blocks data, the LHI2 
and LHI3 showed slightly smaller ranges indicating that while some of the plots might have 
very rough terrain, the total range of change in elevation and number of different relief values 
were still low. The slope heterogeneity indices, however, showed a slightly different picture. 
The ranges for LHI7, LHI8 and LHI4 were smaller than the all-blocks data, although the 
inter-quartile ranges were comparable. G1999 displayed significantly lower aspect 
heterogeneity than the all-blocks data (p=0.0407). Among the integrated LHIs, LHI6 
displayed a moderate range (14.77%) as compared to the all-blocks data (21.23%). The 
landform element richness (LER) for G1999 (155) was close to that for the all-blocks data 
(177). LER identifies the number of landform elements across the plots that are different to 
each other and hence this block is the one with the highest variation in landform 
heterogeneity profiles displayed by the plots among all the blocks selected for this study. The 
LED displayed a smaller range (0.0151) but towards the higher side of the all-blocks data 
(0.0254) distribution, indicating a more even distribution of the landform elements with 
respect to the area that they occupy. The contour diagram G1999 (Figure 3.31) confirmed the 
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findings as described by most of the LHIs. This block, having plots from the top of a high 
ridge to the valley bottom, displayed a high range of heterogeneity in relief (very low for 
plots in valley and very high for plots along the ridge slope), while comparatively uniform 
slopes along either side of the ridge explained the lower range of heterogeneity in slopes 
(either along the flatter valley bottom or along consistent uniform slopes off the ridge). 
Similarly, with the plots being located mostly on either of the flanks of the ridge, this 
explained the lesser heterogeneity in aspects. The block thus showed high landform 
heterogeneity described by the LHIs with plots located on all different topographic shapes 
from dune crests, dune slopes along a ridge, continuing to some uneven terrain towards the 
northern edge and in the middle, valley bottom between two parallel dune ridges towards the 
west (Figure 3.31).   
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Figure 3.31: The contour map (5m interval) of the G1999 rehabilitation block.  
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3.3.6 Block I2000 
I2000 block has 9 plots and is located in the Ibis mine region in the central west part of NSI.  
 
Figure 3.32: Each of the ten box plots represents distribution for LHI for I2000 and all-blocks data. The colours 
represent LHIs contributed to by different type of landform characteristics Relief (Green), Slope (Orange), Aspect 
(Blue) and Integrated (Magenta). The p-value for two sample two tailed t-test is given within respective box. 
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Block I2000 showed a very interesting profile with the means of all LHIs not significantly 
different from those of the all-blocks data except for the integrated LHIs, LHI6 and LER 
(Figure 3.32). The relief heterogeneity indices showed moderate ranges for heterogeneity 
(7.21m, 28m and 6.95%, respectively) as compared to the all-blocks data (9.69m, 42m and 
10.11%) and, as for block G1999, the LHI1 range was closer to the all-blocks data than were 
LHI2 and LHI3. The slope LHIs, LHI7, LHI8 and LHI4, showed low to moderate ranges for 
I2000 (3.15O, 15O and 16.67%, respectively) as compared to the all-blocks data (7.31O, 31O 
and 28.89%, respectively). The smaller inter-quartile ranges suggested that the slope values 
did not change much around the block median (also suggested by the small range for LHI7) 
although there was moderate heterogeneity with respect to the highest and lowest slope 
angles present within plots (LHI8) and the number of different slopes present within the plots 
(LHI4). The range for aspect heterogeneity (LHI5) was also smaller and lower for I2000 
(36.39%) than for the all-blocks data (56.11%). The integrated heterogeneity indices, LHI6 
and LER, exhibited significantly lower means (p=0.0189 and p=0.0253, respectively) and 
smaller ranges than the all-blocks data. The Landform Element Diversity (LED) profile, 
however, indicated that the landform elements in most plots in this block showed even spatial 
distributions with LED dispersion being towards the higher values of the all-blocks data 
range. The contour diagram for I2000 (Figure 3.33) shows the plots from the block located 
along the slopes of a ridge and on an isolated hill. Most plots show equidistant contours 
thereby explaining the low slope heterogeneity (plots 1, 2, 3, 8) while plots located on a spur 
slope (plot 4) might have been responsible for the higher slope heterogeneity values making 
up the range. The plots oriented towards either the north-eastern or south-western slopes 
explain the lower range of aspect heterogeneity. The smoother slopes along the ridge and 
isolated hill’s uniform slope explain the low LHI1 with a slightly higher range heterogeneity 
in LHI2 and LHI3 corresponding possibly to steeply sloping plots along the ridge slope (plot 
2, 3) and gently sloping plots towards the valley and hill slope (6, 7, 9).        
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Figure 3.33: The contour map (5m interval) of the I2000 rehabilitation block.  
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3.3.7 Block I2001 
Block I2001 is located in the Ibis mine region towards the central west of NSI and contains 8 
plots. 
 
Figure 3.34: Each of the ten box plots represents distribution for LHI for I2001 and all-blocks data. The colours 
represent LHIs contributed to by different type of landform characteristics Relief (Green), Slope (Orange), Aspect 
(Blue) and Integrated (Magenta). The p-value for two sample two tailed t-test is given within respective box. 
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The relief heterogeneity indices (LHI1, LHI2 and LHI3) for I2001 (4.52m, 23m and 5.75%, 
respectively) exhibited far smaller ranges than those for the all-blocks data (9.69m, 42m and 
10.11% respectively) suggesting that across the block there was less variation in relief 
heterogeneity (Figure 3.34). The distribution for I2001 was towards the lower values 
suggesting that most plots in this block had low relief heterogeneity. In spite of low 
heterogeneity in relief, two of the slope LHIs, range (LHI8) and richness (LHI4), for I2001 
showed ranges (29O and 28.89%, respectively) very similar to those for the all-blocks data 
(31O and 28.89%, respectively). This meant that within a limited range of relief heterogeneity 
this block contained plots that had very low slope heterogeneity but also some plots with a 
rough terrain with a greater variety of slopes without much change in elevation. Aspect 
richness (LHI5) as well as LHI6 and LER, showed smaller ranges and similar means and 
medians to those of the all-blocks data, while LED exhibited a much smaller range (0.0121) 
than the all-blocks data (0.0254) but towards the higher values, again indicating lower 
heterogeneity with similar coverage for different landform elements. In summary, the profiles 
of LHIs suggest that the block I2001 has undulating topography that does not show much 
variation in relief and that some parts of the block have less heterogeneity in landform profile 
while the rest exhibit rough profiles with greater heterogeneity in slopes. The contour 
diagram for the block (Figure 3.35) confirmed the findings of the LHIs with the plots located 
at low to middle elevations but higher heterogeneity in slopes generated by a variety of 
geomorphological features such as a flat ridge with gentle slope on one side and steeper on 
the other, a small hillock, a saddle and landing like features. Given that most plots were 
located on either slope of the ridge, the aspect heterogeneity was relatively low. 
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Figure 3.35: The contour map (5m interval) of the I2001 rehabilitation block.  
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3.3.8 Block I2003 
This block contains 7 plots and is located in the Ibis mine region towards the central-west 
part of NSI. 
 
Figure 3.36: Each of the ten box plots represents distribution for LHI for I2003 and all-blocks data. The colours 
represent LHIs contributed to by different type of landform characteristics Relief (Green), Slope (Orange), Aspect 
(Blue) and Integrated (Magenta). The p-value for two sample two tailed t-test is given within respective box. 
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The ranges for relief LHIs (LHI1, LHI2, and LHI3) were (4.35m, 17m and 4.17m, 
respectively) less than half those for the all-blocks data (9.69m, 42m and 10.11%, 
respectively) indicating that the plots in I2003 did not show much relief heterogeneity (Figure 
3.36). The very short dispersion of population below the median, including the lower quartile, 
for relief LHIs indicated most plots in the block have very similar low relief heterogeneity 
and thus the block overall has more uniform topography. The slope LHIs (LHI7, LHI8 and 
LHI4) in I2003 (4.37O, 11O and 12.22%, respectively) also exhibited very small ranges in 
comparison with the all-blocks data (7.38O, 31O and 28.89%, respectively). The SD slope 
(LHI7) for the block showed a slightly higher value than the 50% of the all-blocks data, 
unlike the LHI8 and LHI4, suggesting that although the plots had relief ranging over a short 
range with minimal fluctuations as was the case with slopes, some of the plots possibly had 
rough terrain that had slope values more distant from the mean. The aspect heterogeneity 
(LHI5) and integrated landform heterogeneity richness (LHI6) showed significantly higher 
means (p=0.0334 and p=0067) for I2003 than the all-blocks data. This suggested that in spite 
of having low heterogeneity in relief and slope heterogeneity, some plots within the block 
possibly had very rough terrain possibly with uniform undulations that resulted in low 
heterogeneity ranges in relief and slope but higher LHI5 and LHI6 values. The LED profile 
for I2003 explained this unusual trend with a very large range (0.0198) closer (than other 
indices) to the all-blocks data (0.0254) with the long lower quartile indicating occurrence of 
some blocks with possibly a few dominant landform elements that could lead to greater 
uniformity across the block. Figure 3.37 shows the contour diagram for the block as the plots 
are located across a very wide variety of geomorphic shapes, such as the top of a minor 
hillock (plot 3), and ridge slopes (plots 2, 5), along changing slope gradients and spur slopes 
(plots 5, 6, 7) or valley (plot 1, 4) all of which confirm the high heterogeneity across the 
block in LHI5 and LHI6. However, the relief range is very low and the geomorphic features 
are subdued or smaller with respect to elevation, thus resulting in less overall landform 
heterogeneity although a variety of features are present within the block. The plots are not 
associated with a single landform feature like some other blocks (e.g. the ridges in B1996 or 
G1999). The limited range of elevations and with slopes for most plots aligned in a single 
direction (although different plots slope in different aspects), explained the lesser overall 
landform heterogeneity in I2003.     
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Figure 3.37: The contour map (5m interval) of the I2003 rehabilitation block.  
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3.3.9 Block I2004 
The block I2004 is located in the Ibis mine region in the central-west of NSI and contains 9 
survey plots.  
 
Figure 3.38: Each of the ten box plots represents distribution for LHI for G1988 and all-blocks data. The colours 
represent LHIs contributed to by different type of landform characteristics Relief (Green), Slope (Orange), Aspect 
(Blue) and Integrated (Magenta). The p-value for two sample two tailed t-test is given within respective box. 
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In I2004, none of the LHIs exhibited a statistically different mean from that of the all-blocks 
data. Dispersion wise, the ranges for almost all LHIs (except for LED) were much smaller 
than the all-blocks data suggesting that the landform heterogeneity did not change much 
across the block (Figure 3.38 and Table 3.2).  
Table 3.2: Ranges for LHIs for block I2004 and all-blocks data 
LHI Range I2004 Range all-blocks data 
LHI1 5.69m 9.69m 
LHI2 24.00m 42.00m 
LHI3 6.02% 10.11% 
LHI4 16.67% 28.89% 
LHI5 43.89% 56.11% 
LHI6 10.40% 21.23% 
LHI7 3.66O 7.38O 
LHI8 16O 31O 
LER 98 177 
LED 0.0189 0.0254 
 
The LHIs for I2004 displayed disstribution towards the lower values recorded in the all-
blocks data distribution (except for LHI5 and LHI6), indicating that the block has low 
landform heterogeneity for most plots within the block. The high range for LED indicated 
that some of the plots had landform elements equally distributed whereas some other plots 
had a few more dominant landform elements.  This is supported by the other two integrated 
LHIs - LHI6 and LER - with moderate ranges in comparison to the all-blocks data (Table 
3.2). The contour diagram for the block (Figure 3.39) showed plots located across a very 
wide variety of geomorphic features, as was seen in I2003, along ridge tops (plots 4, 5, 7), 
ridge slopes (plot 1 and 9), a saddle (plot 6) and valley or lower slopes (plots 2, 3, 8). 
However, as was indicated by LHI2, the range of elevation across the plot was very low and 
hence although there was diversity in the geographic features within the block, they 
(geomorphic features) were not able to bring a high level of landform heterogeneity within 
the block.     
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Figure 3.39: The contour map (5m interval) of the I2004 rehabilitation block.  
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3.4 Landform heterogeneity on NSI  
As explained in the methodology, the rehabilitation blocks had varying numbers (6 to 17) of 
survey plots. The LHIs were calculated for each of the plots in all blocks on five different 
plot-extents as described in the methodology. The landform heterogeneity in the chosen 
rehabilitation blocks can be expressed in terms of the LHIs measured over the different plots 
in the respective rehabilitation blocks.  
This section discusses the landform heterogeneity on NSI based on the data collected from 
the plots of the rehabilitation blocks that are used in this study. It compares and contrasts the 
landform heterogeneity profiles of different blocks against one another to discuss the 
similarities and differences and to draw a collective summary of landform heterogeneity on 
NSI rehabilitated land represented by the nine selected blocks. Table 3.3 shows how the 
values for different LHIs span across the data from all sample rehabilitation blocks combined. 
Table 3.3: Landform heterogeneity on North Stradbroke Island (all-blocks together) 
 LHI Maximum Minimum Mean Range 
LHI1 11.11 1.41 5.18 9.69 
LHI2 46.00 4.00 20.95 42.00 
LHI3 11.36 1.25 5.42 10.11 
LHI4 36.67 7.78 20.31 28.89 
LHI5 67.22 11.11 36.44 56.11 
LHI6 32.92 11.69 20.72 21.23 
LHI7 8.89 1.51 4.02 7.38 
LHI8 37.00 6.00 17.62 31.00 
LER 236.00 59.00 122.88 177.00 
LED 1.00 0.97 0.99 0.03 
The ten LHIs were selected for this study based on their capacity to exclusively quantify the 
heterogeneity in respective landform characteristics but keeping them, the LHIs, insensitive 
to the absolute values of relief, slope and aspect. Thus, the measured values of LHIs 
measured in this study across the rehabilitation blocks on NSI can serve as standards for the 
respective LHIs. The numbers from Table 3.3 can be used as standard measures with respect 
to the landform heterogeneity profile on NSI, and for evaluating the landform heterogeneity 
at any landscape, provided the same units and scales are used. In the context of NSI, the 
values from Table 3.3 show how the degree of landform heterogeneity within the survey plots 
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changes across different blocks on NSI from the ranges, or minimum and maximum values, 
from different plots for respective LHIs.  
The distribution for relief heterogeneity indices shows a considerable variation among the 
selected rehabilitation blocks on NSI. As indicated by LHI2, the average change in relief 
(elevation) within the plots (at 40m plot-extent, i.e., 100m X 130m plot size) was about 21m. 
The maximum relief richness (LHI3) was found to be 11.25% and the minimum, 1.25%. 
These values indicate that NSI displays low landform heterogeneity across the survey area. 
The number of different slope angles present within survey plots as a percentage of the 
maximum possible (LHI4) did not exceed 36.67%. The aspect heterogeneity showed a larger 
variation from 62.22% (maximum in any plot) to 11.11 (minimum in any plot). The reasons 
behind higher aspect heterogeneity are mainly the particular hill-like or basin-like 
geomorphic features that are present within the plot (that result in higher aspect richness due 
to aspects diverging from or converging towards the geomorphic feature). The mean aspect 
richness was found to be 36.44 % per plot. Among the integrated heterogeneity indices, LHI6 
- that represents the percentage of 'different' combinations of relief, slope and aspect to the 
maximum possible variation - shows only 20.76 as a mean value for all plots while the 
Landform Element Richness (LER) ranges between 59 and 277 for all the plots in the study.  
The LHIs measured from different plots from respective blocks as a representative sample of 
the block provides a basis for such comparisons between the blocks. This section uses the 
LHI data from all plot-extents for all blocks. Each larger plot-extent covers a larger new area 
and hence acts as a different data-set, although not independent from the data for the other 
plot-extents for the same plot. As a result, it informs about the landform heterogeneity 
profiles of the blocks with different plot-extents serving as data-sets for the given block. The 
rehabilitation blocks are compared based on the heterogeneity displayed by them in LHIs 
contributed to by the same landform characteristics (relief, slope, aspect and the three 
integrated).  
The LHIs displayed by different plots within the same rehabilitation block were used as a 
measure to estimate the landform heterogeneity within that respective rehabilitation block. 
The degree of heterogeneity displayed by a given block was thus represented as the 
difference between the plot that displayed the highest value for the given LHI and the plot 
that displayed the lowest value for the given LHI among all plots within that rehabilitation 
block. The plot with lowest LHI would represent the area within the block that shows low 
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landform heterogeneity and the plot with the highest value for the LHI will represent the area 
with highest landform heterogeneity within that same block for that particular LHI. The 
greater the difference between the two, the greater will be the degree of heterogeneity across 
that block and, the smaller the difference, the less heterogeneous the block was considered to 
be.  
All nine rehabilitation blocks used in this study were ranked from 1 (most heterogeneous) to 
9 (least heterogeneous) for each LHI as per the magnitude of difference between highest and 
lowest heterogeneity shown by the plots within respective blocks. The average ranking for 
each block was deduced by averaging its ranking for all of the 10 LHIs and then ranking 
them again on the basis of this average. This ranking is called the 'landform heterogeneity 
rank' for that block. It needs to be noted that the average landform heterogeneity rank 
calculated for each block only represented a comparative measure of how heterogeneous that 
particular rehabilitation block is as compared to the other rehabilitation blocks from NSI that 
were used in this study. The largest plot-extent data were used for this as this plot-extent 
covered the maximum area (20% of total block area) among all the plot-extents used and 
hence provided a larger data-set by covering a larger proportion of the block. Table 3.4 shows 
the ranking for all the nine rehabilitation blocks for each LHI as well as their 'landform 
heterogeneity rank'.  
Table 3.4: The nine rehabilitation blocks ranked as per the 'landform heterogeneity ranking' and the ranks they 
score for each of the individual LHIs. 
 
The LHI profiles of different rehabilitation blocks indicate that block A1992 shows the 
highest landform heterogeneity rank, followed by G1999. If we look at the heterogeneity in 
particular landform characteristics, blocks A1992, G1999, and I 2000 show the highest relief 
heterogeneity (LHI1, LHI2 and LHI3) while blocks I2001, G1990 and G1988 show the 
highest slope heterogeneity (LHI4, LHI7, LHI8). Block B1996 shows the highest aspect 
heterogeneity (LHI5) while if we combine all the three landform characteristics, each of the 
integrated landform heterogeneity indices indicates suggests a different ranking. Looking at 
Block LED LER LHI1 LHI2 LHI3 LHI4 LHI5 LHI6 LHI7 LHI8 Landform 
Heterogeneity Rank
A1992 2 2 2 1 1 4 5 7 2 4 1
G1999 6 1 1 2 2 5 3 1 6 5 2
G1990 5 6 4 4 4 2 7 4 1 2 3
I2000 1 8 3 3 3 6 6 5 8 7 4
I2004 4 5 5 5 5 7 2 6 7 6 5
I2001 7 9 7 6 6 1 4 8 4 1 6
G1988 9 3 9 9 9 3 9 3 3 3 7
B1996 8 4 6 7 7 9 1 2 9 9 8
I2003 3 7 8 8 8 8 8 9 5 8 9
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the contour diagrams for the blocks that show the absolute values of relief (elevations), 
blocks G1999, I2000 and G1990 show the widest range of change in relief considering the 
distribution of plots and area covered by them within the respective plots. This supports the 
ranking concluded by the LHIs.  
3.4.1 Relief heterogeneity in rehabilitation blocks on NSI  
Figure 3.40, Figure 3.41 and Figure 3.42 show the distribution for respective relief 
heterogeneity indices across all the nine blocks at all 5 plot-extents used in this study. The 
blocks showed comparable trends for all three relief heterogeneity indices LHI1, LHI2 and 
LHI3. For all three relief heterogeneity indices the blocks A1992 and G1999 showed greater 
ranges than the other blocks suggesting that these blocks are more heterogeneous as they 
contain plots with low and high values for the indices. The contour diagrams (Figure 3.27 and 
Figure 3.31) indicated that the plots in these two blocks spanned across heterogeneous 
geomorphology covering ridge tops to ridge slopes to valley bottoms (in the case of G1999). 
In contrast, block G1988 displays a very small range of landform heterogeneity for the relief 
heterogeneity indices (Figure 3.40, Figure 3.41 and Figure 3.42) indicating this block shows 
very limited landform heterogeneity within the block. This claim is well supported by the 
contour diagram for the block (Figure 3.23) that displays most of its plots sitting on the ridge 
top, and while the elevations remain very high, the topography is more uniform. Blocks 
I2001, I2003 and I2004 also showed low landform heterogeneity across the blocks.  
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Figure 3.40: Distributions for LHI1 for all the nine blocks at different plot-extents 
 
Figure 3.41: Distributions for LHI2 for all the nine blocks at different plot-extents 
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Figure 3.42: Distributions for LHI3 for all the nine blocks at different plot-extents 
3.4.2 Slope heterogeneity from rehabilitation blocks on NSI  
The ranges for slope heterogeneity indices (LHI7, LHI8 and LHI4) displayed by the different 
blocks is represented in three separate figures Figure 3.43, Figure 3.44 and Figure 3.45. The 
three indices show slightly different profiles from each other for the different blocks, unlike 
the relief heterogeneity indices. The LHI7 and LHI8, however, do show comparable trends 
for all the blocks, with blocks G1988, A1992 and G1999 showing the highest heterogeneity 
as suggested by wider ranges for the blocks. This is reflected also by the contour diagrams for 
these blocks. Block G1988 has plots along the flat ridge top as well as along steeper ridge 
slopes (Figure 3.23) whereas block A1992 has slopes running from the top of the concave 
ridge and also flat terrain in the valley bottom (Figure 3.27). The G1999 block, covering a 
larger area, is a very heterogeneous region with the plots located along the steep ridge slopes, 
spurs and the bottom of an adjacent valley, thus justifying high heterogeneity in slope 
heterogeneity indices (Figure 3.31). The rest of the blocks show comparable slope 
heterogeneity with the exception of B1996, which showed low LHI ranges for slope 
heterogeneity indices, with almost all of the plots within this block displaying mostly gentle 
to medium slopes along the top and upper slopes of the ridge, and hence showing a uniform 
slope profile across the block as seen in the contour diagram (Figure 3.29). LHI4 measures 
the number of different slope angles present within the plot and this reflects in slightly 
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different slope heterogeneity profiles across the blocks. G1988, A1992 and G1999 still show 
the highest heterogeneity and, with respect to the slope richness, blocks G1990, I2000, I2001 
and I2003, are not far behind. All these blocks showed that the topography provided 
opportunities for occurrence of a large number of different slope angles as well as plots 
where slopes did not change much. Blocks I2004 and B1996 display the least slope 
heterogeneity among all the blocks for this index. In the contour diagrams for these two 
blocks (Figure 3.39 and Figure 3.29) very similar topography is observed with plots located 
along the upper ridge slopes. This is also an example of how the LHIs are inert to the 
absolute values of elevation, slope or aspect as the two blocks showing similar landform 
patterns show similar values for the LHI irrespective of their different ranges of elevations. 
 
Figure 3.43: Distributions for LHI7 for all the nine blocks at different plot-extents 
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Figure 3.44: Distributions for LHI8 for all the nine blocks at different plot-extents 
 
Figure 3.45: Distributions for LHI4 for all the nine blocks at different plot-extents 
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3.4.3 Aspect heterogeneity from rehabilitation blocks on NSI  
Figure 3.46 displays the aspect heterogeneity profiles for all the blocks for the only LHI in 
the study that explicitly measures aspect heterogeneity. Aspect richness (LHI5) indicated that 
most blocks had plots that showed high aspect richness. Blocks A1992, B1996, G1999, and 
I2000 all showed the widest ranges of aspect heterogeneity, thus having plots that had the 
highest number of different aspects as well as plots with a low number of different aspects 
within. The contour diagrams show that these blocks display very heterogeneous terrains that 
include features like hill or ridge tops and basins that generate a higher degree of aspect 
richness as well as uniform slopes, flat ridge tops or valley bottoms, that generate low values 
for aspect richness (Figure 3.27, Figure 3.29, Figure 3.31 and Figure 3.33). Blocks G1988 
and I2004 are among the blocks that show the shortest ranges for LHI5. In the case of block 
G1988, the plots along the ridge top and upper ridge slopes with diverging slopes all show 
high aspect richness (Figure 3.23) whereas block I2004, where the plots lie in the valley 
bottoms and along gentle slopes approaching the valleys, showed a smaller range for LHI5 
across the block for any given plot-extent (Figure 3.39).  
 
 
Figure 3.46: Distributions for LHI5 for all the nine blocks at different plot-extents 
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3.4.4 Integrated landform heterogeneity from rehabilitation block on NSI  
The integrated LHIs, Integrated landform heterogeneity richness (LHI6) and Landform 
Element Richness (LER), display a slightly different picture for the landform heterogeneity 
profiles for different blocks (Figure 3.47, Figure 3.48 and Figure 3.49). The third landform 
index, Landform Element Diversity (LED), also shows a different heterogeneity profile and, 
for the reasons explained earlier in this chapter, provides more useful information about the 
landform heterogeneity within the block only up to the 10m plot-extent (Figure 3.49). In the 
case of LHI6, blocks A1992, B1996, G1999 and I2000 display the widest ranges, as for many 
other indices, because of very heterogeneous terrains they contain from ridge tops to flat 
valley bottoms (Figure 3.27, Figure 3.29, Figure 3.31, Figure 3.33). All other blocks showed 
ranges almost similar to each other for LHI6, with the smallest by G1988. The LHI6 index is 
the mean of relief, slope and aspect heterogeneity. Hence, the trends in those respective 
indices reflect in this index. Thus, the blocks that show the highest ranges of heterogeneity in 
one or more landform characteristics (relief, slope, aspect) score a wide range for this index. 
In block G1988, in contrast, as the graph indicates, most plots show high LHI6 (Figure 3.47), 
and sit along the ridge top and upper ridge slopes as seen in the contour diagram (Figure 
3.23), with few plots with lower LHI6 except for one outlier. Landform Element Richness 
(LER) displayed wide ranges for G1999 and G1988, followed by A1992 and I2004 (Figure 
3.48). Counting the number of landform elements different to each other, the blocks that 
show the highest variations in topographic profiles would be expected to show high LER, 
which is exactly the case with G1999 and G1988 (Figure 3.48). Block G1999 shows great 
variation in terrain with steeply sloping ridges to gently sloping spurs and a valley bottom 
that has small elevated portions scoring the highest LERs for each of the plot-extents among 
all-blocks and also plots with low LERs, as indicated by low whiskers (Figure 3.31). Block 
G1988 showed a small range for LHI6 but for one that was sitting towards the higher values, 
thus suggesting the block had plots with higher richness (for all three landform 
characteristics) than some other plots. However, when it comes to occurrence of different 
landform elements, this block shows a wider range with some plots having low LER, possibly 
with the same (high) relief, slope or aspect repeating, thus generating uniformity in that plot, 
and widening the range for the LER. At 0m plot-extent, I2000 showed the largest range for 
LED while it was G1999 that showed the smallest range at this plot-extent (Figure 3.49). The 
more equal is the distribution of the area among the landform elements present within the 
plot, the higher is the value for LED. Thus, terrains that are highly heterogeneous, with 
uneven distribution of area may show a smaller value for this particular index, while terrains 
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with high heterogeneity but more equal distribution of area will show a low value for LED. 
Hence, plots within I2000 appear to exhibit a wide range of LED, having some plots with 
more unequal distribution of area while others have more equal distribution of area. In block 
G1999, however, the distribution of area among the different landform elements appears to 
be more even.  
 
Figure 3.47: Distributions for LHI6 for all the nine blocks at different plot-extents 
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Figure 3.48: Distributions for LER for all the nine blocks at different plot-extents 
 
Figure 3.49: Distributions for LED for all the nine blocks at different plot-extents 
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3.5 Effect of scale of measurement  
The landform heterogeneity data were collected at five different plot-extents as shown in 
Table 3.5, each larger plot-extent had 20m X 20m more area than the previous one, with the 
boundaries of the plot extended to a further 10 metres on all sides. The newly included area 
for each larger plot-extent meant added landform heterogeneity data for the plot. With this 
increase in area some of the LHIs increased while others decreased. Typically, the standard 
deviation indices (LHI1, LHI7) as well as range indices (LHI2, LHI8) showed an increase 
with increase in plot-extent. Addition of more area presented greater opportunity for a wider 
distribution for the landform characteristic (relief or slope) as well as a greater range. Of the 
richness indices, Slope richness (LHI4) also showed this trend except for the 0m plot-extent 
for which it had a higher value than the 10m plot-extent. The other two richness indices, 
Relief richness (LHI3) and Aspect richness (LHI5) showed a negative trend with increasing 
plot-extent. The factors that control this in the case of richness indices are a) the number of 
different entries (relief, slope or aspect) recorded and b) the total number of cells present 
within the plot at respective plot-extents. Because of the way the richness indices are 
calculated as a percentage of maximum possible heterogeneity, the number of cells increased 
per plot for every increasing plot-extent. As a result, the maximum possible heterogeneity 
also increased with increasing plot-extent by a large magnitude. In comparison to that, the 
newly added area did not add as many new occurrences of relief, slope angles or aspects that 
were not present in the previous plot-extent. Hence, the calculation of percentage caused the 
value for the richness indices to decrease with increasing plot-extent in general. In the case of 
LHI4, the increments in number of different slope angles with increasing plot-extent were 
small, suggesting less heterogeneity in slopes in the terrain. In regards to the maximum 
possible number of different slopes, the number remained restricted to 90 (as 90 degrees is 
the highest possible slope angle) in spite of the actual number of cells increasing from the 
10m plot-extent onwards. Thus, for 0m plot-extent, the LHI4 recorded was higher than that 
for the 10m plot (as the actual maximum cells remained less than 50 at 0m but remained 
restricted to 90 from 10m onwards as the actual number of cells was greater than 90) and then 
from 10m onwards, the LHI4 showed a constant increase with increasing plot-extent (with 
the increments in number of new different slope angles while maximum possible variance 
remained capped at 90). Landform Element Diversity (LED) also showed a decrease with 
increasing plot-extent (more noticeable at lower plot-extents). The greater the area that was 
included in the plot, with very high numbers of landform elements present within the plots, 
the distribution of this area among different landform elements went on becoming more and 
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more even, thus bringing the value for LED closer to the maximum, i.e., one. In contrast, the 
LER, that measured the number of different landform elements present, showed a positive 
trend with the increase in plot-extent as newly added area added opportunities to have more 
landform elements than were not found in the previous plot-extent. 
Figure 3.50, Figure 3.51 and Figure 3.52 provide the example of block G1999 illustrating 
how the mean LHI value for the block changes with increasing plot-extent, and the different 
trends for different LHIs. The mean standard deviation (LHI1, LHI7) and range indices, 
along with mean LER and mean Slope richness (LHI4), increased with increasing plot-extent 
beyond the 10m plot-extent. Meanwhile, the relief and aspect richness mean (LHI3, LHI5) as 
well as the mean integrated landform heterogeneity richness (LHI6) decreased with 
increasing plot-extent. While the mean LED increased with plot-extent, Figure 3.49 shows 
that LED had the widest range at 0m plot-extent.  
 
Figure 3.50: Change in means for four LHIs LHI1, LHI2, LHI7 and LHI8 from the block G1999 with increasing plot-
extent 
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Figure 3.51: Change in means for four LHIs LHI3, LHI4, LHI5 and LHI6 from the block G1999 with increasing plot-
extent 
 
Figure 3.52: Change in means for LER and LED from the block G1999 with increasing plot-extent 
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successive plot-extents, this would indicate that the topography changes to a distance of about 
20m from the plot margins and then it remains less or equally heterogeneous for the further 
40m distance from plot boundaries (an example could be of a plot centre located on top of an 
isolated hill that slopes down up to 20m in all directions and then merges with flat land). 
Thus, the values for LHI changing over successive plot-extents can help us read how much 
landform heterogeneity changes with that increase in surrounding area being included in the 
plot. Considering the relationships between the landform profiles, and their control on the 
inflows and outflows to and from the area of the ecological survey plot, this information can 
be very useful for finer-scale studies.  
Among the NSI blocks, block G1999 and block A1992 (blocks that have the largest of the 
ranges for all LHIs) showed fairly constant increments in the ranges with increasing plot-
extents for most indices. Similar trends were displayed by almost all blocks for all the relief 
heterogeneity indices and the increase in value with plot-extents for each block was 
proportional to its overall rank for that index. For slope heterogeneity indices, the change in 
LHI with plot-extent was of lesser magnitude. It was more distinct for smaller plot-extents, 
while for the higher plot-extents of 30 and 40m it was very small.  
3.6 Discussion  
The LHIs chosen for this study demonstrated that they were very effective in measuring the 
different types of heterogeneities in different landform characteristics. LHIs can illustrate the 
landform profile of the landscape to the same capacity as that of contour diagrams. More than 
that, they successfully quantify the landform heterogeneity, which is beyond the scope of 
contour diagrams. The most important characteristic of the LHIs is that they are not sensitive 
to the absolute values and thus the magnitudes of the statistical properties like mean. The 
LHIs could effectively measure how much respective landform characteristics change across 
the plot irrespective of whether it was located on the top of a dune, a ridge slope or at the 
valley floor. This allowed comparison of the degree of heterogeneity displayed by any two 
plots irrespective of the difference in their mean values, and thus, irrespective of their 
location with respect to the topography of the landscape. Such measurement of landform 
heterogeneity for plots within a rehabilitation block provided information on how much the 
landform heterogeneity changes across that rehabilitation block. These measurements, being 
effective in capturing the heterogeneity profiles irrespective of absolute values, provided a 
very useful tool to compare and contrast the landform heterogeneity between two 
rehabilitation blocks that were located in very different topographic settings and ranges of 
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elevations. This study demonstrated successful quantification of landform heterogeneity 
using the chosen LHIs. 
As the first study to use these ten LHIs in combination, there was no standard scale for these 
indices that could be used for reference. The landform heterogeneity data from all the blocks 
together were used as a scale of reference for the purpose of this study. However, as the LHIs 
are not sensitive to the absolute values of landform characteristics (e.g. elevations), for future 
studies that may attempt to measure landform heterogeneity using these ten indices, the LHIs 
data from NSI can be used as reference or as an example of a standard scale in combination 
with the topographic profiles of the rehabilitation blocks, provided the resolution, scale and 
units of measurement are the same. Given that landforms are spatial entities, it may 
practically be impossible to develop heterogeneity indices that will be applicable universally 
irrespective of scale, resolution and units of measurement. In terms of providing a 
standardised scale, the LHIs, like many other surface derivatives, are sensitive to scale and 
units of measurements given the fractal nature of land surfaces and might also be sensitive to 
the data resolution. However, since the LHIs do not rely on object based classification of 
topography, they are less sensitive to the fractal nature of the topographic features. To use the 
LHIs for quantifying landform heterogeneity for a data-set that has used a different 
resolution, scale and units, the best practice would be to use the LHI data from a part or the 
whole (as done in this study) of the study landscape as a scale for reference for calibrating the 
LHIs to establish what the respective numbers mean for different LHIs and then use these as 
calibrated scales to read the landform heterogeneity profile of the landscapes. 
The application potential of the landform heterogeneity quantification technique developed in 
this study has a drawback, especially when the distribution of respective heterogeneity 
profiles might be important for purposes such as creating suitable microhabitats. This is 
because the LHIs are limited in capturing the distribution of landform elements of 
heterogeneity in landform characteristics in terms of their spatial orientation and distribution. 
The different types of heterogeneities measured have their own limitations. The range, for 
example, can be very sensitive to abnormally high or low values that exist as outliers in the 
data-set. The standard deviation provides information on the departure of the data points 
away from the mean, but does not measure the number of depressions or mounds (syncs and 
peaks) present in the landscape. The richness indices do well in capturing the heterogeneity 
by counting the different values present within the landscape, but they do not include a 
measure of distribution and frequency of those values, which can play a crucial part in 
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determining environmental flows in that landscape. Further work on refining these LHIs will 
be required to obtain accurate measurement of the distribution of the landform heterogeneity, 
which will provide an even better understanding of its potential linkages with the 
environmental and ecological flows and patterns.  
Some of the limitations of LHIs can partly be addressed when the indices are used in 
combination. For example, two landscapes, one with a concentration of wide landform 
heterogeneity only in a corner of the landscape with the rest being uniform, and the other 
landscape with even distribution of landform heterogeneity, would show similar values for 
the range indices. However, mainly through the diversity index, along with the richness and 
standard deviation indices, the difference between the two landscapes would clearly be 
shown. Hence, the capacity of LHIs to measure different types of heterogeneity in different 
landform characteristics will collectively be able to quantify the landform heterogeneity 
through the use of combinations of LHIs.  
The LHIs are generic indices that are very easy to explain and calculate and have low error 
associated with their measurement beyond the accuracy of the original remote sensing data. 
Being simple and easy to use tools, LHIs may find applicability in a range of other fields of 
science that involve measuring and mapping of surface features, from high-tech methods like 
using atomic force microscopy (DeLongchamp et al., 2007, González‐Méijome et al., 2009) 
to coral reef ecology where simple techniques such as chain-and-tape (Luckhurst and 
Luckhurst, 1978, McCormick, 1994) or AGRAA methodology (Kramer et al., 2012) are used.  
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4 Relationships between landform heterogeneity and ecological patterns 
4.1 Statistical approach 
The factors that may affect the ecological recovery in the rehabilitation can include soil and 
substrate, hydrogeology, climate, inflows and outflows (both biotic and abiotic) with the 
surrounding landscapes, rehabilitation and management practices, year of establishment and 
survey and age of rehabilitation. However, by restricting the data-set to one rehabilitation 
block for each analysis, most of the above factors would either act as a constant for a given 
rehabilitation block (soil, substrate and hydrology, ecological interactions with surrounding 
systems) or their effect is assumed to be randomised (e.g. effect of weather events on micro-
scale). This allowed the separation of the effect of landform heterogeneity on ecological 
indicators from the other dominant factors mentioned above. The data were evaluated within 
each block separately to assess the relationships between ecological variables and LHIs. 
The LHIs were not independent of each other and the ecological variables as well were not 
independent of each other as they were collected from the same ecological survey plots. For 
this reason, simple linear regressions were carried out to evaluate the relationships between 
individual LHIs and individual ecological variables at each plot-extent separately, within 
each individual rehabilitation block independently. Variables representing the ecological 
indicators were considered to be the dependent or response variables. This data were in the 
form of count (species richness, density), and percentage (vegetation cover and soil surface 
cover). The different LHIs were explanatory variables. The indices were recorded as count 
(e.g. LHI), percentage (e.g. LHI4, LHI5 and LHI6) or continuous data (e.g., LHI1, LHI7).  
4.1.1 Assumptions of simple linear regression 
The assumptions for simple linear regression were tested on the entire data-set of LHIs and 
ecological variables. The number of samples for each block was small (between 6 and 17) 
and the numbers of simple linear regressions carried out were large in number. Hence a high 
degree of caution was exercised during the analysis of normality assumptions. The LHI data 
(at each plot-extent) and ecological data within each block were tested for normality 
assumptions. The Shapiro-Wilk test, being more powerful for both symmetric and 
asymmetric distributions, as well as for both short-tailed and long-tailed distributions, as 
compared to Kolmogorov–Smirnov, Lilliefors and Anderson–Darling tests (Yap and Sim, 
2011), was selected for the analysis. The histograms, QQ-normal plots, residual vs fitted 
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values plots as well were used to test the assumptions of linearity, constant variance and 
normal distribution.   
The presence of outliers can have a significant effect on the distribution of data-sets and this 
effect tends to be more pronounced for the data-sets such as those used in this study where 
the sample numbers are low. In such cases, the identified outliers can be an effect of low 
sampling size and may not deserve to be treated as outliers. Hence, the identified outliers 
were not removed from the data-set in all cases. However, the effect of identified outliers on 
the regression equation was evaluated using the diagnostic tests since simple linear regression 
analysis was used to investigate the relationship between LHIs and ecological variables. 
Diagnostic tests (Outlier test, influence index plots, influence plots, quantile comparison 
plots) were carried out on all the data-sets (Appendix C) using the R software (R 
Development Core Team, 2011). The Outlier test identified if any plots acted as outliers in 
each data-set (Appendix D) and the influence test evaluated their influence on respective 
linear regression using the Cook’s Distance (Appendix E). 
4.1.2 Normality assumptions for ecological data 
Table 2.19 shows which of the raw data for ecological variables from the nine blocks met the 
normality assumptions. Different transformations were used (log, Y2, 1/Y2, sqrt(Y), 
1/sqrt(Y)) for those raw data that did not exhibit normal distribution, and transformed data 
were again tested for normality using the Shapiro-Wilk test.  In cases where more than one 
transformation resulted in a normal distribution, the transformation that worked for most data 
for a given variable was selected in order to maintain comparability in the results (Appendix 
F, Table F.1 and F.2). Out of the four ecological indicators, about 22% of soil cover data-sets 
had all data values equal to zeros (for basal vegetation, cryptogams and terrolas) (Table 4.1). 
An additional 38% of data-sets exhibited non-normal distribution. The transformation of data 
still left 29% of data-sets as non-normal distribution. Thus a decision was taken to not use the 
soil cover data for linear regressions, as it failed to meet the normality assumptions. For the 
other three indicators, species richness, density and vegetation cover, only 18% of raw data-
sets (for all variables of three indicators together) (Table 4.1) and the transformation of the 
data led to normal distribution (Table 4.2), except for a couple of data-sets for species 
richness (SR4). These two data-sets were block B1996 (Shapiro-Wilk p=0.0011 for raw data) 
and block I2000 (Shapiro-Wilk p=0.4885 for raw data). Although the data for block I2000 
only marginally failed the test, the inspection of the raw data revealed that 5 data points had 
identical values out of 7 and 8 points, respectively, for I2000 and B1996 blocks, explaining 
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why the transformations might have failed to achieve normal distributions. Further, visual 
inspection of the QQ norm plots revealed that for block B1996, most points did not fall on or 
close to the straight line, and hence the distribution cannot be assumed to be normal. While 
for block I2000, half of the points did fall on the straight line, and two on either side of the 
line (with Shapiro-Wilk test result p=0.04885 - very close to meeting normality assumption 
(0.05)). Hence this data-set was assumed to possess normal distribution. The relationship 
between each ecological variable and each LHI is assessed in 9 different blocks. Hence as 
data for only one (B1996) of those nine blocks for this ecological variable (SR4) cannot be 
used to assess the relationship using linear regression, a decision was made to exclude this 
data-set from the analysis.   
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Table 4.1: Results of block-wise Shapiro-Wilk tests on ecological variables raw data. Colours of cells represent whether the data passed (green) or failed (red) and where all the data 
were zero (blue). The cells with numbers represents the number of points from respective data-sets that do not lie on or close to the line in QQ norm plots. 
 
Table 4.2: The data-sets with normal distribution post-transformations for respective data-sets of ecological variables. Colour of cells represents whether the data passed (green), 
failed (red), just failed (0.048<p-value <0.05, light red) Shapiro-Wilk tests, and where all the data were zero (blue).  
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4.1.3 Normality assumptions for LHI data  
Table 2.21 shows which of the raw data for LHIs from the nine blocks at each plot-extent met 
the normality assumptions. Different transformations were used (log, Y2, 1/Y2, sqrt(Y), 
1/sqrt(Y)) for those raw data-sets that did not exhibit normal distribution, and transformed 
data were again tested for normality using Shapiro-Wilk test. In cases where more than one 
transformation resulted in normal distribution, the transformation that worked for most data 
for a given variable were selected in order to maintain comparability in the results (Appendix 
F, Tables F.3 and F.4). Out of the 450 data-sets, only 20 data-sets (less than 5%) exhibited 
non-normal distribution (Table 4.3) and the transformation of data reduced it further (Table 
4.4) to only 9 data-sets (2%). These 9 data-sets included the LED data-sets for all five plot-
extents from block I2004. Closer inspection of raw data and QQ plots revealed that these five 
data-sets included one data point each (that belonged to the same sample or plot) that 
behaved like an outlier while all other points were very close to the line in QQ normal plots, 
indicating a normal distribution except for this one data point. Hence it was decided to 
assume these distributions to be normal distributions. In the case of remaining four data-sets 
that exhibited non-normal distributions, except for I2003-LHI8-10m, the rest all again 
indicated the present of potential outliers with only one or two points straying away from the 
line. Hence it was also decided to treat these data-sets as normal distributions for the purpose 
of this study. In the case of I2003-LHI8-10m, since nine other plots (at 10m plot-extent) 
investigated the same relationships, again it was decided to exclude this data-set from the 
analysis as the remaining data-sets were sufficient to satisfy the aims of the study.   
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Table 4.3: Results of block-wise Shapiro-Wilk tests on LHIs raw data. Colour of cell represents whether the data 
passed (green) or failed (red). The cells with numbers represents the number of points from respective data-sets that 
do not lie on or close to the line in QQ norm plots. 
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Table 4.4: The data-sets that showed normal distribution post transformations for respective data-sets of LHIs. 
Colour of cells represents whether the data passed (green) or failed (red) Shapiro-Wilk tests.  
 
4.1.4 Multiple comparison analysis (Post-hoc analysis) 
This study aims to investigate the directions of relationships between ecological variables and 
landform heterogeneity in the presence of other factors that may control ecological variables, 
using a complex data-set. The results from simple linear regressions were used to evaluate the 
relationships between variables at significance level of p=0.05. In this study, it needs to be 
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taken into account that with ten LHIs correlated against each of the 17 ecological variables at 
five plot-extents, the problem of multiple comparisons may increase the possibility of false 
discoveries (Day and Quinn, 1989). There exists a mixed response in the literature as to 
whether multiple comparison analysis correction is really necessary or not and it remains 
debatable (Rothman, 1990). Given the exploratory nature of the research applying 
conservative statistical techniques to reduce type 1 error may at the same time potentially 
increase false negative discoveries. Hence to find the middle ground, it was decided to 
analyse the data and discuss the results both with and without conducting the multiple 
comparison analysis in order to address the problem of multiple comparison, yet at the same 
time to know which of the relationships are potentially more certain and consistent.  
After careful consideration of all the correction methods available to combat this problem 
(Neuman-Keuls, Bonferroni and least significant difference), the ‘false discovery rate 
calculation’ method was selected as the most suited to the given data-set (Curran-Everett, 
2000, McHugh, 2011, Williams et al., 1999). The main reason for selecting this method was 
that it is useful for dependent comparisons and results in a low rate of false negatives 
(Curran-Everett, 2000). It is also more powerful and less conservative (Curran-Everett, 2000) 
than some of the other alternative methods and remains stable as the number of comparisons 
becomes large (Williams et al., 1999). The family size for each multiple comparison 
correction was determined as interactions between one species richness variable and all LHIs 
at one single plot-extent. As different plot-extents act almost like different data-sets collected 
at different scales, the family size for the multiple comparison was determined to be 10 with 
interactions between one species richness variable and all ten LHIs. This affected the results 
as it led to a reduction in the number of significant correlations (α = 0.05).  
The ecological data used were originally collected for compliance monitoring and it was 
acknowledged that it might not be suitable to derive accurate conclusions about the 
relationships. Thus, this research aimed to develop only broader understanding about the 
potential relationships between landform heterogeneity and ecological variables rather than 
developing accurate predictive models for those relationships. In such situations where the 
patterns in the data could also be originating from suitability of the sampling methods, it can 
be useful to take into consideration a higher level of significance (Gotelli and Ellison, 2004) 
to reveal the patterns of relationship that might be masked by a conservative critical value 
chosen. Hence, wherever applicable, following the discussion on results with α = 0.05, the 
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patterns suggested with α = 0.10 are also discussed, although only as a guide to potential 
relationships and not for deriving any concrete conclusions. 
4.2 Native vegetation species richness and landform heterogeneity 
This section describes results of the relationship between the ten LHIs and five vegetation 
density variables (SR1, SR2, SR3, SR4 and SR5 - Table 2.15) in each of the rehabilitation 
blocks. The relationships were observed to vary across different rehabilitation blocks. In 
blocks G1999, I2000, I2001 and I2004, significant (p<0.05) positive relationships were 
observed while blocks G1988, G1990, A1992, B1996, G1999, I2000 and I2004 showed some 
significant (p<0.05) negative relationships between species richness variables and particular 
LHIs (Figure 4.1). Block I2003 showed no correlations between any of the species richness 
variables and LHIs. In regards to the LHIs, an interesting finding was that the LHIs 
contributed to by the same landform characteristic showed very similar patterns. For 
example, in block I2001, the LHIs that measure different aspects of heterogeneity in relief 
(LHI1, LHI2 and LHI3) all showed significant positive correlations with species richness 
(SR3) of trees measured within the ecological survey plot (Figure 4.1). Similarly all the LHIs 
describing heterogeneity in the same landform characteristic commonly showed a 
relationship with a species richness variable in the respective block. However, the patterns of 
species richness variable-LHI relationships remained restricted to particular rehabilitation 
blocks.  In summary, different rehabilitation blocks exhibit different stories of how different 
types of landform heterogeneity contribute to the variance in species richness over the plots 
within the respective blocks. The results from different rehabilitation blocks are illustrated 
and described in detail in the order of the year of establishment of the rehabilitation blocks. 
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Figure 4.1: The relationships between LHIs and vegetation species richness variables. Species richness variables are 
on the Y axis and LHIs on the X-axis. Green (positive) and blue (negative) cells indicate the occurrence of significant 
(p<0.05) relationships at one or more plot-extents. The species richness variables and LHIs are indicated by the 
standard codes adopted for this thesis  
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4.2.1 Block G1988  
 
Figure 4.2: Relationships between vegetation species richness variables and LHIs at five plot-extents (Y axis) in block 
G1988. The LHIs on X axis are grouped based on the landform characteristic in which they measure the 
heterogeneity: heterogeneity in relief (LHI1, LHI2, LHI3), slope (LHI7, LHI8, LHI4), aspect (LHI5) or integrated 
landform heterogeneity (LHI6, LER and LED). Brackets indicate the scales used for collection of species richness 
data for respective variables. 
In block G1988 only SR4 out of the five species richness variables showed a negative 
relationship with integrated landform heterogeneity richness (LHI6) index at the plot-extent 
at which the ecological data were collected (40mX70m) and those that were larger (Figure 
4.2). The relationship was stronger withR-squared between 0.75 and 1 for all plot-extents 
larger than the one at which the ecological data were collected (Table 4.5).  
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Table 4.5: The regression parameters for the significant relationships between species richness variables and LHIs in 
G1988 
LHI Plot-
extent 
Ecological 
Variable 
Correlation 
Coefficient 
p-value R-square Slope Intercept 
LHI6 10m SR4 -0.825 0.043 0.681 -0.242 21.039 
LHI6 20m SR4 -0.903 0.014 0.816 -0.331 23.025 
LHI6 30m SR4 -0.941 0.005 0.886 -0.372 23.667 
LHI6 40m SR4 -0.971 0.001 0.943 -0.421 25.040 
LHI7 40m SR4 -0.813 0.049 0.661 -0.572 16.451 
 The outlier tests suggested no occurrence of any outliers for the relationships at all plot-
extents (Appendix D). However, Cook’s distance from influence tests suggested plot number 
2 was affecting the relationship between SR4 and LHI6 at the 0m and 10m plot-extents 
(Appendix E). Although significant negative relationships may exist, they may not be deemed 
important, considering the very small slope values and fairly large intercepts (Table 4.5). 
However, it should be noted that this relationship stood true at the 40m plot-extent even after 
applying multiple comparison analysis (Appendix G, Figure G.1). SR4, the species richness 
of trees, was negatively correlated with the standard deviation in slope (LHI7) but only at the 
largest plot-extent (40m). When understorey vegetation was included in the measurement 
(SR1) at the same scale, no relationship was observed at any plot-extent, suggesting that the 
SD slope influenced only the species richness of trees but not of trees and understorey species 
counted together.   
4.2.2 Block G1990 
In block G1990, species richness of trees and understorey vegetation together, when 
measured over an area 10m larger than the ecological plot on all sides (SR1) showed a 
significant negative relationship with two of the relief heterogeneity indices (range-LHI2 and 
richness-LHI3) but not with the SD Relief (LHI1) (Figure 4.3). TheR-squared were strongest 
when the plot-extent was equal to, and 10m larger than, the plot-extent for ecological data 
collection, although the 0m and 10m PE data for LHI2 and LHI3 is transformed and hence 
the regression parameters for them are not directly comparable to the rest of the data. 
Negative correlations between SR1 and slope heterogeneity (LHI4 – lowest plot-extent) and 
integrated landform heterogeneity (LER at 3 of the 5 plot-extents and LED only at the highest 
plot-extent) were also observed. However, the slopes for these relationships were under 1 
except for LED and the intercepts ranged between 63 and 67 (except for LED with intercept 
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636, Appendix H). However, plot 6 from this block was identified as an outlier affecting the 
relationship with LHI4, LER and LED as an influential data point (Appendix D and 
Appendix E). The significant negative correlation between species richness of trees less than 
two metres height (SR5) and slope heterogeneity, however, could be deemed more important 
given the smaller intercepts for the three slope LHIs (from 10 to 11.5) and the higher slope 
for SD slope (LHI7 - 2.55) with a high R-square, although LHI8 and LHI4 again show slopes 
under 1 (Appendix H). For this relationship, none of the plots were outliers or influential data 
points.   
 
Figure 4.3: Relationships between vegetation species richness variables and LHIs at five plot-extents (Y axis) in block 
G1990. The LHIs on X axis are grouped based on the landform characteristic in which they measure the 
heterogeneity: heterogeneity in relief (LHI1, LHI2, LHI3), slope (LHI7, LHI8, LHI4), aspect (LHI5) or integrated 
landform heterogeneity (LHI6, LER and LED). Brackets indicate the scales used for collection of species richness 
data for respective variables. 
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In conclusion, some negative correlations between landform heterogeneity are observed only 
in cases where vegetation of lower stature is included, and is measured across a sufficiently 
large area (40mX70m). In regards to the scale of measurement of landform heterogeneity, the 
slope heterogeneity showed correlation only at the lowest plot-extent, and the LED at the 
highest plot-extent, whereas the relationships remained consistent at most plot-extents for 
relief heterogeneity and LER. Interestingly, when investigated at a lower level of significance 
(p<0.10) even the LHI1 shows a negative relationship with SR1 at all plot-extents, and slope 
heterogeneity shows negative relationship with SR1 at the smallest plot-extent. While at this 
level of significance the results did not provide any conclusive information, they suggested 
possible patterns of negative relationships between SR1 and relief heterogeneity as well as 
between the species richness of vegetation with lower stature (SR1 and SR5) and slope 
heterogeneity at the smallest plot-extent. Trees under 2m height showed a negative 
correlation with slope LHIs as did trees and understorey (SR1) where the relationship was 
strongest with variance in slope (LHI7).  
4.2.3 Block A1992 
The species richness of trees alone did not show any correlation with LHIs in block A1992, 
irrespective of the scale of measurement or the height of the individual trees (SR3, SR4 and 
SR5). However, when the understorey vegetation was included, negative relationships with 
slope heterogeneity were observed both with SR1 and SR2 (Figure 4.4). SR1 exhibited a 
more consistent negative relationship with slope heterogeneity (with all slope heterogeneity 
indices LHI7, LHI8, LHI4) only at larger plot-extents. However, these relationships were 
weaker with lowerR-squared and slopes under 1 with large intercepts (between 54 and 58.5) 
except for SD Slope (LHI with slope 2.75). When measured from smaller plots, species 
richness of trees and understorey showed negative relationships with slope LHIs except for 
variance on slope (LHI7 - SD Slope) at the smallest and largest plot-extents, with slightly 
smaller intercepts (20 to 21.5) but again with slopes under 1. None of the plots acted as 
outliers or influential points for these relationships (Appendix D and Appendix E). Thus, as 
in block G1990, the relationship between tree and understorey species richness and slope 
LHIs was more consistent and stronger when measured over a larger area. In addition, the 
integrated landform heterogeneity (LHI6) exhibited a negative relationship at the smallest 
plot-extent with SR2, although again with a slope under 1. At a lower significance value 
(p<0.10), there were more distinct patterns of negative relationships between SR2 and relief 
and slope heterogeneity indices.    
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Figure 4.4: Relationships between vegetation species richness variables and LHIs at five plot-extents (Y axis) in block 
A1992. The LHIs on X axis are grouped based on the landform characteristic in which they measure the 
heterogeneity:  heterogeneity in relief (LHI1, LHI2, LHI3), slope (LHI7, LHI8, LHI4), aspect (LHI5) or integrated 
landform heterogeneity (LHI6, LER and LED). Brackets indicate the scales used for collection of species richness 
data for respective variables. 
4.2.4 Block B1996 
Block B1996 also exhibited negative correlations between LHIs and species richness 
variables. The relief heterogeneity was strongly (R-squares from 0.54 to 0.76) negatively 
correlated at the smallest plot-extent with species richness of trees (SR3) and trees and 
understorey vegetation together (SR1 - Figure 4.5). For trees and understorey vegetation 
(SR1), the SD Relief (LHI1) showed the strongest relationship with a high r-square (0.76) 
and high slope (14.18), although with a large intercept (81.34), while the range (LHI2) and 
richness (LHI3) showed slopes 2.45 and 1.16 respectively with slightly smaller intercepts 
(71.05 and 74.66 respectively – Appendix H). When the understorey vegetation was excluded 
and data collected from the 20mX50m plot was used, trees showed a negative relationship 
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with relief heterogeneity with smaller intercepts (from 14.22 to 15.88) although the slopes 
were smaller (from under one to 3.1 for variance (LHI1), Appendix H). The outlier tests did 
not identify any outliers for any of the relationships in B1996, although plot number 6 acted 
influential for the relationships between LHI2, LHI3 and SR1, as did plot 6 and plot 2 for the 
relationships between all relief LHIs and SR3 (Appendix D and Appendix E). Species 
richness of trees smaller than 2m in height (SR5) showed a strong (R-squares from 0.52 to 
0.70) negative relationship with the slope LHIs measured at the 10m and 20m plot-extents. 
The variance (LHI7) again showed higher slope (3.38 and 4.49) followed by range (LHI8-
1.06) and richness (LHI4-under 1) while the intercepts ranged between 13.54 and 14.88 
(Appendix H). No outliers or influential data points were present for these relationships 
(Appendix D and Appendix E). Thus, there was a negative relationship between relief 
heterogeneity and species richness for trees when the landform data and ecological data were 
collected from the same scale and then for trees and then also for understorey vegetation 
together when landform data were collected from a plot-extent lower than that for ecological 
data. A slightly weaker relationship between trees under 2m height and slope heterogeneity 
was observed in this block when landform data were collected from slightly larger plot-
extents than the ecological plot (10m and 20m). Since the data for SR4 did not have a normal 
distribution, it was excluded from the analysis as described in methods section. 
The negative relationship of  trees species richness (SR3) with all relief LHIs, as well as that 
of SR5 with two of the slope heterogeneity indices (LHI8 and LHI4), and the negative 
relationship of SR1 with LHI1 held true even after applying multiple comparison correction 
analysis, indicating that very strong relationships exist (Appendix G, Figure G.2). At the 
same time, on investigating at a lower level of significance (p<0.10) the relationship between 
relief heterogeneity and SR1 and slope heterogeneity and SR1 and SR5 suggested possible 
stronger relationships.  
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Figure 4.5: Relationships between vegetation species richness variables and LHIs at five plot-extents (Y axis) in block 
B1996. The LHIs on X axis are grouped based on the landform characteristic in which they measure the 
heterogeneity: heterogeneity in relief (LHI1, LHI2, LHI3), slope (LHI7, LHI8, LHI4), aspect (LHI5) or integrated 
landform heterogeneity (LHI6, LER and LED). Brackets indicate the scales used for collection of species richness 
data for respective variables. 
4.2.5 Block G1999 
Block G1999 presented a very different story of relationships between species richness and 
landform heterogeneity as compared to the other blocks. The species richness of trees 
measured over 20m X 50m (ecological survey plot) (SR3) positively correlated with relief 
heterogeneity at all plot-extents (except for 0m – LHI1) (Figure 4.6). While all the relief 
heterogeneity indices exhibited very strong significant relationships with SR3, variance in 
relief as explained by SD Relief (LHI1) showed the strongest relationship with higher R-
square values and small p-values (Figure 4.7). The relationship became stronger with 
increasing plot-extent, indicating landform heterogeneity from larger and larger areas 
surrounding the ecological survey plot was more strongly correlated with the species richness 
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(SR3). None of the relationships between relief LHIs and SR3, however, exhibited a slope 
greater than 1, while the intercepts remained between 7.1 and 9.4 (Appendix H). None of the 
relationships were affected by any outliers or influential data points (Appendix D and 
Appendix E). 
 
Figure 4.6: The p values and R square values for significant relationships (p<0.05) between relief heterogeneity 
indices (LHI1, LHI2, LHI3) and SR3 in block G1999.  
The aspect richness was negatively correlated with SR3 at all plot-extents with similar p-
values and r-square values although the slopes remained very low, i.e. under 0.01 (Appendix 
H). When the species richness from the 10m peripheral area around the plot was included 
(SR4) no significant relationship was observed with relief LHIs. However, the slope LHIs 
showed a positive relationships only with LHIs measured from plot-extent smaller (0m) than 
that for species richness, although the slopes remained under 1 (Appendix H). The tree and 
understorey vegetation measured from small plots (SR2) also showed significant positive 
relationships with slope LHIs, although this relationship was true only at larger plot-extents 
(LHI8, LHI4) and at the smallest plot-extent (LHI7, LHI4). LHI7 exhibited the strongest 
relationship with SR2 (R-square-0.38) at 0m plot-extent with slope of 2.84 and intercept of 
21.8 (Appendix H). The slope remained less than 1 for the remainder of the relationships. The 
positive relationship between all of the relief heterogeneity indices and SR3 held true at all 
plot-extents except for 0m (that is, at all plot-extents greater than the ecological survey plot) 
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even when the multiple comparison correction analysis was performed (Appendix G, Figure 
G.3). This suggested a very strong positive relationship between SR3 and relief 
heterogeneity. None of the relationships for G1999 were affected by outliers or influential 
data points (Appendix D and Appendix E). 
 
Figure 4.7: Relationships between vegetation species richness variables and LHIs at five plot-extents (Y axis) in block 
G1999. The LHIs on X axis are grouped based on the landform characteristic in which they measure the 
heterogeneity: heterogeneity in relief (LHI1, LHI2, LHI3), slope (LHI7, LHI8, LHI4), aspect (LHI5) or integrated 
landform heterogeneity (LHI6, LER and LED). Brackets indicate the scales used for collection of species richness 
data for respective variables. 
4.2.6 Block I2000 
Very strong significant positive relationships are observed in block I2000 between species 
richness of trees and understorey measured from the ecological survey plot including 10m 
peripheral area (SR1), with relief and slope heterogeneity indices (Figure 4.8). The relief 
LHIs showed consistent positive relationships at all plot-extents while in case of slope LHIs, 
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it was only at the plot-extents larger than the ecological data collection plot (10m). Among 
the relief LHIs, variance in relief (LHI1) showed a stronger relationship with SR1 compared 
to the range (LHI2) or richness (LHI3), although this relationship (R-square) was not 
sensitive to the scale on which landform heterogeneity was measured (plot-extent). However, 
the LHI1 showed the highest slope at 0m plot-extent (4.91) reducing with increasing plot-
extent until 40m (slope 1.48) (Appendix H). This was followed by richness (LHI3) with 
slopes ranging from under 1 up to 1.7, with range (LHI2) recording slopes less than 1 at all 
plot-extents while the intercepts for all relief LHIs ranged between 43.62 to 47.44 (Appendix 
H). As indicated in Figure 4.9, the relationship of slope heterogeneity is stronger at the larger 
plot-extents. The Slope richness (occurrence of most number of different slope angles – 
LHI4) showed a higher r-square and lower p-value than the range (LHI8) and variance in 
slope (LHI7) (Figure 4.9). However, it was again the variance in the form of SD slope (LHI7) 
that exhibited the largest slopes for the relationship (up to 4.48 at 40m) while range (LHI8) 
and richness (LHI4) exhibited slope values up to 1. The intercepts remained between 40.72 
and 45.28 for all the relationships (Appendix H). At 0m plot-extent, the aspect richness 
(LHI5) was negatively correlated with species richness of trees and understorey (both SR1 
and SR2) although the slopes remained under 1. No outliers were present for any of the above 
mentioned relationships (Appendix D). However, a few SR1 relationships were affected by 
influential data points such as plot 8 and LHI1 and LHI2 at 0m and LHI1 at 10m, while plot 1 
affected LHI4 and LHI8 at 20m (Appendix E).   
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Figure 4.8: Relationships between vegetation species richness variables and LHIs at five plot-extents (Y axis) in block 
I2000. The LHIs on X axis are grouped based on the landform characteristic in which they measure the 
heterogeneity: heterogeneity in relief (LHI1, LHI2, LHI3), slope (LHI7, LHI8, LHI4), aspect (LHI5) or integrated 
landform heterogeneity (LHI6, LER and LED). Brackets indicate the scales used for collection of species richness 
data for respective variables. 
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Figure 4.9: The p values and R square values for significant relationships (p<0.05) between slope heterogeneity 
indices (LHI7, LHI8 and LHI4) and SR1 in block I2000. 
4.2.7 Block I2001 
The I2001 block exhibited positive significant relationships between relief LHIs and 
integrated landform heterogeneity richness with species richness variables (Figure 4.10). Tree 
species richness was positively correlated only when measured at 20m X 50m scale (SR3) 
with variance in relief (LHI1) at the medium plot-extents whereas the range of relief (LHI2) 
and relief richness (LHI3) were correlated with SR3 only at the medium plot-extent (Figure 
4.10). While theR-squared were above 0.50, the slopes were very small, all up to 1 with 
intercepts between 7.18 and 7.77 (Appendix H). No outliers were present for any of the 
relationships although for LHI1 at 30m, plot 1 was influential to the relationship with SR3 
(Appendix D and Appendix E). Integrated landform heterogeneity richness (LHI6) exhibited 
a positive relationship with species richness of trees and understorey (SR1) only when LHI6 
was measured at a scale larger than that of the ecological data collection (10m). The slopes 
were small and under 1 with intercepts ranging from 42.32 to 43.02 (Appendix H). However, 
when the data were collected at a different scale (SR2 and SR4) it did not show any 
significant relationships. At a lower significance level (p<0.10) the results indicated possible 
stronger bonds between all of the relief LHIs and SR3 at all plot-extents 10m and larger.   
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Figure 4.10: Relationships between vegetation species richness variables and LHIs at five plot-extents (Y axis) in 
block I2001. The LHIs on X axis are grouped based on the landform characteristic in which they measure the 
heterogeneity: heterogeneity in relief (LHI1, LHI2, LHI3), slope (LHI7, LHI8, LHI4), aspect (LHI5) or integrated 
landform heterogeneity (LHI6, LER and LED). Brackets indicate the scales used for collection of species richness 
data for respective variables. 
4.2.8 Block I2004 
Most significant relationships between LHIs and species richness variables were negative in 
block I2004 except for aspect richness (LHI5) (Figure 4.11). Species richness of trees and 
understorey vegetation (SR1) showed a negative correlation with relief and slope 
heterogeneity indices except for the variation in relief (LHI1) and slope (LHI7). The relief 
LHIs LHI2 and LHI3 showed the relationship only when it was measured at plot-extents 
larger than that of ecological data collection (10m). In contrast, the slope LHIs, LHI8 and 
LHI4 showed the relationship at most plot-extents except for the largest. However, plot 
number 2 from I2004 acted as an outlier influencing the relationships between SR1 and LHI4 
as well as LHI8 (Appendix D and Appendix E). The LER also showed a negative correlation 
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with SR1 only at the smaller plot-extents (0m to 20m). Aspect richness (LHI5) exhibited 
positive significant relationships with species richness trees (SR3) and trees and understorey 
(SR1) at larger plot-extents. The species richness of trees (SR3), as well as species richness 
of trees under 2m height, also exhibited negative relationships with variance in relief (LHI1), 
unlike SR1 that showed a negative relationship with the other two relief LHIs. The 
relationship of SR3 with LHI5 and SR5 with LHI1 were also affected by influential data 
points although they were not recognized as outliers by the outlier test (Appendix D and 
Appendix E). 
 
Figure 4.11: Relationships between vegetation species richness variables and LHIs at five plot-extents (Y axis) in 
block I2004. The LHIs on X axis are grouped based on the landform characteristic in which they measure the 
heterogeneity: heterogeneity in relief (LHI1, LHI2, LHI3), slope (LHI7, LHI8, LHI4), aspect (LHI5) or integrated 
landform heterogeneity (LHI6, LER and LED). Brackets indicate the scales used for collection of species richness 
data for respective variables. 
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At a lower level of significance (p < 0.10), results indicated possible stronger relationships 
between the species richness and LHIs. The SD Relief (LHI1) and SD Slope (LHI7) showed 
negative correlations at most plot-extents while LHI6 and LED showed negative correlation 
at smaller plot-extents with SR1. At this reduced certainty of lower significance level, the 
negative relationship between relief heterogeneity and species richness (SR1, SR3 and SR5) 
and positive relationship of LHI5 and SR1, was extended to more plot-extents and more 
LHIs. 
4.3 Vegetation density and landform heterogeneity 
This section describes results of relationship between four vegetation density variables (D1, 
D2, D3 and D4) and the LHIs (LHIs) in each of the rehabilitation blocks used for this study. 
These relationships vary between rehabilitation blocks as well as between the density 
variables and LHIs. The density variables as detailed in the methodology chapter differ in a) 
the type of vegetation measured b) the scale of measurement c) exclusion of dominant species 
Allocasuarina littoralis, and d) height of individuals (Figure 3.6, Table 3.18). Rehabilitation 
block B1996 and G1999 show the most frequent significant positive relationships (p<0.05) 
between density variables and different LHIs. Blocks I2000 and I2003 also exhibit some 
significant positive relationships, while blocks G1996, G1999 and I2000, along with G1990, 
show some significant negative relationships (p<0.05) for particular density variables and 
LHIs (See Figure 5.14). At the same time, no significant relationships between any of the 
density variables and LHIs are observed in the rehabilitation blocks G1988, A1992, I2001 
and I2004. The patterns of density variable-LHI relationships remained restricted to particular 
rehabilitation blocks. Interestingly, the LHIs contributed to by the same landform 
characteristic showed very similar patterns. In summary, different rehabilitation blocks 
exhibit different stories of how density variables relate to the landform heterogeneity. This 
section details the relationships between the individual density variables and LHIs in each of 
the rehabilitation blocks. Below, the results from different rehabilitation blocks in the order 
of the year of establishment of the rehabilitation blocks are illustrated. As noted above, 
Blocks G1988, A1992, I2001 and I2004 do not show any significant relationships between 
any of the density variables and LHIs. The following describes the relationships observed in 
the other five rehabilitation blocks. 
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Figure 4.12: The relationships between LHIs and vegetation density variables. Vegetation density variables are on the 
Y axis and LHIs on the X-axis. Green (positive) and blue (negative) cells indicate the occurrence of significant 
(p<0.05) relationships at one or more plot-extents. The density variables and LHIs are indicated by the standard 
codes adopted for this thesis  
4.3.1 Block G1990 
In G1990, it is only the density of trees under 2m in height (D3) that showed a negative 
relationship with integrated LHIs (Figure 4.13). The relationship was true only at the highest 
plot-extent for the LED whereas for LHI6 and LER it was true at all plot-extents larger than 
10m. Among the three indices, LHI6 exhibited the strongest relationship (R-square up to 
0.61) with the highest slope at the 20m plot-extent of 11.57 (with intercept 300.31), 
decreasing to 6.09 (with intercept 158.36) with a larger plot-extent of 40m (Appendix H). 
The LER also showed highR-squared but smaller slopes from 0.72 to 1.60, with intercepts 
from 135.79 to 120.77. With measured values ranging between 0 and 1 for LED, the LED 
always displayed very high slopes; e.g. 2841.60 in case of SR3 in G1990. Since LER 
measures the number of different landform elements that are present in the landscape and 
LHI6 measures the heterogeneity in landform characteristics present as a percentage of total 
heterogeneity possible in that landscape, it was concluded that the density of trees under 2m 
height is influenced negatively by the occurrence of a high number of landform elements that 
are different to each other (from an area much larger than the ecological survey plot). The 
higher slope, especially for LHI6, makes it an important relationship for management 
purposes although the intercept remains high. 
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Figure 4.13: Relationships between respective density variables and LHIs at five plot-extents (Y axis) in block G1990. 
The LHIs on X axis are grouped based on the landform characteristic in which they measure the heterogeneity: 
heterogeneity in relief (LHI1, LHI2, LHI3), slope (LHI7, LHI8, LHI4), aspect (LHI5) or integrated landform 
heterogeneity (LHI6, LER and LED). (w AL) and (w/o AL) respectively represent density including and excluding 
the individuals of species A. littoralis.   
4.3.2 Block B1996 
In B1996, density showed a positive relationship with landform heterogeneity in slope (D1, 
D3), aspect heterogeneity (D4) and integrated landform heterogeneity (D1, D4) and a 
negative relationship with relief heterogeneity (D4) (Figure 5.16). Looking at the vegetation 
type and height of vegetation, while density of trees less than 2m in height had a positive 
relationship with heterogeneity in slope at 0m, the density of trees and understorey showed a 
positive relationship with integrated landform heterogeneity consistent at all plot-extents 
larger than 0m. All relief LHIs showed a negative relationship with the density of trees and 
understorey at all plot-extents larger than 10m.    
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The density of tree and understorey species (D4) showed a strong positive significant 
relationship with LHI6 and LED that was consistent (R-square > 0.50) at all plot-extents 
beyond the boundary of the ecological survey plot. Integrated landform heterogeneity 
richness displayed high slope values for its relationships with species richness of trees and 
understorey vegetation from 7.30 to 8.34 (Appendix H), with slopes increasing with plot-
extent. The LED also showed very high slopes from 2215.59 to 9174.09, although it needs to 
be considered that the values of measurements for LED range between 0 and 1, making the 
slopes appear exaggerated. These relationships showed negative intercepts for LHI6 
(magnitude 2.39 to 31.10) and LED (magnitude 1918.04 to 8840.06) with negative density 
for zero LHI6 or LED; which is not logical. This was ignored because a regression line 
should not be extended beyond the data-set and this analysis did not aim at predicting the 
density based on the LHIs. Landform heterogeneity richness (LHI6) as well as landform 
element diversity (LED) uses the proportion of area occupied by particular combinations of 
landform characteristics to calculate the LHI. Therefore, the density of trees and understorey 
was sensitive to the landform heterogeneity with respect to the distribution and proportion of 
landform elements. A similar significant positive relationship to density is observed with 
heterogeneity in aspect (LHI5), again a relationship that remains true at all plot-extents that 
are greater than the ecological survey plot, and had slopes ranging from 2.15 to 2.47, 
increasing with plot-extents (Appendix H). Overall the density of trees and understorey (D4) 
exhibited an important positive relationship with integrated landform heterogeneity as well as 
aspect heterogeneity with notable slope values. Plot 7 from B1996 was identified as an outlier 
by the outlier tests in the relationship of D4 with LHI5 at 10m PE and LHI6 at 10m and 20m 
plot-extent (Appendix H), although for none of the relationships was this plot found to be 
influential to the relationship by Cook’s Distance measure (Appendix E) and hence it can be 
ignored.   
At the same time, density of trees and understorey (D4) exhibited a negative significant 
relationship with relief LHIs, again at plot-extents 20m and higher. The slopes for these 
relationships were very high, ranging from 26.38 to 59.75 for LHI1, 6.31 to 8.85 for LHI2 
(decreasing with increasing plot-extent) and 13.76 to 25.84 for LHI3 (increasing with plot-
extent). The intercepts remained high for these relationships, ranging between 104.33 and 
304.44.  
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Figure 4.14: Relationships between respective density variables and LHIs at five plot-extents (Y axis) in block B1996. 
The LHIs on X axis are grouped based on the landform characteristic in which they measure the heterogeneity: 
heterogeneity in relief (LHI1, LHI2, LHI3), slope (LHI7, LHI8, LHI4), aspect (LHI5) or integrated landform 
heterogeneity (LHI6, LER and LED). (w AL) and (w/o AL) respectively represent density including and excluding 
the individuals of species A. littoralis. 
The density of trees (including A. littoralis) (D1) also showed a significant positive 
correlation at the highest plot-extent with variation in slope (SD slope p=0.04) with a very 
high slope (109.94), and with variation in landform elements (LER-p=0.038) with a slope of 
2.05 (Appendix H), similar to the trend shown by D3 and D4.  However, these relationships 
were true only at single plot-extents. It was only when the individuals of the dominant species 
A. littoralis were included in the count (D1), that the density of trees over 2m showed a 
significant positive correlation with landform heterogeneity.  
Density of trees taller than 2m (D1 and D2) showed very few correlations with LHIs. On the 
other hand, density of trees under 2m (D3) and of trees with understorey species included 
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(D4) exhibited consistent relationships with landform heterogeneity. Hence, the density of 
vegetation lower in stature (understorey) and the vegetation during initial phases of 
establishment (young saplings less than 2m in height) was more sensitive to landform 
heterogeneity. While the density is negatively correlated with heterogeneity in relief, it 
showed strong consistent positive correlation with the heterogeneity in slope, aspect and 
integrated heterogeneity in B1996.  
At a lower level of significance of p<0.10, the positive relationships between D1 and slope 
and integrated landform heterogeneity occurred at more plot-extents. However, at this level 
of significance the results are not conclusive but only suggestive of a possible stronger 
relationship between landform heterogeneity and density. At the same time, when the p-
values (at p<0.05 significance level) were adjusted for multiple comparison analysis, the 
positive relationship between integrated landform heterogeneity and D4, as well as the 
negative relationship between relief heterogeneity and D4, held true only at higher plot-
extents (30m, 40m - Appendix G, Figure G.5).   
4.3.3 Block G1999 
In block G1999, all the significant relationships between vegetation density variables and the 
LHIs were positive except for aspect heterogeneity (LHI5-Figure 4.15). Heterogeneity in 
relief showed a positive correlation with density of trees taller than 2m (D1, D2). The tree 
and understorey density showed positive correlation with the slope LHIs and Landform 
Element Richness. 
While the density of trees taller than 2m (D1) showed a positive relationship with 
heterogeneity in relief, this relationship became stronger when A. Littoralis density was 
excluded (D2). In addition to the variance in relief (LHI1), D2 showed significant positive 
correlation with the range of relief (LHI2) and relief richness (LHI3). A. littoralis, being a 
more abundant and dominant species, might be more generalist in terms of its requirements 
for particular micro-environmental conditions than other species and hence could grow even 
in places with low landform heterogeneity (uniform landform elements) that do not provide a 
diversity of micro-environments. As a result, the landform heterogeneity may not matter 
much for the density of this species. This could be one reason why the relationship between 
landform heterogeneity and density of all trees was poor (D1) and as soon as the individuals 
of this species are excluded from the density, a consistent pattern is observed with density 
increasing with increasing heterogeneity in relief. It was also observed that D2 has a stronger 
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relationship with the landform heterogeneity in the form of variance in relief (LHI1) with far 
lower p-values (ranging from 0.004 to 0.047) and higher R-square values (up to 0.47) as 
compared to the range of relief (LHI2) and relief richness (LHI3) (Appendix H). All the relief 
LHIs also exhibited high slope values with the highest for variance in relief (LHI1 – up to 
14.03) followed by relief richness (LHI3 – up to 12.38) and relief range (up to 3.13) with 
intercepts varying from 16.51 to 31.80 (Appendix H). This indicated that the greater the 
variety in the relief profile, the greater was the density of trees (excluding A. littoralis). D2 
was more sensitive to the variance and occurrence of different relief values than the total 
range of relief across the plots. This is a very important finding for block G1999 and may 
have implications for the rehabilitation management practices. Another interesting aspect of 
this relationship was that it was observed only at larger plot-extents. This demonstrated that 
heterogeneity in relief within a much larger surrounding area (80mX110m and above) 
contributed to the density of trees (excluding A. littoralis) within the ecological survey plot 
(20mX50m). The density of trees (D1, D2) showed a negative relationship with heterogeneity 
in aspect (LHI5 – aspect richness) consistent at all plot-extents except the one equal to the 
ecological survey plot (0m). This again suggested that the landform heterogeneity in the 
larger surrounding area has a relationship with the density in the smaller ecological plot. 
Greater heterogeneity in aspect in larger surrounding area may mean less availability of 
favourable aspects, which could be the reason why this trend is observed. Only the density of 
trees above 2m (D1, D2) exhibited this relationship as density of trees under 2m (D3) and 
density of trees and understorey vegetation together (D4) did not show any relationship with 
aspect heterogeneity. This indicates that the more the aspects change across the plot, the less 
will be the density of the higher vegetation (trees) above 2m, while variety of aspect does not 
have any effect on the young trees (establishment) and understorey species. Another 
interesting observation was that the negative relationship of aspect richness with D1 showed 
slightly larger slope values (3.08 to 4.68) than those for the relationship with D2, the density 
without A. littoralis. Thus a slight change in the number of different aspects present within 
the plot is reflected in a greater reduction in tree density if we include A. littoralis in the 
count. While the results suggested that A. littoralis was less sensitive to relief heterogeneity, 
it showed greater sensitivity to aspect richness indicating that though the landform profile 
with respect to the relief and slope may not make much difference, A. littoralis may still 
prefer favourable aspects and greater aspect heterogeneity that may reduce the proportion of 
favourable aspects within the plot, thus strongly influencing the density of trees when the A. 
littoralis  count is included.  
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Figure 4.15: Relationships between respective density variables and LHIs at five plot-extents (Y axis) in block G1999. 
The LHIs on X axis are grouped based on the landform characteristic in which they measure the heterogeneity: 
heterogeneity in relief (LHI1, LHI2, LHI3), slope (LHI7, LHI8, LHI4), aspect (LHI5) or integrated landform 
heterogeneity (LHI6, LER and LED). (w AL) and (w/o AL) respectively represent density including and excluding 
the individuals of species A. littoralis. 
While the tree density with or without A. littoralis (D1 and D2) did not show any relationship 
with slope heterogeneity, the tree and understorey density (D4) as well as under 2m height 
tree density (D3) exhibited positive relationships with slope heterogeneity (Figure 1.15). 
Based on the p-values and R-square values from simple linear regression, variance in slope 
(LHI7) showed a stronger relationship as compared to that with the range of slope (LHI8) and 
variety of slope angles present within the landscape (slope richness-LHI4) at the smaller plot-
extents of 0m and 10m, while LHI4 exhibited a relationship at an additional 20m plot-extent 
(Appendix H) for tree and understorey tree density (D4). The variance in slope (LHI7) 
showed the highest of the slopes for the regression (21.69-0m and 15.68-10m) followed by 
the range (up to 5.04) and richness (up to 3.72), while the intercepts ranged between 76.99 
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and 87.71 (Appendix H). The density of trees under 2m height showed a relationship with 
slope range and richness only at the highest plot-extents. Thus, the vegetation with smaller 
stature exhibited sensitivity towards heterogeneity in slope while taller than 2m trees showed 
sensitivity with the relief heterogeneity. The density showed a relationship with heterogeneity 
in relief at larger plot-extents and with heterogeneity in slope at smaller plot-extents. The 
changes in relief in much larger surrounding areas showed correlations with density while the 
heterogeneity in slopes in areas immediately surrounding the ecological plot showed a 
correlation with the density within the ecological plot. None of the relationships were 
affected by outliers or influential data points as per the results of the outlier and influence 
tests (Appendix D and Appendix E).    
The results at a lower level of significance (p<0.10) showed a positive relationship between 
LHI6 and D4 at the higher plot-extents as well, thus suggesting a possible underlying 
stronger relationship. At the same time, when the results (at p<0.05) were subjected to 
multiple comparison analysis corrections, the negative relationships between aspect and D1 
and D2, as well as the positive relationships between slope heterogeneity and D4 at the 
lowest plot-extent as well as LHI1 and D2 at the highest plot-extent remained true (Appendix 
G, Figure G.6), thereby confirming those relationships to be very strong. 
4.3.4 Block I2000 
In block I2000 the density of trees, both with (D1) and without (D2)  A. littoralis showed 
positive correlation with the integrated landform heterogeneity at smaller plot-extents (Figure 
5.18). Greater numbers of landform elements (LER), greater variety in the number of 
different relief, slope and aspect values present within the plot (LHI6), and greater landform 
element diversity (LED), were all associated with greater density of trees. However, the 
relationship between vegetation density and integrated landform heterogeneity at the same 
plot-extent was stronger when A.littoralis was excluded (D2) (Table 4.6). At the same time, 
the regression slopes and intercepts did not change much with (D1) or without (D2) 
A.littoralis,  indicating that although A.littoralis might be less sensitive to heterogeneity in 
slope and hence its removal showed a stronger correlation, its absence does not change the 
magnitude of the relationship or the change in density per unit change in the LHI. Among the 
three LHIs, LHI6 showed a slightly higher slope value than LER while, given that the LED is 
measured between 0 and 1, the slope for LED was very high as expected and even greater at 
the higher plot-extent. 
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Figure 4.16: Relationships between respective density variables and LHIs at five plot-extents (Y axis) in block I2000. 
The LHIs on X axis are grouped based on the landform characteristic in which they measure the heterogeneity: 
heterogeneity in relief (LHI1, LHI2, LHI3), slope (LHI7, LHI8, LHI4), aspect (LHI5) or integrated landform 
heterogeneity (LHI6, LER and LED). (w AL) and (w/o AL) respectively represent density including and excluding 
the individuals of species A. littoralis. 
Among the integrated LHIs, LED showed the stronger and more certain relationship 
(higherR-squared and lower p-values as compared to those for LHI6 and LER at the same 
plot-extent) that stood true at multiple plot-extents (0m and 10m for D1 and 0m to 20m for 
D2). At the same time, the tree and understorey density together showed a negative 
relationship with integrated LHIs at exactly the same plot-extents for which the tree density 
(both with and without A. littoralis) showed a positive relationship. For the vegetation with 
smaller stature the density reduced with increasing heterogeneity in landform profiles. Here 
also, LED showed much stronger relationship with D4 as compared to LHI6 and LER on the 
basis of R-square and P-values (Table 4.7). While none of the data points acted as outliers, 
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plot 4 was found to influence the relationship at 0m between LED and D2 as well as D4. Plot 
8 was influential for the relationship between LHI1 and D3 at 0m.  
The results at a lower significance level (p<0.10) indicated a possible stronger positive 
relationship between D1, D2 and LED, and this was true at all plot-extents. It also hinted at a 
possible positive relationship between relief heterogeneity and D3 at the smallest plot-extent. 
Table 4.6: The p-values and r-square values for relationship between density variables D1, D2 and LHIs. 
LHI Density variable Plot-extent in m p-value R-square 
LHI6 
D1 0 0.046 0.457 
D2 0 0.016 0.585 
LER 
D1 0 0.027 0.529 
D2 0 0.017 0.581 
LED 
D1 10 0.038 0.484 
D1 20 0.046 0.457 
D2 0 0.023 0.544 
D2 10 0.011 0.627 
D2 20 0.032 0.504 
Table 4.7: The p-values and r-square values for relationship between D4 and LHIs. 
LHI Plot-extent in m Density variable p-value R-square 
LHI6 0 D4 0.014 0.604 
LED 0 D4 0.003 0.745 
LED 10 D4 0.007 0.667 
LER 0 D4 0.027 0.525 
 
4.3.5 Block I2003  
There were only a few positive correlations observed in block I2003, tree density (D2) with 
slope heterogeneity, and density of trees under 2m (D3) with integrated landform 
heterogeneity (Figure 4.17). The correlation between slope heterogeneity and D2 at 0m plot-
extent was true only in the case of LHI4 at p<0.05 significance level. At lower significance 
level (p<0.10) the results hinted towards possible stronger relationship with positive 
correlations with all slope heterogeneity indices. Furthermore, the relationship between D3 
and integrated landform heterogeneity also extended to all integrated LHIs and multiple plot-
extents at p<0.10 significance level.    
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Figure 4.17: Relationships between respective density variables and LHIs at five plot-extents (Y axis) in block I2003. 
The LHIs on X axis are grouped based on the landform characteristic in which they measure the heterogeneity: 
heterogeneity in relief (LHI1, LHI2, LHI3), slope (LHI7, LHI8, LHI4), aspect (LHI5) or integrated landform 
heterogeneity (LHI6, LER and LED). (w AL) and (w/o AL) respectively represent density including and excluding 
the individuals of species A. littoralis. 
4.4 Vegetation Cover and landform heterogeneity 
The upper, middle and ground vegetation cover showed mixed patterns of positive and 
negative significant relationships with LHIs in different blocks (Figure 5.20). In some cases 
different blocks showed opposite significant relationships between the particular vegetation 
cover variable and particular LHIs. Of the nine blocks, G1988 was the only block that did not 
show any significant relationship between the vegetation cover and landform heterogeneity. 
In most blocks, only one of the three (upper, middle or ground) vegetation covers was 
positively or negatively significantly correlated with one or more of the LHIs. Block I2000 
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was the only block where the landform heterogeneity indicated significant relationships with 
upper, middle and lower vegetation covers, with the upper vegetation showing a significant 
positive relationship with landform heterogeneity in contrast to the negative relationship with 
middle and ground vegetation cover.   
 
Figure 4.18: The relationships between LHIs and vegetation cover variables. Vegetation cover variables are on the Y 
axis and LHIs on the X-axis. Green (positive) and blue (negative) cells indicate the occurrence of significant (p<0.05) 
relationships at one or more plot-extents.  
4.4.1 Block G1990 
In block G1990 only the ground vegetation cover showed a significant negative relationship 
with integrated landform heterogeneity (LHI6 and LER) at the 10m plot-extent (Figure 4.19). 
LER (R-square 0.53) showed a slightly stronger relationship as compared to LHI6 (R-square 
0.47) but a smaller slope for the regression (0.43) than LHI6 (1.83). There were no outliers 
identified by the outlier tests although plots 2 and 6 were influential to the relationship 
between D3 and LER while plot 6 remained influential to the relationship between D3 and 
LHI6. The upper and middle vegetation showed no significant relationships with any of the 
LHIs.  
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Figure 4.19: Relationships between vegetation cover variables and LHIs at five plot-extents (Y axis) in block G1990. 
The LHIs on X axis are grouped based on the landform characteristic in which they measure the heterogeneity: 
heterogeneity in relief (LHI1, LHI2, LHI3), slope (LHI7, LHI8, LHI4), aspect (LHI5) or integrated landform 
heterogeneity (LHI6, LER and LED). Brackets indicate the scales used for collection of species richness data for 
respective variables. 
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4.4.2 Block A1992 
 
Figure 4.20: Relationships between vegetation cover variables and LHIs at five plot-extents (Y axis) in block A1992. 
The LHIs on X axis are grouped based on the landform characteristic in which they measure the heterogeneity: 
heterogeneity in relief (LHI1, LHI2, LHI3), slope (LHI7, LHI8, LHI4), aspect (LHI5) or integrated landform 
heterogeneity (LHI6, LER and LED). Brackets indicate the scales used for collection of species richness data for 
respective variables. 
The only positive significant relationship in block A1992 was between upper vegetation and 
range relief (LHI2) at 0m plot-extent (Figure 4.20) with a regression slope of 2.22 (Appendix 
H). The understorey and ground vegetation exhibited a negative relationship with slope 
heterogeneity. At a lower level of significance (p < 0.10) this relationship extended to the 
other two relief heterogeneity indices (LHI1 and LHI3) and to the 10m plot-extent, thereby 
suggesting a stronger linkage with the upper vegetation cover. The understorey vegetation 
cover showed a negative relationship with slope heterogeneity indices and landform element 
richness at smaller plot-extents, and ground vegetation cover showed a negative relationship 
with slope heterogeneity indices at larger plot-extents although none of the relationships had 
slopes greater than one (Appendix H).  
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4.4.3 Block B1996 
 
Figure 4.21: Relationships between vegetation cover variables and LHIs at five plot-extents (Y axis) in block B1996. 
The green represents positive and blue represents negative relationships. The LHIs on X axis are grouped based on 
the landform characteristic in which they measure the heterogeneity: heterogeneity in relief (LHI1, LHI2, LHI3), 
slope (LHI7, LHI8, LHI4), aspect (LHI5) or integrated landform heterogeneity (LHI6, LER and LED). Brackets 
indicate the scales used for collection of species richness data for respective variables. 
The upper vegetation cover was negatively correlated with variance in slope (LHI7) at the 
smallest plot-extent in block B1996 (Figure 4.21). This relationship had a regression slope of 
27.06 (Appendix H). The other two slope heterogeneity indices did not show any relationship 
with upper vegetation cover, This relationship when investigated at a lower significance level 
extended to the other two slope heterogeneity indices (LHI8, LHI4) indicating a possible 
stronger relationship between slope heterogeneity and upper vegetation cover. 
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4.4.4 Block G1999 
 
 
Figure 4.22: Relationships between vegetation cover variables and LHIs at five plot-extents (Y axis) in block G1999. 
The LHIs on X axis are grouped based on the landform characteristic in which they measure the heterogeneity: 
heterogeneity in relief (LHI1, LHI2, LHI3), slope (LHI7, LHI8, LHI4), aspect (LHI5) or integrated landform 
heterogeneity (LHI6, LER and LED). Brackets indicate the scales used for collection of species richness data for 
respective variables. 
In block G1999, only the ground vegetation cover showed a positive relationship with LHI6 
at all plot-extents. However, at the larger plot-extent, a much greater percentage of the 
variance in ground cover (R-square 0.50) was explained by LHI6 as compared to the smaller 
plot-extents (R-square 0.24). The regression slopes also increase with plot-extent from 1.47 at 
0m to 3.22 at the largest plot-extent. As the area of measurement for landform heterogeneity 
increased surrounding the ecological survey plot, the relationship became stronger; indicating 
the landform heterogeneity in much larger surrounding areas influenced the ground 
vegetation cover more. A positive relationship was also exhibited by ground vegetation with 
LER at the largest plot-extent (Figure 4.22). It also showed a positive relationship with aspect 
heterogeneity (LHI5) at plot-extents larger than 10m although with small regression slopes 
ranging from 0.77 to 1.04 that increased with plot-extent (Appendix H). The positive 
relationships between ground vegetation and LHI5 and LHI6 remained true at plot-extents 
above 30m even after subjecting the data to multiple comparison correction analysis (see 
Appendix G, Figure G.7), indicating they are very strong relationships.  
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4.4.5 Block I2000 
 
Figure 4.23: Relationships between vegetation cover variables and LHIs at five plot-extents (Y axis) in block I2000. 
The LHIs on X axis are grouped based on the landform characteristic in which they measure the heterogeneity: 
heterogeneity in relief (LHI1, LHI2, LHI3), slope (LHI7, LHI8, LHI4), aspect (LHI5) or integrated landform 
heterogeneity (LHI6, LER and LED). Brackets indicate the scales used for collection of species richness data for 
respective variables. 
All of the slope heterogeneity indices showed a significant positive correlation with the upper 
vegetation cover in block I2000 (Figure 4.23) at 10m and 20m plot-extents. While all three 
LHIs (LHI7, LHI8, LHI4) explained the variance in upper vegetation cover to comparable 
extents with similar R-square values, the regression slope was greater for variance in slope 
(LHI7) at 10m (11.37) as compared to the range (LHI8-up to 2.66) and richness (LHI4-up to 
2.89) (Appendix H). The other significant positive relationships exhibited by upper 
vegetation cover, LER and LED presented very high R-square values (0.55 to 0.62 for LER 
and 0.45 to 0.68 for LED). For LHI7 and LHI8 at the 20m plot-extent and for LHI4 at the 
10m plot-extent, plot 1 was influencing the relationships (Appendix E) although no plots 
were identified as outliers by outlier tests (Appendix D). With respect to LED, the higher the 
plot-extent was, the higher the percentage of the variance in upper vegetation cover that was 
explained by LED, with a corresponding increase in the regression slope (Appendix H). The 
relationship between LER and upper vegetation cover at the 20m plot-extent indicated that 
plot 1 acted as an outlier although it did not influence the relationship.  The ground 
vegetation cover also exhibited a positive significant correlation with integrated LHIs at small 
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plot-extents (Figure 4.23) although the regression slopes remained under one. At a lower 
level of significance (p<0.10), LER showed positive correlation with upper vegetation cover 
at all plot-extents. 
4.4.6 Block I2001 
 
Figure 4.24: Relationships between vegetation cover variables and LHIs at five plot-extents (Y axis) in block I2001. 
The LHIs on X axis are grouped based on the landform characteristic in which they measure the heterogeneity: 
heterogeneity in relief (LHI1, LHI2, LHI3), slope (LHI7, LHI8, LHI4), aspect (LHI5) or integrated landform 
heterogeneity (LHI6, LER and LED). Brackets indicate the scales used for collection of species richness data for 
respective variables. 
In block I2001 only the middle vegetation cover exhibited a positive relationship with LER at 
the smallest plot-extent (Figure 4.24) with a regression slope of 1.95. At a lower level of 
significance (P<0.10) LER also showed a positive relationship with upper vegetation cover 
and with middle vegetation cover at the 10m and 20m plot-extents respectively. 
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4.4.7 Block I2003 
 
Figure 4.25: Relationships between vegetation cover variables and LHIs at five plot-extents (Y axis) in block I2003. 
The LHIs on X axis are grouped based on the landform characteristic in which they measure the heterogeneity: 
heterogeneity in relief (LHI1, LHI2, LHI3), slope (LHI7, LHI8, LHI4), aspect (LHI5) or integrated landform 
heterogeneity (LHI6, LER and LED). Brackets indicate the scales used for collection of species richness data for 
respective variables. 
In block I2003 upper vegetation cover exhibited a negative significant relationship with slope 
range (LHI8) and slope richness (LHI4) at plot-extents 20m to 30m and 30m, respectively 
(Figure 4.25). The regression slopes ranged from 2.14 to 3.41 and plot 5 acted as an 
influential data point for the relationship with LHI8 at 20m (Appendix E) while there were no 
outliers identified in the data (Appendix D). When examined at a lower level of significance 
(p<0.10) this relationship extended to the third slope heterogeneity index, SD slope (LHI7), 
as well to higher plot-extents and successively to LHI4, also at the highest plot-extent.  
4.4.8 Block I2004 
Similar to block I2003, block I2004 also exhibited a significant negative relationship between 
upper vegetation cover and slope heterogeneity indices (Figure 4.26). In I2004 the 
relationships held true at the highest level as well as at 10m and 20m plot-extents for the 
three slope heterogeneity indices (LHI7, LHI8, LHI4). All three slope heterogeneity indices 
explained the variance in upper vegetation richness to a similar extent with highR-squared, 
although the regression slopes remained under one for all the relationships (Appendix H). 
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Figure 4.26: Relationships between vegetation cover variables and LHIs at five plot-extents (Y axis) in block I2004. 
The LHIs on X axis are grouped based on the landform characteristic in which they measure the heterogeneity: 
heterogeneity in relief (LHI1, LHI2, LHI3), slope (LHI7, LHI8, LHI4), aspect (LHI5) or integrated landform 
heterogeneity (LHI6, LER and LED). Brackets indicate the scales used for collection of species richness data for 
respective variables. 
At a lower level of significance (p<0.10) all the slope heterogeneity indices (LHI7, LHI8, 
LHI4) as well as LER and LED showed a negative relationship with upper vegetation cover 
(VC1) at all plot-extents, indicating a possible stronger relationship.  
4.5 Discussion and Conclusion  
The main finding from the results is that different blocks exhibit different relationships 
between LHIs and ecological indicators and these relationships are sensitive to the scale of 
plot size, and scale of measurement of both landform heterogeneity and ecological indicator. 
The results for individual rehabilitation blocks exhibited distinct patterns (at p<0.05 and even 
post-multiple comparison analysis), but they remained restricted to the respective block. 
Some examples seen included, (1) vegetation with smaller stature showed stronger 
relationships with particular landform heterogeneity (e.g. relief heterogeneity), (2) the 
correlations were present only when measured beyond a particular scale, and (3) in certain 
blocks one particular type of vegetation (understorey or trees) showed correlations while the 
other did not. The study has given a considerable insight at the block level but with these 
relationships, being restricted to specific rehabilitation blocks, it makes it very difficult to 
derive any general conclusions. This also suggests that there must be one or more other 
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dominant factors like age of rehabilitation or rehabilitation practices that must be influencing 
the relationships between landform heterogeneity and ecological indicators.  The results also 
provided some insights into which landform indices and which ecological indicators could be 
of significance as well as identifying appropriate scales of measurement of both landform and 
ecological indices. This is all critical and invaluable background knowledge that sets the 
platform for the next stage of the research agenda. 
4.5.1 Most influential LHIs, landform characteristics and responsive ecological variables 
The set of indices to quantify landform heterogeneity were developed and were collectively 
tested in this study. The results indicated that in the context of this study site, the 
heterogeneity in relief (LHI1, LHI2 and LHI3) showed the most frequent relationships with 
the ecological variables followed by heterogeneity in slope (LHI4, LHI7, LHI8), aspect 
(LHI5) and integrated landform heterogeneity (LHI6, LER, LED). Trees and higher 
vegetation showed more correlations with relief heterogeneity, while vegetation of lower 
stature, particularly with respect to density, correlated with slope heterogeneity. This may 
indicate, that greater landform heterogeneity creates more opportunities for harbouring 
different micro-environmental gradients within the plot, which may provide suitable 
conditions for a greater variety of species. More variance in relief may generate more 
diversity of landform elements within the plot, which may generate more diversity of micro-
environmental conditions and gradients, which appears to benefit a number of species as 
evidenced by higher species richness. Aspect heterogeneity was mostly negatively correlated, 
especially when the heterogeneity in the other two landform characteristics had positive 
correlations. Variety in relief and slope thus could be favourable while there could also be 
certain favourable aspects; hence, too much variance in aspect might begin show a negative 
effect on ecological patterns. More variance in aspects may mean the lesser availability of the 
aspects that are more suitable for the growth of vegetation (e.g. northern aspects in the 
southern hemisphere), thus explaining the negative relationships. While the small-scale 
variations in relief and slope might be easy to introduce, it could be very difficult to 
manipulate aspect to a favourable range when the general orientation of the block would have 
a limited scope to change. Among the types of heterogeneities, the variance in landform 
characteristic measured using standard deviation (LHI1-SD relief and LHI7-SD slope) 
showed the most frequent correlations. The range and richness followed similar patterns 
although for some variables richness that measured the number of different values present 
within the plot showed a stronger relationship than the range. Another important finding was 
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that the LHIs, contributed to by the same landform characteristic measuring different types of 
heterogeneity, often showed similar patterns of relationship with a particular ecological 
variable. This provides valuable guidance for the future development and modifications in the 
LHIs to quantify the landform heterogeneity in the context of its relationship with ecological 
patterns. 
The heterogeneity of geomorphic and ecological processes provides resilience of these 
systems to small disturbances through system adjustments (Simon, 1998, Francis et al., 
2009). Multi-scale and multi-dimensional relationships between topographic differentiation, 
soil properties and vegetation are known to exist (Solon et al., 2007). It is a commonly-held 
belief that environmental heterogeneity on broad and fine scales controls the diversity of 
niches and species richness (Palmer and Dixon, 1990, Plotkin and Muller-Landau, 2002). The 
topographic relief of a landscape strongly influences flora and fauna through abiotic microsite 
conditions (Swanson et al., 1988, Franklin, 1995). A correlation between heterogeneity in 
landforms and ecological patterns that exists in natural landscapes, was also demonstrated by 
the rehabilitating landscapes, as indicated by the block-wise results. Responding to the 
knowledge gap identified by Stallins (2006), this study also explored to what degree the 
heterogeneity in landforms is responsible for the existing biota and its relationship with the 
landforms within particular rehabilitation blocks. This research attempted to assess the effect 
of different types of heterogeneity as well as the extent to which the variance in landforms 
explained the variance in species richness. More detailed studies that can single out the effect 
of landform heterogeneity more efficiently are required to develop our understanding further. 
Species richness, vegetation density and vegetation cover were the ecological indicators that 
responded most to the variance in landform heterogeneity. As discussed before, the 
vegetation type and stature was associated with particular types of landform heterogeneity 
and landform characteristics. In terms of scale of measurement of ecological variables, more 
frequent and more strong correlations for species richness and density were observed when 
the variables were measured across the ecological plot (20m X 50m), rather than from the 
smaller sub-plots or quadrats. It was evident that the ecological variables showed stronger 
correlations with the LHIs when landform heterogeneity was measured across a larger area 
surrounding the ecological survey plot. 
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4.5.2 Potential reasons behind when no relationships emerged 
In this study a number of correlations between LHIs and species richness were also observed 
that were not statistically significant. The reason behind this could be the complexity 
associated with the stronger driving forces (ecological, climatic, age and history of 
rehabilitation, management practices) suppressing the effect of landform heterogeneity. The 
direct and indirect effect of landform heterogeneity on ecological patterns through the 
complex dynamics of micro-environmental conditions was always going to be very difficult 
to be detected. As a result, a very small observable effect was expected to be observed. In 
addition, the limitations put by the data constrained the power of the analysis and 
interpretation. Once more detailed comprehensive studies can be carried out in future at 
various locations at this site, and similar studies are carried out in different substrate 
conditions under different rehabilitation management practices and in contrasting bio-
geographic environments, it will be possible to deduce more certainty about the relationship 
between landform heterogeneity and ecological patterns in post-mine to confirm the initial 
findings by this research.   
4.5.3 Summary 
Many studies have evaluated effects of topography on vegetation patterns in natural 
environments (Sakai and Ohsawa, 1993, Sakai and Ohsawa, 1994, Ozaki and Ohsawa, 1995, 
Chapin III et al., 1996, Takyu et al., 2003, Solon et al., 2007, Xu et al., 2008). As opposed to 
homogeneous environments, heterogeneous environments harbour more species is well 
accepted in ecology (McIntosh, 1985). The results on this rehabilitated land similarly 
demonstrated strong relationships between landform heterogeneity and species richness. 
These important findings confirm that observations from natural landscapes apply even to 
post-mine rehabilitation landscapes, which have an ecological history very different than the 
natural landscapes. The influence of gradients in elevation and aspect on patterns of 
vegetation across a landscape is well documented in the literature across various scales 
(Swanson et al., 1988, Whittaker and Niering, 1965). This is supported by the sensitivity of 
the results to the scale of measurement of both landform heterogeneity (plot-extent) as well as 
species richness (different variables used). A most important finding in this was that in many 
relations, the greater the area around the ecological survey plot over which landform 
heterogeneity was measured, the stronger was the correlation between landform variance and 
species richness. The landform elements control the inflows and outflows through the 
landform shapes that they generate (Swanson et al., 1988). More variance in landform 
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elements may generate more magnitude or diversity of such pathways for inflows or outflows 
or may have a positive effect on the particular inflows or outflows (like water/wind flows for 
seed dispersal, nutrient dispersal or enrichment, movement of pollinators or predators etc.). 
Thus, the results suggest that the landform heterogeneity from a much larger surrounding area 
positively affects the ecological recovery (in this case – species richness). 
Life and landscape exert a simultaneous influence on each other over a wide range of 
temporal and spatial scales, and there is no single direction between them in terms of cause 
and effect relationships (Reinhardt et al., 2010). The boundary conditions of processes 
operative in geomorphology, hydrology, ecology and pedology are defined by landforms 
which divide the Earth’s surface into fundamental spatial entities (McIntosh, 1985). In 
rehabilitation, the initiation and restoration of geomorphological processes is often very 
challenging. The geo-morphological processes operate on very long time scales and hence it 
has taken substantial amount of time for any natural landscape to reach its present state. 
Attaining a similar state through the differential flux in space and time with drainage, 
climatic pattern and rate of erosion can be very challenging on the re-constructed landscapes 
which have altered geomorphology, geology, surface and groundwater levels and flow paths 
(Nicolau and Asensio, 2000). However, a greater heterogeneity in newly constructed post-
mine landform profiles may help initiate these processes, leading to possible healthier or 
more rapid rehabilitation outcomes.  
The strong significant relationships observed between landform heterogeneity and ecological 
patterns were idiosyncratic with respect to the rehabilitation blocks and similar to the findings 
by Ott and van Aarde (2014) and Silva et al. (2008), indicating the important role the 
rehabilitation establishment and management context may play in the resultant ecological 
patterns apart from the other dominating factors such as climate. Each rehabilitation block 
had a different age, and hence, a different starting point in time, resulting in different 
exposures to different climatic events at different ages. The geographic location (local bio-
physical characteristics as well as proximity to natural vegetation, other rehabilitated areas 
and disturbances), substrate conditions as well as rehabilitation practices (seed mix, fertilizer 
treatments, tube-stock planting) varied slightly between the different blocks. Hence, probably 
one or more of the above-mentioned factors affected the relationship between landform 
heterogeneity and ecological patterns. Only a detailed multiple-variable analysis that includes 
all of the above factors would reveal their effect on the relationship between landform 
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heterogeneity and species richness and a model of the most influential factors. However, as 
within a single block, most of the above factors remain either random or constant and in the 
specific conditions as applicable to a particular block, the main findings demonstrated strong 
relationships between landform heterogeneity and species richness of native species in these 
post-mine rehabilitation areas on NSI. With the range of variables that differentiate blocks 
being so large, full specification about the conditions which favour certain outcomes (and a 
holistic rehabilitation model) would be a subsequent step. 
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5 Contribution of landform heterogeneity to ecological patterns in 
presence of other drivers 
Climate acts as one of the most important primary drivers in the ecological recovery of post-
mining landscapes, and rainfall in particular can influence rehabilitation either negatively 
(through prolonged droughts or flooding and inundation, or high variability and unreliability 
per se) or positively (through regular rainfall or relatively short periods of water deficit) 
(Audet et al., 2012). However, irrespective of which of the above influences is affecting a 
given landscape, how the received rainfall gets distributed through the terrain depends, to a 
large extent, on the surface topographic features and substrate conditions. 
5.1 Landform heterogeneity as one of the drivers of rehabilitation progress 
The relationship between landform heterogeneity and ecological indicators was described in 
the previous chapter. On one hand it suggested that perhaps investigating the linkages 
between landform heterogeneity and micro-environmental parameters and then those between 
micro-environmental parameters and ecological indicators would aid understanding of the 
mechanisms by which the landform heterogeneity influences ecological patterns. On the other 
hand, it was observed that the relationships were idiosyncratic in different rehabilitation 
blocks. The influence of landform heterogeneity on ecological patterns is expected to be more 
indirect than direct, given the way the landforms and ecological patterns appear to interact. 
Published literature acknowledges that landforms acting as boundaries controlling 
disturbances affect ecosystem flow paths and distribution of resources and they play a 
significant role in micro-site condition development influencing the distribution, growth and 
diversity of biota (Swanson et al., 1988). It is challenging to measure the subtle and indirect 
influence of landform heterogeneity. Additionally, such interactions between landforms and 
ecological patterns would be determined by the nature of the landforms and heterogeneity 
exhibited by them, as well as by the nature of ecosystem elements that inhabit them.   It is 
also clear that the influence of landform heterogeneity on ecological patterns can easily be 
masked by other and potentially more dominating factors. The influence of such factors may 
provide an explanation for some of the differences in relationships observed among the 
rehabilitation blocks. Hence, this chapter seeks to investigate the influence of landform 
heterogeneity on ecological patterns in the presence of other dominant drivers. The NSI 
rehabilitation provides an opportunity to investigate the contribution of other drivers such as 
rehabilitation age and rehabilitation practices, many of which were different for different 
rehabilitation blocks. Since many of the drivers for which data/information is available are 
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controllable variables, analysis of their contributions can potentially provide a pathway to 
improve rehabilitation progress. 
5.2 Rehabilitation establishment and management practices on NSI  
Rehabilitation practices can play a key role in the progress of rehabilitation. They may 
change with the local and/or national regulatory jurisdictions, type of commodity, the 
operating company and its policies, scale of rehabilitation, availability of resources (financial, 
technical knowledge and human) and rehabilitation goals. Rehabilitation progress may 
depend on the climatic settings and weather, substrate characteristics, and the inputs provided 
to the rehabilitating landscape in terms of soil (amendments, organic matter, fertilizers), 
hydrological inputs, introduced life forms and their richness and diversity. The rehabilitation 
monitoring and management practices also assess if the rehabilitation progress is on the 
desired trajectory, and if any further inputs are necessary (such as supplementary soil 
amendments and fertilizers, re-introduction of vegetation species as seeds or saplings, 
management of threats such as weeds and management of hydrological balance). 
In order to assess the factors that may influence the ecological patterns on NSI rehabilitation 
blocks, information on several variables for the rehabilitation blocks under study were made 
available by the company (Table 5.1). However, there were gaps in the data-set and since a 
variable could be included in the analysis only if data for that variable was available for each 
of the plots included in the study, only data for a few variables (variables in italics in Table 
5.1) could be used for the analysis. 
Table 5.1: Variables associated with NSI rehabilitation blocks. Data for all plots were available for the variables in 
italics and they were selected for the analysis. 
General Rehabilitation 
Practices Data 
Rehabilitation block 
Age of rehabilitation (year of establishment – survey 
year) 
Survey year 
Geographic region on NSI 
Rehabilitation practice class 
Rehabilitation establishment Seed mix 
Plant out species 
Weather event 
Mulch applied 
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Topsoil Topsoil type (fresh or stockpiled) 
Stockpile duration (years) 
Disturbance (topsoil piles moved again) 
Unmined or pre mined topsoil 
Correct topsoil return strategy (ie: according to wind) 
Respect source of topsoil when respread (ie: side of 
hill) 
Topsoil depth (m) 
Original treatments Initial fertilizer 
Follow up fertilizer 
Lime+wetting agent  
Log piles (in 1 year rehab) 
Seed waste 
Additional Treatments Acacia control 
Mulching 
Spot seeding 
Planting saplings 
Weed control 
Fire Intensity  
Date 
 
5.3 Influence of key variables on ecological rehabilitation progress 
While broader-scale climatic metrics are often used as one of the interpretative drivers to 
explain ecological responses (Audet et al., 2012), this averaging across both spatial and 
temporal scales can often be misleading as there will typically be multiple and significant 
variations from the average values at smaller scales across a local landscape. On NSI, the 
topographic characteristics and landform features of the reconstructed rehabilitated lands 
means that since each of the rehabilitation blocks are in different parts of that landscape, their 
responses to even the same weather event could be different due to the likelihood of different 
localised precipitation and surface flow intensities. Apart from weather patterns per se and 
their local influences, it is the timing of such events in relation to other procedural aspects of 
the rehabilitation process that can have a major effect on outcomes. In relation to the notion 
of timing generally as a variable influencing ecological rehabilitation, the timing of 
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procedures such as seeding (Ward et al., 1996, Osborne and Schatral, 1997) can significantly 
influence the rehabilitation success in terms of species richness and density. Further, the 
timing of ripping, seeding, and soil surface scarifying has also been identified as influencing 
the success of emergence and survival of seedlings from both the soil seed bank and 
broadcast seeding campaigns (Ward et al., 1996). 
The crucial role of topsoil handling practices in rehabilitation success is well acknowledged 
(Tacey and Glossop, 1980, Rokich et al., 2000, Parrotta and Knowles, 2001, Koch, 2007). 
The direct return of topsoil recovered a from pre-mine area to an area ready for rehabilitation 
strongly favours the conservation of the germinable seed store (Koch et al., 1996). Topsoil 
stockpiled for even short periods of time can result in very poor recovery of this valuable 
source of seedling recruitment (Rivera et al., 2012, Qi et al., 1996), an outcome partly due to 
evidence that the dormancy and survival of seeds is sensitive to the burial depth in soil (Qi et 
al., 1996, Grant et al., 1996). Stockpiling soil is also known to decrease the soil organic 
carbon (Akala and Lal, 2001) and assemblages of various soil organisms (Miller et al., 1985). 
On the positive side, mulching is known to improve soil physical characteristics and 
microbial carbon (Anderson et al., 2008). At the post-establishment procedural level, 
management practices such as thinning of overly aggressive species and weed control are 
known to assist the reinstatement of ecological succession by enhancing structural and 
compositional diversity (Cummings et al., 2007). A newly-developing rehabilitation area will 
often be under the threat of invasion by exotic species as well as domination by unwanted 
levels of particular native species that may opportunistically initially thrive in such recently 
disturbed and open landscapes. In the older rehabilitation blocks on NSI, Audet et al. (2013) 
suggested that an imbalance in the above-below ground feedbacks because of accumulation 
of Allocasuarina littoralis litter on the ground resulted in dominance of this species.  Along 
with composition of the rehabilitation seed mix, such effects may result because of many 
other factors such as substrate characteristics, inflow of seeds and nutrients from surrounding 
ecosystems and local environmental conditions. It is known from other studies (e.g. Crowley 
(1986)) that dominant native species that produce excessive litter can influence rehabilitation 
progress by affecting the emergence and growth of other species (Facelli and Pickett, 1991). 
For this reason, the number and relative proportions of seeds included in the original seed 
mix could also be an important variable to include in the analysis.  
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5.4 Methodology and statistical approach 
Stepwise multiple linear regression analysis was chosen to evaluate the contribution of 
landform heterogeneity in explaining the variance in ecological variables in the presence of 
other drivers. The statistical theory (Draper and Smith, 1981, McCullagh and Nelder, 1989) 
of this approach is well understood. Use of stepwise regression is widespread in ecological 
research (Whittingham et al., 2006) to identify the significant contributors among the set of 
variables that describe the behaviour of the response variable at a defined level of certainty. 
The limitations of stepwise regression have been recognised and acknowledged in the 
literature (Derksen and Keselman, 1992, Burnham and Anderson, 2002, Anderson et al., 
2000), and the use of alternative model selection protocols, such as the information theoretic 
(IT) model selection based on Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC), are gaining popularity 
(Johnson et al., 2004, Rushton et al., 2004, Guthery et al., 2005). Using the reasoning and 
recommendations in the work of Whittingham et al. (2006), it was decided to use stepwise 
regression based on IT-AIC for this study given the aim was mainly to evaluate the 
comparative effects of different variables on the ecological outcomes including the primary 
investigation variable that was the focus of this thesis, landform heterogeneity.  
The analysis included ecological variables as response variables. The rehabilitation 
establishment and management variables and the landform heterogeneity data acted as 
explanatory variables. The LHIs, however, had a high degree of inter-correlation (based on 
landform characteristics – all relief indices showed inter-correlation, and all slope indices 
showed inter-correlation), and multicollinearity makes development and interpretation of the 
regression model more difficult. Considering that there were 10 LHIs, including them all 
would have also led to a high sample to predictor ratio. In such situations, Principle 
Component Analysis (PCA) can effectively reduce the number of dimensions of the data and 
provide uncorrelated variables. Use of such Principal Component (PC) scores in multiple 
linear regression analysis is common in ecological research (Abdul-Wahab et al., 2005, 
Çamdevýren et al., 2005, Sousa et al., 2007, Pires et al., 2008, Mendeş, 2009, Sayadi et al., 
2012, Eyduran et al., 2013, Qiuhua et al., 2014). Although Hadi and Ling (1998) raise some 
concerns about using PCA outputs in multiple linear regressions, this study aimed only to 
identify the main contributors and not to develop the accurate regression formulae to be used 
for predictions. Hence, the cautions in regards to improvement in numerical accuracy and 
discrepant increase in SSE with magnitudes of eigenvalues in the PC decomposition of X 
space (Hadi and Ling, 1998) were not applicable to this study. The data also demonstrated 
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that the first ‘m’ PCs did not fail in accounting for variation in Y as was predicted by Hadi 
and Ling (1998) who used a rather extreme example. Additionally, the multiple linear 
regressions for this study were to include the PCA outputs for landform heterogeneity data 
along with the raw data for many other explanatory variables and thus, this approach was 
chosen for this study.  
The PCA required standardisation of the variables. The normality of the data was checked 
after standardization using Shapiro-Wilk tests. Since not all the variables of ecological data 
and landform heterogeneity indices showed normal distribution, the Levene’s test, which is 
robust for non-normal data, was used in place of Bartlett’s test. The KMO test was also 
performed on the data-sets. All the data (both ecological and landform heterogeneity) passed 
these tests and was deemed fit to perform the PCA. The software SPSS (IBM Corp., 2013) 
was used for the study and software R (R Development Core Team, 2011) was used for 
diagnostic tests and performing multiple linear regression analyses. 
5.5 Data    
The ecological and landform heterogeneity data from all nine rehabilitation blocks chosen for 
this study were combined together into a single data set. There were a total of 85 plots that 
acted as independent samples. Landform heterogeneity data only at the smallest (but equal to 
the scale of measurement of the ecological indicator) and the largest (40m) plot-extents were 
selected to investigate the relationships as these were the two extreme scales of 
measurements used for the LHI data. For ecological variables, the PCA was performed 
indicator-wise and the variables that had the highest loading in the first PC were considered 
for selection as they represented the variance similar to that shown by the data for all 
variables for that particular indicator. Along with this, the selection of variable also 
considered the scale of measurement and the most number of significant relationships 
exhibited by variables in the block-wise simple linear regressions as indicators of potential 
suitable variables to be used for this analysis. 
5.5.1 Ecological data  
For species richness and density, only one variable per indicator was selected for this analysis 
as a representative of the respective indicator. This selection was done using two criteria: a) 
variables that showed the most number of significant (p<0.05) relationships in block-wise 
simple linear regressions with any of the LHIs at the smallest (0m -Table 5.1) and largest 
(40m - Table 5.2) plot-extents, as these variables would be most likely to show any 
relationships with landform heterogeneity when the data for all blocks were used together; 
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and b) scales of measurement for variables being sufficiently large (equal to or greater than 
the survey plot size). The indicator-wise PCA was performed for species richness and density 
to identify which variables represent most variation in the species richness and density data. 
In the case of vegetation cover, all three variables (upperstorey, understorey and ground 
vegetation cover) were included as they measure the vegetation cover at different heights. As 
mentioned in Chapter 4, the soil cover data for the three soil cover variables (basal 
vegetation, cryptogams and terrolas) had the problem that many samples had a ‘zero’ value, 
and hence were not fit for the analysis. The ‘bare’ and ‘litter’ soil cover variables were 
selected for the analysis as these variables were free of this problem. 
Table 5.2 Number of significant (p<0.05) relationships for ecological variables with any of the LHIs at plot-extent 0m 
from block-wise simple linear regressions. 
Indicator Variable Scale 
Significant 
relationships Total 
Negative Positive 
Species 
Richness 
SR1 (20m X 50m)+10m 10 3 13 
SR2 2m X 2m (X10) 4 2 6 
SR3 20m X 50m 4 2 6 
SR4 (20m X 50m)+10m 1 3 4 
SR5 10m X 10m (X5) 4 0 4 
Density 
D1 50m X 20m  0 2 2 
D2 20m X 50m  0 3 3 
D3 10m X 10m (X5) 0 4 4 
D4 2m X 2m (X10) 2 3 5 
 
Table 5.3 Number of significant (p<0.05) relationships for ecological variables with any of the LHIs at plot-extent 
40m from block-wise simple linear regressions. 
Indicator Variable Scale 
Significant 
relationships Total 
Negative Positive 
Species 
Richness 
SR1 (20m X 50m)+10m 9 8 17 
SR2 2m X 2m (X10) 2 1 3 
SR3 20m X 50m 2 3 5 
SR4 (20m X 50m)+10m 2  0 2 
Density 
D1 20m X 50m  1 3 4 
D2 20m X 50m  1 3 4 
D3 10m X 10m (X5) 3 3 6 
D4 2m X 2m (X10) 3 3 6 
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From Table 5.2 and Table 5.3, variable SR1 and D2 for species richness and density 
respectively emerged as variables that exhibited the most number of significant relationships. 
Table 5.4 displays values associated with PC1 (43.67% variance) and PC2 (31.50% variance) 
together accounting for 75.17% variance in the species richness variables data with initial 
eigenvalues above 1 (rotation method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization). Species richness 
of trees and understorey (SR1) exhibited a high loading factor (0.881) in the first PC (Table 
5.4) and also exhibited most number of significant relationships with LHIs (Table 5.3).   
Table 5.4 Rotated Component Matrix (cumulative 75.17%, initial eigenvalues above 1) 
Species richness variable PC1 PC2 
SR1 .881 .086 
SR2 .904 .012 
SR3 -.008 .883 
SR4 -.005 .881 
SR5 .767 -.105 
 
Table 5.5 displays values associated with PC1 (47.31% variance) and PC2 (26.36% variance) 
together accounting for 73.66% variance in the density variables data with initial eigenvalues 
above 1 (rotation method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization). Density of trees over 2m 
height excluding Allocasuarina littoralis individuals (D2) measured at the scale of the 
ecological plot, exhibited the highest loading factor (0.957) in the first PC (Table 5.5) and 
also showed a high number of significant relationships with the LHIs (Table 5.3).    
Table 5.5: Rotated component matrix (cumulative 73.66% initial eigenvalues above 1) 
Density variables PC1 PC2 
D1 .953 .027 
D2 .957 .057 
D3 .197 .650 
D4 -.134 .800 
 
As a result the following ecological variables (Table 5.6) were selected for the analysis. 
Table 5.6: Ecologoical variables and respective plot-extents for LHI data selected for multiple factors analysis 
Indicator Variable(s) Scale 
Plot – extent 
for LHI data 
Species richness SR1 (20m X 50m)+10m 10m, 40m 
Density D2 20m X 50m  0m, 40m 
Vegetation cover VC1, VC2, VC3 50 m Transect 0m, 40m 
Soil cover SC2, SC4 50 m Transect 0m, 40m 
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5.5.2 Landform heterogeneity data 
For the LHIs, at each of the smallest and largest plot-extents, PCA was used to reduce the 
dimensions of the landform heterogeneity data from 10 LHIs to a smaller number of PCs that 
would provide three uncorrelated variables that explain a sufficiently large (more than 89%) 
proportion of variation in the entire data set. For SR1, as the ecological data were collected at 
the 20m X 50m (+10m) scale, the same scale for landform heterogeneity data (10m plot-
extent - 40m X 70m) were considered as the smallest plot-extent. The respective PC scores 
were used in the multiple regression analysis to represent the LHIs. 
The PC loadings for the LHIs at 0m, 10m, and 40m plot-extents are provided (rotation 
method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization) in Tables 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9, respectively (the 
score-plots are provided in Appendix I). Table 5.10 represents the major contributing LHIs 
and thus the heterogeneity in landform characteristic that they represent, to each of the PCs 
for different plot-extents, based on the loading factors (above 0.6).  
Table 5.7: Rotated component matrix for 0m plot-extent LHI data (cumulative 89.06%, initial eigenvalues above 1) 
LHI PC1 PC2 PC3 
LHI1 .969 .172 .053 
LHI2 .966 .230 .046 
LHI3 .964 .236 .028 
LHI4 .271 .911 .260 
LHI5 -.610 -.227 .681 
LHI6 .054 .320 .810 
LHI7 .196 .930 .247 
LHI8 .277 .928 .229 
LER .095 .415 .791 
LED .039 .158 .741 
 
Table 5.8: Rotated component matrix or 10m plot-extent LHI data (cumulative 89.27%, initial eigenvalues above 1) 
LHI PC1 PC2 PC3 
LHI1 .948 .242 .023 
LHI2 .945 .280 .031 
LHI3 .945 .280 .024 
LHI4 .340 .900 .221 
LHI5 -.714 -.221 .606 
LHI6 -.400 .173 .745 
LHI7 .191 .948 .182 
LHI8 .290 .930 .180 
LER .123 .357 .848 
LED .123 .119 .735 
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Table 5.9: Rotated component matrix or 40m plot-extent LHI data (cumulative 93.03%, initial eigenvalues above 1) 
LHI PC1 PC2 PC3 
LHI1 .902 .341 .149 
LHI2 .884 .378 .179 
LHI3 .892 .366 .172 
LHI4 .292 .923 .209 
LHI5 -.908 -.112 .311 
LHI6 -.713 .427 .397 
LHI7 .163 .936 .176 
LHI8 .245 .928 .195 
LER -.043 .300 .903 
LED .045 .126 .925 
 
Table 5.10: The contributing LHIs and landform characteristics based on the loading factors for respective principal 
components at three plot-extents 
Plot-
extent 
PC1 PC2 PC3 
LHIs Landform 
Characteristics 
LHIs Landform 
Characteristics 
LHIs Landform 
Characteristics 
0m LHI1 
LHI2 
LHI3 
LHI5 
Relief heterogeneity  
and Aspect 
heterogeneity 
LHI4 
LHI7 
LHI8 
Slope 
heterogeneity 
LHI6 
LER 
LED 
LHI5 
Integrated 
landform 
heterogeneity and 
Aspect 
heterogeneity 
10m LHI1 
LHI2 
LHI3 
LHI5 
Relief heterogeneity  
and Aspect 
heterogeneity 
LHI4 
LHI7 
LHI8 
Slope 
heterogeneity 
LHI6 
LER 
LED 
LHI5 
Integrated 
landform 
heterogeneity and 
Aspect 
heterogeneity 
40m LHI1 
LHI2 
LHI3 
LHI5 
LHI6 
Relief heterogeneity, 
Aspect 
heterogeneity, 
Integrated landform 
heterogeneity 
LHI4 
LHI7 
LHI8 
Slope 
heterogeneity 
LER 
LED 
 
Integrated 
landform 
heterogeneity  
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5.5.3 Rehabilitation establishment and management data  
The rehabilitation establishment and management data that were available for all plots and 
could be used in the analysis is shown in Table 5.11. The table also contains details of what 
each of the variables stands for in this analysis. This data were derived by consultation with 
the rehabilitation site managers. This data were not exhaustive and in some cases was less 
accurate and detailed that desired. It was difficult to obtain a complete set of information 
from the company data records and the situation was exacerbated by turnover and shifting 
responsibilities among company personnel. The inadequacy and sometimes inaccuracy of the 
data used set limitations to the degree of interpretation and conclusions from the analysis, 
although it was still useful and valuable through the provision of an example of a potential 
analysis that could lead to informative insights for application in future rehabilitation for 
improving the rehabilitation outcomes. The detailed descriptions of the variables and data use 
the same anecdotal terms that were provided by the company (e.g. stockpile duration = 1.5 to 
2 years)  
Table 5.11: The rehabilitation data supplied by the company and the factors it represents. AL = Allocasuarina 
littoralis 
Variable What it represents Example 
Block  Block characteristics - geographic location, macro-
environments, physico-chemical characteristics of the 
substrate, rehabilitation establishment  practices, 
substrate, vicinity to native systems,  climatic events 
the block has and has not faced since establishment 
Gordon1999 
Region Local geographic settings, substrate and geology, 
geography, exposure to coastal winds, directions etc. 
Gordon 
Age Time period from establishment of rehabilitation till 
the time of surveying 
10 years 
Rehabilitation 
practices class 
Inclusive of seed mix, soil handling procedures and 
techniques, and other particularities (Smith and 
Nichols, 2011). 
Class II 
Type of soil  Whether the soil used was fresh/stockpiled/old mixed Stockpiled 
Stockpile 
duration 
Duration of stockpile 2 years 
Soil depth Soil depth 20cm 
AL seeds 
weight  
Weight of AL seeds in original seed mix 20g 
AL seeds 
proportion  
Proportion of AL seeds in total seed mix 1.5% 
Mulching Whether mulching was carried out Yes 
Survey year 
(SY) 
Survey year - survey team errors, climatic events the 
block has or has not faced till the survey year 
Year 2008 
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• Landform heterogeneity: Landform heterogeneity data are used in the analysis in 
the form of the PC scores, each of which is comprised of all 10 LHIs with different 
loadings. These variables incorporate all the direct and indirect effects of landforms 
(as discussed in the literature review) on the ecological variables in discussion. Given 
the nature of relationships landforms have with ecological patterns in terms of 
influencing the effects of climate and weather events, the other characteristics unique 
to rehabilitation blocks such as geographic location (e.g. effect of presence of a high 
ridge in a coastal rehabilitation block as opposed to the same in the interior of the 
island), interaction effects between landform heterogeneity and the variable ‘Block’ 
are also included in the analysis.  
• Block (Categorical): The combined data from the nine rehabilitation blocks were 
used for this analysis. Field ‘Block’ represented the rehabilitation block the plot was 
located in and as a consequence the field Block also represented many other 
characteristics that were common to the respective plots within the same rehabilitation 
block. This included the establishment year and the rehabilitation practices at the time 
of establishment. In cases where a particular treatment differed for plots within the 
same block (e.g. whether mulching was carried out or not), it was included as 
independent variable if adequate data were available. For all cases where the 
rehabilitation practice remained constant across the entire rehabilitation block (i.e. for 
all plots within that block), its effect was assumed to be incorporated in the effect of 
the field ‘Block’. Plots belonging to the same block would also have relatively similar 
substrate characteristics and hydrological characteristics. Since among the blocks 
included in the study, no two blocks were established in the same year, the field 
‘Block’ also represented the establishment year along with the weather conditions 
prevalent at the time of rehabilitation establishment. Since the survey years as well 
differed from block to block, this field will also account for the major weather events 
the block was subjected to between the year of its establishment and year of survey. 
For example, a block established in year 2000 would have missed floods in year 1999 
which the block established in 1998 would have faced at a young age. At the same 
time, the block established in 1990 would have faced the same floods at a much older 
age of about 9 years, while another block established in 1988 would have missed the 
floods if the survey for that block was completed in 1998, at the age of 10 years. 
These effects remained very difficult to account for and, as a result, induced a lot of 
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random noise in the data-set in general. While it is impossible to identify precisely the 
phenomenon or relationship that is responsible for showing particular results, 
inclusion of this variable at least informs us that one of the factors discussed above 
could be contributing to the relationships observed in the multiple linear regressions. 
Figure 5.1 displays the distribution of all chosen ecological variables for the different 
blocks using box-plot diagrams. It shows that the plots from older blocks show the 
lowest species richness (SR1) while those from middle to younger blocks show high 
species richness. The density (D2) was highet for the middle blocks in the range and 
lowest for the youngest of the blocks. The upper vegetation cover (VC1) decreased 
from the oldest established block to the youngest, understorey cover (VC2) varied 
considerably from block to block (although it was lowest for the oldest blocks), and 
the ground vegetation cover (VC3) also varied across the blocks (but again with the 
oldest blocks showing the lowest levels of ground cover). It is predictable that growth 
and establishment of higher vegetation and vegetation community, species richness as 
well as ground and understorey vegetation cover would reduce while the upper 
vegetation cover would increase. With growth and establishment of taller vegetation 
the ground cover may decrease in plots from older blocks. In the case of soil cover, 
the older blocks showed less bare ground (SC4) and greater litter cover (SC2) as 
compared to the younger blocks, which would likely reflect the increased maturity 
status of the vegetation community. The names of rehabilitation blocks in this data-set 
begin with the first letter of the region/minesite, followed by the establishment year. 
The Figure 5.1 shows distribution of ecological variables across different blocks.    
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Figure 5.1: Distribution for ecological variables as box -plots against the rehabilitation blocks 
• Region (Categorical): The broader region of NSI (Figure 2.1) that a plot is located in 
was represented by the field ‘Region’, which in this study essentially represents the 
mining area. This variable accounts for the broad geographic location of plots and 
whether, for example, they are near the open coast to the East or near the more 
sheltered coast closest to the mainland to the West or in the interior of the island, and 
may incorporate effects of factors such as coastal winds (e.g. Gordon). Figure 5.2 
displays the distribution of all selected ecological variables for the different regions 
using the box-plot diagrams. Among the ecological variables, species richness (SR1), 
as well as understorey (VC2) and ground vegetation cover (VC3), in plots from Amity 
region was lower than those in the other regions. Ibis had lower levels of upper 
vegetation (VC1) and litter (SC2) and higher proportions of bare ground (SC4), 
possibly contributed to by the overall relatively younger age of the studied blocks in 
this region relative to those in some of the other regions.  
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Figure 5.2: Distribution for ecological variables as box -plots against the rehabilitation regions on NSI 
• Age of rehabilitation (Numeric): The duration time between establishment of the 
block and the year of survey (e.g., 10 years) will incorporate ecological processes 
such as succession. The oldest block was 20 years while the youngest were 4-years 
old. Since the blocks were surveyed in different years (Table 2.1), the age of 
rehabilitation varied and thus, age of rehabilitation, establishment year and survey 
year had to be included as separate variables, each accounting for different factors. 
• Rehabilitation practices class (Categorical): The rehabilitation practices on NSI 
improved over the decades and Smith and Nichols (2011) identify and discuss major 
changes in these practices. Based on the classification by Smith and Nichols (2011), 
plots were assigned ‘rehabilitation practice classes’ depending on the year in which 
they were established. The data-set had plots only from three of the rehabilitation 
practice classes shown in Table 5.12. Figure 5.3 displays the distribution of all 
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selected ecological variables for the different rehabilitation practice classes using box-
plot diagrams. The effect of a rehabilitation practice class was not very evident from 
this visual representation for species richness, density and upper vegetation, although 
a slight positive trend for species richness and negative trend for upper vegetation 
cover was observed, which could well be related to the effect of age of rehabilitation. 
This latter assertion may also contribute partial explain for the higher levels of bare 
ground resulting from current rehabilitation practices (Class IV) and the lower levels 
of understorey and ground vegetation for the earliest (Class II for data used in this 
study) rehabilitation practices.   
Table 5.12: Rehabilitation practice classes 
Rehabilitation practice class Year of rehabilitation establishment 
I 1966 - 1973 
II 1973 - 1992 
III 1992 - 1996 
IV Current (post 1997) 
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Figure 5.3: Distribution for ecological variables as box -plots against the rehabilitation practice classes as defined in 
Table 5.11 
• Soil type (Categorical): Variable soil type represented whether the soil used for 
rehabilitation was fresh, that is, directly used from another excavated area with 
minimum delay, or if it was stockpiled for up to a few years or if it was mixed with 
soil from an older previously mined area and hence effectively ‘stockpiled’ for a long 
period of time (around 20 years). Figure 5.4 presents the distribution of the ecological 
variables for the different soil types using box-plot diagrams. The ecological variables 
showed great variation with the different soil types (and greatest variation when soil 
from the stockpiles was used) but there was no particular clear visual trend.  
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Figure 5.4: Distribution for ecological variables as box -plots against the soil types, St = soil stockpiled for a few 
years, St+Fr = soil stockpile for few years mixed with fresh top soil and St+Old = soil stockpiled for a few years mixed 
with around 20 years old topsoil. 
• Stockpile duration (Numeric): Stockpile duration was the time in months for which 
the soil was stockpiled since excavation before mining up until it was used in the 
rehabilitation. Since the original data provided by the company were in ranges (e.g. 1 
to 2 years), the middle point of each range in months was used as a numeric value to 
enable the data-set usable for this type of analysis (Table 1.13). 
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Table 5.13: Stockpile duration data 
Stockpile duration in 
years (original data) 
Soil duration in months 
as used in analysis  
<1  6 
1 to 2 18 
1.5 18 
1.5 to 2 21 
1.5-2.5 24 
2 24 
3 36 
 
• Soil depth (Categorical): Soil depth represented the depth of soil (in metres) 
respread on the rehabilitating land. Since the original data provided by the company  
were classified into two categories  - less than 0.2m and equal to or more than 0.2 m 
(Table 1.14) – this is all that was available to work with. Figure 5.5 displays the 
distribution of the ecological variables for the two soil depth categories using box-plot 
diagrams. As the figure indicates, there was no obvious effect of soil depth (at the 
fairly crude level of categorisation used) on the ecological indicators. However, it is 
not unreasonable to consider that the effect of soil depth may have been masked by 
the other more influential factors.    
Table 5.14: Soil depth data 
Soil depth in m Soil depth category 
<0.2 sdepth1 
0.2 sdepth2 
variable, areas <0.2 sdepth1 
> 0.2  sdepth2 
too thin  sdepth1 
lots of topsoil sdepth2 
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Figure 5.5: Distribution for ecological variables as box -plots against the soil depth categories; sdepth 1 = soil depth 
less than 0.2m, sdepth2 = soil depth equal to or greater than 0.2m 
• Mulching: This variable indicated if the area where the plot was located was subjected 
to mulching or not. Figure 5.6 displays the distribution of ecological variables for the 
two mulching categories using box-plot diagrams. As the figure indicates, plots where 
mulching was applied showed slightly higher species richness, density, and 
understorey vegetation cover, although the overall ranges were higher for the ‘no 
mulching’ category.   
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Figure 5.6: Distribution for ecological variables as box -plots against if mulching was carried out in the plot (MY) or 
not (MN) 
• Allocasurina littoralis  - weight of species seed in seed mix: This variable represented 
the weight (in g/ha) of Allocasurina littoralis seeds in the seed mix used at the time of 
establishment of rehabilitation. 
• Allocasurina littoralis - proportion (by weight) of this species to the total weight of 
the multi-species seed mix (1.5%). This variable represented the proportion of 
Allocasurina littoralis seeds in the total seed mix, as a percentage by weight, used at 
the time of establishment of rehabilitation.  
• Survey year (Categorical): Survey year represented the year in which the survey was 
conducted. It would incorporate the errors by respective teams that carried out the 
surveys in different years. Figure 5.7 displays the distribution of the ecological 
variables for the different survey years using the box-plot diagrams. The figure shows 
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distinctly different ranges for certain ecological variables measured in a particular 
year (e.g. ground vegetation by year 2010 survey team) and, in general, the 
distributions for ecological indicators vary a lot from one survey year to the next. 
Apart from possible operator factors contributing to the variability in the data through 
data collection differences, other contributing factors such as which blocks were 
surveyed in a particular year, rather than the effect of any errors by the survey teams 
themselves, may have been a greater source of variability to the year effect.   
 
Figure 5.7: Distribution for ecological variables as box -plots against the year in which the plots were surveyed 
5.6 Results 
The PCA of LHI data indicated that the landform heterogeneity in the rehabilitation areas on 
NSI is mainly because of the relief heterogeneity, as the relief heterogeneity indices (LHI1, 
LHI2, LHI3) all secured large loading in the first PC and this remained constant at all plot-
extents (Tables 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9). Aspect heterogeneity also had high loading in PC1, 
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although the negative sign indicated that its effect was opposite to that of relief heterogeneity. 
The PC2 and PC3 were dominated by slope heterogeneity and integrated landform 
heterogeneity, respectively. Another interesting observation was that irrespective of plot-
extent, the LHIs describing different types of heterogeneities in the same landform 
characteristic showed similar loadings in the PCs. Thus, in future studies, it could be possible 
to reduce the dimension of LHI data by choosing the appropriate LHIs only, based on the 
objectives of the study. 
The results of step-wise (AIC) multiple linear regressions revealing the share of variance in 
landform heterogeneity at the smallest and largest plot-extents, along with the other drivers, 
explaining the variance in each respective ecological variable, are discussed below. Table 
5.15 presents the resultant models for each ecological variable at the respective plot-extents 
and the regression parameters for different variables. Appendix J gives further details on each 
of the step-wise (AIC) regression analyses performed.  
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Table 5.15: The significant contributing explanatory variables in the multiple linear regression analysis for respective 
ecological variables. For each ecological variable, at each plot-extent, ‘Formula’ indicates the resultant regression equation 
with respective regression parameters for the equation as given in the table. Explanatory variables in columns are as follows: 
1-Block, 2-PC1, 3-PC2, 4-PC3, 5-Stockpile duration, 6-Soil depth, 7-interaction effect of Block and PC1, 8-interaction 
effect of block and PC2, 9-interaction effect of block and PC3. All other explanatory variables (Region, Age of 
rehabilitation, Rehabilitation practice class, Soil type, Mulching, AL seed weight, AL seed proportion and Survey year) were 
not identified as significant contributors to variance in any of the ecological variables used, and hence are not included in the 
table. Level of significance: ***=<0.001, **=<0.01, *=<0.05, .=<0.10, #=identified as significant contributor although with 
greater uncertainty with level of significance being >0.10.   
 
 
Response: 
Ecological 
variable
Plot-
extent
Model
Regression 
p-value
Adjusted 
R-square
Residual 
standard error
Degrees of 
freedom
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
# # * #
* * # * # *
75
75
75
* #56
55
64
***
***
*** # . # **
VC1
Smallest 
(0m)
VC1 ~ Block + PC1 + PC2 
+ Block:PC2
4.94E-10
D2
Smallest 
(0m)
D2~ Block + PC1 + PC2+ 
PC3 + SoilDepth + 
Block:PC3
6.19E-06 0.4317
SR1
Smallest 
(10m)
SR1 ~ Block + PC2 + PC3 
+ StockpileDuration + 
SoilDepth + Block:PC2 
+ Block:PC3
Largest 
(40m)
D2 ~ Block + PC1 + 
SoilDepth
8.77E-07 0.3812 37.47 *** *66
9.82E-11 0.685 6.127
Largest 
(40m)
SR1~ Block + PC1 + PC2 
+ PC3 +  
StockpileDuration + 
SoilDepth + Block:PC2 
4.37E-11 0.7027 5.952
35.91 *
.0.5819 17.07 *** * .
**
66
Largest 
(40m)
VC1 ~ Block + PC3 6.00E-11 0.5242 18.21 *** #
12.13 *** #
VC2
Smallest 
(0m)
VC2 ~ Block + PC1 1.07E-08 0.4475
Largest 
(40m)
VC2 ~ Block + PC1 3.29E-10 0.5005 11.54 *** **
VC3
Smallest 
(0m)
VC3 ~ Block + PC3 + 
Block:PC3
8.92E-09 0.5292 15.02 *** #67
Largest 
(40m)
VC3 ~ Block + PC1 + PC3 
+ StockpileDuration + 
SoilDepth
8.62E-12 0.5809 14.17 *** *** ** . .
*
SC4
Smallest 
(0m)
SC4 ~ Block + PC1 + PC2 
+ PC3 + SoilDepth + 
Block:PC2 + Block:PC3
1.90E-11 0.7052 11.99 *** . # * * ***
72
56
74
Largest 
(40m)
SC4 ~ Block + PC3 + 
SoilDepth
1.26E-11 0.5557 14.72 *** # #
*
** *
SC2
Smallest 
(0m)
SC2 ~ Block + PC1 + PC2 
+ PC3 + SoilDepth + 
Block:PC2 + Block:PC3
8.48E-12 0.7145
74
56
Largest 
(40m)
SC2 ~ Block + PC1 + 
StockpileDuration
4.22E-14 0.6227 16.21
**14.11 *** * # #
*** # *
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5.6.1 Species richness trees and understorey (SR1) 
The resultant models explain 69% (smallest plot-extent, p=9.82E-11) to 70% (largest plot-
extent, p=4.37E-06) of variance in species richness with a very high degree of certainty as 
indicated by the R-square adjusted for the n-p effect with a residual standard error of around 
six species. PC1, which accounted for relief, aspect and integrated landform heterogeneity, 
and PC2, which accounted for slope heterogeneity (Table 5.9), both exhibited a significant 
(p<0.05) negative relationship with species richness of trees and understorey at the largest 
plot-extent (Table 5.15). All three landform heterogeneity PCs at the largest plot-extent and 
PC2 and PC3 at the smallest plot-extent remained important contributors to the variance in 
species richness. The interaction effect of block and PC2 (slope heterogeneity) exhibited a 
significant negative (p<0.05) relationship for block B1996 at the smallest plot-extent and for 
block I2004 at the largest plot-extent (Appendix J), suggesting that the difference in slope 
heterogeneity profiles within different blocks also influenced the species richness (SR1). 
Variable ‘Block’ exhibited a significant (p<0.001) relationship with species richness of trees 
and understorey (SR1) irrespective of the scale at which landform heterogeneity was 
measured. Block G1999 and A1992 rehabilitation conditions yielded much higher species 
richness as compared to the other blocks (Appendix J). Stockpile duration also showed a 
significant (p<0.05) relationship with species richness, although it showed a positive 
relationship with species richness (with an increase of around 2 +/- 1 species for every year of 
stockpiling) contrary to the conclusions from other studies (Miller et al., 1985, Qi et al., 1996, 
Akala and Lal, 2001, Rivera et al., 2012). However, it needs to be considered that the data 
range for stockpile duration for this analysis was only from <1 to 3 years, which might not 
really be sufficiently broad to deduce the effect of stockpile duration. Results also identified 
soil depth as another important contributor, although its relationship with species richness 
remained uncertain. None of the other factors, including weight or proportion of AL seeds, 
age, and region and soil type showed any effect on species richness (Table 5.15). In 
summary, the variance in species richness was influenced by variance in block rehabilitation 
conditions, landform heterogeneity, and the interaction between the two, as well as that of 
soil duration and soil depth. Different levels of landform heterogeneity and stockpile duration 
influenced the species richness. No outliers were identified for the models and both the 
models passed the diagnostic tests of normally distributed residuals, qq test, and fitted Vs 
residual plots.    
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5.6.2 Density of trees and understorey without Allocasuarina littoralis (D2) 
At the smallest plot-extent, while all landform heterogeneity PCs remained important 
contributors to variance in density, the slope heterogeneity (PC2) showed a positive 
significant (p<0.1) relationship with density. The interaction effect of block and PC3 
(accounting for integrated and aspect heterogeneity) at the smallest plot-extent exhibited a 
significant positive relationship, particularly in the case of blocks I2000 (p<0.05) and I2003 
(p<0.1) (Appendix J). It means that the dependency of density (D2) on the integrated 
landform heterogeneity (PC3) depended systematically on the landform profile and 
heterogeneity within different rehabilitation blocks. At the largest plot-extent only PC1, 
which accounted for relief, aspect and integrated heterogeneity, showed a significant (p<-
0.05) positive relationship with density. Thus, the landform heterogeneity displayed a 
positive relationship with density of trees and understorey. The variable ‘Block’, which 
accounts for block rehabilitation conditions, exhibited a significant (p<0.001) relationship 
with species richness, with five of the nine blocks G1988, B1996, G1999, I2000 and I2001 
all exhibiting favourable conditions that resulted in higher plant densities (Appendix J). 
Among the other variables, only soil depth showed a negative significant (p<0.001) 
relationship with density suggesting that plots with soil depth equal to or greater than 0.2m 
had about 66 +/- 24 fewer individuals than those with soil depth less than 0.2m. However, it 
needs to be recognised that this data-set only had two crude categories of soil depth (lesser 
and equal or greater than 0.2m), and hence might have been insufficient to reveal the true 
nature of direction and strength of this relationship. In conclusion, variance in block 
rehabilitation conditions, landform heterogeneity, the interaction between the two as well as 
soil depth were identified as important contributors towards the variance in density of trees 
and understorey and different levels of these appeared to influence the variance in density. 
No outliers were identified for the models and both the models passed the diagnostic tests of 
normally distributed residuals, qq test, and fitted Vs residual plots. However, the two models 
explained only 43% (smallest plot-extent, p=6.19E-06) and 38% (largest plot-extent, 
p=8.77E-07) of variation in the density of trees and understorey species as indicated by the 
R-square adjusted for the n-p effect with residual standard error of about 36-37 individuals. 
5.6.3 Upper vegetation cover (VC1) 
For upper vegetation cover the two resultant models explained 58% (smallest plot-extent, 
p=4.94E-10) and 52% (largest plot-extent, p=6.00E-11) of variance, as indicated by the R-
square adjusted for the n-p effect, with residual standard error of about 17%. PC1, which 
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accounted for relief and aspect heterogeneity at the smallest plot-extent, showed a significant 
(p<0.05) relationship with upper vegetation cover. PC2, accounting for slope heterogeneity at 
the same plot-extent, indicated a positive relationship (p<0.10) with upper vegetation cover. 
The block and slope heterogeneity (PC2) also showed an interaction effect (p<0.10) on upper 
vegetation cover, suggesting that the difference in landform heterogeneity profile within 
different blocks also influenced the upper vegetation cover. Block, which represented block 
rehabilitation conditions, also showed a significant (P<0.001) relationship with upper 
vegetation cover, with blocks established in the middle years (B1996, G1999, I2000 and 
I2001) having around 35 +/- 10%t less upper vegetation cover than the oldest block G1988, 
while the I2003 and I2004 blocks had up to 44% and 63% (+/-10) less upper vegetation cover 
than the oldest block (Appendix J). While one may suspect that younger rehabilitation blocks 
would naturally have less development of upper vegetation cover due to the absence of larger 
vegetation, the age of rehabilitation by itself did not show any relationship with the upper 
vegetation cover. At the largest plot-extent, the integrated landform heterogeneity (PC3) was 
also identified as an important contributor to the variance in upper vegetation cover. In 
summary, the block rehabilitation conditions and the relief and aspect heterogeneity appeared 
to positively influence the variance in upper vegetation cover. No outliers were identified for 
the models and both the models passed the diagnostic tests of normally distributed residuals, 
qq test, and fitted Vs residual plots. 
5.6.4 Understorey vegetation cover (VC2) 
At the largest plot-extent, PC1, accounting for the relief, aspect and integrated heterogeneity, 
exhibited a significant (p<0.01) negative relationship with the understorey vegetation cover. 
It was also a significant contributor at the smallest plot-extent. The block rehabilitation 
conditions represented by variable Block was the only other variable that showed a 
significant (p<0.001) relationship with understorey vegetation cover. The different block 
rehabilitation conditions for different bocks resulted in different understorey vegetation 
cover, with block G1999 recording the highest cover. In general, the blocks from the middle 
years showed a higher percentage of cover than the earlier or later ones. No other variables 
used in the analysis showed any relationship with the understorey vegetation cover. The two 
models explained 45% (smallest plot-extent, p=1.08E-08) and 50% (Largest plot-extent, 
p=3.29E-10) of the variance in understorey vegetation cover as indicated by the R-square 
adjusted for the n-p effect with residual standard error of around 15% (Appendix J). No 
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outliers were identified for the models and both the models passed the diagnostic tests of 
normally distributed residuals, qq test, and fitted Vs residual plots. 
5.6.5 Ground Vegetation Cover (VC3) 
Like the understorey vegetation cover, the PCs of landform heterogeneity explained a greater 
part of the variance in ground vegetation cover at the largest plot-extent as compared to that 
at the smallest plot-extent. At the largest plot-extent, PC1, incorporating relief, aspect and 
integrated heterogeneity, exhibited a significant (p<0.001) negative relationship with ground 
vegetation cover while PC3, that represented mainly the integrated heterogeneity, showed a 
positive significant (p<0.01) relationship with ground vegetation cover. At the smallest plot-
extent PC3 (representing the integrated and aspect heterogeneity) was identified also as an 
important contributor. Block rehabilitation conditions in block I2000 suggested an interactive 
effect with PC3 at the smallest plot-extent (p<0.10), and thus the dependency of ground 
vegetation cover (VC3) on the integrated landform heterogeneity (PC3) depended 
systematically on the landform profile and heterogeneity within different rehabilitation 
blocks. Block rehabilitation conditions represented by the variable Block showed a 
significant (p<0.001) relationship with ground vegetation cover. When landform 
heterogeneity data at the largest plot-extent were included, the variables Stockpile duration 
and Soil depth also suggested a potential positive relationship (p<0.10), indicating an 
increase in ground vegetation cover by about 3.3% for every additional year of stockpiling 
and by about 52.7% for plots that had equal to or greater than 0.2m soil depth as compared to 
those that had less than 0.2m soil depth. The two models explained 52% (smallest plot-extent, 
p=8.92E-09) and 58% (largest plot-extent, p=8.62E-12) of the variance in ground vegetation 
cover as indicated by the R-square adjusted for the n-p effect with around 15%of residual 
standard error. No outliers were identified for the models and both the models passed the 
diagnostic tests of normally distributed residuals, qq test, and fitted Vs residual plots. 
5.6.6 Bare soil cover (SC4) 
PC3, representing primarily the integrated landform heterogeneity at the smallest plot-extent, 
had a coefficient very close to zero (regression p=9458) and thus may have a negligible effect 
on the bare soil cover, although as indicated by the results, it is an important contributing 
variable (p=0.0478). At this plot-extent the block rehabilitation conditions represented by the 
variable Block exhibited a significant interaction effect with PC2 (p<0.001), representing 
slope heterogeneity, and PC3 (p<0.01), representing the integrated and aspect heterogeneity. 
At the largest plot-extent, it is only PC3, representing integrated heterogeneity, that is 
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identified as a significant contributor among the landform heterogeneity PCs. Block showed a 
significant (p<0.001) relationship with bare soil cover, with the middle and younger 
rehabilitation blocks (G1999, I2000, I2001, I2003 and I2004) showing the higher bare soil 
cover percentages (Appendix J). Soil depth showed a negative significant (p<0.05) 
relationship with bare soil cover, as plots with under 0.2m soil exhibited about 21 +/- 8% 
greater bare soil cover as compared to plots that had equal to or greater than 0.2m soil cover 
(Appendix J). The two models explained 71% (smallest plot-extent, p=1.90E-11) and 56% 
(largest plot-extent, p=1.26E-11) of variance in bare soil cover as indicated by the adjusted R-
square values for n-p effect with about 15% of standard residual error. No outliers were 
identified for the models and both the models passed the diagnostic tests of normally 
distributed residuals, qq test, and fitted Vs residual plots.       
5.6.7 Litter soil cover (SC2) 
Only PC1 (representing relief and aspect heterogeneity) among the landform heterogeneity 
PCs showed a significant (p<0.05) positive relationship with the litter cover, at the smallest 
plot-extent. At this plot-extent, PC2 (slope heterogeneity) and PC3 (integrated and aspect 
heterogeneity), and at the largest plot-extent, PC1 (relief, aspect and integrated 
heterogeneity), were identified as important contributors towards variance in litter cover. At 
the smallest plot-extent the block rehabilitation conditions (variable Block) showed 
significant interaction effects with PC2 (p<0.01) and PC3 (p<0.05), with block I2004 
showing very low litter cover. Block rehabilitation conditions exhibited a significant 
(p<0.001) relationship with litter cover with the younger blocks having lower litter cover 
(Appendix J) although the variable ‘age of rehabilitation’ failed to show any relationship with 
litter cover on its own. Stockpile duration showed a significant negative relationship with 
litter cover, with every additional year of stockpiling decreasing litter cover by only 1 to 2%. 
No other variable showed any relationship with the litter soil cover. The two models 
explained 71% (smallest plot-extent, p=8.48E-12) and 62% (largest plot-extent, p=4.22E-14) 
of the variance in litter cover as indicated by the adjusted R-square values for n-p effect with 
standard residual error of around 16%. No outliers were identified for the models and both 
the models passed the diagnostic tests of normally distributed residuals, qq test, and fitted Vs 
residual plots. 
5.6.8 Summary  
The regression models indicated significant relationships between landform heterogeneity 
and ecological patterns. For all the models, there was considerable difference between the 
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standard deviation in the data and residual standard error, suggesting that some other key 
variables should be included in the model. This might also partly explain the low R-square 
values in the regressions results. However, given the variability in the data it is also possible 
that there is very large random error associated with this data-set. The results illustrate that, 
for all ecological variables used, ‘Block’ remained as the most critical contributor explaining 
the variance in ecological pattern. Landform heterogeneity was identified as the next most 
important contributor. PC1, which represented relief heterogeneity and aspect heterogeneity, 
played a role in explaining the variance of most ecological variables. PC2 and PC3, 
representing slope and integrated landform heterogeneity, were also identified as important 
contributors, although these relationships exhibited greater uncertainty. For species richness, 
density, understorey vegetation cover and ground vegetation cover, landform heterogeneity 
exhibited significant relationships when measured at the largest plot-extent, rather than the 
smallest plot-extent, suggesting that landform heterogeneity from the larger surrounding area 
might be influencing the ecological patterns in a given area. The significant interaction effect 
of landform heterogeneity and block further confirmed landform heterogeneity to be an 
important variable influencing the patterns in species richness, density, ground vegetation 
cover and soil cover. Stockpile duration was identified as an important variable explaining 
the variance in species richness and litter cover, while soil depth was deemed to explain the 
variance in density and bare ground cover.  
5.7 Discussion: 
The conditions expressed by the variable Block, such as the finer differences in substrate 
characteristics, the weather events that particular blocks were subjected to or missed out on, 
depending on whether they were established pre- or post- the weather event, the geographic 
location and proximity to shore or disturbance or natural ecosystems, and overall 
rehabilitation context, turned out to be the most significant variable explaining the variance in 
ecological patterns. The most important finding of this study, however, is that landform 
heterogeneity was identified as the next most significant contributor among the explanatory 
variables used in this study. The variance in relief and aspect emerged as main contributors to 
the heterogeneity in landform elements which explained the variance in ecological patterns. 
The interaction effect of block and landform heterogeneity was identified as the next most 
significant contributor. These findings are generally in good agreement with the claims in the 
published literature on the role of landforms (Swanson et al., 1988) - that landform features 
direct the architecture of a landscape and its physical status (by controlling the flows of air, 
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water, resources and organisms) (Parker and Bendix, 1996, Smith and Lundholm, 2012), 
affecting the movement and propagation of organisms (Schwartz and Ellis, 1981, Senft et al., 
1985), and hence the ecological patterns across the landscape (Watson, 1835, Larkin et al., 
2006, Gole, 2007). The interaction effect of landform heterogeneity and weather events or 
specific geographic proximity and physical conditions for the blocks emerging as a 
significant variable could possibly also be associated with the control that landform features 
have over various biotic and abiotic disturbances (Kilgore and Taylor, 1979, Foster, 1988). 
Landform features themselves can potentially act as barriers or conduits controlling the 
spread and effect of disturbances such as fire, water scarcity or floods, or at times of 
disturbances such as hurricanes that can lead to reshaping of landforms resulting in 
heterogeneity in surface features (Carlton and Bazzaz, 1998, Elliott et al., 2002). Both of 
these effects could have been represented by the interaction between landform heterogeneity 
and the Block variable in this study. Among the other variables that explained the variance in 
ecological patterns, the positive relationship of stockpile duration with species richness and 
ground vegetation cover was surprising, given the literature evidence to the contrary (Akala 
and Lal, 2001, Miller et al., 1985, Qi et al., 1996, Rivera et al., 2012). However, this study 
only allowed use of a very small range of stockpile duration (0 to 3 years). In addition, it is 
believed that other dominating factors such as soil depth (Johnson and West, 1989), litter 
accumulation (Facelli and Pickett, 1991) or rehabilitation practices such as direct plant-outs 
can have a masking effect on the role or influence of stockpile duration. Similarly, thorough 
mixing of the seeds during the stockpiling or spreading process can even out the influence of 
variables such as soil depth (Johnson and West, 1989), which is identified as a significant 
factor but has shown some negative relationships with ecological variables. Again, the range 
for soil depth used in this study as less than or equal to and greater than 0.2m might also be 
insufficient to evaluate the effect of this variable. An interesting observation from the results 
of this study was that some of the other known and expected drivers of ecological 
rehabilitation (such as age of rehabilitation, seed mix, mulching and soil properties) did not 
emerge as significant variables to explain the variance in ecological patterns in this study. A 
possible explanation for this could be that the effect of rehabilitation practices, such as 
mulching and stockpiling, on factors such as soil organic carbon may get masked as the age 
of rehabilitation increases beyond 10 years (Anderson et al., 2008) and the data used for this 
study contained several blocks that were older than that in age. Anderson et al. (2008) 
suggest that although these rehabilitation practices may be providing valuable inputs for 
rehabilitation progress (such as soil microbial carbon), as the age of rehabilitation increases, 
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their influence can be overridden by natural recovery processes (ecological processes, 
humification, litter accumulation, etc.) and other dominant drivers (such as precipitation and 
climate).        
The evaluations of rehabilitation success in the published literature to date have typically 
incorporated some or all of the factors considered in this study, except for landform 
heterogeneity. Some of the studies looking into ecological patterns in natural landscapes have 
also incorporated some aspects of surface features in terms of absolute elevation values, slope 
angles and gradients in the same over space. This research, however, opens up a new domain 
of research - to understand the relationships between the landform elements, their 
distribution, diversity and richness, and ecological attributes of post-mine rehabilitating 
systems. Landform heterogeneity has been identified as one of the important significant 
variables explaining variance in ecological patterns in this study, and this crafts another lens 
to look at the rehabilitation progress on post-mine landscapes more generally. Dominant 
rehabilitation drivers, such as climate, weather events and even substrate characteristics, can 
be beyond the control of the operator, although these factors can very well be observed and 
monitored. Their influence on rehabilitation progress can only be mitigated through 
management practices from time to time. Apart from the landform heterogeneity data, the 
data used in this analysis are similar to the data collected by many companies as part of 
rehabilitation establishment and monitoring processes. The data set used here are indicative 
of the kind of data on the drivers of rehabilitation that could be useful in order to understand 
the relationship between these driving forces and the rehabilitation progress. While the goal 
of this analysis was to investigate the proportional contribution of landform heterogeneity in 
explaining the variance in ecological variables, it also provided an opportunity to explore 
which of the factors have a greater influence on ecological patterns in such a rehabilitating 
landscape. As suggested by the results, it is crucial to include the other key factors in the 
analysis in order to obtain valuable information about the contribution of these factors to 
rehabilitation progress. While this research lacked the opportunity to do so because of nature 
of available data, the results provide a direction for monitoring programs and the kind of data 
on rehabilitation practices that is required to be collected and documented by the mining 
companies. Most of this data (e.g. mulching trials – dates and area, fertilizer treatments, 
climate and weather events data) can easily be collected and documented as part of 
rehabilitation process and may not incur any significant extra costs, while providing 
invaluable information to generate feedback on the effectiveness of the rehabilitation 
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program. This study has well demonstrated that inconsistent, inaccurate or inadequate data on 
these known rehabilitation drivers cannot help elucidate their relationship with rehabilitating 
systems and, hence, it is a primary requirement for rehabilitation managers (mining company 
or Government) to invest resources in extensive monitoring and meticulous data collection on 
these known rehabilitation drivers. This research demonstrates that a similar analysis, 
provided the data are accurate and adequate, can improve understanding of dynamic forces 
influencing rehabilitation outcome in the form of ecological patterns. This research has 
demonstrated an example of how the data that the mining companies can collect during the 
rehabilitation establishment and monitoring process as part of their day-to-day operations, 
can play a crucial part in improving the rehabilitation process based on site-specific 
feedbacks.  
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6 Synthesis 
Against the background of the findings from this research that improved understanding of the 
interactions between landform heterogeneity and ecological patterns within and across post-
mining rehabilitation areas on NSI, a few pointers emerge towards potential future research in 
this field. This chapter highlights the main findings and insights from the current research and 
draws attention to some of the limitations of this study. It provides recommendations, both 
for future research and about management implications with respect to applicability of this 
research in the big picture scenario.  
6.1 The Thesis Journey and Main Findings 
This thesis focusses on studying the interactions between landform heterogeneity and 
ecological patterns in rehabilitated post-mining landscapes in order to determine if a pattern 
similar to that observed in natural landscapes is also found in post-mine rehabilitation. In the 
first Chapter the current industrial approaches towards landform reconstruction in post-mine 
landscapes were discussed, along with the strengths as well as limitations and problems 
associated with the uniform and geometric nature of these reconstructed landforms. The 
relationship between the landform and ecology that is observed in natural and agricultural 
landscapes was then reviewed. Landforms are recognized as important in the process by 
which the ecological fabric of a landscape is woven because of their contribution in 
distributing biotic and abiotic resources, in controlling disturbances, as barriers and conduits, 
and in determining micro-environmental parameters. With the positive relationships observed 
between topographic diversity and ecological patterns in natural landscapes, this research was 
undertaken to explore what kind of relationships the rehabilitating post-mine landscapes 
might show, especially given the highly disturbed nature of these landscapes, where both 
physical set up (landforms and hydrology) and ecological systems start at a known and low 
starting point.  
To study relationships between landform heterogeneity and ecological patterns, it was 
necessary to investigate the metrics used to quantify landform heterogeneity. Among the 
commonly used indices’ only a few were capable of measuring just the heterogeneity in 
landform elements without being sensitive to the absolute values. Hence, new indices were 
developed and tested as detailed in Chapter 2 to quantify the heterogeneity in landform 
characteristics. The available ecological data from the NSI mineral sands rehabilitation 
guided the identification and selection of ecological indicators representing ecological 
patterns.  
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Contingent on the objectives, Chapter 3 illustrated the application of landform heterogeneity 
indices, demonstrating the effectiveness of LHIs in capturing different types of heterogeneity 
within individual and combined landform characteristics (relief, slope and aspect). Depending 
on the character of landscape under study, one or a combination of a few LHIs were found to 
be capable of identifying and quantifying particular types of heterogeneity within respective 
landscapes. The versatile LHIs are effective in differentiating minor differences in two 
landscapes based on the respective type of heterogeneity and landform characteristic(s). The 
LHIs are sensitive to the scale of measurement but not to the grid cell size. Developing 
indices capable of quantifying a range of different types of heterogeneity in surface profiles, 
while not remaining sensitive to absolute values, was one of the most significant 
achievements of this study. This property makes the LHIs universally applicable irrespective 
of terrain, elevation and geographic location (provided the scale of measurement is the same) 
and also adaptable to other fields of science.  
Once the landform heterogeneity from the plots of NSI rehabilitation blocks was quantified 
using LHIs, relationships between individual LHIs and ecological variables within the 
contextual boundary of each of the NSI rehabilitation blocks was investigated in Chapter 4. 
The results indicated first that there were very strong relationships between relief and slope 
heterogeneity, and the ecological variables species richness, density and vegetation cover, 
although these relationships remained sensitive to the scale of measurement. The second and 
most important finding about these relationships was that the strength and direction of them 
changed from one rehabilitation block to the other. This suggested that although strong 
relationships exist between landform heterogeneity and ecological patterns, these 
relationships are possibly masked by stronger, more dominant driving forces that influence 
the ecological patterns in rehabilitated landscapes. This warranted examining the role of 
landform heterogeneity in explaining the vegetation patterns in the presence of other 
dominant drivers. A third important finding about the relationships between the ecological 
patterns and landform heterogeneity was that they became stronger when a larger and larger 
surrounding area was included to measure the landform heterogeneity. This suggested a 
potential greater influence on the ecological patterns in a fixed area, of the landform 
heterogeneity across larger surrounding area. 
Chapter 5 analysed all the available data on rehabilitation establishment and management, 
along with the landform heterogeneity data. The entire data-set from all rehabilitation blocks 
were used together in order to evaluate the influence of each of the major driving forces for 
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which the data were available. Chapter 5 results showed that among the potential drivers, 
variable ‘block conditions’, which incorporated the influence of factors such as weather 
events, rehabilitation practices, local variations in substrate conditions and effects of 
geographic location, was the most significant explanatory variable. More importantly, 
landform heterogeneity emerged as the next most significant driver of the ecological patterns.  
The results in Chapter 5 identify landform heterogeneity as a common variable explaining the 
variance in all of the ecological variables used in this study, although, given the inadequacy 
of data on rehabilitation practices and associated inaccuracy issues, the results need to be 
viewed with some caution. Nevertheless, the study positively demonstrates that landform 
heterogeneity is one of the important contributors to the ecological patterns and this is the 
final very significant outcome of this study. 
This Chapter, as the last chapter of the thesis, highlights the main findings and insights from 
this study, and discusses the contribution of this research to the understanding of the complex 
relationships between geomorphic and ecological components of rehabilitated ecosystem. It 
highlights the significance of this research given current industry practices in the big picture 
of post-mine rehabilitation, proposing a new conceptual idea for designing post-mine 
landforms that may lead to improvement in rehabilitation progress. It also provides 
recommendations for future research and management implications.  
6.2 Conceptual idea proposed by the thesis 
Chapin III et al. (1996) proposed that sustainability of the ecosystems depends on the 
feedback mechanisms between the interactive controls (climate, soil resource supply, major 
functional groups of organisms and disturbance regime), similar to what Jenny (1941) 
defined as state factors (climate, parent material, topography, potential biota and time). In the 
case of post-mine rehabilitation, the rehabilitating system’s starting point itself is a result of 
severe disturbance. Besides the climate and fundamental substrate characteristics, factors 
such as soil and biota are greatly dependent on rehabilitation practices. While this makes the 
rehabilitation process very challenging, it also offers an opportunity to shape some of these 
factors (topography, species composition in seed mix) that can direct the future interactions 
and feedback mechanisms between them, which could be linked to the sustainability of the 
systems and rehabilitation success. However, for this, to happen a solid understanding of the 
exact function of these factors in affecting rehabilitation progress is essential in order to be 
able to alter them effectively to achieve desired rehabilitation outcomes. 
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Landforms provide the fundamental platform for ecological processes as well as a diversity 
of conditions that help organisms survive. The biological and physical components together 
develop unique sets of physical and ecological parameters like temperature, humidity, slope 
characteristics (aspect, slope angle and relative location), substrate characteristics, and 
proximity and flow relationships with neighbouring environments. The hydrological and 
ecological flows also have an effect, but their influence is also controlled to a certain extent 
by landforms. Such sets of parameters and their intersections provide unique micro-
environmental conditions that are essential for respective organisms to carry out activities 
that are related to their survival needs or ecological interactions with other ecosystem 
components. In regards to post-mine rehabilitation, where the landform reconstruction is the 
beginning of the process of ecological rehabilitation, landforms can be considered as the 
basic framework layer or canvas on which the picture of an ecosystem would be painted over 
time. 
 
Figure 6.1: Objectives of post-mine landform reconstruction strategies 
 
Figure 6.2 Post-mine landforms from an iron ore rehabilitation site in Goa, India displaying uniform geometric 
landform elements 
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The landform reconstruction strategies in current industry practices focus on the physical 
aspects of landforms, as shown in figure 6.1. These approaches lead to post-mine landscapes 
that exhibit a series of repeated landforms elements in the form of terraces, benches and 
linear slopes (Figure 6.2), resulting in uniform geometric patterns. Thus, these landscapes 
show a very limited number of landform elements, and consequently allow only limited 
heterogeneity in micro-environmental conditions. Figure 6.3 is a simplified conceptual 
illustration of the basic conceptual idea proposed by this thesis. The landscape ‘A’ in the 
figure represents a post-mine landscape similar to the present day practices (Figure 6.2) with 
limited heterogeneity in landform elements and thus also in micro-environmental conditions. 
Landscape ‘B’ exhibits an alternative landform reconstruction model that has far greater 
topographic heterogeneity and, thus, a diversity of micro-environmental conditions.  
Vegetation species that grow in all conditions as well as the species that need warm dry soils 
would find a home in both landscapes. However, the species that require moist sheltered 
slopes and those that require wet cooler valley bottoms may find ideal micro-environmental 
conditions only in landscape ‘B’, and perhaps only at the lowest points in landscape ‘A’, if at 
all. Landscape ‘B’, with greater heterogeneity, would offer a greater number of opportunities 
in terms of a variety of micro-environmental conditions that may suit different species.  
 
Figure 6.3: The topographically heterogeneous (B) post-mine landscape may provide a greater diversity of micro-
environmental conditions suitable to a larger number of species as compared to a topographically uniform (A) post-
mine landscape  
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Landscapes similar to ‘A’ would however offer far less variety and thus only very sturdy 
species that can grow at most places, or those that find the few options provided by uniform 
landforms ideal, would be able to establish and grow. This in turn would greatly affect the 
rehabilitation process in terms of interactions between different species and initiation of 
associations and ecological flows as the other organisms that are associated with those 
species may also find a home if the shelter or food species are present in the landscape.  
The vegetation can interact with the landform features in order to satisfy their requirement of 
favourable micro-climates that may affect seed dormancy and viability, germination, 
establishment and propagation. In a similar fashion, animals also would interact with the 
physical landform attributes in regards to availability of food and habitat requirements for 
shelter, protection, reproduction. As identified by Reinhardt et al. (2010), not all bio-physical 
interactions will have a significant effect on landscape functioning, and it is crucial to 
identify whether, where and which bio-physical impacts would be important for the particular 
post-mine landscape through the rehabilitation process. Such an understanding can help 
landform reconstruction strategies by identifying conditions necessary to encouraging those 
bio-physical interactions that can be instrumental in the rehabilitation of ecosystems. Thus, in 
post-mine rehabilitation landscapes, landform heterogeneity can play a crucial role in 
weaving the ecological fabric and improving the rehabilitation process.  
The micro-environmental parameters and soil-hydrological characteristics such as soil texture 
and composition, pH, soil moisture, and availability and movement of nutrients, are not only 
difficult, expensive or impossible to control but are even more difficult to monitor, especially 
across the vast areas that rehabilitating broad-scale mined landscapes span. Against this 
background, given the influence landforms have on the micro-environment, it might be easier 
to obtain some control on micro-environmental processes through landforms. If the 
relationship between landform heterogeneity and ecological recovery is sufficiently 
understood, then landform heterogeneity can be used as an efficient tool to manage and drive 
ecological recovery, given that the mining companies have almost complete control over 
post-mine landform reconstruction. This new approach may thus lead to improvement in the 
quality of rehabilitation, while being cost and time efficient as compared to the present 
approach of constructing uniform landforms. 
The new approach will rely on natural geomorphic and ecological processes recovering in 
rehabilitation, driven by the diversity of environmental gradients that could be generated by 
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introducing heterogeneity in landform profiles. This approach may give a head-start to the 
rehabilitating ecosystem. Using the self-healing, self-recovery approach may further reduce 
the need for intensive management of the landscape post-rehabilitation, and monitoring 
rehabilitation progress will provide insights about the performance of this approach and any 
modifications that are may be required. Along with improving rehabilitation, this may bring 
significant financial and temporal benefits to the mining company.  
In post-mine rehabilitation landscapes, a constructed stable landform design may remain 
more or less unchanged except for a few erosional and depositional features. In contrast to 
this, the ecological systems develop from bare ground into complex systems, either in a 
direction towards desired ecosystems, or deviations away from the targets, possibly through a 
series of transitions. This presents another interesting dimension to the relationship between 
landforms and ecology. The present day approaches look separately at geomorphology as a 
primarily static snapshot while ecology is viewed as snapshots taken at regular time intervals 
through monitoring surveys. The theory proposed by this thesis, however, considers both as a 
single dynamic system, focussing on interactions between the landforms and biotic 
components of an ecosystem, and taking a system approach as suggested by Haigh (2002). It 
suggests identifying and then providing appropriate physical geographical attributes to the 
geo-ecological rehabilitating system, unlike the present approaches that view the two 
separately. 
6.3 Contributions to knowledge 
This research involved a rigorous exercise, starting with identification and development of 
appropriate tools to quantify landform heterogeneity. A huge volume of data were processed 
to calculate the LHIs at five different grid cell sizes, five different classification systems 
(only for LER and LED) and for five different plot-extents. The approach of sensitivity 
analysis was used to select the appropriate grid cell size and classification system, whereas in 
case of plot-extents, all the data for all the plot-extents were analysed, as different plot-
extents represented different sets of information that was useful for investigating the 
relationships between landform heterogeneity and ecological patterns. Including as much of 
the ecological data as possible, this study interrogated the data in order to extract all 
information about possible relationships between LHIs and different ecological variables, 
which included four ecological indicators, each measured at different scales, as well as 
characteristics of the vegetation (type and height). Using appropriate statistical techniques 
relationships between the ecological patterns and landform heterogeneity were identified. The 
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study then went on to include a number of other variables relevant to rehabilitation 
establishment and maintenance in the analysis to explain the share of landform 
heterogeneity’s contribution in the presence of other dominant drivers. The data for these last 
analyses presented some limitations as it had insufficient and inadequate details, and were not 
very suitable for the statistical analysis that would generate concrete conclusions. 
Nevertheless, the rigorous analysis undertaken revealed some defensible conclusions that 
could prove useful in improving rehabilitation practices and provide considerable background 
information that can guide construction of long term experiments to further improve the 
understanding of relationships between landform heterogeneity and ecological patterns in 
broad-scale post-mine rehabilitations. These contributions to knowledge include: 
1. Developing a toolkit of LHIs that can effectively quantify and compare landform 
heterogeneity within any two landscapes (or surfaces) provided the scale used is the 
same. The LHIs are: 
a. universally applicable and can be adopted to quantify heterogeneity in surface 
attributes as they are not sensitive to the absolute values; and 
b. not sensitive to grid cell size but they are sensitive to scale of measurement. 
2. Ecological patterns show statistically significant relationships with landform 
heterogeneity in post-mine rehabilitated landscapes, similar to those exhibited in 
natural landscapes, in spite of the different starting point the rehabilitated landscapes 
have with respect to physical and ecological conditions as compared to the natural 
landscapes. These relationships, however: 
a. are sensitive to the scale of measurement with the strength of relationship 
between ecological patterns within a fixed area being greater when the 
landform heterogeneity of a larger surrounding areas is considered; and 
b. can be masked by other major driving forces that change the strength and 
direction of the relationships.  
3. Landform heterogeneity was a significant contributor even in the presence of some of 
the other dominant driving forces in explaining the variance in all ecological variables 
used in this research. 
As an example of using an extremely complex data-set, comprise of data collected for 
purposes different from the aim of this study, and not being of ideal quality, the application of 
appropriate statistical tests to reveal conclusions with valuable implications for management 
as well as future research on the topic is, in itself, a major contribution of this research. 
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6.4 Contribution to sustainability practices 
The aim of this research was to investigate the influence of geomorphic form and function on 
ecological patterns in post-mine rehabilitated landscapes. The results suggested that landform 
heterogeneity can be used as an effective tool to improve the ecological rehabilitation of such 
areas. This has the potential to lead to new landform design and reconstruction strategies in 
post-mining rehabilitation. The conceptual idea proposed by this thesis is applicable in broad-
scale mine rehabilitation where the mining results in disturbing a few metres of ground below 
the surface across extensive areas (e.g. strip mining for bauxite or iron ore). However, it can 
also be easily adapted to deeper quarrying operations as well as the rehabilitation of open-pit 
mines, and other broad-scale degraded land restoration projects.  
Broad-scale mining of iron ore, bauxite, coal and rock types (quarrying) that extend to large 
tracts of land is a wide-spread practice that has been viewed as one of the significant 
contributors to ecological degradation on the planet (Hooke, 1994, Hooke, 1999, Hooke, 
2000, Wilkinson and McElroy, 2007), impacting various ecosystems on large scales. Being 
focussed on broad-scale mining, the research outcomes have the potential to influence the 
rehabilitation practices of extensive ecologically-degraded landscapes, the cumulative effects 
of which would be significant for both ecological and socio-economic systems. It has the 
potential to impact a range of issues from continuation of ecological flows across the 
ecosystems to ecological connectivity, conservation and even extending out to the 
interrelationships between ecological and socio-economic rehabilitation. 
This research could have a potential major influence in countries like India, for example, 
where the increasing population coupled with present trends of development and economic 
growth are creating a huge environmental burden, whereby ecosystem health and 
sustainability are detrimentally affected by the inherently invasive practices and often 
pervasive impacts of mining on both natural-undisturbed and managed agro-ecological 
landscapes. In such a setting, where local communities are intimately connected with their 
surrounding natural systems for subsistence, the conceptual idea put forward by this research 
could bring many and multiple benefits by allowing improved rehabilitation of the 
biodiversity in degraded landscapes, on which the communities may directly depend. The 
outcomes of this research will be very effective in improving the post-mining degraded 
systems and transforming them to functional landscapes. 
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The outcomes of this research may result in reducing the costs and resources required in the 
entire process of rehabilitation, from reconstruction of landforms to establishment and 
management of rehabilitated landscapes, for the resources industry. This may act as an 
incentive to mining companies and Governments to improve rehabilitation and management 
practices as well as their post-mine rehabilitation commitments. It can bring benefits to both 
local communities and ecological systems directly and will also help create a business case 
for the industry by generating a pioneering example of efficient, effective and sustainable 
rehabilitation of mined land. The research will be beneficial to the industry in terms of its 
adherence to at least four of the principles of sustainability defined by ‘International Council 
on Mining and Metals’ (ICMM, 2003) as listed below: 
• Implement risk management strategies based on valid data and sound science.  
• Seek continual improvement of our environmental performance.  
• Contribute to conservation of biodiversity and integrated approaches to land use 
planning.  
• Facilitate and encourage responsible product design, use, re-use, recycling and 
disposal of our products.  
6.5 Limitations 
6.5.1 Methodology and approach 
This study has used inferential statistics as it is based on the observations mapped from 
existing conditions rather than as a purpose-designed experiment. This study was constrained 
by using already available data which were collected originally for different objectives. As a 
result, there were limitations on sites (rehabilitation blocks) for consideration, as well as 
number of plots (sample size), the locations and orientation of plots, all of which are crucial 
to appropriate representation of the study site. The calculations for some of the LHIs, such as 
LHI1 and LHI7, which measure the standard deviation in relief and slope values respectively, 
work best when the sample size is large. For a smaller sample size, there is a possibility of 
increase in the total error (sampling error + standard error) associated with the data, thus 
adding more uncertainty to the conclusions. The nature of the available data also put 
limitations on the choice of remote sensing data types and their resolution, scales of data 
collection and selection of ecological indicators, thus demanding refinement of the 
methodology and study-design. In the case of the data relating to rehabilitation establishment 
and management, it was not possible to include all factors that may drive rehabilitation 
progress because the data were not available for all the plots. A further limitation was 
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imposed by the inadequacy and vagueness of the data (e.g. large ranges for stockpile duration 
or soil depth in place of precise and accurate data). Both these factors had serious 
implications for the depth of the analysis, the level of uncertainty and hence, confidence in 
the results and conclusions. In regards to quantification of landform heterogeneity, although 
the ten LHIs alone or in combinations were very effective in quantifying the magnitude of 
landform heterogeneity, they did not provide any information about the spatial distribution of 
the landform elements and spatial heterogeneity in most cases. Hence, there could be the 
potential for more research on the LHIs as well as possible development of new ones that 
might include the spatial aspect to provide a complete three-dimensional picture of landform 
heterogeneity.   
In this study, while the difference in landform heterogeneity within different smaller 
landscape units (plots) was evaluated, all of those units were still a part of the same larger 
dune-topographic landscape. The difference in the landform heterogeneity between those 
smaller landscape units, therefore, was possibly because of their specific geographic location 
(top of the dune and dune base may have greater heterogeneity than the dune slope), but still 
located within the same larger landscape (dune topography). In any given landscape, there is 
bound to exist some diversity in level of landform heterogeneity itself. This needs to be taken 
into the account for any future study, possibly through a product of sampling design and 
density of sampling, to reveal if the landform heterogeneity measured is representative of the 
entire region (single-blind design) or using randomly-selected samples (double-blind design). 
In this study, this was done at a coarser level in Chapter 3 by comparing the landform 
heterogeneity within individual rehabilitation blocks with the landform heterogeneity across 
NSI. In this research, since the location of plots was pre-determined and the plots were not 
selected purposefully to include the high or less topographically heterogeneous plots, 
landform heterogeneity was like a quasi-independent variable in the analysis. Future studies 
may use quantitative and qualitative techniques to determine the treatment differential for 
more conclusive results. 
It was observed that with increasing plot-extent for landform heterogeneity, the relationship 
with ecological variables got stronger. However, given the plot locations were pre-
determined and plots were in relatively close proximity to each other, a plot-extent beyond 
40m could not be used. Hence, it was not possible to know to what extent this pattern 
continues, given that the landform heterogeneity continued to show stronger relationships 
with the ecological patterns within the ecological plot as the surrounding area became 
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larger. The selection of locations of the plots was not entirely random in order to follow the 
survey monitoring procedures, and this added another dimension of uncertainty in 
interpreting the results because of potential spatial auto-correlation effects. 
6.5.2 Site suitability 
Given the rich volume of ecological data that were available from NSI rehabilitation sites, 
which is still not a common case in post-mine rehabilitation, NSI was potentially the best 
site that could have been selected to conduct this study. It offered an extensive range of 
ecological data and an opportunity to look at a range of rehabilitation blocks that differed in 
location, rehabilitation age and history. However, there were some aspects of the study site 
which put limitations on interpretation and conclusions from this study. On NSI, the post-
mining topography is constructed parallel to, if not exactly similar to, the pre-mining 
topography. Dune topography may have some inherent uniformity because of dune shapes, 
but it may still be less uniform as compared to a series of geometric benches and slopes.  
In some of the relationships examined between individual LHIS and individual ecological 
variables within particular rehabilitation blocks, there were many instances where no 
relationship was found to exist between a particular LHI and a particular ecological 
variable. While further analysis revealed the possible influence of potential stronger driving 
forces on the relationship between landform heterogeneity and ecological variables, the 
reason behind these ‘no relationships’ could also lie in the landform reconstruction 
approach and its outcomes in NSI rehabilitation blocks. Given that reconstructed landforms 
at NSI are a close imitation of the smoother pre-mining dune topography, it can also be 
argued that it may not contain sufficient heterogeneity in landform characters to show any 
significant effect. One way to handle this would be to include the native undisturbed sites as 
well in the study to know the range of landform heterogeneity displayed by undisturbed 
regions along with its relationship with ‘undisturbed by mining’ ecological patterns. On the 
one hand this may provide some standard reference system, and on the other hand it may 
question the assumption that natural systems are in agreement with the landform 
heterogeneity of the landscape they exist in at any point in time. 
Another consequence of the new topography at the rehabilitation site matching the pre-
mining topography, and of the rehabilitation aiming to re-establish the pre-mining 
vegetation patterns, is that the optimum landform heterogeneity required for this system 
might already be present at the rehabilitation site. As a study site, NSI offered both 
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advantages as well as some disadvantages. Owing to their reconstruction of pre-mining 
topography, on the one hand the sites did offer more heterogeneity as compared to some 
other examples of uniform landform reconstruction with terraces and flat plateaus. 
However, on the other hand, it is still a dune system with less dynamic topography and 
hence may offer a limited degree of heterogeneity in the landform profiles. As noted before, 
these systems also harbour less biodiversity as compared to some other parts of the world. 
For example, the landscapes in tropical and sub-tropical regions of the world possess 
greater biological diversity and in many cases more heterogeneous landform profiles too. 
Greater biological diversity may mean a requirement for greater diversity in micro-habitats 
and, hence, such a setting may provide an ideal opportunity to study whether greater 
landform heterogeneity leads to generation of greater heterogeneity of micro-environments 
for a range of organisms and whether that results in a stronger relationship between 
landform heterogeneity and ecological patterns.  
6.6 Recommendations for future research 
Research presented by this thesis has provided initial insight into the complex direct and 
indirect relationships between landform heterogeneity and ecological patterns in post-mine 
rehabilitation. It has provided interesting illuminations of the potential kinds and strengths of 
relationships between particular types of heterogeneities in selected landform characteristics 
with respective ecological variables. This research has provided a set of indices to quantify 
landform heterogeneity that are universally applicable and has identified ecological variables 
that have strong associations with them. It is strongly recommended that a large-scale 
exhaustive study project be planned to find further answers to the questions and deal with 
some of the limitations outlined in the previous section. An important recommendation for 
such a study would be extending the study to undisturbed sites in order to provide reference 
data for the range of landform heterogeneity and ecological variables as well as the 
relationship between the two in the context of time periods for the given site. Constructing a 
long-term experiment to include as many driving variables as possible will reduce the noise 
in the data set. While many of these factors such as climate, weather and substrate 
characteristics remain beyond the control of the rehabilitation manager, it certainly is possible 
to observe and monitor them very well. 
Collection of detailed data right from the baseline data collected pre-mining, through the 
mining methods and procedures during the life of the operation and then, the establishment of 
rehabilitation and rehabilitation monitoring, can be included in the research design. This will 
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generate comprehensive information about the context and history of rehabilitation, as well as 
good quality data on the different rehabilitation drivers. A single set of ecological data 
collected at a particular time represent only snapshots in time of the rehabilitation progress. 
For a better understanding of relationships between landform heterogeneity and ecological 
patterns, repetitive data collection over a longer period would provide a series of data-sets 
that can yield trajectories of rehabilitation progress in the context of the landform 
heterogeneity profile of the landscape. Certain ecological patterns may get influenced by 
landform heterogeneity in earlier stages (such as germination and seedling survival) where as 
others could possibly be influenced at later stages (e.g. fauna habitats, distribution of effects 
of large disturbances such as fire or floods). This could be studied by collecting multi-
temporal data. Investigating and predicting each type of influence of landforms on ecological 
patterns (Swanson et al., 1988) in rehabilitating landscapes may provide useful insights for 
planning and implementation of the rehabilitation program. In a heterogeneous post-mine 
rehabilitation landscape, the different types of influences by landforms on ecological patterns 
might be possible to be observed in different parts of the landscape at the same time. 
Conducting a comparative study at post-mine rehabilitation sites in naturally highly 
heterogeneous (topographically) and more bio-diverse regions will help reveal the complex 
nature of ecological patterns and landform heterogeneity by making available a larger 
spectrum of variations for the two. The landform heterogeneity in any landscape would be a 
fixed finite value based on given the geomorphological range in that region. The ecological 
patterns as well have some fixed finite value, determined by the ecological dynamics at that 
location. With both the response variable and explanatory variable carrying a fixed upper 
limit, it will be interesting to compare the patterns shown by this relationship in regions with 
low and high landform heterogeneity as well as low and high values for ecological indicators 
such as vegetation species richness and vegetation density. While the ecological as well as 
landform heterogeneity indices would be site-dependant, the universal applicability of LHIs 
may provide a comparative tool for quantification of landform heterogeneity to discuss the 
relative scales of ecological patterns at respective sites.   
A number of other modifications would offer new dimensions for future research. 
Adaptation of aspects like the study design, number of samples and location of plots may 
more appropriately represent the range of heterogeneity in landform profiles. Finer 
resolution LIDAR data would help capture the influences of micro-topographic features, 
relevant to the boundary conditions of the micro-environments and micro-habitats. Future 
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studies on this topic will also need to consider the intrinsic scales (the scale at which a 
species interacts with its environment) (Dungan et al., 2002, Wu and Hobbs, 2007, Lechner 
et al., 2012) for respective ecological variables. Because of the time and resource 
constraints, the research presented in this thesis could not include the measurement and 
mapping of micro-environmental parameters, which potentially link landform heterogeneity 
and ecological patterns. In future research, it could be of value to measure these micro-
environmental parameters (e.g. solar radiation, soil moisture, etc.) in the field to assess if 
they reflect the patterns of heterogeneity in landform characteristics, elaborating on 
potential linkages they provide for the strong relationships between landform heterogeneity 
and ecological patterns observed in this study. This will enhance the robustness of the 
conceptual framework proposed by this research.  
This research has also provided insights on the key LHIs as well as ecological variables that 
may deserve greater focus in future studies. Future research may also focus on reducing the 
uncertainties in the choice of ecological and landform indices, and the scales of 
measurements, based on information about geology, bio-climatic settings, rehabilitation and 
management practices, characteristics of the target ecosystems or organisms and other site-
specific attributes at respective sites. Another avenue of future research may explore other 
branches of science for indices that capture heterogeneity in surface features to refine the 
LHIs. This will also help develop predictability for the relationships between landform 
heterogeneity and ecological patterns in given conditions, and develop models that can play 
an important role in improving such rehabilitation. 
Swanson et al. (1988) proposed that field studies exploring the full range of interactions 
between landforms and ecosystem processes are required since landform-ecosystem 
interactions can take multiple forms, and patterns created by one set of interactions can be 
overridden by another. Understanding how landforms affect processes provides a highly 
valuable tool for understanding ecosystem development and behaviour. This is because 
patterns in landscape and landforms are easier to observe and document than measurement 
of associated and consequential ecosystem processes they facilitate (Swanson et al., 1988) 
or the effect of micro-environmental parameters they influence. As a result, landform 
heterogeneity may provide a simple yet effective tool to predict, influence, and control 
ecological patterns to improve ecological recovery in post-mine landscapes. 
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6.7 Management implications 
Application of LHIs in post-mining rehabilitation landscapes in the process of reconstructing 
the topography would not be a very difficult task and it may not require too many changes in 
the existing landform reconstruction. If the aim is to build a topography similar to the pre-
mining topography, and hence with similar levels of landform heterogeneity, the undisturbed 
sites can be used as a guide to model the desired level of landform heterogeneity in the new 
landforms. If this is not possible for reasons such as lesser substrate material being available, 
the LHIs can be used as input parameters for the landform construction models and the 
desired level of landform heterogeneity can be introduced to the new landforms within the 
stability limits. Moreover, exact replication of landforms can be a very tedious, challenging 
and expensive process. In such situations, the application of LHIs can provide easily 
quantifiable goals and yardsticks to introduce desired heterogeneity in landscapes and this is 
applicable also in cases where rebuilding the pre-mine landscapes is not possible due to 
constraints of time, cost or quantity or quality of materials.  
To achieve this, a significant improvement would be required in the rehabilitation 
establishment and maintenance data in terms of quantity, quality and consistency. Factors 
such as climate, weather conditions and substrate characteristics may remain outside the 
control of rehabilitation managers yet it is always possible to collect accurate observations on 
these factors. If good data are available on a range of controllable key factors such as timing 
of ripping and seeding, details of technology and methods used, seedling plant outs, fertilizer 
and mulching treatments, soil handling and treatments including stockpile duration, sources 
of soil and soil depth, it can allow statistically sound analysis. This can greatly help to 
understand landform heterogeneity’s role in rehabilitation, along with that of the other factors 
and will help generate models that can guide future rehabilitation practices for improved 
rehabilitation outcomes. 
The site and biogeography-specific relationships between many of factors mentioned above 
(e.g. substrate characteristics) and ecological patterns have always been at the centre of mine 
rehabilitation research. However, not as much emphasis has been given to the role of 
landform features and the heterogeneity in surface profiles and their relationship with 
ecological patterns post-mining, or indeed with other large-scale rehabilitation projects. 
Given the results of this research about these relationships and the importance of studying 
them, it is an attractive proposition to articulate landform heterogeneity as well as the other 
known drivers of ecological rehabilitation wisely in rehabilitation planning regardless of any 
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of the financial, logistic and resources constraints they present. Mine planning techniques that 
initiate rehabilitation planning at much earlier stages of the mine planning life cycle provide 
the greatest opportunity to include deliberate planning for a purpose-driven construction of 
specific landform heterogeneity attributes that can influence the rate of building and 
sustaining ecological recovery and sustainability. The potential successes from using such an 
approach will, in time, produce outcomes that can effectively reduce the potential constraints, 
but further work using robust and complete data-sets of other contributing variables is still 
required to reduce the uncertainty in assigning final and defensible proportionalities to the 
variables of dominating influence. The approach used in this thesis has the potential to enable 
a greater understanding of the significance of respective drivers and the use of such a 
landform heterogeneity ‘tool’ allows the operator to incorporate the direct as well as the 
indirect influences of landform heterogeneity on ecological patterns developing in 
rehabilitation landscapes, thus providing greater opportunity for anthropogenic control on the 
overall rehabilitation process and ultimately improvements in success and reducing the risks 
of future failures. 
In a review of post-mine rehabilitation in Australia across different biogeographic zones and 
different commodities, Bell (2001) distinguished that the rehabilitation of mineral sands and 
bauxite mines has made significant progress in comparison to coal mines rehabilitation, 
although the focus of both remained on the establishment of self-sustaining native ecosystems 
on the rehabilitating sites. Here, it is interesting to consider that many of the mineral sands 
and bauxite sites use reconstructed landforms similar to the pre-mining topographies, which 
might have offered valuable heterogeneity in landform profiles and micro-environments.  
Quantification, data collection, monitoring, and treatments on large scales can be very 
difficult and expensive exercises. Mining companies still look at rehabilitation as a liability 
rather than as an opportunity, and this is because the production phase is over by this stage 
and there is no mechanism perceived to generate direct benefits for the company other than 
generating the goodwill of society, community and government and complying with the 
regulatory norms. Use of expensive techniques to control or modify micro-environments is 
less likely to be adopted if there is the fear of increasing the costs further. In addition, the 
benefits that they may generate in terms of quicker or more successful rehabilitation may 
only arise in an unknown future, after a large time gap, consequently perceived to hold 
depreciated value. Against this background, if we understand the relationship between 
landform heterogeneity and ecological patterns in sufficient detail, it may in fact provide an 
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ideal and cheaper solution. Landform reconstruction is integral to the rehabilitation process in 
broad-scale mined lands and resources are always allocated for this purpose. Introducing 
more heterogeneity in landforms to the desired degree, may not increase the costs of 
landform reconstruction significantly as in many cases it would only be smarter planning of 
movement of materials that may help produce more heterogeneity in landform profiles, while 
using the same machinery and resources. Such modifications may not require additional 
expenses over what are already planned for landform reconstruction in the rehabilitation 
process. Landform heterogeneity will generate diversity of micro-environments and a 
diversity of possible options for the organisms inhabiting the landscapes. Heterogeneous 
landscapes would mean the conditions (both favourable or unfavourable for a particular 
species or group of organisms) would not be uniform over large areas. Thus, it would mean 
that the entire landscape would not be suitable for a species or group of organisms to 
establish themselves on, but at the same time it also offers opportunities for many different 
species or groups of organisms to establish at some location or other across the landscape, 
where the favourable conditions for that species/group may exist. It might be a key facilitator 
of resilience among transitional environments such as rehabilitating mined landscapes. The 
conceptual idea proposed by this thesis is sensitive to the requirement of biotic ecosystem 
components of rehabilitating ecosystems unlike the current industry approaches described in 
the first chapter. This is the main advantage of the proposed approach that may promise a 
potential pathway to improve rehabilitation progress. Against the background of present 
industry rehabilitation practices of reconstructing post-mine landscapes into uniform 
geometric landforms that require extensive periods of time for ecological recovery and are 
not necessarily free from stability issues, the findings of this research open a new discussion 
on landform reconstruction strategies.  
Depending on the rehabilitation objectives, the rehabilitation practices decide the shapes of 
the landforms through the landform reconstruction approaches, and they also determine the 
ecological and biotic inputs in the form of fertilizers, seed mixes, plant outs and 
introduction of selected species to initiate the journey of ecological rehabilitation. While 
there is a plethora of ecological knowledge from undisturbed systems as well as the lessons 
learnt from similar rehabilitation projects about the biotic and ecological inputs such as 
selection of appropriate species mix, fertilizers, etc., not much attention has been given to 
topographic designs apart from the stability and erosion and drainage control concerns. A 
more holistic approach is required that would consider a rehabilitation area as a single geo-
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ecological system to achieve better rehabilitation outcomes. With ever increasing pressure 
to return degraded landscapes to a productive state, as either ecological or mixed systems, 
this research has the potential to make a significant contribution to rehabilitation efforts to 
prepare for the challenges posed by  the changing face of the planet as a result of human 
endeavours.  
6.8 Conclusion 
The most topographically diverse regions across the globe are known to harbour the highest 
biological diversity as well as endemism (Hopper, 1979) as a result of sensitivity of 
organisms to climatic and micro-climatic settings. Topographically diverse landscapes offer 
wide spectrums of micro-climates as opportunities to satisfy the needs and requirements for 
establishment and survival of those organisms as well as for development of inter-
connections between them, weaving the delicate ecosystems. In natural landscapes, 
heterogeneity in landforms is known to have a positive impact on the ecological patterns. A 
corollary of this is applicable to the rehabilitation of post-mining landscapes as, if we provide 
a topographically-diverse landscape, it would invite more species to inhabit the landscape. 
This thesis focused on the relationship between landform heterogeneity and ecological 
patterns in a rehabilitated mineral sands post-mine landscape and found that species richness, 
density and vegetation cover showed strong correlations with landform heterogeneity at some 
sites, although the results were sensitive to the site parameters of rehabilitation and 
management practices and scale. Although a significant driver, landform heterogeneity might 
not be as big a contributor as the climate, soil management and hydrological management. 
However, apart from the direct relationships, landform heterogeneity potentially guides how 
the effects of the other dominant drivers are distributed in a rehabilitating landscape. Most 
importantly, unlike climate and hydrology, it is possible to have complete control of the way 
landforms are constructed in rehabilitating landscapes, albeit within the stability limits of the 
materials. Hence, landform heterogeneity may provide an effective tool to improve 
rehabilitation progress in broad-scale post-mining rehabilitation landscapes. 
Post-mine rehabilitation is a very expensive process. Changing community expectations, 
changing government regulations and the resource industry’s pursuit of sustainability 
principles, are together resulting in a search for effective tools to improve post-mine 
rehabilitation world over. Reshaping the topography, altering the physical conditions of the 
post-mine landscape is like constructing the stage for the drama of ecological rehabilitation to 
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unfold. The organisms that inhabit the post-mine landscape and weave the intricate 
ecosystems are like actors (and drivers) in that rehabilitation drama. If these actors are to 
perform well, to lead to successful rehabilitation, we have got to set up the stage right for 
them!  
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Appendices 
Appendix A 
In the following example (Table A.1), plots A, B and C have exactly same measure of 
heterogeneity in relative relief, but the plots are located at three different elevations. The 
Table 8.1 shows quantification of landform heterogeneity using mean, coefficient of variance, 
standard deviation, and range as landform indices. Range or standard deviation measures the 
variation in relief or slope within a given area. For mean and coefficient of variance, tied to 
the absolute value, the three plots exhibit different values owing to their locations at different 
altitudes. However, standard deviation and range measures exactly same for the three plots, 
thus indicating that they have same landform heterogeneity profiles.  
Table A.1: Example of three plots A, B, C with 20 sampling points each with relief measured in meters and landform 
indices mean, coefficient of variance, standard deviation and range. 
  Relief in meters at corresponding sampling point 
Sampling point Plot A Plot B Plot C 
1 49 5049 549 
2 53 5053 553 
3 52 5052 552 
4 53 5053 553 
5 55 5055 555 
6 53 5053 553 
7 48 5048 548 
8 49 5049 549 
9 48 5048 548 
10 52 5052 552 
11 51 5051 551 
12 49 5049 549 
13 53 5053 553 
14 51 5051 551 
15 48 5048 548 
16 49 5049 549 
17 48 5048 548 
18 48 5048 548 
19 46 5046 546 
20 45 5045 545 
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Mean 50 5050 550 
Coefficient of Variance 0.053508 0.00053 0.004864 
Standard deviation 2.675424 2.675424 2.675424 
Range 50 50 50 
 
Appendix B 
Example of measurement of all landform indices for a hypothetical plot: 
The following is an example of a hypothetical plot of the same size as the study plots, with 
resolution equal to 5m and plot-extent equal to the ecological plot size (0m). The Figure B.1, 
Figure B.2 and Figure B.3 exhibit the values of relief, slope and aspect respectively for each 
of 40 cells of 5m X 5m dimension. The relief in meters, slope in degrees and aspect in 
degrees is given to construct an imaginary landscape with moderate level of landform 
heterogeneity. 
 
Figure B.1: Relief in metre for each 5m X 5m cell as indicated by the number within the cells 
31 31 32 33
31 31 32 33
32 32 32 32
33 33 38 33
33 39 40 33
34 42 42 34
35 41 40 37
37 37 37 37
37 38 42 42
40 41 43 44
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Figure B.2: Slope in degrees for each 5m X 5m cell as indicated by the number within the cells 
 
 
Figure B.3: Aspect in degrees for each 5m X 5m cell as indicated by the number within the cells 
 
For this plot, the LHIs will be calculated as follows: 
1 3 4 3
2 3 3 3
2 1 1 2
2 15 8 5
1 12 10 8
23 16 12 8
21 22 15 6
18 12 8 19
5 3 19 24
6 8 23 27
294 276 330 280
276 290 320 270
290 320 310 60
295 350 290 75
280 335 3 95
175 179 179 105
190 200 160 135
245 210 146 3
265 280 295 20
280 275 265 10
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1. LER: 
The Table B.1 shows the combinations of relief, slope and aspects for each of the 40 cells 
present in this plot. 
Table B.1: Combinations of relief, slope and aspect values for the hypothetical plot 
Cell number Relief in m Slope angle in degrees Aspect in degrees 
1 31 1 294 
2 31 2 276 
3 32 2 290 
4 33 2 295 
5 33 1 280 
6 34 23 175 
7 35 21 190 
8 37 18 245 
9 37 5 265 
10 40 6 280 
11 31 3 276 
12 31 3 290 
13 32 1 320 
14 33 15 350 
15 39 12 335 
16 42 16 179 
17 41 22 200 
18 37 12 210 
19 38 3 280 
20 41 8 275 
21 32 4 330 
22 32 3 320 
23 32 1 310 
24 38 8 290 
25 40 10 3 
26 42 12 179 
27 40 15 160 
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28 37 8 146 
29 42 19 295 
30 43 23 265 
31 33 3 280 
32 33 3 270 
33 32 2 60 
34 33 5 75 
35 33 8 95 
36 34 8 105 
37 37 6 135 
38 37 19 3 
39 42 24 20 
40 44 27 10 
Using a classification system as described in section 2.3.3 and the ranges for relief, slope and 
aspect equal to the true ranges in the NSI data-set (i.e., Relief = 0 to 144m, Slope = 0 to 90 
degrees, Aspect = 0 to 359 degrees) the above cells are classified using 3, 6, 9, 12 and 24 
class classification systems into respective number of classes as given in Table B.2, Table 
B.3, Table B.4, Table B.5 and Table B.6. 
Table B.2: 3 Class classification system 
Class Value Slope  Aspect Relief 
A Min 0 0 0 
Max 12 120 48 
B Min 13 121 49 
Max 24 240 96 
C Min 25 241 97 
Max 36 359 144 
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Table B.3: 6 Class classification system 
Class Value Slope  Relief Aspect 
A Min 0 0 0 
Max 6 24 60 
B Min 7 25 61 
Max 12 48 120 
C Min 13 49 121 
Max 18 72 180 
D Min 19 73 181 
Max 24 96 240 
E Min 25 97 241 
Max 30 120 300 
F Min 31 121 301 
Max 36 144 359 
 
Table B.4: 9 Class classification system 
Class Value Slope  Relief Aspect 
A Min 0 0 0 
Max 4 16 40 
B Min 5 17 41 
Max 8 32 80 
C Min 9 33 81 
Max 12 48 120 
D Min 13 49 121 
Max 16 64 160 
E Min 17 65 161 
Max 20 80 200 
F Min 21 81 201 
Max 24 96 240 
G Min 25 97 241 
Max 28 112 280 
H Min 29 113 281 
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Max 32 128 320 
I Min 33 129 321 
Max 36 144 359 
 
Table B.5: 12 Class classification system 
Class  Slope  Relief Aspect 
A Min 0 0 0 
Max 3 12 30 
B Min 4 13 31 
Max 6 24 60 
C Min 7 25 61 
Max 9 36 90 
D Min 10 37 91 
Max 12 48 120 
E Min 13 49 121 
Max 15 60 150 
F Min 16 61 151 
Max 18 72 180 
G Min 19 73 181 
Max 21 84 210 
H Min 22 85 211 
Max 24 96 240 
I Min 25 97 241 
Max 27 108 270 
J Min 28 109 271 
Max 30 120 300 
K Min 31 121 301 
Max 33 132 330 
L Min 34 133 331 
Max 36 144 359 
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Table B.6: 24 Class classification system 
Class 
 
Slope Aspect Relief 
A Min 0 0 0 
 
Max 1.5 15 6 
B Min 1.6 16 7 
 
Max 3 30 12 
C Min 3.1 31 13 
 
Max 4.5 45 18 
D Min 4.6 46 19 
 
Max 6 60 24 
E Min 6.1 61 25 
 
Max 7.5 75 30 
F Min 7.6 76 31 
 
Max 9 90 36 
G Min 9.1 91 37 
 
Max 10.5 105 42 
H Min 10.6 106 43 
 
Max 12 120 48 
I Min 12.1 121 49 
 
Max 13.5 135 54 
J Min 13.6 136 55 
 
Max 15 150 60 
K Min 15.1 151 61 
 
Max 16.5 165 66 
L Min 16.6 166 67 
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Max 18 180 72 
M Min 18.1 181 73 
 
Max 19.5 195 78 
N Min 19.6 196 79 
 
Max 21 210 84 
O Min 21.1 211 85 
 
Max 22.5 225 90 
P Min 22.6 226 91 
 
Max 24 240 96 
Q Min 24.1 241 97 
 
Max 25.5 255 102 
R Min 25.6 256 103 
 
Max 27 270 108 
S Min 27.1 271 108 
 
Max 28.5 285 114 
T Min 28.6 286 115 
 
Max 30 300 120 
U Min 30.1 301 121 
 
Max 31.5 315 126 
V Min 31.6 316 127 
 
Max 33 330 132 
W Min 33.1 331 133 
 
Max 34.5 345 138 
X Min 34.6 346 139 
 
Max 38 360 144 
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Under each classification system, depending on the values of relief, slope and aspect for each 
cell (that refer to a particular landform element), they are classified as respective classes for 
relief, slope and aspect. Thus each cell shows a combination of classes for relief slope and 
aspect and within the plot, there can be a number of such combinations. If any cells have 
similar relief-slope-aspect values, they may fall under the same combination. Hence the total 
number of different combinations present within the plot will give us the landform element 
richness for the plot for that respective classification system. In case of the hypothetical plot 
considered here, the LER is calculated as given in Table B.7 for different classification 
systems. 
Table B.7: Values of LER for different classification systems for the given hypothetical plot 
Classification System LER 
3 Class 7 
6 Class 11 
9 Class 20 
12 Class 24 
24 Class 35 
2. LED: 
For LED, the area occupied by each landform element class or combination is taken into 
consideration using the Simpson’s index. For example, the Table B.8 shows the number of 
landform classes and the area occupied by them in the given hypothetical plot for 3 class 
classification. 
Table B.8: The different landform element classes present in the given hypothetical plot for 3 class classification 
Combination Number of cells Area in meters 
ACA 19 475 
BBA 5 125 
BCA 4 100 
ABA 4 100 
AAA 5 125 
BAA 2 50 
CAA 1 25 
Total 40 1000 
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Using the modified Simpson’s Index formula (page 52) the LED is calculated for the given 
hypothetical plot for different classification systems as given in Table B.9. 
Table B.9: The LED for the given hypothetical plot for different classification systems 
Classification System LED 
3 Class 0.721 
6 Class 0.767 
9 Class 0.849 
12 Class 0.856 
3. SD Relief: This is calculated as standard deviation of relief values for the entire plot, 
including all the cells within the plot. For the given hypothetical plot, the SD Relief is 
4.07 
4. Range Relief: For the hypothetical plot, the range of relief that is the difference 
between the maximum and minimum relief is 13 m. 
5. EP Relief: Out of the 40 cells, there are only 13 different values of relief. Hence the 
explored percentage relief (i.e.  the number of different relief values present within the 
plot as a percentage of total number of cells) is 32.5. 
6. EP Slope: Out of the 40 cells, there are 18 different values of slope. Hence the explored 
percentage slope (i.e.  the number of different slope values present within the plot as a 
percentage of total number of cells) is 45. 
7. EP Aspect: Out of the 40 cells, there are 30 different values of aspect. Hence the 
explored percentage slope (i.e.  the number of different slope values present within the 
plot as a percentage of total number of cells) is 75. 
8. EP Total: This is calculated as mean of EP Relief, EP Slope and EP Aspect, which for 
the given hypothetical plot is 50.83. 
9. SD Slope: This is calculated as standard deviation of slope values for the entire plot, 
including all the cells within the plot. For the given hypothetical plot, the SD Slope is 
7.87. 
10. Range Slope: For the hypothetical plot, the range of relief that is the difference between 
the maximum and minimum slope angle is 26 degrees. 
Appendix C 
Following is an example of the scripts that were used in software R to complete the 
diagnostic tests and perform the analysis of the data. 
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#This script prepares the data and performs the diagnostic tests. 
# Specify data location 
setwd("Z:/Work/CurrentStradbroke/Ranalysis/Final/FinalTransformed/") 
dat.loc <- "Z:/Work/CurrentStradbroke/Ranalysis/Final/FinalTransformed/" 
 
#import data 
LHIdata <- read.table(paste(dat.loc, "TLHI", ".txt", sep=""), header=T, sep='\t') 
Evardata <- read.table(paste(dat.loc, "TEvar", ".txt", sep=""), header=T, sep='\t') 
temp1<-matrix(NA,17,11) 
 
#forming vectors for unique ids 
LHIid<-c("LHI1", "LHI2", "LHI3", "LHI4", "LHI5", "LHI6", "LHI7", "LHI8", "LER", "LED") 
blockid<-unique(LHIdata$blockID) 
PEid<-c("0m", "10m", "20m", "30m", "40m") 
Yid<-unique(colnames(Evardata)) 
Yid<-Yid[4:20] 
Yid 
LHIid 
blockid 
PEid 
 
for (a in 1:length(blockid))  { 
  blockD<-LHIdata[which(LHIdata$blockID == blockid[a]),] 
  YData<-Evardata[which(Evardata$blockID == blockid[a]),] 
  YData<-YData[,c(4:20)] 
     
  for (b in 1: length(LHIid)) { 
    LHIAllD<-blockD[which(blockD$LHI == LHIid[b]),]  
    LHIAllD<-LHIAllD[, c(4:8)]  
     
    for (h in 1:length(PEid)) { 
      LHID<-LHIAllD[,h] 
       
      for (d in 1: length(Yid)) { 
        ID<-matrix(NA,1,4) 
        ID[1,1:4]<-c(blockid[a],LHIid[b],PEid[h],Yid[d])         #defining format for output tables 
         
        YD<-YData[,d] 
        YD<- as.vector(YD) 
         
        if (YD[]==0) {} else{ 
         
        CC<-cor(LHID, YD, method = "pearson")          #extracting correlation coefficient 
        Reg<-lm(YD~LHID) 
         
        p<-pf(summary(Reg)$fstatistic[1], summary(Reg)$fstatistic[2], 
              summary(Reg)$fstatistic[3], lower.tail = FALSE)      #this is extracting the p value      
        r<-summary(Reg)$r.squared 
        n<- length(YD) 
        s<- Reg$coefficients[2] 
        i<- Reg$coefficients[1] 
        e<-summary(Reg)$coefficients[2,2] 
        ST <- rbind(p,r,n,s,i,e)                            
         
        temp1[d,c(6:11)] <-ST[1:6]   
        temp1[d,5]<- CC 
        temp1[d,4]<-Yid[d] 
        temp1[d,3]<-PEid[h] 
        temp1[d,2]<-LHIid[b] 
        temp1[d,1]<-blockid[a] 
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        temp<-temp1  
         
        #for those regressions that are significant (p<0.05, I want to do the following diagnostic tests)         
        #Outlier test         
        if (p=="NA") { } else { 
        if (p<0.05 ) {Out<-outlierTest(Reg)  
                      #Out 
                      A<-Out[1]     
                      Out<-cbind(ID,A,Out) 
          write.table(Out,paste(dat.loc, "AllOut",".txt", sep=""),sep='\t', col.names = FALSE, append = TRUE)}               
           } 
         
        #Drawing Influence index plots  
        if (p=="NA") { } else { 
        if (p<0.05 ) {jpeg(file = paste("InfInd","block",blockid[a],LHIid[b],"PE",PEid[h],"Y",Yid[d], ".jpeg", 
sep="")) 
          influenceIndexPlot(Reg) 
          dev.off()} 
        } 
         
        #Extracting Influence plot parameters and drawing influence plots         
        if (p=="NA") {} else { 
        if (p<0.05 ) {jpeg(file = paste("Bbl","block",blockid[a],LHIid[b],"PE",PEid[h],"Y",Yid[d], ".jpeg", 
sep="")) 
          IP<-influencePlot(Reg) 
          IP<-cbind(ID,IP) 
          write.table(IP,paste(dat.loc, "AllIP",".txt", sep=""),sep='\t', col.names = FALSE, append = TRUE) 
          dev.off()} 
        } 
                 
        #Drawing qqplots    
        if (p=="NA") {} else { 
        if (p<0.05) {jpeg(file = paste("QQ","block",blockid[a],LHIid[b],"PE",PEid[h], Yid[d], ".jpeg", sep="")) 
                     qqPlot(Reg) 
                     dev.off()} 
         }       
        } 
       } 
      } 
    }   
} 
Appendix D 
Table D.1: the outliers identified in outlier tests for respective regression analysis of particular ecological variables 
and particular LHIs at respective plot-extents. Under column Outlier ‘FALSE’ represents absence of any outlier 
while ‘TRUE’ indicates presence of an outlier. 
ID Block LHI PE EV Rstudent pval Bpval Outlier CutOff 
1 0 LHI1 0m Y2 -1.865 0.112 1.004 FALSE 0.05 
2 0 LHI1 0m Y10 1.983 0.095 0.851 FALSE 0.05 
3 0 LHI1 10m Y2 -1.977 0.095 0.859 FALSE 0.05 
4 0 LHI1 20m Y2 2.171 0.073 0.657 FALSE 0.05 
5 0 LHI1 30m Y2 2.579 0.042 0.376 FALSE 0.05 
6 0 LHI1 40m Y2 2.176 0.072 0.652 FALSE 0.05 
7 0 LHI2 0m Y2 -2.012 0.091 0.818 FALSE 0.05 
8 0 LHI2 10m Y2 -1.873 0.110 0.992 FALSE 0.05 
9 0 LHI2 20m Y2 2.014 0.091 0.815 FALSE 0.05 
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10 0 LHI2 30m Y2 2.385 0.054 0.489 FALSE 0.05 
11 0 LHI2 40m Y2 1.879 0.109 0.984 FALSE 0.05 
12 0 LHI3 0m Y2 2.038 0.088 0.789 FALSE 0.05 
13 0 LHI3 10m Y2 -1.986 0.094 0.848 FALSE 0.05 
14 0 LHI3 20m Y2 2.011 0.091 0.820 FALSE 0.05 
15 0 LHI3 30m Y2 2.435 0.051 0.457 FALSE 0.05 
16 0 LHI3 40m Y2 1.764 0.128 1.153 FALSE 0.05 
17 0 LHI4 10m Y12 2.333 0.058 0.526 FALSE 0.05 
18 0 LHI4 20m Y2 -2.969 0.025 0.225 FALSE 0.05 
19 0 LHI4 20m Y12 2.115 0.079 0.710 FALSE 0.05 
20 0 LHI4 30m Y2 2.081 0.083 0.743 FALSE 0.05 
21 0 LHI4 40m Y2 -2.099 0.081 0.725 FALSE 0.05 
22 0 LHI5 0m Y2 -2.036 0.088 0.792 FALSE 0.05 
23 0 LHI5 0m Y3 1.742 0.132 1.188 FALSE 0.05 
24 0 LHI6 0m Y1 2.686 0.036 0.326 FALSE 0.05 
25 0 LHI6 0m Y8 2.505 0.046 0.416 FALSE 0.05 
26 0 LHI6 0m Y9 -2.044 0.087 0.782 FALSE 0.05 
27 0 LHI6 0m Y11 -3.507 0.013 0.115 FALSE 0.05 
28 0 LHI6 0m Y14 -3.383 0.015 0.133 FALSE 0.05 
29 0 LHI7 20m Y12 -1.965 0.097 0.873 FALSE 0.05 
30 0 LHI7 30m Y2 2.059 0.085 0.766 FALSE 0.05 
31 0 LHI7 40m Y2 2.168 0.073 0.659 FALSE 0.05 
32 0 LHI8 10m Y12 2.332 0.059 0.527 FALSE 0.05 
33 0 LHI8 20m Y2 -2.969 0.025 0.225 FALSE 0.05 
34 0 LHI8 20m Y12 2.114 0.079 0.710 FALSE 0.05 
35 0 LHI8 30m Y2 2.430 0.051 0.460 FALSE 0.05 
36 0 LHI8 40m Y2 -2.172 0.073 0.655 FALSE 0.05 
37 0 LER 0m Y8 2.010 0.091 0.820 FALSE 0.05 
38 0 LER 0m Y9 -1.365 0.221 1.992 FALSE 0.05 
39 0 LER 0m Y11 1.787 0.124 1.118 FALSE 0.05 
40 0 LER 0m Y13 2.131 0.077 0.694 FALSE 0.05 
41 0 LER 0m Y14 -1.714 0.137 1.236 FALSE 0.05 
42 0 LER 10m Y12 3.595 0.011 0.103 FALSE 0.05 
43 0 LER 20m Y12 4.339 0.005 0.044 TRUE 0.05 
44 0 LED 0m Y5 1.803 0.121 1.093 FALSE 0.05 
45 0 LED 0m Y9 2.437 0.051 0.456 FALSE 0.05 
46 0 LED 0m Y11 -3.049 0.023 0.203 FALSE 0.05 
47 0 LED 0m Y13 -2.012 0.091 0.819 FALSE 0.05 
48 0 LED 0m Y14 -3.321 0.016 0.144 FALSE 0.05 
49 0 LED 0m Y16 3.477 0.013 0.119 FALSE 0.05 
50 0 LED 0m Y19 -2.516 0.046 0.410 FALSE 0.05 
51 0 LED 10m Y1 2.636 0.039 0.349 FALSE 0.05 
52 0 LED 10m Y8 -2.435 0.051 0.457 FALSE 0.05 
53 0 LED 10m Y9 -2.248 0.066 0.591 FALSE 0.05 
54 0 LED 10m Y11 -3.332 0.016 0.142 FALSE 0.05 
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55 0 LED 10m Y14 -3.403 0.014 0.130 FALSE 0.05 
56 0 LED 20m Y8 -2.583 0.042 0.375 FALSE 0.05 
57 0 LED 20m Y9 -1.973 0.096 0.864 FALSE 0.05 
58 0 LED 20m Y12 2.558 0.043 0.387 FALSE 0.05 
59 0 LED 30m Y12 2.705 0.035 0.318 FALSE 0.05 
60 0 LED 40m Y12 2.726 0.034 0.309 FALSE 0.05 
61 3 LHI4 0m Y9 2.756 0.051 0.358 FALSE 0.05 
62 3 LHI4 30m Y12 2.160 0.097 0.678 FALSE 0.05 
63 3 LHI5 40m Y10 3.032 0.039 0.271 FALSE 0.05 
64 3 LHI8 20m Y12 2.258 0.087 0.608 FALSE 0.05 
65 3 LHI8 30m Y12 2.162 0.097 0.676 FALSE 0.05 
66 3 LER 0m Y10 3.831 0.019 0.130 FALSE 0.05 
67 4 LHI1 0m Y7 -2.516 0.046 0.410 FALSE 0.05 
68 4 LHI1 30m Y5 2.465 0.049 0.439 FALSE 0.05 
69 4 LHI1 40m Y5 2.303 0.061 0.548 FALSE 0.05 
70 4 LHI2 20m Y2 1.464 0.194 1.743 FALSE 0.05 
71 4 LHI2 30m Y2 -1.562 0.169 1.523 FALSE 0.05 
72 4 LHI2 40m Y2 -1.869 0.111 0.997 FALSE 0.05 
73 4 LHI3 20m Y2 1.418 0.206 1.855 FALSE 0.05 
74 4 LHI3 30m Y2 1.558 0.170 1.532 FALSE 0.05 
75 4 LHI3 40m Y2 -1.898 0.107 0.959 FALSE 0.05 
76 4 LHI4 0m Y2 -3.029 0.023 0.208 FALSE 0.05 
77 4 LHI4 10m Y12 -2.413 0.052 0.471 FALSE 0.05 
78 4 LHI4 20m Y2 -6.757 0.001 0.005 TRUE 0.05 
79 4 LHI4 20m Y12 -2.823 0.030 0.272 FALSE 0.05 
80 4 LHI4 30m Y2 -7.679 0.000 0.002 TRUE 0.05 
81 4 LHI4 40m Y12 5.538 0.001 0.013 TRUE 0.05 
82 4 LHI5 30m Y2 -2.517 0.045 0.409 FALSE 0.05 
83 4 LHI5 30m Y5 2.015 0.091 0.815 FALSE 0.05 
84 4 LHI5 40m Y2 -2.679 0.037 0.329 FALSE 0.05 
85 4 LHI7 10m Y12 -3.689 0.010 0.092 FALSE 0.05 
86 4 LHI7 20m Y12 -3.469 0.013 0.120 FALSE 0.05 
87 4 LHI7 40m Y12 3.720 0.010 0.089 FALSE 0.05 
88 4 LHI8 0m Y2 -3.341 0.016 0.140 FALSE 0.05 
89 4 LHI8 10m Y2 -5.254 0.002 0.017 TRUE 0.05 
90 4 LHI8 10m Y12 -2.675 0.037 0.331 FALSE 0.05 
91 4 LHI8 20m Y2 -7.388 0.000 0.003 TRUE 0.05 
92 4 LHI8 30m Y2 -7.639 0.000 0.002 TRUE 0.05 
93 4 LHI8 40m Y12 6.943 0.000 0.004 TRUE 0.05 
94 4 LER 0m Y2 -3.220 0.018 0.163 FALSE 0.05 
95 4 LER 10m Y2 -1.868 0.111 0.998 FALSE 0.05 
96 4 LER 20m Y2 -3.124 0.020 0.184 FALSE 0.05 
97 1 LHI1 20m Y5 -2.673 0.044 0.353 FALSE 0.05 
98 1 LHI1 30m Y5 -2.206 0.079 0.628 FALSE 0.05 
99 1 LHI2 20m Y5 -2.361 0.065 0.517 FALSE 0.05 
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100 1 LHI3 20m Y5 -2.325 0.068 0.541 FALSE 0.05 
101 1 LHI6 20m Y2 1.712 0.148 1.181 FALSE 0.05 
102 1 LHI6 30m Y2 2.432 0.059 0.474 FALSE 0.05 
103 1 LHI6 40m Y2 2.108 0.089 0.710 FALSE 0.05 
104 1 LER 0m Y13 -1.905 0.115 0.921 FALSE 0.05 
105 88 LHI6 10m Y1 -3.321 0.045 0.270 FALSE 0.05 
106 88 LHI6 20m Y1 2.391 0.097 0.580 FALSE 0.05 
107 88 LHI6 30m Y1 2.708 0.073 0.440 FALSE 0.05 
108 88 LHI6 40m Y1 4.730 0.018 0.107 FALSE 0.05 
109 88 LHI7 40m Y1 -1.979 0.142 0.853 FALSE 0.05 
110 90 LHI2 0m Y2 3.397 0.015 0.131 FALSE 0.05 
111 90 LHI2 10m Y2 4.027 0.007 0.062 FALSE 0.05 
112 90 LHI2 20m Y2 4.358 0.005 0.043 TRUE 0.05 
113 90 LHI2 30m Y2 4.009 0.007 0.063 FALSE 0.05 
114 90 LHI2 40m Y2 3.539 0.012 0.110 FALSE 0.05 
115 90 LHI3 0m Y2 3.749 0.010 0.086 FALSE 0.05 
116 90 LHI3 10m Y2 4.170 0.006 0.053 FALSE 0.05 
117 90 LHI3 20m Y2 4.182 0.006 0.052 FALSE 0.05 
118 90 LHI3 40m Y2 3.700 0.010 0.091 FALSE 0.05 
119 90 LHI4 0m Y2 2.080 0.083 0.745 FALSE 0.05 
120 90 LHI4 0m Y7 -2.489 0.047 0.425 FALSE 0.05 
121 90 LHI6 20m Y10 -3.104 0.021 0.189 FALSE 0.05 
122 90 LHI6 30m Y10 3.056 0.022 0.201 FALSE 0.05 
123 90 LHI6 40m Y10 2.634 0.039 0.350 FALSE 0.05 
124 90 LHI7 0m Y7 -2.653 0.038 0.341 FALSE 0.05 
125 90 LHI8 0m Y7 -2.515 0.046 0.410 FALSE 0.05 
126 90 LER 10m Y2 2.531 0.045 0.402 FALSE 0.05 
127 90 LER 20m Y2 -3.169 0.019 0.174 FALSE 0.05 
128 90 LER 20m Y10 3.516 0.013 0.113 FALSE 0.05 
129 90 LER 30m Y10 2.940 0.026 0.234 FALSE 0.05 
130 90 LER 40m Y2 -2.574 0.042 0.379 FALSE 0.05 
131 90 LER 40m Y10 2.475 0.048 0.433 FALSE 0.05 
132 90 LED 40m Y2 1.682 0.144 1.292 FALSE 0.05 
133 90 LED 40m Y10 2.136 0.077 0.689 FALSE 0.05 
134 92 LHI2 0m Y12 3.304 0.009 0.110 FALSE 0.05 
135 92 LHI4 0m Y3 1.719 0.120 1.438 FALSE 0.05 
136 92 LHI4 0m Y13 3.467 0.007 0.085 FALSE 0.05 
137 92 LHI4 10m Y13 3.411 0.008 0.093 FALSE 0.05 
138 92 LHI4 30m Y2 2.466 0.036 0.430 FALSE 0.05 
139 92 LHI4 30m Y14 2.918 0.017 0.205 FALSE 0.05 
140 92 LHI4 40m Y2 2.740 0.023 0.274 FALSE 0.05 
141 92 LHI4 40m Y3 2.549 0.031 0.375 FALSE 0.05 
142 92 LHI6 0m Y3 -2.063 0.069 0.829 FALSE 0.05 
143 92 LHI7 0m Y13 2.998 0.015 0.180 FALSE 0.05 
144 92 LHI7 10m Y13 3.814 0.004 0.050 TRUE 0.05 
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145 92 LHI7 30m Y2 1.739 0.116 1.391 FALSE 0.05 
146 92 LHI7 30m Y14 2.193 0.056 0.671 FALSE 0.05 
147 92 LHI7 40m Y2 2.141 0.061 0.731 FALSE 0.05 
148 92 LHI7 40m Y14 2.562 0.031 0.367 FALSE 0.05 
149 92 LHI8 0m Y3 -2.357 0.043 0.514 FALSE 0.05 
150 92 LHI8 0m Y13 2.868 0.019 0.222 FALSE 0.05 
151 92 LHI8 10m Y13 3.453 0.007 0.087 FALSE 0.05 
152 92 LHI8 20m Y2 -2.594 0.029 0.348 FALSE 0.05 
153 92 LHI8 30m Y2 2.727 0.023 0.280 FALSE 0.05 
154 92 LHI8 30m Y3 2.669 0.026 0.308 FALSE 0.05 
155 92 LHI8 30m Y14 3.183 0.011 0.134 FALSE 0.05 
156 92 LHI8 40m Y2 2.739 0.023 0.275 FALSE 0.05 
157 92 LHI8 40m Y3 2.549 0.031 0.375 FALSE 0.05 
158 92 LER 0m Y13 4.292 0.002 0.024 TRUE 0.05 
159 96 LHI1 0m Y1 -2.382 0.063 0.504 FALSE 0.05 
160 96 LHI1 0m Y2 -1.975 0.105 0.843 FALSE 0.05 
161 96 LHI1 0m Y5 -3.508 0.017 0.137 FALSE 0.05 
162 96 LHI1 0m Y15 3.165 0.025 0.200 FALSE 0.05 
163 96 LHI1 10m Y11 2.243 0.075 0.600 FALSE 0.05 
164 96 LHI1 10m Y15 -1.949 0.109 0.871 FALSE 0.05 
165 96 LHI1 20m Y11 1.778 0.136 1.084 FALSE 0.05 
166 96 LHI1 20m Y15 -1.892 0.117 0.936 FALSE 0.05 
167 96 LHI1 30m Y11 1.957 0.108 0.862 FALSE 0.05 
168 96 LHI1 30m Y15 -1.883 0.118 0.947 FALSE 0.05 
169 96 LHI1 40m Y11 2.260 0.073 0.587 FALSE 0.05 
170 96 LHI1 40m Y15 -1.848 0.124 0.990 FALSE 0.05 
171 96 LHI2 0m Y1 -2.576 0.050 0.397 FALSE 0.05 
172 96 LHI2 0m Y2 -1.561 0.179 1.434 FALSE 0.05 
173 96 LHI2 0m Y5 -2.545 0.052 0.412 FALSE 0.05 
174 96 LHI2 0m Y15 2.478 0.056 0.448 FALSE 0.05 
175 96 LHI2 10m Y15 -1.587 0.173 1.386 FALSE 0.05 
176 96 LHI2 20m Y11 1.658 0.158 1.265 FALSE 0.05 
177 96 LHI2 20m Y15 1.759 0.139 1.111 FALSE 0.05 
178 96 LHI2 30m Y11 1.723 0.146 1.164 FALSE 0.05 
179 96 LHI2 30m Y15 -1.744 0.142 1.133 FALSE 0.05 
180 96 LHI2 40m Y11 1.997 0.102 0.819 FALSE 0.05 
181 96 LHI2 40m Y15 1.696 0.151 1.205 FALSE 0.05 
182 96 LHI3 0m Y1 -2.706 0.042 0.340 FALSE 0.05 
183 96 LHI3 0m Y2 1.575 0.176 1.409 FALSE 0.05 
184 96 LHI3 0m Y5 -3.344 0.020 0.164 FALSE 0.05 
185 96 LHI3 0m Y15 2.644 0.046 0.366 FALSE 0.05 
186 96 LHI3 10m Y15 -1.628 0.164 1.316 FALSE 0.05 
187 96 LHI3 20m Y11 1.629 0.164 1.314 FALSE 0.05 
188 96 LHI3 20m Y15 1.878 0.119 0.953 FALSE 0.05 
189 96 LHI3 30m Y11 1.732 0.144 1.151 FALSE 0.05 
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190 96 LHI3 30m Y15 -1.758 0.139 1.113 FALSE 0.05 
191 96 LHI3 40m Y11 2.003 0.102 0.813 FALSE 0.05 
192 96 LHI3 40m Y15 -1.649 0.160 1.281 FALSE 0.05 
193 96 LHI4 10m Y1 -3.369 0.020 0.159 FALSE 0.05 
194 96 LHI4 10m Y7 2.244 0.075 0.599 FALSE 0.05 
195 96 LHI4 20m Y7 -1.947 0.109 0.873 FALSE 0.05 
196 96 LHI5 10m Y11 5.594 0.003 0.020 TRUE 0.05 
197 96 LHI5 20m Y11 4.292 0.008 0.062 FALSE 0.05 
198 96 LHI5 30m Y11 3.209 0.024 0.190 FALSE 0.05 
199 96 LHI5 40m Y11 2.660 0.045 0.359 FALSE 0.05 
200 96 LHI5 40m Y15 2.090 0.091 0.727 FALSE 0.05 
201 96 LHI6 10m Y11 6.109 0.002 0.014 TRUE 0.05 
202 96 LHI6 20m Y11 5.152 0.004 0.029 TRUE 0.05 
203 96 LHI6 30m Y11 4.276 0.008 0.063 FALSE 0.05 
204 96 LHI6 40m Y11 3.895 0.011 0.092 FALSE 0.05 
205 96 LHI7 0m Y10 3.197 0.024 0.193 FALSE 0.05 
206 96 LHI7 0m Y12 -2.750 0.040 0.323 FALSE 0.05 
207 96 LHI7 10m Y1 -3.856 0.012 0.095 FALSE 0.05 
208 96 LHI7 10m Y7 2.592 0.049 0.390 FALSE 0.05 
209 96 LHI7 20m Y1 -3.191 0.024 0.194 FALSE 0.05 
210 96 LHI7 20m Y7 1.952 0.108 0.867 FALSE 0.05 
211 96 LHI7 30m Y1 -2.872 0.035 0.279 FALSE 0.05 
212 96 LHI7 40m Y8 2.974 0.031 0.248 FALSE 0.05 
213 96 LHI8 0m Y1 -2.986 0.031 0.245 FALSE 0.05 
214 96 LHI8 0m Y10 4.380 0.007 0.057 FALSE 0.05 
215 96 LHI8 10m Y1 -3.369 0.020 0.159 FALSE 0.05 
216 96 LHI8 10m Y7 2.244 0.075 0.599 FALSE 0.05 
217 96 LER 10m Y11 3.128 0.026 0.208 FALSE 0.05 
218 96 LER 40m Y8 2.908 0.033 0.268 FALSE 0.05 
219 96 LED 10m Y11 3.187 0.024 0.195 FALSE 0.05 
220 96 LED 20m Y11 2.232 0.076 0.608 FALSE 0.05 
221 96 LED 30m Y11 -2.196 0.080 0.636 FALSE 0.05 
222 96 LED 40m Y11 -2.410 0.061 0.487 FALSE 0.05 
223 99 LHI1 10m Y5 2.545 0.023 0.397 FALSE 0.05 
224 99 LHI1 20m Y5 2.676 0.018 0.308 FALSE 0.05 
225 99 LHI1 20m Y9 1.612 0.129 2.197 FALSE 0.05 
226 99 LHI1 30m Y5 2.515 0.025 0.421 FALSE 0.05 
227 99 LHI1 30m Y8 1.992 0.066 1.127 FALSE 0.05 
228 99 LHI1 30m Y9 1.619 0.128 2.170 FALSE 0.05 
229 99 LHI1 40m Y5 2.213 0.044 0.748 FALSE 0.05 
230 99 LHI1 40m Y8 2.123 0.052 0.885 FALSE 0.05 
231 99 LHI1 40m Y9 -1.877 0.081 1.385 FALSE 0.05 
232 99 LHI2 0m Y5 -2.156 0.049 0.832 FALSE 0.05 
233 99 LHI2 10m Y5 -2.362 0.033 0.565 FALSE 0.05 
234 99 LHI2 20m Y5 -2.449 0.028 0.477 FALSE 0.05 
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235 99 LHI2 30m Y5 2.570 0.022 0.378 FALSE 0.05 
236 99 LHI2 30m Y9 1.661 0.119 2.023 FALSE 0.05 
237 99 LHI2 40m Y5 2.607 0.021 0.352 FALSE 0.05 
238 99 LHI2 40m Y9 1.742 0.103 1.759 FALSE 0.05 
239 99 LHI3 0m Y5 -2.228 0.043 0.728 FALSE 0.05 
240 99 LHI3 10m Y5 -2.303 0.037 0.631 FALSE 0.05 
241 99 LHI3 20m Y5 -2.521 0.024 0.415 FALSE 0.05 
242 99 LHI3 30m Y5 2.509 0.025 0.425 FALSE 0.05 
243 99 LHI3 30m Y9 1.681 0.115 1.953 FALSE 0.05 
244 99 LHI3 40m Y5 2.600 0.021 0.357 FALSE 0.05 
245 99 LHI3 40m Y9 1.779 0.097 1.648 FALSE 0.05 
246 99 LHI4 0m Y1 -2.061 0.058 0.993 FALSE 0.05 
247 99 LHI4 0m Y3 -2.412 0.030 0.513 FALSE 0.05 
248 99 LHI4 0m Y11 2.177 0.047 0.800 FALSE 0.05 
249 99 LHI4 10m Y11 -1.939 0.073 1.241 FALSE 0.05 
250 99 LHI4 20m Y11 2.042 0.060 1.028 FALSE 0.05 
251 99 LHI4 30m Y3 -2.039 0.061 1.034 FALSE 0.05 
252 99 LHI4 40m Y3 -1.993 0.066 1.124 FALSE 0.05 
253 99 LHI4 40m Y10 2.600 0.021 0.357 FALSE 0.05 
254 99 LHI5 0m Y5 -2.166 0.048 0.816 FALSE 0.05 
255 99 LHI5 10m Y5 -2.128 0.052 0.878 FALSE 0.05 
256 99 LHI5 10m Y8 -2.569 0.022 0.379 FALSE 0.05 
257 99 LHI5 10m Y9 -2.912 0.011 0.193 FALSE 0.05 
258 99 LHI5 20m Y5 -1.994 0.066 1.121 FALSE 0.05 
259 99 LHI5 20m Y8 -2.853 0.013 0.217 FALSE 0.05 
260 99 LHI5 20m Y9 -3.420 0.004 0.070 FALSE 0.05 
261 99 LHI5 20m Y14 2.624 0.020 0.340 FALSE 0.05 
262 99 LHI5 30m Y5 -1.785 0.096 1.631 FALSE 0.05 
263 99 LHI5 30m Y8 -2.798 0.014 0.242 FALSE 0.05 
264 99 LHI5 30m Y9 -3.425 0.004 0.070 FALSE 0.05 
265 99 LHI5 30m Y14 -2.645 0.019 0.327 FALSE 0.05 
266 99 LHI5 40m Y5 -1.842 0.087 1.474 FALSE 0.05 
267 99 LHI5 40m Y8 2.650 0.019 0.324 FALSE 0.05 
268 99 LHI5 40m Y9 -2.738 0.016 0.272 FALSE 0.05 
269 99 LHI5 40m Y14 2.635 0.020 0.333 FALSE 0.05 
270 99 LHI6 0m Y14 3.285 0.005 0.092 FALSE 0.05 
271 99 LHI6 10m Y14 3.083 0.008 0.138 FALSE 0.05 
272 99 LHI6 20m Y14 3.318 0.005 0.086 FALSE 0.05 
273 99 LHI6 30m Y14 3.389 0.004 0.075 FALSE 0.05 
274 99 LHI6 40m Y14 3.476 0.004 0.063 FALSE 0.05 
275 99 LHI7 0m Y1 -1.937 0.073 1.244 FALSE 0.05 
276 99 LHI7 0m Y3 -2.376 0.032 0.549 FALSE 0.05 
277 99 LHI7 0m Y11 2.088 0.056 0.945 FALSE 0.05 
278 99 LHI7 10m Y11 -1.847 0.086 1.462 FALSE 0.05 
279 99 LHI8 0m Y1 -2.277 0.039 0.663 FALSE 0.05 
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280 99 LHI8 0m Y11 2.232 0.042 0.722 FALSE 0.05 
281 99 LHI8 10m Y11 -1.965 0.070 1.184 FALSE 0.05 
282 99 LHI8 30m Y3 -2.119 0.052 0.892 FALSE 0.05 
283 99 LHI8 40m Y10 2.571 0.022 0.377 FALSE 0.05 
284 99 LER 30m Y11 2.633 0.020 0.334 FALSE 0.05 
285 99 LER 40m Y14 3.194 0.006 0.110 FALSE 0.05 
 
Appendix E 
Table E.1: The data points that were identified as influential by influence tests for regression analysis of ecological 
variables and particular LHIs at respective plot-extents. Under the column Influential, ‘0’ represents if the point was 
not influential and ‘1’ represents that the point was influential with respect to Cook’s Distance with 1 being 
considered as cut-off. 
Plot Block LHI PE EV StudRes Hat CookD Influential 
5 0 LED 10m Y1 2.636 0.111 0.485 0 
4 0 LED 10m Y1 -0.092 0.696 0.107 0 
5 0 LHI6 0m Y1 2.686 0.114 0.496 0 
4 0 LHI6 0m Y1 -0.020 0.561 0.017 0 
8 0 LHI1 0m Y10 1.248 0.763 1.523 1 
6 0 LHI1 0m Y10 1.983 0.233 0.649 0 
4 0 LED 0m Y11 1.565 0.936 3.859 1 
3 0 LED 0m Y11 -3.049 0.111 0.516 0 
3 0 LED 10m Y11 -3.332 0.111 0.533 0 
4 0 LED 10m Y11 -0.039 0.696 0.045 0 
4 0 LER 0m Y11 -1.018 0.442 0.639 0 
6 0 LER 0m Y11 1.787 0.111 0.390 0 
3 0 LHI6 0m Y11 -3.507 0.111 0.542 0 
4 0 LHI6 0m Y11 -0.484 0.561 0.410 0 
1 0 LED 20m Y12 2.558 0.271 0.823 0 
9 0 LED 20m Y12 0.181 0.389 0.110 0 
1 0 LED 30m Y12 2.705 0.297 0.901 0 
9 0 LED 30m Y12 0.773 0.447 0.506 0 
1 0 LED 40m Y12 2.726 0.320 0.955 0 
9 0 LED 40m Y12 0.737 0.396 0.437 0 
1 0 LER 10m Y12 3.595 0.238 0.864 0 
9 0 LER 10m Y12 1.025 0.487 0.703 0 
1 0 LER 20m Y12 4.339 0.182 0.768 0 
9 0 LER 20m Y12 0.303 0.369 0.176 0 
1 0 LHI4 10m Y12 1.284 0.693 1.305 1 
7 0 LHI4 10m Y12 2.333 0.136 0.512 0 
1 0 LHI4 20m Y12 1.213 0.674 1.193 1 
7 0 LHI4 20m Y12 2.115 0.122 0.455 0 
1 0 LHI7 20m Y12 1.046 0.744 1.251 1 
2 0 LHI7 20m Y12 -1.965 0.156 0.504 0 
1 0 LHI8 10m Y12 1.284 0.693 1.306 1 
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7 0 LHI8 10m Y12 2.332 0.136 0.511 0 
1 0 LHI8 20m Y12 1.212 0.674 1.193 1 
7 0 LHI8 20m Y12 2.114 0.122 0.455 0 
4 0 LED 0m Y13 -0.377 0.936 1.091 1 
8 0 LED 0m Y13 -2.012 0.160 0.519 0 
1 0 LER 0m Y13 2.131 0.220 0.653 0 
4 0 LER 0m Y13 0.909 0.442 0.579 0 
4 0 LED 0m Y14 1.471 0.936 3.689 1 
3 0 LED 0m Y14 -3.321 0.111 0.533 0 
3 0 LED 10m Y14 -3.403 0.111 0.537 0 
4 0 LED 10m Y14 -0.177 0.696 0.205 0 
4 0 LER 0m Y14 -1.156 0.442 0.710 0 
3 0 LER 0m Y14 -1.714 0.126 0.407 0 
4 0 LHI6 0m Y14 -0.644 0.561 0.537 0 
3 0 LHI6 0m Y14 -3.383 0.111 0.536 0 
4 0 LED 0m Y16 1.021 0.936 2.758 1 
6 0 LED 0m Y16 3.477 0.129 0.589 0 
4 0 LED 0m Y19 -1.355 0.936 3.468 1 
6 0 LED 0m Y19 -2.516 0.129 0.516 0 
8 0 LHI1 0m Y2 -1.510 0.763 1.761 1 
9 0 LHI1 0m Y2 -1.865 0.164 0.502 0 
8 0 LHI1 10m Y2 -1.147 0.654 1.091 1 
9 0 LHI1 10m Y2 -1.977 0.169 0.530 0 
4 0 LHI1 20m Y2 2.171 0.161 0.544 0 
8 0 LHI1 20m Y2 -0.337 0.491 0.251 0 
4 0 LHI1 30m Y2 2.579 0.201 0.680 0 
6 0 LHI1 30m Y2 0.630 0.341 0.335 0 
4 0 LHI1 40m Y2 2.176 0.228 0.676 0 
6 0 LHI1 40m Y2 0.384 0.339 0.207 0 
8 0 LHI2 0m Y2 -1.227 0.739 1.409 1 
9 0 LHI2 0m Y2 -2.012 0.150 0.499 0 
8 0 LHI2 10m Y2 -0.684 0.642 0.673 0 
9 0 LHI2 10m Y2 -1.873 0.162 0.499 0 
4 0 LHI2 20m Y2 2.014 0.175 0.547 0 
8 0 LHI2 20m Y2 -0.391 0.554 0.329 0 
4 0 LHI2 30m Y2 2.385 0.203 0.658 0 
8 0 LHI2 30m Y2 0.134 0.404 0.084 0 
4 0 LHI2 40m Y2 1.879 0.190 0.551 0 
6 0 LHI2 40m Y2 0.632 0.391 0.374 0 
4 0 LHI3 0m Y2 2.038 0.174 0.549 0 
8 0 LHI3 0m Y2 -0.549 0.588 0.488 0 
8 0 LHI3 10m Y2 -0.600 0.626 0.576 0 
9 0 LHI3 10m Y2 -1.986 0.152 0.498 0 
4 0 LHI3 20m Y2 2.011 0.185 0.565 0 
8 0 LHI3 20m Y2 -0.260 0.538 0.213 0 
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4 0 LHI3 30m Y2 2.435 0.210 0.681 0 
8 0 LHI3 30m Y2 0.216 0.383 0.130 0 
4 0 LHI3 40m Y2 1.764 0.180 0.512 0 
6 0 LHI3 40m Y2 0.664 0.399 0.399 0 
1 0 LHI4 20m Y2 -2.969 0.674 2.074 1 
1 0 LHI4 30m Y2 -1.281 0.473 0.822 0 
4 0 LHI4 30m Y2 2.081 0.170 0.548 0 
9 0 LHI4 40m Y2 -2.099 0.191 0.592 0 
8 0 LHI4 40m Y2 -0.004 0.362 0.002 0 
7 0 LHI5 0m Y2 1.290 0.465 0.813 0 
9 0 LHI5 0m Y2 -2.036 0.177 0.554 0 
1 0 LHI7 30m Y2 -1.182 0.504 0.819 0 
4 0 LHI7 30m Y2 2.059 0.190 0.583 0 
9 0 LHI7 40m Y2 -1.905 0.198 0.570 0 
4 0 LHI7 40m Y2 2.168 0.137 0.493 0 
2 0 LHI7 40m Y2 -0.318 0.434 0.211 0 
1 0 LHI8 20m Y2 -2.969 0.674 2.075 1 
4 0 LHI8 30m Y2 2.430 0.172 0.600 0 
1 0 LHI8 30m Y2 -1.012 0.398 0.581 0 
6 0 LHI8 40m Y2 1.422 0.350 0.689 0 
9 0 LHI8 40m Y2 -2.172 0.196 0.613 0 
8 0 LHI8 40m Y2 -0.024 0.357 0.014 0 
6 0 LHI5 0m Y3 1.742 0.307 0.722 0 
7 0 LHI5 0m Y3 -0.703 0.465 0.481 0 
4 0 LED 0m Y5 -0.784 0.936 2.184 1 
9 0 LED 0m Y5 1.803 0.113 0.397 0 
4 0 LED 10m Y8 0.782 0.696 0.862 0 
3 0 LED 10m Y8 -2.435 0.111 0.466 0 
9 0 LED 20m Y8 1.701 0.389 0.852 0 
3 0 LED 20m Y8 -2.583 0.113 0.484 0 
1 0 LER 0m Y8 2.010 0.220 0.631 0 
4 0 LER 0m Y8 0.031 0.442 0.021 0 
1 0 LHI6 0m Y8 2.505 0.154 0.572 0 
4 0 LHI6 0m Y8 0.211 0.561 0.181 0 
4 0 LED 0m Y9 2.437 0.936 5.054 1 
4 0 LED 10m Y9 0.417 0.696 0.476 0 
3 0 LED 10m Y9 -2.248 0.111 0.447 0 
9 0 LED 20m Y9 1.616 0.389 0.822 0 
3 0 LED 20m Y9 -1.973 0.113 0.418 0 
8 0 LER 0m Y9 -1.351 0.387 0.717 0 
4 0 LER 0m Y9 -0.577 0.442 0.382 0 
3 0 LER 0m Y9 -1.365 0.126 0.346 0 
2 0 LHI6 0m Y9 1.341 0.212 0.465 0 
3 0 LHI6 0m Y9 -2.044 0.111 0.424 0 
4 0 LHI6 0m Y9 -0.210 0.561 0.181 0 
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5 1 LER 0m Y13 0.755 0.603 0.682 0 
3 1 LER 0m Y13 -1.905 0.128 0.431 0 
6 1 LHI6 20m Y2 1.396 0.455 0.838 0 
7 1 LHI6 20m Y2 1.712 0.187 0.505 0 
6 1 LHI6 30m Y2 1.024 0.539 0.780 0 
7 1 LHI6 30m Y2 2.432 0.195 0.628 0 
6 1 LHI6 40m Y2 0.988 0.562 0.793 0 
7 1 LHI6 40m Y2 2.108 0.198 0.589 0 
1 1 LHI1 20m Y5 -2.673 0.329 0.930 0 
2 1 LHI1 20m Y5 -0.636 0.719 0.758 0 
1 1 LHI1 30m Y5 -2.206 0.415 1.025 1 
2 1 LHI1 30m Y5 -0.232 0.622 0.230 0 
1 1 LHI2 20m Y5 -2.361 0.381 0.986 0 
2 1 LHI2 20m Y5 -0.455 0.680 0.503 0 
1 1 LHI3 20m Y5 -2.325 0.387 0.992 0 
2 1 LHI3 20m Y5 -0.401 0.673 0.439 0 
3 3 LER 0m Y10 3.831 0.221 0.747 0 
7 3 LER 0m Y10 -0.673 0.511 0.516 0 
7 3 LHI5 40m Y10 -0.906 0.457 0.599 0 
1 3 LHI5 40m Y10 3.032 0.165 0.586 0 
2 3 LHI5 40m Y10 0.198 0.590 0.186 0 
4 3 LHI4 30m Y12 2.160 0.405 0.958 0 
5 3 LHI4 30m Y12 0.380 0.431 0.257 0 
5 3 LHI8 20m Y12 2.258 0.567 1.355 1 
4 3 LHI8 30m Y12 2.162 0.405 0.958 0 
5 3 LHI8 30m Y12 0.380 0.431 0.257 0 
4 3 LHI4 0m Y9 2.756 0.258 0.755 0 
1 3 LHI4 0m Y9 0.701 0.602 0.643 0 
5 4 LHI4 10m Y12 -2.413 0.113 0.468 0 
3 4 LHI4 10m Y12 -0.356 0.460 0.249 0 
3 4 LHI4 20m Y12 -0.700 0.604 0.636 0 
5 4 LHI4 20m Y12 -2.823 0.114 0.506 0 
1 4 LHI4 40m Y12 5.538 0.190 0.829 0 
7 4 LHI4 40m Y12 0.022 0.453 0.015 0 
5 4 LHI7 10m Y12 -3.689 0.121 0.578 0 
2 4 LHI7 10m Y12 -0.292 0.453 0.202 0 
5 4 LHI7 20m Y12 -3.469 0.121 0.568 0 
2 4 LHI7 20m Y12 -0.297 0.464 0.210 0 
1 4 LHI7 40m Y12 3.720 0.146 0.646 0 
7 4 LHI7 40m Y12 -0.012 0.435 0.008 0 
5 4 LHI8 10m Y12 -2.675 0.112 0.489 0 
3 4 LHI8 10m Y12 -0.472 0.476 0.337 0 
1 4 LHI8 40m Y12 6.943 0.166 0.788 0 
7 4 LHI8 40m Y12 -0.183 0.468 0.131 0 
7 4 LER 0m Y2 0.692 0.732 0.840 0 
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3 4 LER 0m Y2 -3.220 0.146 0.615 0 
3 4 LER 10m Y2 -1.868 0.279 0.707 0 
7 4 LER 10m Y2 0.352 0.619 0.339 0 
2 4 LER 20m Y2 -3.124 0.254 0.860 0 
3 4 LER 20m Y2 -1.096 0.498 0.761 0 
3 4 LHI2 20m Y2 -0.766 0.623 0.717 0 
8 4 LHI2 20m Y2 1.464 0.111 0.340 0 
3 4 LHI2 30m Y2 -0.873 0.601 0.771 0 
2 4 LHI2 30m Y2 -1.562 0.157 0.434 0 
3 4 LHI2 40m Y2 -1.010 0.592 0.859 0 
2 4 LHI2 40m Y2 -1.869 0.203 0.573 0 
3 4 LHI3 20m Y2 -0.799 0.636 0.767 0 
8 4 LHI3 20m Y2 1.418 0.111 0.332 0 
3 4 LHI3 30m Y2 -0.835 0.610 0.754 0 
6 4 LHI3 30m Y2 1.558 0.158 0.434 0 
3 4 LHI3 40m Y2 -0.980 0.603 0.857 0 
2 4 LHI3 40m Y2 -1.898 0.204 0.580 0 
2 4 LHI4 0m Y2 -3.029 0.300 0.952 0 
3 4 LHI4 0m Y2 -1.530 0.366 0.753 0 
2 4 LHI4 20m Y2 -6.757 0.332 1.241 1 
3 4 LHI4 20m Y2 -0.853 0.604 0.761 0 
2 4 LHI4 30m Y2 -7.679 0.310 1.194 1 
3 4 LHI4 30m Y2 -0.939 0.539 0.724 0 
3 4 LHI5 30m Y2 -0.858 0.664 0.870 0 
7 4 LHI5 30m Y2 -2.517 0.113 0.479 0 
3 4 LHI5 40m Y2 -0.698 0.710 0.801 0 
7 4 LHI5 40m Y2 -2.679 0.113 0.494 0 
2 4 LHI8 0m Y2 -3.341 0.263 0.901 0 
3 4 LHI8 0m Y2 -1.392 0.395 0.747 0 
2 4 LHI8 10m Y2 -5.254 0.372 1.305 1 
3 4 LHI8 10m Y2 -1.264 0.476 0.817 0 
2 4 LHI8 20m Y2 -7.388 0.294 1.145 1 
3 4 LHI8 20m Y2 -0.704 0.612 0.649 0 
2 4 LHI8 30m Y2 -7.639 0.287 1.132 1 
3 4 LHI8 30m Y2 -0.901 0.535 0.692 0 
6 4 LHI1 30m Y5 2.465 0.175 0.612 0 
3 4 LHI1 30m Y5 -0.616 0.543 0.497 0 
3 4 LHI1 40m Y5 -0.749 0.572 0.633 0 
6 4 LHI1 40m Y5 2.303 0.192 0.625 0 
3 4 LHI5 30m Y5 -1.581 0.664 1.427 1 
6 4 LHI5 30m Y5 2.015 0.241 0.670 0 
1 4 LHI1 0m Y7 -2.021 0.748 2.054 1 
8 4 LHI1 0m Y7 -2.516 0.140 0.541 0 
2 88 LHI6 10m Y1 -0.646 0.893 1.432 1 
6 88 LHI6 10m Y1 -3.321 0.312 0.845 0 
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2 88 LHI6 20m Y1 -0.731 0.793 1.077 1 
1 88 LHI6 20m Y1 2.391 0.223 0.614 0 
6 88 LHI6 30m Y1 -0.995 0.607 0.877 0 
1 88 LHI6 30m Y1 2.708 0.197 0.590 0 
2 88 LHI6 30m Y1 -0.336 0.681 0.393 0 
6 88 LHI6 40m Y1 -0.717 0.652 0.740 0 
1 88 LHI6 40m Y1 4.730 0.180 0.622 0 
4 88 LHI7 40m Y1 -1.979 0.434 0.933 0 
6 88 LHI7 40m Y1 -1.401 0.505 0.897 0 
6 90 LED 40m Y10 1.932 0.623 1.489 1 
2 90 LED 40m Y10 2.136 0.286 0.778 0 
6 90 LER 20m Y10 2.104 0.512 1.250 1 
2 90 LER 20m Y10 3.516 0.346 1.117 1 
6 90 LER 30m Y10 1.864 0.545 1.241 1 
2 90 LER 30m Y10 2.940 0.241 0.811 0 
6 90 LER 40m Y10 2.238 0.506 1.278 1 
2 90 LER 40m Y10 2.475 0.345 0.966 0 
6 90 LHI6 20m Y10 3.032 0.349 1.065 1 
4 90 LHI6 20m Y10 -3.104 0.157 0.635 0 
5 90 LHI6 20m Y10 -0.545 0.369 0.311 0 
6 90 LHI6 30m Y10 3.056 0.349 1.069 1 
5 90 LHI6 30m Y10 -1.005 0.458 0.653 0 
6 90 LHI6 40m Y10 2.634 0.393 1.103 1 
9 90 LHI6 40m Y10 0.363 0.438 0.243 0 
6 90 LED 40m Y2 1.682 0.623 1.361 1 
6 90 LER 10m Y2 2.531 0.373 1.038 1 
2 90 LER 10m Y2 -0.434 0.378 0.254 0 
6 90 LER 20m Y2 2.086 0.512 1.244 1 
5 90 LER 20m Y2 -3.169 0.222 0.791 0 
6 90 LER 40m Y2 2.093 0.506 1.230 1 
5 90 LER 40m Y2 -2.574 0.190 0.655 0 
6 90 LHI2 0m Y2 3.397 0.237 0.845 0 
2 90 LHI2 0m Y2 -0.276 0.488 0.204 0 
6 90 LHI2 10m Y2 4.027 0.231 0.877 0 
2 90 LHI2 10m Y2 -0.050 0.508 0.038 0 
6 90 LHI2 20m Y2 4.358 0.204 0.826 0 
2 90 LHI2 20m Y2 0.122 0.592 0.112 0 
6 90 LHI2 30m Y2 4.009 0.193 0.781 0 
2 90 LHI2 30m Y2 -0.287 0.492 0.215 0 
6 90 LHI2 40m Y2 3.539 0.228 0.836 0 
2 90 LHI2 40m Y2 -0.418 0.423 0.270 0 
6 90 LHI3 0m Y2 3.749 0.209 0.805 0 
2 90 LHI3 0m Y2 -0.133 0.554 0.113 0 
6 90 LHI3 10m Y2 4.170 0.213 0.839 0 
2 90 LHI3 10m Y2 -0.067 0.524 0.053 0 
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6 90 LHI3 20m Y2 4.182 0.207 0.824 0 
2 90 LHI3 20m Y2 -0.033 0.548 0.027 0 
6 90 LHI3 40m Y2 3.700 0.215 0.816 0 
2 90 LHI3 40m Y2 -0.375 0.444 0.253 0 
6 90 LHI4 0m Y2 2.080 0.488 1.181 1 
1 90 LHI4 0m Y7 1.893 0.172 0.522 0 
9 90 LHI4 0m Y7 -2.489 0.111 0.472 0 
6 90 LHI4 0m Y7 -0.024 0.488 0.018 0 
1 90 LHI7 0m Y7 1.691 0.236 0.591 0 
7 90 LHI7 0m Y7 0.879 0.447 0.569 0 
9 90 LHI7 0m Y7 -2.653 0.126 0.522 0 
1 90 LHI8 0m Y7 2.166 0.175 0.570 0 
9 90 LHI8 0m Y7 -2.515 0.119 0.492 0 
6 90 LHI8 0m Y7 -0.230 0.463 0.163 0 
10 92 LHI2 0m Y12 3.304 0.193 0.809 0 
9 92 LHI2 0m Y12 0.034 0.336 0.018 0 
6 92 LER 0m Y13 4.292 0.120 0.677 0 
12 92 LER 0m Y13 0.766 0.414 0.466 0 
6 92 LHI4 0m Y13 3.467 0.182 0.798 0 
8 92 LHI4 0m Y13 -0.321 0.451 0.216 0 
6 92 LHI4 10m Y13 3.411 0.184 0.798 0 
8 92 LHI4 10m Y13 -0.475 0.399 0.285 0 
6 92 LHI7 0m Y13 2.998 0.254 0.923 0 
8 92 LHI7 0m Y13 -0.562 0.326 0.287 0 
6 92 LHI7 10m Y13 3.814 0.143 0.718 0 
8 92 LHI7 10m Y13 -0.228 0.534 0.181 0 
6 92 LHI8 0m Y13 2.868 0.274 0.950 0 
1 92 LHI8 0m Y13 -1.058 0.274 0.457 0 
6 92 LHI8 10m Y13 3.453 0.180 0.790 0 
8 92 LHI8 10m Y13 -0.525 0.377 0.300 0 
1 92 LHI4 30m Y14 2.063 0.334 0.897 0 
3 92 LHI4 30m Y14 2.918 0.132 0.607 0 
1 92 LHI7 30m Y14 2.193 0.284 0.831 0 
8 92 LHI7 30m Y14 0.834 0.512 0.613 0 
1 92 LHI7 40m Y14 2.142 0.296 0.843 0 
3 92 LHI7 40m Y14 2.562 0.098 0.477 0 
8 92 LHI7 40m Y14 0.371 0.405 0.226 0 
1 92 LHI8 30m Y14 2.062 0.339 0.906 0 
3 92 LHI8 30m Y14 3.183 0.150 0.684 0 
1 92 LHI4 30m Y2 1.607 0.334 0.748 0 
3 92 LHI4 30m Y2 2.466 0.132 0.553 0 
1 92 LHI4 40m Y2 1.690 0.314 0.743 0 
3 92 LHI4 40m Y2 2.740 0.161 0.660 0 
1 92 LHI7 30m Y2 1.739 0.284 0.706 0 
8 92 LHI7 30m Y2 0.481 0.512 0.362 0 
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1 92 LHI7 40m Y2 1.688 0.296 0.711 0 
3 92 LHI7 40m Y2 2.141 0.098 0.427 0 
8 92 LHI7 40m Y2 0.085 0.405 0.052 0 
1 92 LHI8 20m Y2 1.804 0.284 0.725 0 
10 92 LHI8 20m Y2 -2.594 0.149 0.611 0 
8 92 LHI8 20m Y2 -0.352 0.345 0.189 0 
1 92 LHI8 30m Y2 1.598 0.339 0.752 0 
3 92 LHI8 30m Y2 2.727 0.150 0.632 0 
1 92 LHI8 40m Y2 1.690 0.314 0.743 0 
3 92 LHI8 40m Y2 2.739 0.161 0.660 0 
12 92 LHI4 0m Y3 1.339 0.287 0.579 0 
7 92 LHI4 0m Y3 1.719 0.095 0.360 0 
8 92 LHI4 0m Y3 0.118 0.451 0.079 0 
7 92 LHI4 40m Y3 2.549 0.089 0.453 0 
1 92 LHI4 40m Y3 0.734 0.314 0.359 0 
5 92 LHI6 0m Y3 -2.063 0.127 0.483 0 
8 92 LHI6 0m Y3 0.453 0.450 0.302 0 
10 92 LHI8 0m Y3 -2.357 0.274 0.849 0 
1 92 LHI8 0m Y3 0.845 0.274 0.372 0 
7 92 LHI8 30m Y3 2.669 0.097 0.486 0 
1 92 LHI8 30m Y3 0.714 0.339 0.370 0 
7 92 LHI8 40m Y3 2.549 0.089 0.453 0 
1 92 LHI8 40m Y3 0.734 0.314 0.360 0 
6 96 LHI1 0m Y1 -2.382 0.646 1.705 1 
6 96 LHI2 0m Y1 -2.576 0.682 1.915 1 
6 96 LHI3 0m Y1 -2.706 0.639 1.777 1 
2 96 LHI4 10m Y1 -2.019 0.574 1.349 1 
6 96 LHI4 10m Y1 -3.369 0.447 1.297 1 
6 96 LHI7 10m Y1 -3.856 0.485 1.454 1 
6 96 LHI7 20m Y1 -3.191 0.464 1.319 1 
6 96 LHI7 30m Y1 -2.872 0.537 1.473 1 
6 96 LHI8 0m Y1 -2.986 0.509 1.412 1 
2 96 LHI8 10m Y1 -2.019 0.574 1.349 1 
6 96 LHI8 10m Y1 -3.369 0.447 1.297 1 
8 96 LHI7 0m Y10 3.197 0.125 0.537 0 
7 96 LHI7 0m Y10 0.505 0.390 0.305 0 
8 96 LHI8 0m Y10 4.380 0.127 0.589 0 
6 96 LHI8 0m Y10 -0.187 0.509 0.147 0 
7 96 LED 10m Y11 3.187 0.130 0.549 0 
1 96 LED 10m Y11 -0.104 0.670 0.115 0 
7 96 LED 20m Y11 2.232 0.126 0.464 0 
1 96 LED 20m Y11 -0.046 0.687 0.052 0 
1 96 LED 30m Y11 0.477 0.691 0.540 0 
6 96 LED 30m Y11 -2.196 0.125 0.459 0 
1 96 LED 40m Y11 0.569 0.745 0.731 0 
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6 96 LED 40m Y11 -2.410 0.130 0.491 0 
7 96 LER 10m Y11 3.128 0.126 0.535 0 
3 96 LER 10m Y11 -0.111 0.483 0.083 0 
2 96 LHI1 10m Y11 -1.862 0.484 1.072 1 
7 96 LHI1 10m Y11 2.243 0.133 0.481 0 
2 96 LHI1 20m Y11 -1.563 0.384 0.783 0 
7 96 LHI1 20m Y11 1.778 0.166 0.481 0 
2 96 LHI1 30m Y11 -1.165 0.333 0.566 0 
3 96 LHI1 30m Y11 1.957 0.161 0.499 0 
1 96 LHI1 30m Y11 -0.835 0.358 0.453 0 
3 96 LHI1 40m Y11 2.260 0.147 0.511 0 
6 96 LHI1 40m Y11 0.266 0.344 0.148 0 
2 96 LHI2 20m Y11 -1.079 0.403 0.618 0 
3 96 LHI2 20m Y11 1.658 0.151 0.435 0 
1 96 LHI2 30m Y11 -1.192 0.292 0.524 0 
3 96 LHI2 30m Y11 1.723 0.163 0.467 0 
6 96 LHI2 30m Y11 0.413 0.385 0.249 0 
1 96 LHI2 40m Y11 -1.247 0.283 0.530 0 
3 96 LHI2 40m Y11 1.997 0.149 0.483 0 
6 96 LHI2 40m Y11 0.301 0.364 0.175 0 
2 96 LHI3 20m Y11 -1.006 0.396 0.576 0 
7 96 LHI3 20m Y11 1.629 0.151 0.430 0 
6 96 LHI3 20m Y11 0.301 0.410 0.193 0 
1 96 LHI3 30m Y11 -1.163 0.298 0.521 0 
3 96 LHI3 30m Y11 1.732 0.165 0.471 0 
6 96 LHI3 30m Y11 0.375 0.372 0.220 0 
1 96 LHI3 40m Y11 -1.201 0.291 0.525 0 
3 96 LHI3 40m Y11 2.003 0.151 0.486 0 
6 96 LHI3 40m Y11 0.253 0.351 0.143 0 
7 96 LHI5 10m Y11 5.594 0.132 0.628 0 
3 96 LHI5 10m Y11 0.377 0.364 0.218 0 
7 96 LHI5 20m Y11 4.292 0.129 0.592 0 
1 96 LHI5 20m Y11 -0.834 0.368 0.461 0 
7 96 LHI5 30m Y11 3.209 0.125 0.537 0 
4 96 LHI5 30m Y11 0.474 0.353 0.266 0 
7 96 LHI5 40m Y11 2.660 0.125 0.502 0 
4 96 LHI5 40m Y11 0.457 0.368 0.265 0 
7 96 LHI6 10m Y11 6.109 0.134 0.640 0 
3 96 LHI6 10m Y11 0.072 0.457 0.051 0 
7 96 LHI6 20m Y11 5.152 0.138 0.637 0 
3 96 LHI6 20m Y11 0.192 0.438 0.131 0 
7 96 LHI6 30m Y11 4.276 0.129 0.590 0 
1 96 LHI6 30m Y11 -0.707 0.404 0.430 0 
7 96 LHI6 40m Y11 3.895 0.133 0.587 0 
4 96 LHI6 40m Y11 0.403 0.375 0.238 0 
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7 96 LHI7 0m Y12 1.469 0.390 0.761 0 
4 96 LHI7 0m Y12 -2.750 0.223 0.720 0 
4 96 LHI1 0m Y15 3.165 0.133 0.554 0 
6 96 LHI1 0m Y15 -0.026 0.646 0.027 0 
1 96 LHI1 10m Y15 -1.949 0.349 0.833 0 
2 96 LHI1 10m Y15 0.071 0.484 0.053 0 
1 96 LHI1 20m Y15 -1.892 0.345 0.811 0 
2 96 LHI1 20m Y15 -0.214 0.384 0.130 0 
1 96 LHI1 30m Y15 -1.883 0.358 0.833 0 
1 96 LHI1 40m Y15 -1.848 0.342 0.795 0 
6 96 LHI1 40m Y15 1.557 0.344 0.717 0 
4 96 LHI2 0m Y15 2.478 0.128 0.492 0 
6 96 LHI2 0m Y15 0.076 0.682 0.086 0 
6 96 LHI2 10m Y15 1.229 0.427 0.720 0 
1 96 LHI2 10m Y15 -1.587 0.253 0.584 0 
2 96 LHI2 10m Y15 0.279 0.482 0.207 0 
6 96 LHI2 20m Y15 1.392 0.387 0.727 0 
5 96 LHI2 20m Y15 1.759 0.205 0.544 0 
2 96 LHI2 20m Y15 -0.034 0.403 0.022 0 
6 96 LHI2 30m Y15 1.401 0.385 0.727 0 
1 96 LHI2 30m Y15 -1.744 0.292 0.684 0 
6 96 LHI2 40m Y15 1.485 0.364 0.725 0 
5 96 LHI2 40m Y15 1.696 0.211 0.541 0 
4 96 LHI3 0m Y15 2.644 0.125 0.500 0 
6 96 LHI3 0m Y15 0.417 0.639 0.423 0 
6 96 LHI3 10m Y15 1.151 0.445 0.710 0 
1 96 LHI3 10m Y15 -1.628 0.247 0.583 0 
2 96 LHI3 10m Y15 0.277 0.468 0.199 0 
6 96 LHI3 20m Y15 1.293 0.410 0.723 0 
5 96 LHI3 20m Y15 1.878 0.200 0.557 0 
6 96 LHI3 30m Y15 1.453 0.372 0.726 0 
1 96 LHI3 30m Y15 -1.758 0.298 0.698 0 
6 96 LHI3 40m Y15 1.539 0.351 0.722 0 
1 96 LHI3 40m Y15 -1.649 0.291 0.659 0 
1 96 LHI5 40m Y15 -1.748 0.332 0.753 0 
6 96 LHI5 40m Y15 2.090 0.243 0.669 0 
4 96 LHI5 40m Y15 0.127 0.368 0.075 0 
6 96 LHI1 0m Y2 -0.685 0.646 0.685 0 
8 96 LHI1 0m Y2 -1.975 0.200 0.574 0 
6 96 LHI2 0m Y2 -1.088 0.682 1.110 1 
5 96 LHI2 0m Y2 -1.561 0.133 0.388 0 
6 96 LHI3 0m Y2 -1.141 0.639 1.048 1 
1 96 LHI3 0m Y2 1.575 0.193 0.488 0 
6 96 LHI1 0m Y5 -2.023 0.646 1.569 1 
2 96 LHI1 0m Y5 -3.508 0.419 1.239 1 
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6 96 LHI2 0m Y5 -1.892 0.682 1.638 1 
2 96 LHI2 0m Y5 -2.545 0.378 1.015 1 
6 96 LHI3 0m Y5 -2.056 0.639 1.561 1 
2 96 LHI3 0m Y5 -3.344 0.419 1.222 1 
2 96 LHI4 10m Y7 1.201 0.574 0.952 0 
1 96 LHI4 10m Y7 2.244 0.128 0.469 0 
2 96 LHI4 20m Y7 1.834 0.431 0.955 0 
5 96 LHI4 20m Y7 -1.947 0.181 0.535 0 
3 96 LHI4 20m Y7 0.687 0.431 0.443 0 
2 96 LHI7 10m Y7 2.592 0.295 0.849 0 
6 96 LHI7 10m Y7 0.209 0.485 0.157 0 
2 96 LHI7 20m Y7 1.952 0.408 0.946 0 
6 96 LHI7 20m Y7 0.289 0.464 0.207 0 
2 96 LHI8 10m Y7 1.201 0.574 0.952 0 
1 96 LHI8 10m Y7 2.244 0.128 0.469 0 
3 96 LER 40m Y8 2.908 0.811 2.849 1 
3 96 LHI7 40m Y8 2.974 0.556 1.549 1 
2 99 LHI4 0m Y1 1.208 0.319 0.575 0 
15 99 LHI4 0m Y1 -2.061 0.125 0.499 0 
2 99 LHI7 0m Y1 1.443 0.265 0.591 0 
15 99 LHI7 0m Y1 -1.937 0.148 0.525 0 
2 99 LHI8 0m Y1 1.114 0.327 0.545 0 
15 99 LHI8 0m Y1 -2.277 0.101 0.477 0 
14 99 LHI4 40m Y10 -2.151 0.125 0.517 0 
10 99 LHI4 40m Y10 2.600 0.060 0.393 0 
17 99 LHI4 40m Y10 0.864 0.220 0.327 0 
14 99 LHI8 40m Y10 -2.175 0.125 0.520 0 
10 99 LHI8 40m Y10 2.571 0.059 0.389 0 
17 99 LHI8 40m Y10 0.869 0.214 0.323 0 
2 99 LER 30m Y11 1.314 0.187 0.435 0 
6 99 LER 30m Y11 2.633 0.070 0.433 0 
1 99 LER 30m Y11 -0.540 0.330 0.275 0 
13 99 LHI4 0m Y11 1.059 0.216 0.391 0 
2 99 LHI4 0m Y11 0.748 0.319 0.367 0 
6 99 LHI4 0m Y11 2.177 0.064 0.361 0 
5 99 LHI4 10m Y11 -1.939 0.149 0.527 0 
13 99 LHI4 10m Y11 1.099 0.249 0.445 0 
5 99 LHI4 20m Y11 -1.961 0.188 0.611 0 
13 99 LHI4 20m Y11 1.015 0.280 0.448 0 
6 99 LHI4 20m Y11 2.042 0.063 0.341 0 
5 99 LHI7 0m Y11 -1.967 0.126 0.484 0 
2 99 LHI7 0m Y11 0.881 0.265 0.376 0 
6 99 LHI7 0m Y11 2.088 0.070 0.365 0 
5 99 LHI7 10m Y11 -1.739 0.116 0.418 0 
1 99 LHI7 10m Y11 -0.763 0.298 0.357 0 
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17 99 LHI7 10m Y11 -1.847 0.061 0.309 0 
13 99 LHI8 0m Y11 1.060 0.220 0.397 0 
2 99 LHI8 0m Y11 0.739 0.327 0.370 0 
6 99 LHI8 0m Y11 2.232 0.062 0.361 0 
5 99 LHI8 10m Y11 -1.965 0.160 0.555 0 
13 99 LHI8 10m Y11 1.086 0.258 0.450 0 
15 99 LER 40m Y14 3.194 0.061 0.452 0 
1 99 LER 40m Y14 -0.443 0.400 0.263 0 
17 99 LHI5 20m Y14 -2.057 0.298 0.860 0 
15 99 LHI5 20m Y14 2.624 0.066 0.417 0 
17 99 LHI5 30m Y14 -2.645 0.278 0.980 0 
17 99 LHI5 40m Y14 -2.495 0.247 0.871 0 
15 99 LHI5 40m Y14 2.635 0.080 0.466 0 
2 99 LHI6 0m Y14 -1.048 0.340 0.531 0 
15 99 LHI6 0m Y14 3.285 0.065 0.476 0 
15 99 LHI6 10m Y14 3.083 0.061 0.445 0 
2 99 LHI6 10m Y14 -0.806 0.283 0.363 0 
15 99 LHI6 20m Y14 3.318 0.059 0.455 0 
1 99 LHI6 20m Y14 -0.301 0.272 0.134 0 
15 99 LHI6 30m Y14 3.389 0.065 0.484 0 
1 99 LHI6 30m Y14 -0.448 0.242 0.184 0 
7 99 LHI6 40m Y14 1.563 0.236 0.587 0 
15 99 LHI6 40m Y14 3.476 0.062 0.479 0 
1 99 LHI6 40m Y14 -0.490 0.259 0.210 0 
11 99 LHI4 0m Y3 -2.412 0.092 0.471 0 
2 99 LHI4 0m Y3 0.828 0.319 0.404 0 
5 99 LHI4 30m Y3 1.484 0.221 0.537 0 
13 99 LHI4 30m Y3 1.200 0.231 0.458 0 
15 99 LHI4 30m Y3 -2.039 0.070 0.361 0 
5 99 LHI4 40m Y3 1.601 0.190 0.521 0 
15 99 LHI4 40m Y3 -1.993 0.072 0.359 0 
17 99 LHI4 40m Y3 -0.102 0.220 0.040 0 
5 99 LHI7 0m Y3 1.845 0.126 0.461 0 
11 99 LHI7 0m Y3 -2.376 0.073 0.412 0 
2 99 LHI7 0m Y3 0.842 0.265 0.361 0 
5 99 LHI8 30m Y3 1.560 0.198 0.523 0 
13 99 LHI8 30m Y3 1.062 0.204 0.379 0 
15 99 LHI8 30m Y3 -2.119 0.065 0.356 0 
1 99 LHI1 10m Y5 -1.036 0.266 0.439 0 
7 99 LHI1 10m Y5 2.545 0.059 0.387 0 
15 99 LHI1 20m Y5 -2.290 0.076 0.410 0 
7 99 LHI1 20m Y5 2.676 0.060 0.402 0 
17 99 LHI1 20m Y5 -0.674 0.257 0.286 0 
15 99 LHI1 30m Y5 -2.113 0.098 0.443 0 
7 99 LHI1 30m Y5 2.515 0.070 0.419 0 
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17 99 LHI1 30m Y5 -0.440 0.273 0.196 0 
13 99 LHI1 40m Y5 1.957 0.164 0.562 0 
7 99 LHI1 40m Y5 2.213 0.079 0.409 0 
5 99 LHI1 40m Y5 -0.748 0.255 0.314 0 
17 99 LHI2 0m Y5 -1.257 0.201 0.438 0 
1 99 LHI2 0m Y5 -0.749 0.341 0.387 0 
15 99 LHI2 0m Y5 -2.156 0.059 0.344 0 
17 99 LHI2 10m Y5 -0.920 0.253 0.381 0 
15 99 LHI2 10m Y5 -2.362 0.060 0.371 0 
15 99 LHI2 20m Y5 -2.449 0.065 0.396 0 
17 99 LHI2 20m Y5 -0.728 0.262 0.312 0 
13 99 LHI2 30m Y5 1.553 0.153 0.446 0 
7 99 LHI2 30m Y5 2.570 0.064 0.405 0 
17 99 LHI2 30m Y5 -0.420 0.291 0.195 0 
13 99 LHI2 40m Y5 1.743 0.180 0.542 0 
7 99 LHI2 40m Y5 2.607 0.062 0.401 0 
17 99 LHI2 40m Y5 -0.592 0.266 0.258 0 
17 99 LHI3 0m Y5 -1.186 0.220 0.440 0 
1 99 LHI3 0m Y5 -0.720 0.318 0.354 0 
15 99 LHI3 0m Y5 -2.228 0.059 0.351 0 
15 99 LHI3 10m Y5 -2.303 0.063 0.371 0 
17 99 LHI3 10m Y5 -0.894 0.253 0.371 0 
15 99 LHI3 20m Y5 -2.521 0.063 0.397 0 
17 99 LHI3 20m Y5 -0.692 0.272 0.304 0 
13 99 LHI3 30m Y5 1.605 0.154 0.461 0 
7 99 LHI3 30m Y5 2.509 0.066 0.405 0 
17 99 LHI3 30m Y5 -0.386 0.294 0.181 0 
13 99 LHI3 40m Y5 1.778 0.179 0.550 0 
7 99 LHI3 40m Y5 2.600 0.062 0.403 0 
17 99 LHI3 40m Y5 -0.570 0.268 0.250 0 
2 99 LHI5 0m Y5 1.631 0.176 0.506 0 
17 99 LHI5 0m Y5 -0.910 0.308 0.432 0 
15 99 LHI5 0m Y5 -2.166 0.061 0.349 0 
17 99 LHI5 10m Y5 -0.895 0.342 0.459 0 
15 99 LHI5 10m Y5 -2.128 0.061 0.344 0 
17 99 LHI5 20m Y5 -0.987 0.298 0.455 0 
15 99 LHI5 20m Y5 -1.994 0.066 0.342 0 
17 99 LHI5 30m Y5 -0.944 0.278 0.416 0 
15 99 LHI5 30m Y5 -1.785 0.086 0.361 0 
17 99 LHI5 40m Y5 -1.032 0.247 0.418 0 
12 99 LHI5 40m Y5 -1.842 0.070 0.333 0 
8 99 LHI1 30m Y8 1.992 0.149 0.539 0 
17 99 LHI1 30m Y8 0.227 0.273 0.102 0 
8 99 LHI1 40m Y8 1.904 0.165 0.552 0 
9 99 LHI1 40m Y8 2.123 0.063 0.351 0 
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5 99 LHI1 40m Y8 -0.353 0.255 0.151 0 
16 99 LHI5 10m Y8 -2.569 0.120 0.574 0 
17 99 LHI5 10m Y8 0.470 0.342 0.246 0 
16 99 LHI5 20m Y8 -2.853 0.102 0.559 0 
17 99 LHI5 20m Y8 0.633 0.298 0.298 0 
8 99 LHI5 30m Y8 1.874 0.170 0.556 0 
16 99 LHI5 30m Y8 -2.798 0.092 0.521 0 
17 99 LHI5 30m Y8 0.616 0.278 0.276 0 
8 99 LHI5 40m Y8 1.748 0.193 0.567 0 
9 99 LHI5 40m Y8 2.650 0.059 0.396 0 
17 99 LHI5 40m Y8 0.440 0.247 0.183 0 
4 99 LHI1 20m Y9 -1.206 0.165 0.374 0 
6 99 LHI1 20m Y9 1.612 0.068 0.292 0 
17 99 LHI1 20m Y9 0.047 0.257 0.020 0 
4 99 LHI1 30m Y9 -1.592 0.171 0.487 0 
9 99 LHI1 30m Y9 1.619 0.066 0.288 0 
17 99 LHI1 30m Y9 0.378 0.273 0.169 0 
4 99 LHI1 40m Y9 -1.877 0.172 0.559 0 
5 99 LHI1 40m Y9 0.517 0.255 0.219 0 
1 99 LHI2 30m Y9 -1.176 0.170 0.372 0 
9 99 LHI2 30m Y9 1.661 0.061 0.282 0 
17 99 LHI2 30m Y9 0.242 0.291 0.113 0 
1 99 LHI2 40m Y9 -1.295 0.180 0.420 0 
9 99 LHI2 40m Y9 1.742 0.060 0.291 0 
17 99 LHI2 40m Y9 0.223 0.266 0.098 0 
4 99 LHI3 30m Y9 -1.226 0.147 0.355 0 
9 99 LHI3 30m Y9 1.681 0.060 0.284 0 
17 99 LHI3 30m Y9 0.264 0.294 0.124 0 
4 99 LHI3 40m Y9 -1.379 0.161 0.414 0 
9 99 LHI3 40m Y9 1.779 0.059 0.295 0 
17 99 LHI3 40m Y9 0.248 0.268 0.109 0 
16 99 LHI5 10m Y9 -2.912 0.120 0.623 0 
17 99 LHI5 10m Y9 0.468 0.342 0.245 0 
16 99 LHI5 20m Y9 -3.420 0.102 0.622 0 
17 99 LHI5 20m Y9 0.686 0.298 0.322 0 
16 99 LHI5 30m Y9 -3.425 0.092 0.587 0 
17 99 LHI5 30m Y9 0.690 0.278 0.308 0 
16 99 LHI5 40m Y9 -2.738 0.073 0.453 0 
17 99 LHI5 40m Y9 0.473 0.247 0.197 0 
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Appendix F 
Table F.1: The results of Shapiro-wilk tests on data-sets from all blocks for all ecological variables (for raw data). 
Asterisk indicates the p.values that are less than or equal to 0.05. The table excludes data sets for variables where all 
data values are zero within a block (n=10 data sets) 
Block Ecological Variable W-statistic p.value 
A1992 D1 0.8851 0.1019 
A1992 D2 0.9024 0.1702 
A1992 D3 0.7936 0.0079 
A1992 D4 0.9204 0.2889 
A1992 SC1* 0.5521 0.0000 
A1992 SC2* 0.8424 0.0296 
A1992 SC3* 0.8033 0.0102 
A1992 SC4* 0.7861 0.0065 
A1992 SC5* 0.3269 0.0000 
A1992 SR1 0.9476 0.6018 
A1992 SR2 0.8851 0.1018 
A1992 SR3 0.9166 0.2590 
A1992 SR4 0.9079 0.2005 
A1992 SR5 0.9588 0.7670 
A1992 VC1 0.9284 0.3630 
A1992 VC2* 0.7691 0.0043 
A1992 VC3* 0.6670 0.0004 
B1996 D1 0.8319 0.0621 
B1996 D2 0.9024 0.3037 
B1996 D3* 0.8202 0.0469 
B1996 D4 0.9416 0.6267 
B1996 SC1* 0.7397 0.0063 
B1996 SC2 0.9128 0.3740 
B1996 SC3 0.8712 0.1550 
B1996 SC4 0.9303 0.5190 
B1996 SR1 0.9542 0.7534 
B1996 SR2 0.8989 0.2823 
B1996 SR3 0.8543 0.1052 
B1996 SR4* 0.6841 0.0015 
B1996 SR5 0.8477 0.0904 
B1996 VC1 0.9706 0.9028 
B1996 VC2 0.9314 0.5289 
B1996 VC3 0.9741 0.9283 
G1988 D1 0.9453 0.7020 
G1988 D2 0.9709 0.8987 
G1988 D3* 0.5983 0.0004 
G1988 D4* 0.7796 0.0383 
G1988 SC2* 0.6399 0.0014 
G1988 SC3* 0.4961 0.0000 
G1988 SC4* 0.7021 0.0065 
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G1988 SR1 0.9421 0.6762 
G1988 SR2 0.8978 0.3611 
G1988 SR3 0.8364 0.1218 
G1988 SR4 0.9164 0.4800 
G1988 SR5 0.8532 0.1670 
G1988 VC1 0.9231 0.5278 
G1988 VC2 0.9400 0.6591 
G1988 VC3 0.9155 0.4733 
G1990 D1* 0.8269 0.0412 
G1990 D2 0.8667 0.1134 
G1990 D3 0.8817 0.1637 
G1990 D4* 0.8004 0.0206 
G1990 SC1* 0.8335 0.0489 
G1990 SC2 0.9349 0.5295 
G1990 SC3* 0.8245 0.0387 
G1990 SC4 0.8497 0.0740 
G1990 SR1 0.9142 0.3465 
G1990 SR2 0.9035 0.2732 
G1990 SR3 0.8870 0.1859 
G1990 SR4 0.9396 0.5780 
G1990 SR5 0.9497 0.6872 
G1990 VC1 0.9231 0.4186 
G1990 VC2 0.8936 0.2171 
G1990 VC3 0.9026 0.2677 
G1999 D1 0.9437 0.3643 
G1999 D2 0.9427 0.3513 
G1999 D3* 0.7809 0.0011 
G1999 D4 0.8992 0.0658 
G1999 SC1* 0.8329 0.0060 
G1999 SC2 0.9299 0.2165 
G1999 SC3* 0.4916 0.0000 
G1999 SC4 0.9532 0.5083 
G1999 SC5* 0.3905 0.0000 
G1999 SR1 0.9301 0.2186 
G1999 SR2 0.9574 0.5840 
G1999 SR3 0.9391 0.3079 
G1999 SR4 0.9475 0.4178 
G1999 SR5 0.9378 0.2932 
G1999 VC1 0.9453 0.3868 
G1999 VC2 0.9584 0.6016 
G1999 VC3 0.9814 0.9688 
I2000 D1 0.9748 0.9324 
I2000 D2 0.9546 0.7408 
I2000 D3 0.9212 0.4026 
I2000 D4* 0.8071 0.0246 
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I2000 SC1 0.7886 0.0151 
I2000 SC2 0.8767 0.1450 
I2000 SC4 0.8758 0.1417 
I2000 SC5* 0.3898 0.0000 
I2000 SR1 0.9168 0.3665 
I2000 SR2 0.8898 0.1988 
I2000 SR3 0.8533 0.0810 
I2000 SR4* 0.8335 0.0489 
I2000 SR5 0.9404 0.5862 
I2000 VC1 0.8906 0.2025 
I2000 VC2 0.9700 0.8946 
I2000 VC3* 0.7897 0.0156 
I2001 D1 0.8976 0.2747 
I2001 D2 0.9282 0.4999 
I2001 D3 0.9108 0.3595 
I2001 D4 0.9843 0.9810 
I2001 SC1 0.8272 0.0555 
I2001 SC2 0.9362 0.5743 
I2001 SC4 0.9674 0.8765 
I2001 SC5* 0.6412 0.0005 
I2001 SR1 0.9359 0.5715 
I2001 SR2 0.9138 0.3814 
I2001 SR3 0.8965 0.2686 
I2001 SR4 0.8261 0.0540 
I2001 SR5 0.9616 0.8253 
I2001 VC1 0.8905 0.2366 
I2001 VC2 0.9315 0.5295 
I2001 VC3 0.9686 0.8872 
I2003 D1 0.8882 0.2655 
I2003 D2 0.8936 0.2941 
I2003 D3* 0.7691 0.0200 
I2003 D4 0.9442 0.6769 
I2003 SC1 0.9434 0.6693 
I2003 SC2 0.9430 0.6659 
I2003 SC4 0.9077 0.3803 
I2003 SR1 0.9442 0.6769 
I2003 SR2 0.9402 0.6408 
I2003 SR3 0.9450 0.6845 
I2003 SR4 0.8334 0.0861 
I2003 SR5 0.8925 0.2877 
I2003 VC1 0.9363 0.6054 
I2003 VC2 0.9069 0.3746 
I2003 VC3 0.9307 0.5569 
I2004 D1 0.9127 0.3349 
I2004 D2 0.9123 0.3325 
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I2004 D3 0.9791 0.9595 
I2004 D4 0.8941 0.2199 
I2004 SC1 0.9376 0.5565 
I2004 SC2 0.8672 0.1146 
I2004 SC4* 0.8328 0.0480 
I2004 SR1* 0.8279 0.0423 
I2004 SR2 0.9303 0.4845 
I2004 SR3 0.9412 0.5948 
I2004 SR4* 0.8194 0.0339 
I2004 SR5* 0.8310 0.0458 
I2004 VC1* 0.8308 0.0456 
I2004 VC2 0.8472 0.0694 
I2004 VC3 0.9262 0.4464 
 
Table F.2: Different transformations selected for respective ecological variables for data sets of respective blocks are 
given in this table. The last two columns indicate the p.values for Shapiro-Wilk tests for respective raw and 
transformed data-sets and if they pass the test (p-value greater than 0.05) to confirm normal distribution. The data 
sets with ‘none’ transformations chosen, did not show normal distribution for any of the different transformations 
used. 
 Block Ecological Variable (Data = Y) 
Preferred 
Transformation 
Shaipro-Wilk p.value 
Raw Data(Y) Transformed data 
G1990 D1 1/sqrtY 0.0412 0.0808 
I2003 D3 1/sqrtY 0.0200 0.9894 
G1988 D3 1/sqrtY 0.0004 0.7872 
A1992 D3 1/sqrtY 0.0079 0.1188 
B1996 D3 1/sqrtY 0.0469 0.4847 
G1999 D3 1/sqrtY 0.0011 0.1526 
I2000 D4 1/sqrtY 0.0246 0.3112 
G1988 D4 1/sqrtY 0.0383 0.2579 
G1990 D4 1/sqrtY 0.0206 0.7446 
I2004 SR1 1/sqrtY 0.0423 0.0684 
I2004 SR4 1/sqrtY 0.0339 0.0545 
I2004 SR5 sqrY 0.0458 0.2295 
I2004 VC1 sqrtY 0.0456 0.1495 
A1992 VC2 sqrtY 0.0043 0.2288 
I2000 VC3 sqrtY 0.0156 0.1079 
A1992 VC3 sqrtY 0.0004 0.0759 
I2000 SR4 none 0.0489 na 
B1996 SR4 none 0.0015 na 
G1990 SC1 none 0.0489 na 
A1992 SC1 none 0.0102 na 
B1996 SC1 none 0.0063 na 
G1999 SC1 none 0.0060 na 
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G1988 SC2 none 0.0000 na 
A1992 SC2 none 0.0000 na 
A1992 SC3 none 0.0000 na 
G1999 SC3 none 0.0000 na 
G1988 SC3 none 0.0014 na 
G1988 SC4 none 0.0065 na 
I2000 SC5 none 0.0000 na 
I2001 SC5 none 0.0005 na 
G1999 SC5 none 0.0000 na 
 
Table F.3: The results of Shapiro-wilk tests on data-sets from all blocks for all LHIs at all plot-extents (for raw data). 
Asterisk indicates the p.values that are less than or equal to 0.05. The table excludes data sets for variables where all 
data values are zero within a block (n=10 data sets). 
PE Block LHI W Statistic p.value 
PE0m G1988 LHI1 0.916794 0.482572 
PE10m G1988 LHI1 0.934334 0.613963 
PE20m G1988 LHI1 0.90852 0.426733 
PE30m G1988 LHI1 0.933182 0.604893 
PE40m G1988 LHI1 0.956435 0.791887 
PE0m G1988 LHI2 0.884997 0.292796 
PE10m G1988 LHI2 0.969916 0.89187 
PE20m G1988 LHI2 0.968124 0.879604 
PE30m G1988 LHI2 0.931862 0.594558 
PE40m G1988 LHI2 0.890988 0.323399 
PE0m G1988 LHI3 0.888406 0.309922 
PE10m G1988 LHI3 0.964734 0.855373 
PE20m G1988 LHI3 0.967606 0.875984 
PE30m G1988 LHI3 0.939676 0.656592 
PE40m G1988 LHI3 0.913129 0.457298 
PE0m G1988 LHI4 0.894573 0.342847 
PE10m G1988 LHI4 0.964809 0.855927 
PE20m G1988 LHI4 0.943289 0.685797 
PE30m G1988 LHI4 0.852716 0.165543 
PE40m G1988 LHI4 0.868077 0.218646 
PE0m G1988 LHI5 0.809729 0.071767 
PE10m G1988 LHI5 0.860974 0.192533 
PE20m G1988 LHI5 0.926456 0.553022 
PE30m G1988 LHI5 0.845869 0.145694 
PE40m G1988 LHI5 0.885641 0.295977 
PE0m G1988 LHI6 0.893019 0.33431 
PE10m G1988 LHI6 0.811479 0.074361 
PE20m G1988 LHI6 0.914336 0.465531 
PE30m G1988 LHI6 0.945596 0.704526 
PE40m G1988 LHI6 0.954122 0.773489 
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PE0m G1988 LHI7 0.867164 0.215131 
PE10m G1988 LHI7 0.911529 0.446534 
PE20m G1988 LHI7 0.970476 0.895618 
PE30m G1988 LHI7 0.92785 0.563601 
PE40m G1988 LHI7 0.914848 0.46905 
PE0m G1988 LHI8 0.858472 0.183985 
PE10m G1988 LHI8 0.975585 0.927629 
PE20m G1988 LHI8 0.970767 0.897548 
PE30m G1988 LHI8 0.898377 0.364426 
PE40m G1988 LHI8 0.896557 0.35398 
PE0m G1988 LER 0.934462 0.614972 
PE10m G1988 LER 0.967963 0.878482 
PE20m G1988 LER 0.8595 0.187459 
PE30m G1988 LER 0.913404 0.459168 
PE40m G1988 LER 0.915719 0.475078 
PE0m G1988 LED 0.909778 0.43494 
PE10m G1988 LED 0.86036 0.190406 
PE20m G1988 LED 0.939045 0.651514 
PE30m G1988 LED 0.969397 0.888358 
PE40m G1988 LED 0.934604 0.616094 
PE0m G1990 LHI1 0.86139 0.099278 
PE10m G1990 LHI1 0.827384 0.041734 
PE20m G1990 LHI1 0.862319 0.10161 
PE30m G1990 LHI1 0.876838 0.145406 
PE40m G1990 LHI1 0.890008 0.199563 
PE0m G1990 LHI2 0.809514 0.02621 
PE10m G1990 LHI2 0.807235 0.024692 
PE20m G1990 LHI2 0.894043 0.219454 
PE30m G1990 LHI2 0.907537 0.299018 
PE40m G1990 LHI2 0.923284 0.420117 
PE0m G1990 LHI3 0.786245 0.014209 
PE10m G1990 LHI3 0.814428 0.029802 
PE20m G1990 LHI3 0.897928 0.240233 
PE30m G1990 LHI3 0.896118 0.230352 
PE40m G1990 LHI3 0.919796 0.390551 
PE0m G1990 LHI4 0.985405 0.986246 
PE10m G1990 LHI4 0.975599 0.937924 
PE20m G1990 LHI4 0.919428 0.387525 
PE30m G1990 LHI4 0.881983 0.164731 
PE40m G1990 LHI4 0.910462 0.31912 
PE0m G1990 LHI5 0.865571 0.110181 
PE10m G1990 LHI5 0.870957 0.125891 
PE20m G1990 LHI5 0.876038 0.142597 
PE30m G1990 LHI5 0.933711 0.517458 
PE40m G1990 LHI5 0.940492 0.587091 
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PE0m G1990 LHI6 0.900692 0.256034 
PE10m G1990 LHI6 0.905716 0.287034 
PE20m G1990 LHI6 0.918015 0.376058 
PE30m G1990 LHI6 0.914874 0.351489 
PE40m G1990 LHI6 0.957326 0.769958 
PE0m G1990 LHI7 0.969721 0.892336 
PE10m G1990 LHI7 0.889309 0.196286 
PE20m G1990 LHI7 0.859084 0.093709 
PE30m G1990 LHI7 0.853833 0.08211 
PE40m G1990 LHI7 0.914245 0.346724 
PE0m G1990 LHI8 0.957427 0.771038 
PE10m G1990 LHI8 0.932239 0.502958 
PE20m G1990 LHI8 0.878444 0.151204 
PE30m G1990 LHI8 0.91679 0.366326 
PE40m G1990 LHI8 0.901677 0.261876 
PE0m G1990 LER 0.963035 0.829492 
PE10m G1990 LER 0.937526 0.55611 
PE20m G1990 LER 0.964149 0.840591 
PE30m G1990 LER 0.946179 0.648218 
PE40m G1990 LER 0.970749 0.90106 
PE0m G1990 LED 0.923112 0.418628 
PE10m G1990 LED 0.95464 0.740899 
PE20m G1990 LED 0.940744 0.589753 
PE30m G1990 LED 0.927071 0.453961 
PE40m G1990 LED 0.926936 0.452725 
PE0m A1992 LHI1 0.884792 0.100979 
PE10m A1992 LHI1 0.906917 0.194759 
PE20m A1992 LHI1 0.943161 0.540071 
PE30m A1992 LHI1 0.914474 0.243365 
PE40m A1992 LHI1 0.915353 0.249716 
PE0m A1992 LHI2 0.883209 0.09636 
PE10m A1992 LHI2 0.901716 0.166915 
PE20m A1992 LHI2 0.935262 0.439232 
PE30m A1992 LHI2 0.913185 0.234329 
PE40m A1992 LHI2 0.921688 0.300206 
PE0m A1992 LHI3 0.874592 0.074752 
PE10m A1992 LHI3 0.903592 0.176476 
PE20m A1992 LHI3 0.935066 0.436905 
PE30m A1992 LHI3 0.92165 0.299879 
PE40m A1992 LHI3 0.930411 0.384491 
PE0m A1992 LHI4 0.868743 0.062996 
PE10m A1992 LHI4 0.966266 0.868041 
PE20m A1992 LHI4 0.976645 0.96664 
PE30m A1992 LHI4 0.974277 0.950062 
PE40m A1992 LHI4 0.96006 0.784692 
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PE0m A1992 LHI5 0.966433 0.870086 
PE10m A1992 LHI5 0.900168 0.159412 
PE20m A1992 LHI5 0.903557 0.176293 
PE30m A1992 LHI5 0.921809 0.301255 
PE40m A1992 LHI5 0.938704 0.481464 
PE0m A1992 LHI6 0.882509 0.094386 
PE10m A1992 LHI6 0.978753 0.978202 
PE20m A1992 LHI6 0.959861 0.781836 
PE30m A1992 LHI6 0.925705 0.336797 
PE40m A1992 LHI6 0.938043 0.473142 
PE0m A1992 LHI7 0.75924 0.003343 
PE10m A1992 LHI7 0.877664 0.081816 
PE20m A1992 LHI7 0.889571 0.116349 
PE30m A1992 LHI7 0.965643 0.860259 
PE40m A1992 LHI7 0.979522 0.98168 
PE0m A1992 LHI8 0.839566 0.027353 
PE10m A1992 LHI8 0.958533 0.762692 
PE20m A1992 LHI8 0.971131 0.922281 
PE30m A1992 LHI8 0.974324 0.950422 
PE40m A1992 LHI8 0.960074 0.78489 
PE0m A1992 LER 0.891697 0.12393 
PE10m A1992 LER 0.952569 0.67479 
PE20m A1992 LER 0.939634 0.493339 
PE30m A1992 LER 0.977307 0.970596 
PE40m A1992 LER 0.97538 0.958259 
PE0m A1992 LED 0.92522 0.332184 
PE10m A1992 LED 0.953255 0.684941 
PE20m A1992 LED 0.861417 0.050927 
PE30m A1992 LED 0.889162 0.114944 
PE40m A1992 LED 0.920912 0.293553 
PE0m B1996 LHI1 0.951756 0.728917 
PE10m B1996 LHI1 0.941927 0.630136 
PE20m B1996 LHI1 0.880601 0.190835 
PE30m B1996 LHI1 0.852366 0.100664 
PE40m B1996 LHI1 0.8318 0.06198 
PE0m B1996 LHI2 0.929085 0.507781 
PE10m B1996 LHI2 0.950798 0.719279 
PE20m B1996 LHI2 0.878608 0.182636 
PE30m B1996 LHI2 0.844139 0.083047 
PE40m B1996 LHI2 0.829866 0.059177 
PE0m B1996 LHI3 0.958212 0.79291 
PE10m B1996 LHI3 0.956768 0.778813 
PE20m B1996 LHI3 0.889522 0.231642 
PE30m B1996 LHI3 0.841304 0.077679 
PE40m B1996 LHI3 0.828066 0.056678 
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PE0m B1996 LHI4 0.944758 0.658414 
PE10m B1996 LHI4 0.961879 0.8278 
PE20m B1996 LHI4 0.845667 0.086083 
PE30m B1996 LHI4 0.869045 0.147521 
PE40m B1996 LHI4 0.930634 0.52186 
PE0m B1996 LHI5 0.840607 0.076411 
PE10m B1996 LHI5 0.911565 0.365219 
PE20m B1996 LHI5 0.888342 0.225844 
PE30m B1996 LHI5 0.845507 0.085762 
PE40m B1996 LHI5 0.874536 0.166854 
PE0m B1996 LHI6 0.92991 0.515257 
PE10m B1996 LHI6 0.958439 0.795108 
PE20m B1996 LHI6 0.947002 0.68099 
PE30m B1996 LHI6 0.943421 0.645022 
PE40m B1996 LHI6 0.930658 0.522082 
PE0m B1996 LHI7 0.921262 0.440184 
PE10m B1996 LHI7 0.910535 0.357844 
PE20m B1996 LHI7 0.931113 0.526265 
PE30m B1996 LHI7 0.839875 0.075099 
PE40m B1996 LHI7 0.825115 0.052796 
PE0m B1996 LHI8 0.955923 0.770492 
PE10m B1996 LHI8 0.961879 0.8278 
PE20m B1996 LHI8 0.861454 0.124143 
PE30m B1996 LHI8 0.869243 0.14818 
PE40m B1996 LHI8 0.930734 0.522776 
PE0m B1996 LER 0.946919 0.680151 
PE10m B1996 LER 0.971184 0.907132 
PE20m B1996 LER 0.920754 0.436012 
PE30m B1996 LER 0.835184 0.067189 
PE40m B1996 LER 0.836987 0.070131 
PE0m B1996 LED 0.928561 0.50307 
PE10m B1996 LED 0.914579 0.387441 
PE20m B1996 LED 0.892816 0.248518 
PE30m B1996 LED 0.902347 0.303295 
PE40m B1996 LED 0.896274 0.26735 
PE0m G1999 LHI1 0.947553 0.418994 
PE10m G1999 LHI1 0.974527 0.891701 
PE20m G1999 LHI1 0.973682 0.879122 
PE30m G1999 LHI1 0.96206 0.670478 
PE40m G1999 LHI1 0.967529 0.773869 
PE0m G1999 LHI2 0.9737 0.879388 
PE10m G1999 LHI2 0.968371 0.789305 
PE20m G1999 LHI2 0.973663 0.878819 
PE30m G1999 LHI2 0.975429 0.904485 
PE40m G1999 LHI2 0.976836 0.922943 
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PE0m G1999 LHI3 0.978516 0.9424 
PE10m G1999 LHI3 0.973522 0.87667 
PE20m G1999 LHI3 0.982773 0.978083 
PE30m G1999 LHI3 0.978326 0.940353 
PE40m G1999 LHI3 0.97882 0.94561 
PE0m G1999 LHI4 0.963016 0.68867 
PE10m G1999 LHI4 0.933835 0.252121 
PE20m G1999 LHI4 0.961051 0.651311 
PE30m G1999 LHI4 0.954681 0.534599 
PE40m G1999 LHI4 0.946592 0.404904 
PE0m G1999 LHI5 0.967786 0.778596 
PE10m G1999 LHI5 0.948488 0.43305 
PE20m G1999 LHI5 0.918436 0.138946 
PE30m G1999 LHI5 0.936427 0.278225 
PE40m G1999 LHI5 0.950393 0.462769 
PE0m G1999 LHI6 0.897497 0.061691 
PE10m G1999 LHI6 0.92944 0.213 
PE20m G1999 LHI6 0.954974 0.53972 
PE30m G1999 LHI6 0.932714 0.241553 
PE40m G1999 LHI6 0.900903 0.070328 
PE0m G1999 LHI7 0.945018 0.38262 
PE10m G1999 LHI7 0.930292 0.220107 
PE20m G1999 LHI7 0.953587 0.515651 
PE30m G1999 LHI7 0.943685 0.364523 
PE40m G1999 LHI7 0.914988 0.121477 
PE0m G1999 LHI8 0.965125 0.728807 
PE10m G1999 LHI8 0.924983 0.179257 
PE20m G1999 LHI8 0.971419 0.842809 
PE30m G1999 LHI8 0.945048 0.383029 
PE40m G1999 LHI8 0.951806 0.485711 
PE0m G1999 LER 0.900616 0.069556 
PE10m G1999 LER 0.936706 0.281173 
PE20m G1999 LER 0.940915 0.329196 
PE30m G1999 LER 0.949467 0.448147 
PE40m G1999 LER 0.933106 0.245198 
PE0m G1999 LED 0.946035 0.396902 
PE10m G1999 LED 0.936931 0.283569 
PE20m G1999 LED 0.938577 0.301702 
PE30m G1999 LED 0.929436 0.212965 
PE40m G1999 LED 0.948931 0.439827 
PE0m I2000 LHI1 0.846367 0.06795 
PE10m I2000 LHI1 0.917177 0.369379 
PE20m I2000 LHI1 0.925435 0.439122 
PE30m I2000 LHI1 0.903264 0.271528 
PE40m I2000 LHI1 0.911553 0.326895 
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PE0m I2000 LHI2 0.837204 0.053758 
PE10m I2000 LHI2 0.909356 0.311391 
PE20m I2000 LHI2 0.924724 0.432777 
PE30m I2000 LHI2 0.935131 0.531676 
PE40m I2000 LHI2 0.94074 0.589713 
PE0m I2000 LHI3 0.923302 0.420277 
PE10m I2000 LHI3 0.913468 0.340905 
PE20m I2000 LHI3 0.933288 0.513271 
PE30m I2000 LHI3 0.932823 0.508681 
PE40m I2000 LHI3 0.931328 0.49409 
PE0m I2000 LHI4 0.95164 0.708074 
PE10m I2000 LHI4 0.86271 0.102605 
PE20m I2000 LHI4 0.913162 0.338637 
PE30m I2000 LHI4 0.907173 0.296586 
PE40m I2000 LHI4 0.907214 0.296862 
PE0m I2000 LHI5 0.921215 0.402397 
PE10m I2000 LHI5 0.906276 0.290675 
PE20m I2000 LHI5 0.857834 0.090814 
PE30m I2000 LHI5 0.838241 0.055208 
PE40m I2000 LHI5 0.839908 0.057618 
PE0m I2000 LHI6 0.961474 0.813616 
PE10m I2000 LHI6 0.970013 0.894844 
PE20m I2000 LHI6 0.925318 0.438073 
PE30m I2000 LHI6 0.967292 0.870629 
PE40m I2000 LHI6 0.96842 0.880885 
PE0m I2000 LHI7 0.90164 0.261657 
PE10m I2000 LHI7 0.812182 0.028104 
PE20m I2000 LHI7 0.865667 0.110446 
PE30m I2000 LHI7 0.907868 0.301235 
PE40m I2000 LHI7 0.901893 0.263174 
PE0m I2000 LHI8 0.911375 0.325618 
PE10m I2000 LHI8 0.86284 0.102939 
PE20m I2000 LHI8 0.913164 0.338654 
PE30m I2000 LHI8 0.879289 0.154337 
PE40m I2000 LHI8 0.914007 0.344935 
PE0m I2000 LER 0.961016 0.808891 
PE10m I2000 LER 0.892902 0.213661 
PE20m I2000 LER 0.87408 0.135929 
PE30m I2000 LER 0.947414 0.66171 
PE40m I2000 LER 0.96437 0.84276 
PE0m I2000 LED 0.636922 0.000259 
PE10m I2000 LED 0.856707 0.088277 
PE20m I2000 LED 0.907438 0.298354 
PE30m I2000 LED 0.941904 0.602079 
PE40m I2000 LED 0.934274 0.52307 
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PE0m I2001 LHI1 0.883892 0.20509 
PE10m I2001 LHI1 0.877889 0.179756 
PE20m I2001 LHI1 0.911515 0.364858 
PE30m I2001 LHI1 0.959941 0.809535 
PE40m I2001 LHI1 0.95331 0.744504 
PE0m I2001 LHI2 0.855394 0.107986 
PE10m I2001 LHI2 0.925208 0.473528 
PE20m I2001 LHI2 0.950643 0.717713 
PE30m I2001 LHI2 0.970365 0.900857 
PE40m I2001 LHI2 0.972971 0.920246 
PE0m I2001 LHI3 0.885359 0.211739 
PE10m I2001 LHI3 0.926217 0.482302 
PE20m I2001 LHI3 0.953616 0.747568 
PE30m I2001 LHI3 0.970482 0.901766 
PE40m I2001 LHI3 0.971352 0.908402 
PE0m I2001 LHI4 0.925849 0.479089 
PE10m I2001 LHI4 0.94597 0.670596 
PE20m I2001 LHI4 0.852733 0.101527 
PE30m I2001 LHI4 0.963 0.838148 
PE40m I2001 LHI4 0.936529 0.577287 
PE0m I2001 LHI5 0.923953 0.462753 
PE10m I2001 LHI5 0.958232 0.793097 
PE20m I2001 LHI5 0.904276 0.315507 
PE30m I2001 LHI5 0.929209 0.508901 
PE40m I2001 LHI5 0.92685 0.487857 
PE0m I2001 LHI6 0.935267 0.565196 
PE10m I2001 LHI6 0.925856 0.47915 
PE20m I2001 LHI6 0.966786 0.871663 
PE30m I2001 LHI6 0.943403 0.644846 
PE40m I2001 LHI6 0.954817 0.759541 
PE0m I2001 LHI7 0.916951 0.405617 
PE10m I2001 LHI7 0.959416 0.804515 
PE20m I2001 LHI7 0.928561 0.503071 
PE30m I2001 LHI7 0.935569 0.568079 
PE40m I2001 LHI7 0.925234 0.47375 
PE0m I2001 LHI8 0.910288 0.356097 
PE10m I2001 LHI8 0.945608 0.666951 
PE20m I2001 LHI8 0.850379 0.096116 
PE30m I2001 LHI8 0.969641 0.895172 
PE40m I2001 LHI8 0.923234 0.456654 
PE0m I2001 LER 0.904175 0.314859 
PE10m I2001 LER 0.847083 0.08899 
PE20m I2001 LER 0.879149 0.184831 
PE30m I2001 LER 0.970629 0.902898 
PE40m I2001 LER 0.921881 0.445315 
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PE0m I2001 LED 0.89001 0.234079 
PE10m I2001 LED 0.826634 0.054762 
PE20m I2001 LED 0.956792 0.779051 
PE30m I2001 LED 0.888911 0.228625 
PE40m I2001 LED 0.873712 0.163815 
PE0m I2003 LHI1 0.95131 0.741605 
PE10m I2003 LHI1 0.927755 0.53197 
PE20m I2003 LHI1 0.895988 0.307375 
PE30m I2003 LHI1 0.79131 0.033572 
PE40m I2003 LHI1 0.825563 0.072608 
PE0m I2003 LHI2 0.924207 0.502773 
PE10m I2003 LHI2 0.927252 0.527776 
PE20m I2003 LHI2 0.943518 0.670579 
PE30m I2003 LHI2 0.805712 0.046635 
PE40m I2003 LHI2 0.814763 0.057154 
PE0m I2003 LHI3 0.947532 0.707188 
PE10m I2003 LHI3 0.925856 0.516236 
PE20m I2003 LHI3 0.949649 0.726501 
PE30m I2003 LHI3 0.835105 0.089409 
PE40m I2003 LHI3 0.813596 0.055683 
PE0m I2003 LHI4 0.896622 0.311017 
PE10m I2003 LHI4 0.911658 0.407473 
PE20m I2003 LHI4 0.939271 0.632166 
PE30m I2003 LHI4 0.933587 0.581806 
PE40m I2003 LHI4 0.90839 0.384835 
PE0m I2003 LHI5 0.891643 0.283347 
PE10m I2003 LHI5 0.963677 0.849591 
PE20m I2003 LHI5 0.955022 0.775064 
PE30m I2003 LHI5 0.955904 0.782925 
PE40m I2003 LHI5 0.99048 0.994071 
PE0m I2003 LHI6 0.977171 0.944715 
PE10m I2003 LHI6 0.962552 0.840307 
PE20m I2003 LHI6 0.980788 0.963275 
PE30m I2003 LHI6 0.92885 0.54116 
PE40m I2003 LHI6 0.932273 0.57039 
PE0m I2003 LHI7 0.967917 0.88305 
PE10m I2003 LHI7 0.860443 0.152778 
PE20m I2003 LHI7 0.839557 0.098417 
PE30m I2003 LHI7 0.934326 0.588263 
PE40m I2003 LHI7 0.958876 0.809036 
PE0m I2003 LHI8 0.921413 0.480448 
PE10m I2003 LHI8 0.730024 0.007811 
PE20m I2003 LHI8 0.991674 0.99591 
PE30m I2003 LHI8 0.933305 0.579348 
PE40m I2003 LHI8 0.908384 0.384801 
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PE0m I2003 LER 0.960938 0.826737 
PE10m I2003 LER 0.869065 0.182161 
PE20m I2003 LER 0.9444 0.67861 
PE30m I2003 LER 0.942898 0.664941 
PE40m I2003 LER 0.942162 0.658268 
PE0m I2003 LED 0.873491 0.199088 
PE10m I2003 LED 0.925395 0.512448 
PE20m I2003 LED 0.934394 0.58886 
PE30m I2003 LED 0.914162 0.42544 
PE40m I2003 LED 0.910416 0.398762 
PE0m I2004 LHI1 0.849555 0.073684 
PE10m I2004 LHI1 0.930293 0.484142 
PE20m I2004 LHI1 0.957344 0.770156 
PE30m I2004 LHI1 0.975419 0.93669 
PE40m I2004 LHI1 0.965401 0.852789 
PE0m I2004 LHI2 0.90684 0.294381 
PE10m I2004 LHI2 0.973082 0.919726 
PE20m I2004 LHI2 0.947763 0.665527 
PE30m I2004 LHI2 0.946126 0.647641 
PE40m I2004 LHI2 0.889909 0.199099 
PE0m I2004 LHI3 0.885169 0.177842 
PE10m I2004 LHI3 0.977573 0.950642 
PE20m I2004 LHI3 0.936877 0.54944 
PE30m I2004 LHI3 0.946348 0.650062 
PE40m I2004 LHI3 0.889491 0.197137 
PE0m I2004 LHI4 0.923587 0.422762 
PE10m I2004 LHI4 0.932772 0.508176 
PE20m I2004 LHI4 0.932535 0.50585 
PE30m I2004 LHI4 0.911233 0.3246 
PE40m I2004 LHI4 0.893504 0.216703 
PE0m I2004 LHI5 0.9136 0.34189 
PE10m I2004 LHI5 0.843545 0.063235 
PE20m I2004 LHI5 0.685885 0.000971 
PE30m I2004 LHI5 0.747517 0.005074 
PE40m I2004 LHI5 0.871412 0.127307 
PE0m I2004 LHI6 0.91392 0.344281 
PE10m I2004 LHI6 0.650955 0.000379 
PE20m I2004 LHI6 0.957213 0.768747 
PE30m I2004 LHI6 0.908228 0.30367 
PE40m I2004 LHI6 0.929394 0.475602 
PE0m I2004 LHI7 0.943071 0.614574 
PE10m I2004 LHI7 0.952552 0.718083 
PE20m I2004 LHI7 0.974878 0.93293 
PE30m I2004 LHI7 0.962511 0.824203 
PE40m I2004 LHI7 0.930607 0.487151 
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PE0m I2004 LHI8 0.887704 0.188941 
PE10m I2004 LHI8 0.924668 0.432281 
PE20m I2004 LHI8 0.908196 0.303451 
PE30m I2004 LHI8 0.913795 0.343349 
PE40m I2004 LHI8 0.935537 0.535778 
PE0m I2004 LER 0.862474 0.102002 
PE10m I2004 LER 0.870953 0.125877 
PE20m I2004 LER 0.859929 0.095714 
PE30m I2004 LER 0.945695 0.642946 
PE40m I2004 LER 0.946929 0.656398 
PE0m I2004 LED 0.526824 1.32E-05 
PE10m I2004 LED 0.451308 1.71E-06 
PE20m I2004 LED 0.504182 7.16E-06 
PE30m I2004 LED 0.646341 0.000334 
PE40m I2004 LED 0.826064 0.040332 
 
Table F.4: The data sets for LHIs (at respective plot-extents) that did not show normal distribution, different 
transformations were used to achieve the normality in the data. The table shows the block number and data set, plot-
extent, the transformation chosen and p-value (if greater than 0.05) for Shapiro-Wilk test that confirms that 
transformed data shows normal distribution. The data sets with ‘none’ transformations chosen, did not show normal 
distribution for any of the different transformations used. 
Block LHI (Data = Y) Plot-extent Preferred Transformation 
Shaipro-Wilk p.value 
Raw Data(Y) Transformed data 
I2000 LHI7 10m 1/sqrtY 0.0281 0.9209 
I2000 LED 0m none 0.0003 NA 
I2003 LHI1 30m 1/sqrtY 0.0336 0.1556 
I2003 LHI2 30m 1/sqrtY 0.0466 0.1743 
I2003 LHI8 10m none 0.0078 NA 
I2004 LHI5 20m none 0.0010 NA 
I2004 LHI5 30m 1/sqrtY 0.0051 0.0750 
I2004 LHI6 10m none 0.0004 NA 
I2004 LED 0m none 0.0000 NA 
I2004 LED 10m none 0.0000 NA 
I2004 LED 20m none 0.0000 NA 
I2004 LED 30m none 0.0003 NA 
I2004 LED 40m none 0.0403 NA 
G1990 LHI1 10m 1/sqrtY 0.0417 0.4227 
G1990 LHI2 0m 1/sqrtY 0.0262 0.1740 
G1990 LHI2 10m 1/sqrtY 0.0247 0.2382 
G1990 LHI3 0m 1/sqrtY 0.0142 0.1354 
G1990 LHI3 10m 1/sqrtY 0.0298 0.2271 
G1992 LHI7 0m 1/sqrtY 0.0033 0.5924 
G1992 LHI8 0m 1/sqrtY 0.0274 0.1296 
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Appendix G 
The results of relationships between landform heterogeneity indices and ecological variables 
after subjecting them to a multiple comparison analysis using ‘false discovery rate 
calculation’ are described in the figures below. The results indicate adjusted p value (p<0.05). 
Only those relationships that remained significant after subjected to multiple comparison 
analysis from respective blocks and respective ecological indicators are included in the below 
figures.  
Native vegetation species Richness: 
 
Figure G.1: Block G1988 Species richness, after p-value adjustment using false discovery rate calculation 
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Figure G.2: Block B1996 Species richness, after p-value adjustment using false discovery rate calculation 
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Figure G.3: Block G1999 Species richness, after p-value adjustment using false discovery rate calculation 
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Figure G.4: Block I2000 Species richness, after p-value adjustment using false discovery rate calculation 
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Vegetation density: 
 
Figure G.5: Block B1996 Vegetation density, after p-value adjustment using false discovery rate calculation 
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Figure G.6: Block G1999 Vegetation density, after p-value adjustment using false discovery rate calculation 
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Vegetation cover 
 
Figure G.7: Block G1999 Vegetation Cover, after p-value adjustment using false discovery rate calculation 
Appendix H 
Table H.1: The regression parameters for significant (p<0.05) simple linear regression relationships between 
individual LHI and individual ecological variables at respective plot-extents from all rehabilitation blocks 
Block LHI Plot-
extent 
Ecological 
Variable 
Correlation 
Coefficient 
p-
value 
R-square Number 
of 
samples 
Slope Intercept Std. 
Err. 
G1988 LHI6 10m SR4 -0.825 0.043 0.681 6 -0.24 21.04 0.08 
G1988 LHI6 20m SR4 -0.903 0.014 0.816 6 -0.33 23.02 0.08 
G1988 LHI6 30m SR4 -0.941 0.005 0.886 6 -0.37 23.67 0.07 
G1988 LHI6 40m SR4 -0.971 0.001 0.943 6 -0.42 25.04 0.05 
G1988 LHI7 40m SR4 -0.813 0.049 0.661 6 -0.57 16.45 0.20 
G1990 LHI2 0m SR1 0.676 0.046 0.457 9 53.35 25.87 22.00 
G1990 LHI2 10m SR1 0.737 0.024 0.543 9 65.14 26.21 22.59 
G1990 LHI2 20m SR1 -0.715 0.030 0.511 9 -0.58 56.24 0.21 
G1990 LHI2 20m SC4 -0.687 0.041 0.472 9 -0.93 21.54 0.37 
G1990 LHI2 30m SR1 -0.667 0.050 0.445 9 -0.49 56.63 0.21 
G1990 LHI2 40m SR1 -0.681 0.044 0.463 9 -0.41 56.97 0.17 
G1990 LHI3 0m SR1 0.671 0.048 0.451 9 98.10 23.30 40.93 
G1990 LHI3 10m SR1 0.717 0.030 0.514 9 76.21 24.00 28.02 
G1990 LHI3 20m SR1 -0.707 0.033 0.500 9 -1.08 57.08 0.41 
G1990 LHI3 20m SC4 -0.694 0.038 0.482 9 -1.78 23.18 0.70 
G1990 LHI3 40m SR1 -0.677 0.045 0.458 9 -1.64 57.15 0.67 
G1990 LHI4 0m SR1 -0.711 0.032 0.505 9 -0.64 63.19 0.24 
G1990 LHI4 0m SR5 -0.694 0.038 0.482 9 -0.26 11.01 0.10 
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G1990 LHI6 10m VC3 -0.687 0.041 0.472 9 -1.83 51.84 0.73 
G1990 LHI6 20m D3 -0.780 0.013 0.609 9 -11.57 300.31 3.51 
G1990 LHI6 30m D3 -0.784 0.012 0.615 9 -9.00 221.61 2.69 
G1990 LHI6 40m D3 -0.770 0.015 0.592 9 -6.09 158.36 1.91 
G1990 LHI7 0m SR5 -0.826 0.006 0.681 9 -2.54 11.43 0.66 
G1990 LHI8 0m SR5 -0.782 0.013 0.611 9 -0.59 10.63 0.18 
G1990 LER 10m SR1 -0.737 0.024 0.543 9 -0.49 68.52 0.17 
G1990 LER 10m VC3 -0.729 0.026 0.531 9 -0.43 22.83 0.15 
G1990 LER 20m SR1 -0.676 0.045 0.458 9 -0.30 67.55 0.12 
G1990 LER 20m D3 -0.728 0.026 0.529 9 -1.60 135.79 0.57 
G1990 LER 30m D3 -0.808 0.008 0.653 9 -1.23 146.46 0.34 
G1990 LER 40m SR1 -0.679 0.044 0.462 9 -0.15 66.19 0.06 
G1990 LER 40m D3 -0.670 0.048 0.450 9 -0.72 120.77 0.30 
G1990 LED 40m SR1 -0.736 0.024 0.542 9 -599.25 635.59 208.19 
G1990 LED 40m D3 -0.702 0.035 0.493 9 -
2841.60 
2817.90 1089.23 
A1992 LHI2 0m VC1 0.580 0.048 0.336 12 2.22 53.46 0.99 
A1992 LHI4 0m SR2 -0.585 0.046 0.343 12 -0.17 18.49 0.08 
A1992 LHI4 0m VC2 -0.615 0.033 0.379 12 -0.07 4.64 0.03 
A1992 LHI4 10m VC2 -0.603 0.038 0.363 12 -0.11 4.79 0.05 
A1992 LHI4 30m SR1 -0.640 0.025 0.410 12 -0.64 57.13 0.24 
A1992 LHI4 30m VC3 -0.603 0.038 0.363 12 -0.14 4.39 0.06 
A1992 LHI4 40m SR1 -0.618 0.032 0.382 12 -0.65 58.11 0.26 
A1992 LHI4 40m SR2 -0.604 0.038 0.365 12 -0.32 21.36 0.13 
A1992 LHI6 0m SR2 -0.682 0.015 0.465 12 -0.51 33.31 0.17 
A1992 LHI7 0m VC2 0.650 0.022 0.423 12 4.04 0.40 1.49 
A1992 LHI7 10m VC2 -0.586 0.045 0.344 12 -0.37 4.41 0.16 
A1992 LHI7 30m SR1 -0.699 0.011 0.489 12 -2.76 56.03 0.89 
A1992 LHI7 30m VC3 -0.673 0.016 0.453 12 -0.62 4.20 0.22 
A1992 LHI7 40m SR1 -0.696 0.012 0.484 12 -2.76 56.77 0.90 
A1992 LHI7 40m VC3 -0.659 0.020 0.434 12 -0.61 4.32 0.22 
A1992 LHI8 0m SR2 0.601 0.039 0.361 12 15.93 8.67 6.71 
A1992 LHI8 0m VC2 0.626 0.030 0.392 12 6.04 0.91 2.38 
A1992 LHI8 10m VC2 -0.603 0.038 0.363 12 -0.11 4.60 0.05 
A1992 LHI8 20m SR1 -0.591 0.043 0.350 12 -0.66 54.15 0.28 
A1992 LHI8 30m SR1 -0.637 0.026 0.405 12 -0.70 56.40 0.27 
A1992 LHI8 30m SR2 -0.581 0.047 0.338 12 -0.32 20.15 0.14 
A1992 LHI8 30m VC3 -0.595 0.042 0.353 12 -0.15 4.20 0.07 
A1992 LHI8 40m SR1 -0.618 0.032 0.382 12 -0.72 57.39 0.29 
A1992 LHI8 40m SR2 -0.604 0.038 0.364 12 -0.35 21.01 0.15 
A1992 LER 0m VC2 -0.594 0.042 0.352 12 -0.14 6.32 0.06 
B1996 LHI1 0m SR4 -0.781 0.022 0.610 8 -4.50 21.76 1.47 
B1996 LHI1 0m SR1 -0.871 0.005 0.759 8 -14.18 81.34 3.27 
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B1996 LHI1 0m SR3 -0.813 0.014 0.661 8 -3.10 15.88 0.90 
B1996 LHI1 10m D4 -0.801 0.017 0.642 8 -59.75 304.44 18.23 
B1996 LHI1 20m D4 -0.857 0.007 0.734 8 -36.63 278.05 8.99 
B1996 LHI1 30m D4 -0.864 0.006 0.747 8 -29.78 272.75 7.08 
B1996 LHI1 40m D4 -0.855 0.007 0.732 8 -26.38 273.74 6.52 
B1996 LHI2 0m SR4 -0.726 0.042 0.527 8 -0.86 18.96 0.33 
B1996 LHI2 0m SR1 -0.731 0.039 0.535 8 -2.45 71.05 0.93 
B1996 LHI2 0m SR3 -0.815 0.014 0.664 8 -0.64 14.22 0.19 
B1996 LHI2 20m D4 -0.784 0.021 0.614 8 -7.85 261.74 2.54 
B1996 LHI2 30m D4 -0.840 0.009 0.706 8 -6.93 266.65 1.83 
B1996 LHI2 40m D4 -0.837 0.010 0.700 8 -6.31 273.86 1.69 
B1996 LHI3 0m SR4 -0.708 0.050 0.501 8 -0.39 20.01 0.16 
B1996 LHI3 0m SR1 -0.740 0.036 0.547 8 -1.16 74.66 0.43 
B1996 LHI3 0m SR3 -0.809 0.015 0.655 8 -0.30 15.08 0.09 
B1996 LHI3 20m D4 -0.777 0.023 0.604 8 -13.76 267.56 4.55 
B1996 LHI3 30m D4 -0.847 0.008 0.717 8 -19.89 275.98 5.10 
B1996 LHI3 40m D4 -0.842 0.009 0.708 8 -25.83 282.20 6.77 
B1996 LHI4 10m SR4 -0.755 0.030 0.570 8 -1.20 26.44 0.42 
B1996 LHI4 10m SR5 -0.837 0.010 0.700 8 -0.96 15.35 0.26 
B1996 LHI4 20m SR5 -0.718 0.045 0.516 8 -0.63 13.54 0.25 
B1996 LHI5 10m D4 0.786 0.021 0.618 8 2.15 40.04 0.69 
B1996 LHI5 20m D4 0.781 0.022 0.609 8 2.16 59.14 0.71 
B1996 LHI5 30m D4 0.803 0.017 0.644 8 2.39 63.42 0.73 
B1996 LHI5 40m D4 0.778 0.023 0.606 8 2.46 66.52 0.81 
B1996 LHI6 10m D4 0.785 0.021 0.616 8 7.66 -34.11 2.47 
B1996 LHI6 20m D4 0.759 0.029 0.576 8 7.30 -3.32 2.55 
B1996 LHI6 30m D4 0.782 0.022 0.612 8 8.09 -2.39 2.63 
B1996 LHI6 40m D4 0.752 0.031 0.565 8 8.34 -2.33 2.98 
B1996 LHI7 0m D3 -0.752 0.032 0.565 8 -0.11 0.42 0.04 
B1996 LHI7 0m VC1 -0.713 0.047 0.508 8 -27.06 104.33 10.87 
B1996 LHI7 10m SR4 -0.856 0.007 0.733 8 -7.10 28.95 1.75 
B1996 LHI7 10m SR5 -0.750 0.032 0.562 8 -4.49 14.88 1.62 
B1996 LHI7 20m SR4 -0.733 0.039 0.537 8 -4.31 24.54 1.64 
B1996 LHI7 20m SR5 -0.795 0.018 0.632 8 -3.38 13.66 1.05 
B1996 LHI7 30m SR4 -0.718 0.045 0.515 8 -4.05 24.55 1.60 
B1996 LHI7 40m D1 0.719 0.044 0.517 8 109.94 -158.03 43.37 
B1996 LHI8 0m SR4 -0.776 0.024 0.603 8 -1.26 22.65 0.42 
B1996 LHI8 0m D3 -0.764 0.027 0.584 8 -0.03 0.39 0.01 
B1996 LHI8 10m SR4 -0.755 0.030 0.570 8 -1.33 25.10 0.47 
B1996 LHI8 10m SR5 -0.837 0.010 0.700 8 -1.06 14.28 0.28 
B1996 LER 10m D4 0.814 0.014 0.663 8 4.73 -19.48 1.38 
B1996 LER 40m D1 0.735 0.038 0.540 8 2.05 -87.01 0.77 
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B1996 LED 10m D4 0.731 0.039 0.535 8 2215.59 -
1918.04 
843.90 
B1996 LED 20m D4 0.734 0.038 0.539 8 3898.25 -
3594.93 
1470.84 
B1996 LED 30m D4 0.829 0.011 0.687 8 6583.17 -
6257.66 
1816.27 
B1996 LED 40m D4 0.803 0.016 0.645 8 9174.09 -
8840.06 
2780.59 
G1999 LHI1 10m SR3 0.651 0.005 0.424 17 0.70 8.43 0.21 
G1999 LHI1 20m SR3 0.744 0.001 0.553 17 0.73 7.60 0.17 
G1999 LHI1 20m D2 0.488 0.047 0.238 17 13.66 36.99 6.31 
G1999 LHI1 30m SR3 0.811 0.000 0.658 17 0.67 7.30 0.13 
G1999 LHI1 30m D1 0.532 0.028 0.283 17 21.68 22.47 8.91 
G1999 LHI1 30m D2 0.598 0.011 0.358 17 14.03 22.67 4.86 
G1999 LHI1 40m SR3 0.813 0.000 0.660 17 0.57 7.38 0.11 
G1999 LHI1 40m D1 0.590 0.013 0.349 17 20.34 12.18 7.18 
G1999 LHI1 40m D2 0.660 0.004 0.435 17 13.09 16.52 3.85 
G1999 LHI2 0m SR3 0.492 0.045 0.242 17 0.18 9.43 0.08 
G1999 LHI2 10m SR3 0.613 0.009 0.376 17 0.18 8.64 0.06 
G1999 LHI2 20m SR3 0.701 0.002 0.492 17 0.17 7.99 0.04 
G1999 LHI2 30m SR3 0.777 0.000 0.604 17 0.16 7.45 0.03 
G1999 LHI2 30m D2 0.528 0.030 0.278 17 3.13 31.80 1.30 
G1999 LHI2 40m SR3 0.760 0.000 0.578 17 0.15 7.31 0.03 
G1999 LHI2 40m D2 0.550 0.022 0.302 17 3.00 24.30 1.18 
G1999 LHI3 0m SR3 0.505 0.039 0.255 17 0.09 9.08 0.04 
G1999 LHI3 10m SR3 0.628 0.007 0.395 17 0.18 8.40 0.06 
G1999 LHI3 20m SR3 0.698 0.002 0.488 17 0.31 7.77 0.08 
G1999 LHI3 30m SR3 0.783 0.000 0.614 17 0.47 7.22 0.10 
G1999 LHI3 30m D2 0.532 0.028 0.283 17 8.96 27.31 3.68 
G1999 LHI3 40m SR3 0.766 0.000 0.587 17 0.60 7.10 0.13 
G1999 LHI3 40m D2 0.557 0.020 0.310 17 12.38 19.61 4.76 
G1999 LHI4 0m SR4 0.566 0.018 0.321 17 0.10 12.80 0.04 
G1999 LHI4 0m SR2 0.545 0.024 0.297 17 0.28 22.43 0.11 
G1999 LHI4 0m D4 0.598 0.011 0.358 17 2.32 81.30 0.80 
G1999 LHI4 10m D4 0.562 0.019 0.316 17 3.72 76.99 1.41 
G1999 LHI4 20m D4 0.501 0.041 0.251 17 2.85 80.86 1.27 
G1999 LHI4 30m SR2 0.513 0.035 0.263 17 0.40 20.16 0.17 
G1999 LHI4 40m SR2 0.489 0.047 0.239 17 0.36 20.59 0.17 
G1999 LHI4 40m D3 -0.497 0.042 0.247 17 -0.01 0.32 0.00 
G1999 LHI5 0m SR3 -0.536 0.027 0.287 17 -0.06 14.84 0.03 
G1999 LHI5 10m SR3 -0.509 0.037 0.259 17 -0.06 13.80 0.03 
G1999 LHI5 10m D1 -0.540 0.025 0.292 17 -3.08 285.44 1.24 
G1999 LHI5 10m D2 -0.549 0.023 0.301 17 -1.80 184.15 0.71 
G1999 LHI5 20m SR3 -0.510 0.036 0.260 17 -0.07 13.59 0.03 
G1999 LHI5 20m D1 -0.635 0.006 0.403 17 -4.12 296.80 1.29 
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G1999 LHI5 20m D2 -0.658 0.004 0.433 17 -2.46 192.59 0.73 
G1999 LHI5 20m VC3 0.538 0.026 0.290 17 0.77 11.69 0.31 
G1999 LHI5 30m SR3 -0.557 0.020 0.310 17 -0.08 13.59 0.03 
G1999 LHI5 30m D1 -0.655 0.004 0.429 17 -4.68 288.66 1.39 
G1999 LHI5 30m D2 -0.684 0.002 0.468 17 -2.81 188.40 0.77 
G1999 LHI5 30m VC3 0.641 0.006 0.411 17 1.01 9.13 0.31 
G1999 LHI5 40m SR3 -0.556 0.020 0.310 17 -0.08 13.49 0.03 
G1999 LHI5 40m D1 -0.644 0.005 0.415 17 -4.63 280.54 1.42 
G1999 LHI5 40m D2 -0.666 0.004 0.443 17 -2.75 182.65 0.80 
G1999 LHI5 40m VC3 0.658 0.004 0.433 17 1.04 9.59 0.31 
G1999 LHI6 0m VC3 0.502 0.040 0.252 17 1.47 -11.95 0.65 
G1999 LHI6 10m VC3 0.490 0.046 0.240 17 1.87 -7.08 0.86 
G1999 LHI6 20m VC3 0.617 0.008 0.380 17 2.57 -16.37 0.85 
G1999 LHI6 30m VC3 0.710 0.001 0.504 17 3.35 -27.19 0.86 
G1999 LHI6 40m VC3 0.696 0.002 0.484 17 3.22 -22.89 0.86 
G1999 LHI7 0m SR4 0.513 0.035 0.263 17 0.82 13.06 0.36 
G1999 LHI7 0m SR2 0.614 0.009 0.377 17 2.84 21.80 0.94 
G1999 LHI7 0m D4 0.616 0.008 0.380 17 21.69 80.94 7.15 
G1999 LHI7 10m D4 0.583 0.014 0.340 17 15.68 82.54 5.64 
G1999 LHI8 0m SR4 0.599 0.011 0.359 17 0.23 12.94 0.08 
G1999 LHI8 0m D4 0.591 0.012 0.350 17 5.04 87.71 1.77 
G1999 LHI8 10m D4 0.548 0.023 0.301 17 3.88 82.54 1.53 
G1999 LHI8 30m SR2 0.506 0.038 0.256 17 0.43 20.64 0.19 
G1999 LHI8 40m D3 -0.504 0.039 0.254 17 -0.01 0.31 0.00 
G1999 LER 30m D4 0.483 0.050 0.233 17 0.54 79.02 0.25 
G1999 LER 40m VC3 0.527 0.030 0.278 17 0.24 6.63 0.10 
I2000 LHI1 0m SR1 0.746 0.021 0.557 9 4.91 45.27 1.66 
I2000 LHI1 0m D3 0.680 0.044 0.462 9 25.49 34.18 10.40 
I2000 LHI1 10m SR1 0.793 0.011 0.629 9 3.50 44.37 1.02 
I2000 LHI1 20m SR1 0.796 0.010 0.634 9 2.48 45.23 0.71 
I2000 LHI1 30m SR1 0.765 0.016 0.585 9 1.94 45.85 0.62 
I2000 LHI1 40m SR1 0.687 0.041 0.472 9 1.48 47.14 0.59 
I2000 LHI2 0m SR1 0.740 0.023 0.548 9 1.21 47.45 0.41 
I2000 LHI2 10m SR1 0.742 0.022 0.550 9 0.73 47.32 0.25 
I2000 LHI2 20m SR1 0.754 0.019 0.568 9 0.54 47.34 0.18 
I2000 LHI2 30m SR1 0.746 0.021 0.556 9 0.47 46.52 0.16 
I2000 LHI2 40m SR1 0.708 0.033 0.501 9 0.41 46.42 0.16 
I2000 LHI3 0m SR1 0.759 0.018 0.575 9 0.70 43.62 0.23 
I2000 LHI3 10m SR1 0.738 0.023 0.545 9 0.75 46.52 0.26 
I2000 LHI3 20m SR1 0.735 0.024 0.541 9 1.01 46.66 0.35 
I2000 LHI3 30m SR1 0.739 0.023 0.547 9 1.35 45.93 0.46 
I2000 LHI3 40m SR1 0.707 0.033 0.500 9 1.66 46.21 0.63 
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I2000 LHI4 10m VC1 0.715 0.031 0.511 9 2.11 10.51 0.78 
I2000 LHI4 20m SR1 0.733 0.025 0.537 9 0.84 44.34 0.30 
I2000 LHI4 20m VC1 0.739 0.023 0.546 9 2.39 1.71 0.82 
I2000 LHI4 30m SR1 0.771 0.015 0.594 9 0.80 43.00 0.25 
I2000 LHI4 40m SR1 0.863 0.003 0.745 9 0.84 40.72 0.18 
I2000 LHI5 0m SR1 -0.824 0.006 0.679 9 -0.30 73.10 0.08 
I2000 LHI5 0m SR2 -0.707 0.033 0.500 9 -0.18 36.29 0.07 
I2000 LHI6 0m SR4 -0.751 0.020 0.564 9 -0.13 17.03 0.04 
I2000 LHI6 0m D1 0.676 0.046 0.457 9 10.85 -177.43 4.47 
I2000 LHI6 0m D2 0.765 0.016 0.585 9 10.25 -216.16 3.26 
I2000 LHI6 0m D4 0.808 0.008 0.653 9 0.00 -0.01 0.00 
I2000 LHI6 0m VC3 0.804 0.009 0.646 9 0.01 0.11 0.00 
I2000 LHI7 20m VC1 0.745 0.021 0.555 9 11.37 4.26 3.85 
I2000 LHI7 30m SR1 0.732 0.025 0.536 9 4.30 42.85 1.51 
I2000 LHI7 40m SR1 0.850 0.004 0.722 9 4.47 41.12 1.05 
I2000 LHI8 10m VC1 0.714 0.031 0.510 9 2.34 12.86 0.87 
I2000 LHI8 20m SR1 0.733 0.025 0.537 9 0.94 45.28 0.33 
I2000 LHI8 20m VC1 0.739 0.023 0.546 9 2.65 4.36 0.91 
I2000 LHI8 30m SR1 0.799 0.010 0.638 9 0.86 44.09 0.24 
I2000 LHI8 40m SR1 0.879 0.002 0.773 9 0.95 41.23 0.19 
I2000 LER 0m D1 0.727 0.027 0.528 9 8.71 19.80 3.11 
I2000 LER 0m D2 0.762 0.017 0.581 9 7.63 -20.25 2.45 
I2000 LER 0m D4 0.736 0.024 0.541 9 0.00 0.05 0.00 
I2000 LER 0m VC2 -0.727 0.026 0.529 9 -1.93 62.18 0.69 
I2000 LER 0m VC3 0.736 0.024 0.542 9 0.00 0.23 0.00 
I2000 LER 10m VC1 0.788 0.012 0.620 9 1.36 -10.98 0.40 
I2000 LER 20m VC1 0.743 0.022 0.551 9 0.81 -8.01 0.27 
I2000 LED 0m SR3 0.720 0.029 0.518 9 4.53 5.29 1.65 
I2000 LED 0m D2 0.737 0.023 0.543 9 253.82 -106.85 87.93 
I2000 LED 0m D4 0.774 0.014 0.600 9 0.08 0.02 0.02 
I2000 LED 0m VC2 -0.688 0.041 0.473 9 -62.67 82.88 25.01 
I2000 LED 0m VC3 0.791 0.011 0.626 9 0.14 0.17 0.04 
I2000 LED 10m SR4 -0.674 0.047 0.454 9 -7.48 19.73 3.10 
I2000 LED 10m D1 0.695 0.038 0.484 9 715.20 -485.65 279.36 
I2000 LED 10m D2 0.792 0.011 0.627 9 680.37 -511.52 198.37 
I2000 LED 10m D4 0.800 0.010 0.640 9 0.19 -0.09 0.06 
I2000 LED 10m VC3 0.805 0.009 0.647 9 0.35 -0.03 0.10 
I2000 LED 20m D1 0.676 0.046 0.457 9 1782.16 -
1529.03 
733.62 
I2000 LED 20m D2 0.710 0.032 0.504 9 1562.73 -
1378.50 
586.10 
I2000 LED 20m VC1 0.673 0.047 0.453 9 442.94 -384.90 184.13 
I2000 LED 30m VC1 0.780 0.013 0.609 9 964.74 -896.58 292.26 
I2000 LED 40m VC1 0.823 0.007 0.677 9 1671.38 -
1594.52 
436.68 
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I2001 LHI1 20m SR3 0.722 0.043 0.522 8 0.99 7.22 0.39 
I2001 LHI1 30m SR3 0.711 0.048 0.505 8 0.82 7.18 0.33 
I2001 LHI2 20m SR3 0.718 0.045 0.516 8 0.22 7.76 0.09 
I2001 LHI3 20m SR3 0.712 0.047 0.508 8 0.39 7.55 0.16 
I2001 LHI6 20m SR1 0.790 0.020 0.625 8 0.48 43.08 0.15 
I2001 LHI6 30m SR1 0.838 0.009 0.702 8 0.51 42.98 0.14 
I2001 LHI6 40m SR1 0.813 0.014 0.661 8 0.53 42.32 0.16 
I2001 LER 0m VC2 0.717 0.045 0.514 8 1.95 -10.85 0.78 
I2003 LHI4 0m D2 0.795 0.033 0.632 7 2.87 -6.41 0.98 
I2003 LHI4 30m VC1 -0.772 0.042 0.596 7 -2.14 70.18 0.79 
I2003 LHI5 40m D3 -0.809 0.028 0.655 7 0.00 0.35 0.00 
I2003 LHI8 20m VC1 -0.871 0.011 0.758 7 -3.41 80.42 0.86 
I2003 LHI8 30m VC1 -0.772 0.042 0.596 7 -2.37 67.81 0.87 
I2003 LER 0m D3 -0.846 0.017 0.715 7 -0.02 0.48 0.00 
I2004 LHI1 0m SR5 -0.711 0.032 0.505 9 -0.41 3.90 0.15 
I2004 LHI1 30m SR3 -0.693 0.038 0.481 9 -0.48 7.87 0.19 
I2004 LHI1 40m SR3 -0.698 0.037 0.487 9 -0.46 8.10 0.18 
I2004 LHI2 20m SR1 0.739 0.023 0.545 9 0.00 0.12 0.00 
I2004 LHI2 30m SR1 0.721 0.028 0.521 9 0.00 0.12 0.00 
I2004 LHI2 40m SR1 0.684 0.042 0.467 9 0.00 0.12 0.00 
I2004 LHI3 20m SR1 0.721 0.029 0.520 9 0.00 0.12 0.00 
I2004 LHI3 30m SR1 0.727 0.026 0.529 9 0.00 0.12 0.00 
I2004 LHI3 40m SR1 0.687 0.041 0.472 9 0.00 0.12 0.00 
I2004 LHI4 0m SR1 0.674 0.047 0.454 9 0.00 0.12 0.00 
I2004 LHI4 10m VC1 -0.734 0.025 0.538 9 -0.19 4.40 0.07 
I2004 LHI4 20m SR1 0.725 0.027 0.526 9 0.00 0.12 0.00 
I2004 LHI4 20m VC1 -0.693 0.039 0.480 9 -0.17 4.54 0.07 
I2004 LHI4 30m SR1 0.751 0.020 0.564 9 0.00 0.12 0.00 
I2004 LHI4 40m VC1 -0.726 0.027 0.527 9 -0.18 5.32 0.06 
I2004 LHI5 30m SR1 0.690 0.040 0.476 9 0.20 0.10 0.08 
I2004 LHI5 30m SR3 -0.738 0.023 0.544 9 -40.36 12.58 13.96 
I2004 LHI5 40m SR1 -0.708 0.033 0.501 9 0.00 0.14 0.00 
I2004 LHI7 10m VC1 -0.712 0.032 0.507 9 -0.82 4.15 0.30 
I2004 LHI7 20m VC1 -0.698 0.037 0.487 9 -0.75 4.26 0.29 
I2004 LHI7 40m VC1 -0.758 0.018 0.575 9 -0.94 5.35 0.31 
I2004 LHI8 0m SR1 0.731 0.025 0.535 9 0.00 0.12 0.00 
I2004 LHI8 10m SR1 0.673 0.047 0.453 9 0.00 0.12 0.00 
I2004 LHI8 10m VC1 -0.749 0.020 0.562 9 -0.22 4.27 0.07 
I2004 LHI8 20m SR1 0.764 0.017 0.584 9 0.00 0.12 0.00 
I2004 LHI8 30m SR1 0.771 0.015 0.595 9 0.00 0.12 0.00 
I2004 LHI8 40m VC1 -0.775 0.014 0.601 9 -0.20 5.32 0.06 
I2004 LER 0m SR1 0.707 0.033 0.499 9 0.00 0.11 0.00 
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I2004 LER 10m SR1 0.726 0.027 0.528 9 0.00 0.11 0.00 
I2004 LER 20m SR1 0.730 0.025 0.534 9 0.00 0.11 0.00 
 
Appendix I 
 
Figure I.1: The component plot showing distribution of the PC scores for different LHIs for zero meters plot-extent 
data.  
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Figure I.2: The component plot showing distribution of the PC scores for different LHIs for ten meters plot-extent 
data 
 
Figure I.3: The component plot showing distribution of the PC scores for different LHIs for forty meters plot-extent 
data 
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Appendix J 
Following are the results of multiple linear regressions with individual ecological variables as 
response variables with landform heterogeneity data at the smallest and largest plot-extent as 
indicated. 
Results: Response: SR1, LHI: Smallest plot-extent 
Call: 
lm(formula = SR1 ~ Block + PC2 + PC3 + StockpileDuration + SoilDepth +  
    Block:PC2 + Block:PC3, data = data) 
 
Residuals: 
     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max  
-10.1349  -3.1927  -0.2994   3.3610  12.8788  
 
Coefficients: 
                  Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     
(Intercept)        -8.6640    20.6088  -0.420  0.67580     
Blocky1990         -7.4335    13.9069  -0.535  0.59510     
Blocky1992         19.8533     6.3919   3.106  0.00298 **  
Blocky1996         -7.5712    12.6949  -0.596  0.55331     
Blocky1999         35.4341     4.5947   7.712 2.31e-10 *** 
Blocky2000          0.3029    14.0374   0.022  0.98286     
Blocky2001         10.2399     9.5448   1.073  0.28795     
Blocky2003          8.1475    11.9814   0.680  0.49930     
Blocky2004        -19.9974    23.5676  -0.849  0.39976     
PC2                -0.3389     2.9829  -0.114  0.90994     
PC3                -1.9280     2.5691  -0.750  0.45611     
StockpileDuration   1.8440     0.8468   2.178  0.03366 *   
SoilDepthsdepth2   20.9495    13.3088   1.574  0.12110     
Blocky1990:PC2     -4.4967     3.8299  -1.174  0.24532     
Blocky1992:PC2     -2.2762     3.2978  -0.690  0.49291     
Blocky1996:PC2    -21.0255     8.6179  -2.440  0.01789 *   
Blocky1999:PC2      2.9942     3.5018   0.855  0.39616     
Blocky2000:PC2      3.4525     3.8170   0.905  0.36960     
Blocky2001:PC2      1.9694     4.1427   0.475  0.63635     
Blocky2003:PC2      0.9033     3.7737   0.239  0.81170     
Blocky2004:PC2     -6.7231     5.3482  -1.257  0.21394     
Blocky1990:PC3     -6.4179     4.6882  -1.369  0.17649     
Blocky1992:PC3      6.2699     4.2685   1.469  0.14746     
Blocky1996:PC3      4.5891     3.2719   1.403  0.16627     
Blocky1999:PC3      2.0726     2.9158   0.711  0.48015     
Blocky2000:PC3      1.9370     3.2232   0.601  0.55030     
Blocky2001:PC3      0.5857     7.2448   0.081  0.93585     
Blocky2003:PC3      1.0356     7.9045   0.131  0.89624     
Blocky2004:PC3     -4.5891     3.7289  -1.231  0.22359     
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 
 
Residual standard error: 6.127 on 56 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-squared:   0.79, Adjusted R-squared:  0.685  
F-statistic: 7.523 on 28 and 56 DF,  p-value: 9.822e-11 
 
Anova Table (Type II tests) 
 
Response: SR1 
                  Sum Sq Df F value    Pr(>F)     
Block             6257.3  8 20.8356 3.195e-14 *** 
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PC2                 35.3  1  0.9416   0.33604     
PC3                 11.2  1  0.2985   0.58697     
StockpileDuration  178.0  1  4.7423   0.03366 *   
SoilDepth           93.0  1  2.4778   0.12110     
Block:PC2          761.3  8  2.5349   0.01980 *   
Block:PC3          526.3  8  1.7525   0.10645     
Residuals         2102.2 56                       
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 
Call: 
   aov(formula = step) 
 
Terms: 
                   Block      PC2      PC3 StockpileDuration SoilDepth 
Block:PC2 Block:PC3 Residuals 
Sum of Squares  6451.192    2.505    5.404           273.427   106.408   
542.570   526.307  2102.234 
Deg. of Freedom        8        1        1                 1         1         
8         8        56 
 
Residual standard error: 6.126981 
Estimated effects may be unbalanced 
 
Results: Response: SR1, LHI: Largest plot-extent 
Call: 
lm(formula = SR1 ~ Block + PC1 + PC2 + PC3 + StockpileDuration +  
    SoilDepth + Block:PC2 + Block:PC3, data = data) 
 
Residuals: 
     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max  
-15.2558  -2.7204  -0.1821   2.6276  14.4688  
 
Coefficients: 
                   Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     
(Intercept)       -16.93901   18.96682  -0.893 0.375702     
Blocky1990         -1.28250   13.21398  -0.097 0.923034     
Blocky1992         28.03058    6.27685   4.466 4.01e-05 *** 
Blocky1996         19.62264   12.37629   1.586 0.118586     
Blocky1999         43.71225    4.94138   8.846 3.73e-12 *** 
Blocky2000         12.80954   13.49559   0.949 0.346689     
Blocky2001         17.10522    9.48742   1.803 0.076877 .   
Blocky2003         14.79822   11.56069   1.280 0.205902     
Blocky2004        -14.08248   21.83986  -0.645 0.521733     
PC1                -2.34608    0.88111  -2.663 0.010148 *   
PC2                -5.89251    2.50421  -2.353 0.022224 *   
PC3                 5.97222    4.08459   1.462 0.149395     
StockpileDuration   1.95220    0.77581   2.516 0.014805 *   
SoilDepthsdepth2   19.13401   12.36778   1.547 0.127578     
Blocky1990:PC2      4.73054    2.89138   1.636 0.107532     
Blocky1992:PC2     -0.03801    3.32620  -0.011 0.990924     
Blocky1996:PC2     13.09312    6.66468   1.965 0.054526 .   
Blocky1999:PC2      4.65710    3.22231   1.445 0.154057     
Blocky2000:PC2     14.88319    4.19609   3.547 0.000805 *** 
Blocky2001:PC2      7.24927    4.80153   1.510 0.136823     
Blocky2003:PC2      3.93717    4.48377   0.878 0.383713     
Blocky2004:PC2      2.57288    3.51254   0.732 0.466983     
Blocky1990:PC3    -10.28772    4.72250  -2.178 0.033676 *   
Blocky1992:PC3     -3.30778    4.43648  -0.746 0.459092     
Blocky1996:PC3     -9.18060    5.33782  -1.720 0.091071 .   
Blocky1999:PC3     -4.99342    4.34224  -1.150 0.255134     
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Blocky2000:PC3     -4.22259    4.68990  -0.900 0.371855     
Blocky2001:PC3     -4.91165    6.35492  -0.773 0.442897     
Blocky2003:PC3     -7.58226    6.25181  -1.213 0.230386     
Blocky2004:PC3    -10.62802    4.78525  -2.221 0.030488 *   
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 
 
Residual standard error: 5.952 on 55 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-squared:  0.8053, Adjusted R-squared:  0.7027  
F-statistic: 7.847 on 29 and 55 DF,  p-value: 4.365e-11 
 
Anova Table (Type II tests) 
 
Response: SR1 
                  Sum Sq Df F value    Pr(>F)     
Block             6214.0  8 21.9250 1.519e-14 *** 
PC1                251.2  1  7.0897   0.01015 *   
PC2                155.3  1  4.3834   0.04091 *   
PC3                  0.0  1  0.0006   0.98098     
StockpileDuration  224.3  1  6.3319   0.01481 *   
SoilDepth           84.8  1  2.3935   0.12758     
Block:PC2          702.9  8  2.4802   0.02254 *   
Block:PC3          448.1  8  1.5809   0.15189     
Residuals         1948.5 55                       
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 
Call: 
   aov(formula = step) 
 
Terms: 
                   Block      PC1      PC2      PC3 StockpileDuration 
SoilDepth Block:PC2 Block:PC3 Residuals 
Sum of Squares  6451.192   82.179   26.388    1.056           371.252    
91.225   590.185   448.055  1948.516 
Deg. of Freedom        8        1        1        1                 1         
1         8         8        55 
 
Residual standard error: 5.952106 
Estimated effects may be unbalanced 
 
Results: Response: D2, LHI: Smallest plot-extent 
Call: 
lm(formula = D2 ~ Block + PC1 + PC2 + PC3 + SoilDepth + Block:PC3,  
    data = data) 
 
Residuals: 
    Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  
-64.036 -21.798  -1.315  16.304  92.136  
 
Coefficients: 
                 Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     
(Intercept)        58.813     19.406   3.031  0.00352 **  
Blocky1990         56.672     32.817   1.727  0.08901 .   
Blocky1992         30.149     23.328   1.292  0.20087     
Blocky1996        101.618     32.901   3.089  0.00297 **  
Blocky1999         49.182     22.204   2.215  0.03032 *   
Blocky2000        143.284     34.255   4.183 8.94e-05 *** 
Blocky2001         90.162     32.979   2.734  0.00808 **  
Blocky2003         61.472     33.284   1.847  0.06938 .   
Blocky2004         27.045     32.732   0.826  0.41172     
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PC1                 6.722      4.373   1.537  0.12918     
PC2                 7.713      4.272   1.806  0.07570 .   
PC3                -5.818     15.371  -0.378  0.70632     
SoilDepthsdepth2  -66.217     23.363  -2.834  0.00614 **  
Blocky1990:PC3     15.336     22.095   0.694  0.49012     
Blocky1992:PC3    -37.264     32.158  -1.159  0.25086     
Blocky1996:PC3      6.199     20.533   0.302  0.76371     
Blocky1999:PC3     -8.549     17.069  -0.501  0.61819     
Blocky2000:PC3     39.389     18.124   2.173  0.03347 *   
Blocky2001:PC3      5.324     28.407   0.187  0.85192     
Blocky2003:PC3     73.757     40.661   1.814  0.07438 .   
Blocky2004:PC3      9.509     19.512   0.487  0.62768     
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 
 
Residual standard error: 35.82 on 64 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-squared:  0.5693, Adjusted R-squared:  0.4347  
F-statistic:  4.23 on 20 and 64 DF,  p-value: 5.395e-06 
 
Anova Table (Type II tests) 
 
Response: D2 
          Sum Sq Df F value    Pr(>F)     
Block      57426  8  5.5955 2.223e-05 *** 
PC1         3031  1  2.3629  0.129182     
PC2         4182  1  3.2599  0.075696 .   
PC3          544  1  0.4240  0.517281     
SoilDepth  10305  1  8.0328  0.006139 **  
Block:PC3  26774  8  2.6088  0.015515 *   
Residuals  82103 64                       
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 
Call: 
   aov(formula = step) 
 
Terms: 
                   Block      PC1      PC2      PC3 SoilDepth Block:PC3 
Residuals 
Sum of Squares  62899.89  4874.64  1637.60   447.33  11904.78  26774.12  
82102.89 
Deg. of Freedom        8        1        1        1         1         8        
64 
 
Residual standard error: 35.817 
Estimated effects may be unbalanced 
 
Results: Response: D2, LHI: Largest plot-extent 
Call: 
lm(formula = D2 ~ Block + PC1 + SoilDepth, data = data) 
 
Residuals: 
    Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  
-71.712 -27.916   2.138  23.265  91.247  
 
Coefficients: 
                 Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     
(Intercept)        66.325     16.097   4.120 9.76e-05 *** 
Blocky1990         49.837     32.371   1.540  0.12793     
Blocky1992          9.713     19.693   0.493  0.62331     
Blocky1996         92.681     32.387   2.862  0.00548 **  
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Blocky1999         40.931     20.194   2.027  0.04628 *   
Blocky2000         94.758     33.294   2.846  0.00572 **  
Blocky2001         86.061     32.187   2.674  0.00922 **  
Blocky2003         57.006     32.758   1.740  0.08598 .   
Blocky2004         21.725     31.939   0.680  0.49850     
PC1                11.850      4.751   2.494  0.01485 *   
SoilDepthsdepth2  -66.583     24.288  -2.741  0.00767 **  
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 
 
Residual standard error: 37.47 on 74 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-squared:  0.4549, Adjusted R-squared:  0.3812  
F-statistic: 6.176 on 10 and 74 DF,  p-value: 8.77e-07 
 
Anova Table (Type II tests) 
 
Response: D2 
          Sum Sq Df F value    Pr(>F)     
Block      45294  8  4.0317 0.0005115 *** 
PC1         8737  1  6.2219 0.0148502 *   
SoilDepth  10554  1  7.5156 0.0076650 **  
Residuals 103918 74                       
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 
Call: 
   aov(formula = step) 
 
Terms: 
                    Block       PC1 SoilDepth Residuals 
Sum of Squares   62899.89  13269.48  10554.05 103917.83 
Deg. of Freedom         8         1         1        74 
 
Residual standard error: 37.47392 
Estimated effects may be unbalanced 
 
Results: Response: VC1, LHI: Smallest plot-extent 
Call: 
lm(formula = VC1 ~ Block + PC1 + PC2 + Block:PC2, data = data) 
 
Residuals: 
    Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  
-42.223 -10.909  -0.062   8.688  44.617  
 
Coefficients: 
               Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     
(Intercept)     71.2362     7.1144  10.013 7.16e-15 *** 
Blocky1990      -9.5802     9.4124  -1.018 0.312474     
Blocky1992      -0.9104     8.6778  -0.105 0.916762     
Blocky1996     -34.2883    11.6539  -2.942 0.004492 **  
Blocky1999     -33.1759     8.4137  -3.943 0.000197 *** 
Blocky2000     -36.1117     9.1898  -3.930 0.000206 *** 
Blocky2001     -36.6082     9.3221  -3.927 0.000208 *** 
Blocky2003     -44.7249     9.5899  -4.664 1.56e-05 *** 
Blocky2004     -63.9602     9.5381  -6.706 5.39e-09 *** 
PC1              4.1000     2.0169   2.033 0.046093 *   
PC2              3.9311     7.4496   0.528 0.599478     
Blocky1990:PC2  -6.5878    10.4327  -0.631 0.529924     
Blocky1992:PC2  -4.4560     8.0565  -0.553 0.582069     
Blocky1996:PC2 -49.9723    20.3159  -2.460 0.016530 *   
Blocky1999:PC2   9.1292     9.1869   0.994 0.323990     
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Blocky2000:PC2   1.8448    10.4792   0.176 0.860796     
Blocky2001:PC2   9.8714     9.3560   1.055 0.295232     
Blocky2003:PC2  -4.1005     9.2420  -0.444 0.658723     
Blocky2004:PC2  -0.5121    11.8256  -0.043 0.965592     
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 
 
Residual standard error: 17.07 on 66 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-squared:  0.6715, Adjusted R-squared:  0.5819  
F-statistic: 7.496 on 18 and 66 DF,  p-value: 4.939e-10 
 
Anova Table (Type II tests) 
 
Response: VC1 
           Sum Sq Df F value    Pr(>F)     
Block     31376.9  8 13.4554 2.458e-11 *** 
PC1        1204.6  1  4.1325   0.04609 *   
PC2         815.1  1  2.7964   0.09921 .   
Block:PC2  4738.1  8  2.0319   0.05590 .   
Residuals 19238.4 66                       
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 
Call: 
   aov(formula = step) 
 
Terms: 
                   Block      PC1      PC2 Block:PC2 Residuals 
Sum of Squares  32995.25   780.35   815.14   4738.14  19238.37 
Deg. of Freedom        8        1        1         8        66 
 
Residual standard error: 17.07309 
Estimated effects may be unbalanced 
 
Results: Response: VC1, LHI: Largest plot-extent 
Call: 
lm(formula = VC1 ~ Block + PC3, data = data) 
 
Residuals: 
    Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  
-40.995 -11.219  -2.122  11.003  55.990  
 
Coefficients: 
            Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     
(Intercept)   68.478      7.638   8.965 1.73e-13 *** 
Blocky1990    -8.160      9.865  -0.827  0.41078     
Blocky1992     2.728      9.351   0.292  0.77131     
Blocky1996   -16.449      9.915  -1.659  0.10131     
Blocky1999   -28.030      8.716  -3.216  0.00192 **  
Blocky2000   -31.912     10.124  -3.152  0.00233 **  
Blocky2001   -34.271     10.017  -3.421  0.00101 **  
Blocky2003   -43.236     10.262  -4.213 6.93e-05 *** 
Blocky2004   -62.201      9.825  -6.331 1.62e-08 *** 
PC3            3.089      2.140   1.444  0.15303     
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 
 
Residual standard error: 18.21 on 75 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-squared:  0.5752, Adjusted R-squared:  0.5242  
F-statistic: 11.28 on 9 and 75 DF,  p-value: 6.001e-11 
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Anova Table (Type II tests) 
 
Response: VC1 
          Sum Sq Df F value   Pr(>F)     
Block      31964  8 12.0439 6.79e-11 *** 
PC3          691  1  2.0838    0.153     
Residuals  24881 75                      
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 
Call: 
   aov(formula = step) 
 
Terms: 
                   Block      PC3 Residuals 
Sum of Squares  32995.25   691.29  24880.71 
Deg. of Freedom        8        1        75 
 
Residual standard error: 18.21381 
Estimated effects may be unbalanced 
 
Results: Response: VC2, LHI: Smallest plot-extent 
Call: 
lm(formula = VC2 ~ Block + PC1, data = data) 
 
Residuals: 
    Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  
-24.623  -5.719  -1.001   5.195  37.901  
 
Coefficients: 
            Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     
(Intercept)    4.526      4.964   0.912 0.364820     
Blocky1990    10.857      6.395   1.698 0.093719 .   
Blocky1992     7.684      6.084   1.263 0.210526     
Blocky1996    30.591      6.553   4.668 1.30e-05 *** 
Blocky1999    35.234      5.884   5.988 6.81e-08 *** 
Blocky2000    27.143      6.407   4.237 6.38e-05 *** 
Blocky2001    22.212      6.555   3.388 0.001123 **  
Blocky2003    27.209      6.750   4.031 0.000132 *** 
Blocky2004     9.474      6.397   1.481 0.142790     
PC1           -2.084      1.412  -1.476 0.144090     
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 
 
Residual standard error: 12.13 on 75 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-squared:  0.5067, Adjusted R-squared:  0.4475  
F-statistic:  8.56 on 9 and 75 DF,  p-value: 1.069e-08 
 
Anova Table (Type II tests) 
 
Response: VC2 
           Sum Sq Df F value    Pr(>F)     
Block     11338.7  8  9.6285 4.483e-09 *** 
PC1         320.8  1  2.1790    0.1441     
Residuals 11040.2 75                       
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 
Call: 
   aov(formula = step) 
 
Terms: 
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                    Block       PC1 Residuals 
Sum of Squares  11019.105   320.757 11040.184 
Deg. of Freedom         8         1        75 
 
Residual standard error: 12.1327 
Estimated effects may be unbalanced 
 
Results: Response: VC2, LHI: Largest plot-extent 
Call: 
lm(formula = VC2 ~ Block + PC1, data = data) 
 
Residuals: 
    Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  
-21.572  -6.544  -0.235   5.012  34.330  
 
Coefficients: 
            Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     
(Intercept)   0.1282     4.9469   0.026  0.97940     
Blocky1990   15.6891     6.2523   2.509  0.01425 *   
Blocky1992   12.8968     6.0521   2.131  0.03637 *   
Blocky1996   34.4331     6.3346   5.436 6.53e-07 *** 
Blocky1999   41.0124     5.9581   6.883 1.53e-09 *** 
Blocky2000   33.9623     6.5010   5.224 1.52e-06 *** 
Blocky2001   25.4010     6.2952   4.035  0.00013 *** 
Blocky2003   30.9185     6.5168   4.744 9.76e-06 *** 
Blocky2004   12.3517     6.1575   2.006  0.04847 *   
PC1          -4.6213     1.4356  -3.219  0.00190 **  
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 
 
Residual standard error: 11.54 on 75 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-squared:  0.554, Adjusted R-squared:  0.5005  
F-statistic: 10.35 on 9 and 75 DF,  p-value: 3.285e-10 
 
Anova Table (Type II tests) 
 
Response: VC2 
           Sum Sq Df F value    Pr(>F)     
Block     12372.6  8  11.620 1.372e-10 *** 
PC1        1379.2  1  10.363  0.001901 **  
Residuals  9981.8 75                       
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 
Call: 
   aov(formula = step) 
 
Terms: 
                    Block       PC1 Residuals 
Sum of Squares  11019.105  1379.173  9981.769 
Deg. of Freedom         8         1        75 
 
Residual standard error: 11.53647 
Estimated effects may be unbalanced 
 
Results: Response: VC3, LHI: Smallest plot-extent 
Call: 
lm(formula = VC3 ~ Block + PC3 + Block:PC3, data = data) 
 
Residuals: 
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    Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  
-29.908  -6.058   0.023   6.966  41.021  
 
Coefficients: 
               Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     
(Intercept)      1.8855     8.1149   0.232 0.816978     
Blocky1990       3.2621     9.5481   0.342 0.733687     
Blocky1992       1.1404     9.7655   0.117 0.907384     
Blocky1996      39.8590     9.7399   4.092 0.000117 *** 
Blocky1999      38.8455     8.8999   4.365 4.51e-05 *** 
Blocky2000      12.5266    10.3532   1.210 0.230561     
Blocky2001      23.6569     9.7245   2.433 0.017663 *   
Blocky2003      37.6296     9.9076   3.798 0.000317 *** 
Blocky2004      37.2160     9.5544   3.895 0.000229 *** 
PC3              0.9435     6.4216   0.147 0.883634     
Blocky1990:PC3  -3.3491     9.2348  -0.363 0.718001     
Blocky1992:PC3   6.7361    13.3880   0.503 0.616513     
Blocky1996:PC3   6.8455     8.5542   0.800 0.426395     
Blocky1999:PC3   6.5322     7.1504   0.914 0.364236     
Blocky2000:PC3 -13.0294     7.5550  -1.725 0.089209 .   
Blocky2001:PC3   5.1925    11.6930   0.444 0.658424     
Blocky2003:PC3 -19.2566    16.7377  -1.150 0.254032     
Blocky2004:PC3   0.8849     8.0651   0.110 0.912960     
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 
 
Residual standard error: 15.02 on 67 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-squared:  0.6245, Adjusted R-squared:  0.5292  
F-statistic: 6.554 on 17 and 67 DF,  p-value: 8.917e-09 
 
Anova Table (Type II tests) 
 
Response: VC3 
           Sum Sq Df F value    Pr(>F)     
Block     20758.0  8 11.5081 4.057e-10 *** 
PC3          77.7  1  0.3448   0.55907     
Block:PC3  4271.5  8  2.3681   0.02614 *   
Residuals 15106.6 67                       
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 
Call: 
   aov(formula = step) 
 
Terms: 
                    Block       PC3 Block:PC3 Residuals 
Sum of Squares  20773.131    77.732  4271.506 15106.620 
Deg. of Freedom         8         1         8        67 
 
Residual standard error: 15.01572 
Estimated effects may be unbalanced 
 
Results: Response: VC3, LHI: Largest plot-extent 
Call: 
lm(formula = VC3 ~ Block + PC1 + PC3 + StockpileDuration + SoilDepth,  
    data = data) 
 
Residuals: 
    Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  
-29.095  -7.840  -0.415   8.870  42.229  
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Coefficients: 
                  Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     
(Intercept)       -87.7990    43.8586  -2.002 0.049068 *   
Blocky1990        -37.9145    29.7009  -1.277 0.205866     
Blocky1992         35.8657    13.3403   2.689 0.008911 **  
Blocky1996          5.8608    24.8933   0.235 0.814538     
Blocky1999         60.3582     9.4197   6.408 1.34e-08 *** 
Blocky2000        -10.4199    29.8443  -0.349 0.728001     
Blocky2001         -0.9543    20.2923  -0.047 0.962622     
Blocky2003          1.3421    25.6263   0.052 0.958376     
Blocky2004        -46.2926    50.2045  -0.922 0.359566     
PC1                -6.8908     1.7992  -3.830 0.000271 *** 
PC3                 4.7943     1.6837   2.847 0.005739 **  
StockpileDuration   3.3036     1.8057   1.830 0.071457 .   
SoilDepthsdepth2   52.6707    28.6737   1.837 0.070352 .   
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 
 
Residual standard error: 14.17 on 72 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-squared:  0.6408, Adjusted R-squared:  0.5809  
F-statistic:  10.7 on 12 and 72 DF,  p-value: 8.616e-12 
 
Anova Table (Type II tests) 
 
Response: VC3 
                   Sum Sq Df F value    Pr(>F)     
Block             20393.6  8 12.7006 3.372e-11 *** 
PC1                2944.1  1 14.6679 0.0002713 *** 
PC3                1627.4  1  8.1081 0.0057390 **  
StockpileDuration   671.8  1  3.3473 0.0714569 .   
SoilDepth           677.3  1  3.3742 0.0703519 .   
Residuals         14451.5 72                       
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 
Call: 
   aov(formula = step) 
 
Terms: 
                    Block       PC1       PC3 StockpileDuration SoilDepth 
Residuals 
Sum of Squares  20773.131  2804.633  1506.538            15.900   677.255 
14451.531 
Deg. of Freedom         8         1         1                 1         1        
72 
 
Residual standard error: 14.16742 
Estimated effects may be unbalanced 
 
Results: Response: Bare, LHI: Smallest plot-extent 
Call: 
lm(formula = Bare ~ Block + PC1 + PC2 + PC3 + SoilDepth + Block:PC2 +  
    Block:PC3, data = data) 
 
Residuals: 
    Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  
-24.612  -5.904  -0.077   5.184  35.227  
 
Coefficients: 
                 Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     
(Intercept)        1.0158     6.4999   0.156 0.876378     
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Blocky1990        29.2582    11.3230   2.584 0.012403 *   
Blocky1992        16.2669     7.8202   2.080 0.042103 *   
Blocky1996        32.8142    12.5585   2.613 0.011506 *   
Blocky1999        30.1993     7.4905   4.032 0.000169 *** 
Blocky2000        44.6796    11.9038   3.753 0.000416 *** 
Blocky2001        67.3157    11.3026   5.956 1.79e-07 *** 
Blocky2003        47.1549    11.3906   4.140 0.000118 *** 
Blocky2004        87.5708    11.4290   7.662 2.79e-10 *** 
PC1               -3.0119     1.5096  -1.995 0.050894 .   
PC2                1.5054     5.4491   0.276 0.783357     
PC3               -0.3645     5.3417  -0.068 0.945844     
SoilDepthsdepth2 -20.9780     8.1810  -2.564 0.013050 *   
Blocky1990:PC2    -4.2184     7.5088  -0.562 0.576504     
Blocky1992:PC2    -1.1803     5.8854  -0.201 0.841777     
Blocky1996:PC2    11.2211    14.8195   0.757 0.452114     
Blocky1999:PC2   -13.3097     6.8832  -1.934 0.058218 .   
Blocky2000:PC2     0.1781     7.6708   0.023 0.981564     
Blocky2001:PC2   -14.0316     7.0279  -1.997 0.050744 .   
Blocky2003:PC2    -0.7874     6.9809  -0.113 0.910602     
Blocky2004:PC2    36.5466     9.7538   3.747 0.000425 *** 
Blocky1990:PC3    -0.2715     7.5529  -0.036 0.971457     
Blocky1992:PC3   -14.6687    11.0589  -1.326 0.190087     
Blocky1996:PC3    -4.6314     7.1381  -0.649 0.519105     
Blocky1999:PC3     3.6843     5.9759   0.617 0.540051     
Blocky2000:PC3     3.4999     6.2892   0.556 0.580095     
Blocky2001:PC3    14.9221    10.2164   1.461 0.149713     
Blocky2003:PC3     1.3281    15.0138   0.088 0.929828     
Blocky2004:PC3    18.5549     7.2517   2.559 0.013237 *   
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 
 
Residual standard error: 11.99 on 56 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-squared:  0.8034, Adjusted R-squared:  0.7052  
F-statistic: 8.175 on 28 and 56 DF,  p-value: 1.896e-11 
 
Anova Table (Type II tests) 
 
Response: Bare 
           Sum Sq Df F value    Pr(>F)     
Block     22082.1  8 19.2092 1.623e-13 *** 
PC1         572.0  1  3.9809 0.0508942 .   
PC2          94.9  1  0.6606 0.4197728     
PC3         588.2  1  4.0936 0.0478287 *   
SoilDepth   944.8  1  6.5752 0.0130504 *   
Block:PC2  5604.5  8  4.8753 0.0001353 *** 
Block:PC3  2682.4  8  2.3334 0.0307302 *   
Residuals  8046.9 56                       
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 
Call: 
   aov(formula = step) 
 
Terms: 
                    Block       PC1       PC2       PC3 SoilDepth Block:PC2 
Block:PC3 Residuals 
Sum of Squares  24180.348   258.553   328.502   146.464   531.077  4765.291  
2682.410  8046.933 
Deg. of Freedom         8         1         1         1         1         8         
8        56 
 
Residual standard error: 11.98729 
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Estimated effects may be unbalanced 
 
Results: Response: Bare, LHI: Largest plot-extent 
Call: 
lm(formula = Bare ~ Block + PC3 + SoilDepth, data = data) 
 
Residuals: 
    Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  
-29.712  -7.348  -0.620   6.782  42.705  
 
Coefficients: 
                 Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     
(Intercept)         3.652      6.174   0.592  0.55596     
Blocky1990         18.024     12.174   1.481  0.14298     
Blocky1992          8.756      7.558   1.159  0.25038     
Blocky1996         18.109     12.283   1.474  0.14463     
Blocky1999         23.979      7.211   3.325  0.00138 **  
Blocky2000         28.732     12.238   2.348  0.02156 *   
Blocky2001         57.878     12.285   4.711 1.13e-05 *** 
Blocky2003         37.438     12.438   3.010  0.00357 **  
Blocky2004         67.343     12.167   5.535 4.50e-07 *** 
PC3                -2.432      1.744  -1.395  0.16720     
SoilDepthsdepth2  -12.944      9.442  -1.371  0.17456     
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 
 
Residual standard error: 14.72 on 74 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-squared:  0.6086, Adjusted R-squared:  0.5557  
F-statistic:  11.5 on 10 and 74 DF,  p-value: 1.263e-11 
 
Anova Table (Type II tests) 
 
Response: Bare 
           Sum Sq Df F value    Pr(>F)     
Block     21886.7  8 12.6329 2.935e-11 *** 
PC3         421.4  1  1.9459    0.1672     
SoilDepth   407.0  1  1.8793    0.1746     
Residuals 16025.8 74                       
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 
Call: 
   aov(formula = step) 
 
Terms: 
                    Block       PC3 SoilDepth Residuals 
Sum of Squares  24180.348   326.460   406.984 16025.785 
Deg. of Freedom         8         1         1        74 
 
Residual standard error: 14.71614 
Estimated effects may be unbalanced 
 
Results: Response: Litter, LHI: Smallest plot-extent 
Call: 
lm(formula = Litter ~ Block + PC1 + PC2 + PC3 + StockpileDuration +  
    Block:PC2 + Block:PC3, data = data) 
 
Residuals: 
    Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  
-38.017  -7.514   1.293   6.946  25.675  
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Coefficients: 
                  Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     
(Intercept)       139.8026    16.5935   8.425 1.55e-11 *** 
Blocky1990        -12.2598     9.1872  -1.334 0.187458     
Blocky1992        -30.8345     9.9338  -3.104 0.002992 **  
Blocky1996        -21.6651    11.2592  -1.924 0.059415 .   
Blocky1999        -39.7342     9.3678  -4.242 8.40e-05 *** 
Blocky2000        -36.8762     9.9981  -3.688 0.000512 *** 
Blocky2001        -60.4248     9.8703  -6.122 9.62e-08 *** 
Blocky2003        -71.3336     9.4398  -7.557 4.16e-10 *** 
Blocky2004        -51.4482    11.8256  -4.351 5.81e-05 *** 
PC1                 4.3598     1.7609   2.476 0.016342 *   
PC2                -1.7427     6.4117  -0.272 0.786773     
PC3                 0.9622     6.2855   0.153 0.878879     
StockpileDuration  -1.7207     0.6098  -2.822 0.006593 **  
Blocky1990:PC2      2.0000     8.8352   0.226 0.821742     
Blocky1992:PC2      0.5819     6.9252   0.084 0.933336     
Blocky1996:PC2     -2.6028    17.4375  -0.149 0.881882     
Blocky1999:PC2     13.5128     8.0797   1.672 0.100017     
Blocky2000:PC2      4.5579     9.0261   0.505 0.615563     
Blocky2001:PC2     14.9669     8.2677   1.810 0.075619 .   
Blocky2003:PC2     -0.8017     8.2303  -0.097 0.922748     
Blocky2004:PC2    -32.9096    11.4767  -2.868 0.005821 **  
Blocky1990:PC3      0.9805     8.8875   0.110 0.912551     
Blocky1992:PC3     14.7879    13.0127   1.136 0.260619     
Blocky1996:PC3      0.3691     8.3986   0.044 0.965101     
Blocky1999:PC3     -4.1944     7.0296  -0.597 0.553131     
Blocky2000:PC3      6.7997     7.4004   0.919 0.362130     
Blocky2001:PC3     -9.6101    12.0197  -0.800 0.427363     
Blocky2003:PC3      3.7821    17.7373   0.213 0.831923     
Blocky2004:PC3    -18.5981     8.5325  -2.180 0.033502 *   
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 
 
Residual standard error: 14.11 on 56 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-squared:  0.8097, Adjusted R-squared:  0.7145  
F-statistic: 8.507 on 28 and 56 DF,  p-value: 8.484e-12 
 
Anova Table (Type II tests) 
 
Response: Litter 
                   Sum Sq Df F value   Pr(>F)     
Block             29179.1  8 18.3322 4.06e-13 *** 
PC1                1219.6  1  6.1298 0.016342 *   
PC2                  70.6  1  0.3549 0.553761     
PC3                  25.9  1  0.1302 0.719610     
StockpileDuration  1584.5  1  7.9637 0.006593 **  
Block:PC2          5212.0  8  3.2745 0.003935 **  
Block:PC3          3398.8  8  2.1354 0.047207 *   
Residuals         11141.8 56                      
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 
Call: 
   aov(formula = step) 
 
Terms: 
                   Block      PC1      PC2      PC3 StockpileDuration 
Block:PC2 Block:PC3 Residuals 
Sum of Squares  37557.04   939.14    76.14    42.12           1241.24   
4139.51   3398.82  11141.79 
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Deg. of Freedom        8        1        1        1                 1         
8         8        56 
 
Residual standard error: 14.10534 
Estimated effects may be unbalanced 
 
Results: Response: Litter, LHI: Largest plot-extent 
Call: 
lm(formula = Litter ~ Block + PC1 + StockpileDuration, data = data) 
 
Residuals: 
    Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  
-46.857  -8.670  -0.411  11.082  28.666  
 
Coefficients: 
                  Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     
(Intercept)       134.3388    17.7305   7.577 8.15e-11 *** 
Blocky1990        -16.4191     8.7953  -1.867  0.06589 .   
Blocky1992        -27.7188     9.6009  -2.887  0.00509 **  
Blocky1996        -22.2110     9.1915  -2.416  0.01814 *   
Blocky1999        -38.8268     9.4364  -4.115 9.96e-05 *** 
Blocky2000        -49.6696     9.1561  -5.425 7.01e-07 *** 
Blocky2001        -61.2720     9.7993  -6.253 2.35e-08 *** 
Blocky2003        -73.5166     9.3741  -7.843 2.57e-11 *** 
Blocky2004        -49.3123    11.5898  -4.255 6.05e-05 *** 
PC1                 3.2602     2.0514   1.589  0.11626     
StockpileDuration  -1.3709     0.6633  -2.067  0.04226 *   
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 
 
Residual standard error: 16.21 on 74 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-squared:  0.6677, Adjusted R-squared:  0.6227  
F-statistic: 14.87 on 10 and 74 DF,  p-value: 4.221e-14 
 
Anova Table (Type II tests) 
 
Response: Litter 
                   Sum Sq Df F value    Pr(>F)     
Block             31351.8  8 14.9072 9.157e-13 *** 
PC1                 664.0  1  2.5258   0.11626     
StockpileDuration  1122.9  1  4.2713   0.04226 *   
Residuals         19454.0 74                       
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 
Call: 
   aov(formula = step) 
 
Terms: 
                   Block      PC1 StockpileDuration Residuals 
Sum of Squares  37557.04   401.92           1122.88  19453.97 
Deg. of Freedom        8        1                 1        74 
 
Residual standard error: 16.21393 
Estimated effects may be unbalanced 
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The results in tabular form are displayed below. 
Response: 
Ecological 
variable
Plot-
extent
Model
Regression 
p-value Adjusted 
R-square
Residual 
standard error
Degrees 
of 
freedom
Regression 
Parameters
Block PC1 PC2 PC3
Stockpile
Duration
SoilDepth Block:PC1 Block:PC2 Block:PC3 Age Region Mulching
Soil 
Type
Rehab 
Practice
Survey
Year
ALSeed
sWeight
ALSeed 
Proportion
Coefficient NA -0.3389 -1.928 1.844 20.9495 NA NA
Std. Error NA 2.9829 2.5691 0.8468 13.3088 NA NA
p value (anova) 3.20E-14 0.336 0.587 0.0337 0.1211 0.0198 0.1065
Significance level *** # # * # * #
Coefficient NA -2.34608 -5.89251 5.97222 1.9522 19.13401 NA NA
Std. Error NA 0.88111 2.50421 4.08459 0.77581 12.36778 NA NA
p value (anova) 1.52E-14 0.0102 0.0409 0.981 0.0148 0.1276 0.0225 0.1519
Significance level *** * * # * # * #
Coefficient NA 6.722 7.713 -5.818 -66.217 NA
Std. Error NA 4.373 4.272 15.371 23.363 NA
p value (anova) 2.22E-05 0.1292 0.0757 0.5173 0.0061 0.0155
Significance level *** # . # ** *
Coefficient NA 11.85 -66.583
Std. Error NA 4.751 24.288
p value (anova) 0.0005115 0.0149 0.0077
Significance level *** * **
Coefficient NA 4.1 3.9311 NA
Std. Error NA 2.0169 7.4496 NA
p value (anova) 2.46E-11 0.0461 0.0992 0.0559
Significance level *** * . .
Coefficient NA 3.089
Std. Error NA 2.14
p value (anova) 6.79E-11 0.153
Significance level *** #
Coefficient NA -2.084
Std. Error NA 1.412
p value (anova) 4.48E-09 0.1441
Significance level *** #
Coefficient NA -4.6213
Std. Error NA 1.4356
p value (anova) 4.48E-09 0.0019
Significance level *** **
Coefficient NA 0.9435 NA
Std. Error NA 6.4216 NA
p value (anova) 4.06E-10 0.5591 0.0261
Significance level *** # *
Coefficient NA -6.8908 4.7943 3.3036 52.6707
Std. Error NA 1.7992 1.6837 1.8057 28.6737
p value (anova) 3.37E-11 0.0003 0.0057 0.0715 0.0735
Significance level *** *** ** . .
Coefficient NA -3.0119 1.5054 -0.3645 -20.978 NA NA
Std. Error NA 1.5096 5.4491 5.3417 8.181 NA NA
p value (anova) 1.62E-13 0.0509 0.4198 0.0478 0.0131 0.0001 0.0307
Significance level *** . # * * *** *
Coefficient NA -2.432 -12.944
Std. Error NA 1.744 9.442
p value (anova) 2.94E-11 0.1672 0.1746
Significance level *** #
Coefficient NA 4.3598 -1.7427 0.9622 -1.7207 NA NA
Std. Error NA 1.7609 6.4117 6.2855 0.6098 NA NA
p value (anova) 4.06E-13 0.0163 0.5538 0.7196 0.0066 0.0039 0.0472
Significance level *** * # # ** ** *
Coefficient NA 3.2602 -1.3709
Std. Error NA 2.0514 0.6633
p value (anova) 9.16E-13 0.1163 0.0423
Significance level *** # *
VC3
12.13 75
11.54 75
18.21 75
6617.07
VC2
Smallest 
(0m)
VC2 ~ Block + PC1 1.07E-08 0.4475
Largest 
(40m)
VC2 ~ Block + PC1 3.29E-10 0.5005
14.11 56
Largest 
(40m)
SC2 ~ Block + PC1 + 
StockpileDuration
4.22E-14 0.6227 16.21 74
Largest 
(40m)
VC3 ~ Block + PC1 + PC3 
+ StockpileDuration + 
SoilDepth
8.62E-12 0.5809 14.17 72
8.92E-09
VC3 ~ Block + PC3 + 
Block:PC3
Smallest 
(0m)
6715.020.5292
SC2
Smallest 
(0m)
SC2 ~ Block + PC1 + PC2 
+ PC3 + SoilDepth + 
Block:PC2 + Block:PC3
8.48E-12 0.7145
11.99 56
Largest 
(40m)
SC4 ~ Block + PC3 + 
SoilDepth
1.26E-11 0.5557 14.72 74
SC4
Smallest 
(0m)
SC4 ~ Block + PC1 + PC2 
+ PC3 + SoilDepth + 
Block:PC2 + Block:PC3
1.90E-11 0.7052
VC1
Smallest 
(0m)
VC1 ~ Block + PC1 + PC2 
+ Block:PC2
4.94E-10 0.5819
Largest 
(40m)
VC1 ~ Block + PC3 6.00E-11 0.5242
9.82E-11 0.685 6.127
4.37E-11 0.7027 5.952
6.19E-06 0.4317 35.91
8.77E-07 0.3812 37.47
56
55
64
66
SR1
D2
Smallest 
(10m)
Largest 
(40m)
Smallest 
(0m)
Largest 
(40m)
SR1 ~ Block + PC2 + PC3 
+ StockpileDuration + 
SoilDepth + Block:PC2 
+ Block:PC3
SR1~ Block + PC1 + PC2 
+ PC3 +  
StockpileDuration + 
SoilDepth + Block:PC2 
D2~ Block + PC1 + PC2+ 
PC3 + SoilDepth + 
Block:PC3
D2 ~ Block + PC1 + 
SoilDepth
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